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ABSTRACT

This study examines some of the plague sermons of German Catholic
preachers during the sixteenth century, the era of the Reformation. It takes
the question, "What was preached?" and applies it to a hitherto neglected
genre of sources to investigate how Catholic preachers responded to a
recurring, pre-Reformation crisis—plague—and how they interpreted that
crisis during an era of revolutionary religious change. Special attention is
given to the themes of astrology and the causes of plague, interpretations of
epidemic disease in terms of divine wrath, plague prevention and social
discipline. By comparing some of the Catholic plague sermons with those of
their Protestant counterparts, similarities emerge to reveal a shared
"Catholic" tradition, just as differences become apparent that reflect many of
the debates between the confessions in sixteenth-century Germany.
The theme of Catholic preaching and the German Reformation itself,
however, has received little attention in the field, despite the fact that
scholars have begun to devote much research and exposition to Protestant
sermons during the period. Contrary to common opinion—^that Catholics
failed to measure up to their evangelical counterparts in the pulpits—^this
study also sketches some of the contours of Catholic preaching during the
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first three decades of the Reformation: major preachers, the sources, and
some of the themes they emphasized. Conceived as both a thesis and as an
outline for further research, it is argued here that the Catholic response fi-om
the pulpits was of greater scope and higher quality than has hitherto been
assumed.
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INTRODUCTION

In Frankfurt an der Oder, Gertrand Fischer had been a vibrant and.
healthy young woman. Until 1536. Then, according to the city's Lutheran
preacher, Andreas Ebert, she suddenly became "weak in the head" {im haupt
schwach),^ a diagnosis connoting something between depression and
madness in the fluid medical vocabulary of sixteenth-century Germany." A
kind citizen took her in and Gertrand began to improve, until "she became
possessed with that enemy of truth, Satan." In the Devil's grip she
performed bizarre {seltzams) feats such as chewing and ingesting coins and

' Andreas Ebert, Wunderliche Zeitung von einem Geld Teufel / ein selzame /
vngleiibliche / dock warhajftige geschicht. Zu Franckfurt an der Oder
geschehen vnd vrkundlich ausgangen (n.p., n.p., [1539?]), A2a. Ebert's
narrative is dated "am tag Lucie" (13 December) 1537, but Frankfurt's
councilman Theobald Diirrekragen attached a personal confirmation of the
story (ibid., A4a-Bla), dated 29 December 1538. Thus the pamphlet was
probably printed in 1539.
"For the range and meanings of such terms, see H.C. Erik Midelfort, A
Histoiy of Madness in Sixteenth-Century Germany (Stanford: Stanford UP,
1999), esp. 11, 85, and 433f. (index, s.v. "madness, sixteenth-century terms
for"); "im haupt schwach" does not occur among Midelfort's terms, but
surely it was a milder condition than "doll im haubt" (as described in ibid.,
307).
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needles.^ Desperate for a cure, her Protestant caregivers went so far as to
fetch a "popish priest" {papistischer pfaff), whose exorcisms proved
powerless. Then they had the good sense to drag her to one of Ebert's
sermons. As expected, Satan tauntingly interrupted. But Ebert pressed on.
The preacher preached, and commanded that the Devil leave the girl. Which
he did.^ Immune to the hocus-pocus of the papists, Satan met his match in
the power of the Word.
To hear the Gospel: if it were enough to drive out the Devil himself,
what might it accomplish for the ordinary Christian? There was more than
self-promotion in Andreas Ebert's Wunderliche Zeitung. The miracle story
served as an exemplum meant to highlight the profound importance that
Protestants since Luther had ascribed to the preaching of the Evangelium.
As it has aptly been put in a play on the famous observation, "No book, no
reformation," historians have come to acknowledge the crucial role of the

Ebert, Wunderliche Zeitung, A2b: "Vnd vnter andem ist es geschehen /
wenn die gedacht Magd einem an den Rock / ermel / bart / oder sonst etwas
ergreiff / hat sie alweg Gelt / dieses Lands geng vnd gebe / erwiischt / vnd
flugs damit zu dem maul gefaren / dasselbig gekewet / vnd endlich
engeschlungen / welchs gelts ir etlichs genomen . . . Das gleichen hat sie
auch Nadeln erwiischt / welche sie gekewet / vnd auch eingefressen.".
Ibid., A3a.
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sermon

in spreading

the

evangelical

message: "No sermon,

no

reformation."^
That Martin Luther developed a theology of preaching is well known.
At the dense, technical analyses which have (sometimes brilliantly)
explicated the contours of this theology,^ however, the "fat doctor" in
Wittenberg would have shaken his head. Historical distance, secular culture,
and the workabout habits of scholarship all combine to obscure the fact that,
at its most existential core, preaching and hearing the Word were for Martin

^ The play is on Bemd Moeller's phrase, "No book, no Reformation," and is
made by Susan C. Karant-Nunn, "Preaching the Word in Early Modem
Germany," forthcoming in a volume on preaching to be edited by Laurissa
Taylor, ms. p. 2.1 should like to thank Professor Karant-Nunn for giving me
a copy of this prior to publication.
^ See Albrecht Beutel, "Predigt VIII. Evangelische Predigt vom 16. bis 18.
Jahrhundert," in TRE21 (1997), 296-311; here 296- 298 (1.1.1-1.1.3), with
the literature at 309 (1.1). Technically superb are Gerhard Ebeling,
Evangelische Evangelienauslegung. Eine Untersiichung zu Luthers
Hermeneutik (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1962), and
Ulrich Asendorf, Die Theologie Martin Luthers nach seinen Predigten
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1988). Especially useful are
Ebeling's thorough presentation of the source material with which one can
study Luther's preaching and his appendices on both the Kirchenpostille
and the structure of the sermons {pp. cit., 11-47, 455-474).
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Luther akin to the sacraments themselves/ Near the end of a long, difficult,
and sometimes disappointing life, Martin Luther—the preacher—^thought
not about his famous treatises of 1520 but rather his Kirchenpostille. Well
aware that the company he kept was busily recording his every comment,
Luther spoke precisely: "That book, the Kirchenpostille,''^ he wanted to
•

make clear, "is my very best book" {mein allerbestes Buch).

S

The nearly mystical experience that Luther associated with hearing
the Gospel, no less than his attempt to put his liturgical (pericopic) sermons
at the core of his writings, signals a double trajectory that modem scholars
would do well to pursue. Historical theologians should remember that
despite whatever the reformer muttered over beer or scrawled on a paper
scrap, it was through his Kirchenpostille that Martin Luther wanted and in
fact did become best known. From his perspective, technical theology was

^ Very close to this interpretation is Heiko A. Oberman, "The Preaching of
the Word in the Reformation," r/?e Harvard Divinity Bulletin 25,1 (1960),
7-18.
8

•
See the editor's
introduction to the Kirchenpostille in Walch", 11: v.
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most useful when applied to the preaching of the word for the salvation of
the Church.^
For their part, cultural and social historians, who have begun research
on sixteenth-century Protestant sermons in search of societies and
ideologies, should never forget the quasi-sacramental notions of preaching
that preachers might carry into the pulpit. Before one can ask how preachers
used Scripture in the service of ideology, one must confront the fact that,
from the perspective of preachers. Scripture used them. Scholars need to
seize upon this friction, this dialectical tension between agendas affecting
the future on the one hand, and the demands of funneling Scripture and past
traditions on the other. Truly historical scholarship demands nothing less.
This study is an attempt to seize upon that double trajectory, to
exploit the tensions between Scripture and the contexts of its exposition in
the pulpits of early modem Germany. My theme is German Catholic
^ This is precisely why Luther fits so well into what has been described by
Bemdt Hamm as Frommigkeitstheologie, the late medieval attempt to
reduce theology to its most usefiil, applicable core. For a concise
presentation of Hamm's thesis (with references to his more extensive
studies), see id., "Normative Centering in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries: Observations on Religiosity, Theology, and Iconography," trans.
J. M. Frymire, Journal of Early Modern History 3 (1999), 307-354; here
325-330.
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preaching before the Peace of Augsburg (1555), almost exclusively in the
context of the recurring epidemics that had begun to do their woric upon the
collective German mentality long before Luther and his movement. I take
Bemd Moeller's question, "What was preached?" and apply it to the topic of
pestilence. My title, "Pestilence and Reformation," signals my intent to
demonstrate some of the ways in which preaching and plague discourse
functioned in the contexts of religious and social change.
After the above exposition of Luther and the sermon, however, it is
perhaps the "Catholic Preaching" part of the subtitle that first warrants an
explanation.
* * 5fC

In the archives of the Congregations of the Roman Inquisition and
Index, my failed search for the censorship of one author yielded another
whose name was foreign and whose recurring presence in the documents,
given the task at hand, was especially annoying. To the sermons of Johann
Wild OFM (tl554),"^ a monastery preacher active in Mainz from 1528,
To the only study of Wild, for all of its brevity (96 pp.), was at least given
the enormous talent and learning of Nikolaus Paulus: Johann Wild. Ein
Maimer Domprediger des 16. Jahrhunderts, Schriften der GorresGesellschaft 1893, no. 3 (Cologne, 1893).
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where he would eventually become cathedral preacher, reform advisor, and
Guardian of the Franciscan cloister before his death, the cardinals and
lackeys of the Roman Inquisition and Index had applied what seemed, in
light of Wild's status, an inordinate amount of censoring."
Roman censors were busy, and to their task of cleaning up virtually
every Latin text crucial to Western Civilization was added the burden of
•
keeping
up with the ever-increasing production of new books. I ~ That they
should have lavished such attention on a preacher virtually unknown today,
however, signaled a gap between the priorities of scholarship and the
realities of the past. From sixteenth-century presses came over 220 editions
of Wild's thirty-three works, most of them sermons.And before their
condemnation on the Roman Index of Prohibited Books in 1596,'"^ Wild's

" E.g., Archivio del Sant' Uffizio (Rome): Indice, Protocolli F, fols. lOf^11 Iv; 129v-148v; Protocolli N, 103r-l lOv. Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana
(Rome): Vat. Lat. 6207, fols. 184r-v and 68-71r; Vat. Lat. ill 1^,passim.
I " See now Peter Godman, The Saint as Censor. Robert Bellarmine between
Inquisition and Index, SMRT 80 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2000).
Paulus provides the best bibliography, Johann Wild, 68-78; adapted (but
with less detail) by Klaiber, Werkverzeichnis, 300-304 (nos. 3253-3286).
The Sorbonne began condemning Wild already in 1551, as did inquisitors
in Spain and Italy, whereas in Germany and The Netherlands they were
being printed with ecclesiastical approbation. A brief survey is offered by
F.H. Reusch, Der Index der verbotenen Bucher. Ein Beitrag zur Kirchen-
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sermons were printed in numbers unrivalled in Catholic Germany'^ and
recommended for preachers from Mainz to Vienna.'^
It was, then, in pursuit of the sermons and censorship of Johann Wild
that I was led to the question of Catholic preaching in Reformation
Germany before 1555. The topic finds almost no place in standard accounts
and specialized studies,'^ despite the fact that preaching played such a

und Literaturgeschichte, 3 vols. (Bonn, 1883-1885), 2:560-63; cf. Paulus,
Johann Wild, 75ff. This history can now be more precisely reconstructed,
given the publication of the Thesaurus de la litterature interdite au xvi
siecle. Auteurs, ouvrages, editions, ed. J.M. De Bujanda, Index des livres
interdits, 10 (Sherbrooke & Geneva, 1996).
H. Jedin cited Wild's as among "die in Deutschland meistbenutzten
Predigtwerke," in Handbuch der Kirchengeschichte, 4: Reformation,
Katholische Reform und Gegenreformation, ed. E. Iserloh et al. (Freiburg
i.B.: Herder, 1967), 589 n. 14. For sixteenth-century estimations of Wild, cf.
Paulus, Johann Wild, 7-9.
In the 1550s, the Jesuits assembled their library in Ingolstadt under the
direction of Petrus Canisius. In his catalogue of books received, the
librarian graciously noted the donation, by a professor at the university, of
Wild's sermons, "qua concionatoribus deservirent." Beati Petri Canisii,
Societatis lesu, Epistolae et Acta, ed. O. Braunsberger, 8 vols. (Freiburg
i.B.: Herder, 1896-1923), 2: 903. Shortly thereafter, in a Bavarian Index of
"erlaubte Biicher" of 1566, Wild's works were included in the categories
"Postille" and "Bethbiichlin." In addition, the recommendation of all books
printed in Mainz covered the majority of Wild's opera. Ed. A. Ulm, "Ein
bayerischer Index erlaubter Bucher vom Jahre 1566," Archiv fiir Geschichte
des Deutschen Buchhandels 1 (1878), 176-80.
The most important are listed by Gottfried Bitter, "Predigt VII.
Katholische Predigt der Neuzeit," in TRE 27 (1997): 262-96; here 292 (1).
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decisive role in the spread of the evangelical movement. A study of Catholic
preaching in this context, at the level of the pulpits, will force a reevaluation
of the Catholic response to the German Reformation.

* * *

Part One of this dissertation paints, in the broadest strokes, the
contours of German Catholic preaching, 1517-1555. It does so to present a
thesis and to establish a research agenda. Its sights set on the future, most of
its work appears in the footnotes. In addition to the introduction of a number
of preachers and sources. Chapter One focuses on preaching in the
archiepiscopal city of Mainz on the basis of sermons assembled
chronologically for the first time (see the Appendix). A distinction will be
made between "hard-liners" who preached very much concomitant to that
currently unfashionable (because unecumenical) word, the "CounterReformation," and those who pursued a via media of reform and
reconciliation with the evangelicals until the (underestimated) collapse of
the colloquies at Regensburg in 1541. To the few themes touched upon in
In general, most such studies are devoted to a narrow range of theological
topics that are not placed in any specific historical contexts.
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passing detail, I add the synods that followed the Augsburg Reichstag
(1547-48) in order to establish the crucial role that Catholic reformers
assigned to preaching. In the wake of those synods came a program of
printing without which some of the key sources of Catholic preaching
would not exist. Part One therefore concludes with the production and
distribution of the sermons intended to be read from pulpits across the Holy
Roman Empire and, as such, establishes the potential lines of impact of long
deceased preachers like Johann Wild. Streamlined to an absolute minimum,
these contours provide both an agenda for future research and context for
what follows in Part Two of this dissertation.
There, in greater detail, I take up the question of pestilence and
Reformation proper. Much like stumbling upon the theme of Catholic
preaching and the German Reformation, the idea to pursue pestilence
originated in sources from which this author had hoped to bring away
something else entirely. Although philology will always be the only
legitimate partner of the historian, one should never discount the discoveries
made possible in the company of utter ignorance. Expecting one thing, I
found another, and some of the results are presented here.

19
* * *

The Black Death of 1348 is known to even the most fledgling student
of Western Civilization. Less conscious in the minds of many, however, is
the fact that Europe suffered recurring waves of plague and epidemic
•
18
disease throughout the years of the Reformation. "Less conscious" does
not mean "unknown," since any historian of sixteenth-century Germany is
well aware that pestilence did not evaporate with the coming of Luther only
to materialize again after the Thirty Years' War. The issue, rather, is the
extent to which epidemic disease recurs in the sources versus its recurrence
as a theme in historical studies.
It comes as no surprise that historians of the nineteenth century knew
better. Less burdened by secondary literature, they read sources and
reported what they found. "Pestilence and Reformation," as this author
learned, was a nineteenth-century discovery; and to his momentary chagrin,
it turned out that the theme had its latter-day explorers as well.'^ At its most
18 References are provided
•
in the introductory pages of Part II, below.
As stated above, the literature may be found below, in Part II. However,
that should not preclude mention of a modem re-discoverer, whose work on
this subject warrants separate mention: Frank Hatje, Leben und Sterben im
Zeitalter der Pest. Basel im 15. bis 17. Jahrhundert (Basel & Frankfurt
a.M.: Helbing & Lichtenhahn, 1992). Although the reformation is not
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compact, the formula runs something like this: if pestilence played a role in
sixteenth-century Germany (which it did), then pestilence played a role in
the Reformation.
This argument is given both a sharper edge and a documentary base in
the Introduction to Part II. Chapter Two follows with a presentation of
plague preaching based on an analysis of sermons delivered during Mainz
plague processions in 1526 by cathedral preacher Friederich Nausea
(tl551), and by his eventual successor Johann Wild in 1539. The preachers
are allowed their own voice in order to give the reader a feel for their
sermons—^their opening, their ebb and flow, and their conclusion.
Giving those preachers their voices will also require more scriptural
citations than one normally encounters, even in expository literature. Here
and throughout, however, runs the implicit argument that no historical
analysis of sixteenth-century preaching can neglect what for modems may
be the mind-numbing invocation and repetition of the scriptural citations
which, from the preachers' perspectives, set both the agendas and the limits
of their sermons. Contextual analysis may well demonstrate that their
Hatje's theme, he makes a number of pertinent asides and observations that
are pursued in this study.
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perspective, at points, was illusory. And it should do just that, so long as
such an unveiling represents the second step of inquiry and not, as is often
the case, the starting point.
Interspersed with the preaching of Nausea and Wild is an analysis, the
first goal of which is to collapse my own distinction between "hard liners"
and the v/a media. Counter-Reformation Nausea showed himself willing to
separate pestilence and Reformation (that would change), whereas
reconciliatory Wild employed the pest to attack Protestants. Thus, Wild's
preaching highlights

how plague discourse could

function in

its

Reformation context—another theme that recurs throughout this study.
Plague preachers talked about religion, but in the contexts of flight,
medicine, death, and discipline. These were among the most pressing issues
associated with their plague sermons, and they are given their full weight.
Finally, as will also become apparent throughout, I present a critique
of the oft-assumed bond between preachers and their governments. These
links existed, to be sure, but only in tension with a preacher's sense of
vocation and position on each particular issue. Preachers might conform
their sermons to fit the ideologies and agendas of the ruling classes; or they
might not. Again, giving them their own voice allows for text-based
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diversity. That point, as relevant as it may be to our assumptions about
preaching and society, also bears upon the paradigm of German Catholic
homogeneity that supposedly characterized their response to Luther.
Chapter Three documents diversity of degree while emphasizing
approaches and programs common to both Catholic and Protestant plague
preachers. The question of the origins of the disease was very much on the
minds of their flocks, and preachers sought to sort out the various elements
of medical, scientific, theological, and "popular" discourse. From the
preachers' perspectives, ordinary Christians were prone to confuse "signs"
and "causes," which resulted in a superstitious and idolatrous slavery to
astrological portents and shared lore. Popular literature was saturated with
plague predictions, and preachers responded accordingly. Here we see
preachers in their primary role: to indoctrinate on the basis of sound
teaching, and to mediate between levels of discourse.
That the course of Chapter Three runs far beyond its originally
intended scope results from

the discovery that preachers from

both

confessions provided detailed explanations, discussions, and examples of
the Aristotelian-scholastic theory of causes. It therefore provides evidence
of the extent to which attempts were made to mediate between the cultures.
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"Everyone" knew the powers of the stars and planets, and it was the task of
preachers to acknowledge this shared certainty while maintaining doctrinal
conformity. In doing so. Catholics like Nausea and Eck, just as much as
their Protestant counterparts Luther and Osiander, boiled down scholastic
theories of the causes for common consumption. Sermons, in this sense,
were the officially approved antidote for the disease of superstition fostered
by popular astrological literature."
Preaching on astrology during the Reformation also occasioned
opportunities to speak about heresy, which in Catholic pulpits occurred in
contexts ranging from the Peasants' War to the burning of heretics and their
books; at the center of these issues was the debate over free will. Wild
would play with the theory of causes in order to attack what he felt were the
lax authorities in Mainz, most lax among them his Archbishop. Clearly,
preaching on one topic frequently

occasioned preaching on another.

Thematic sermons, regardless of their genre, will always need to be

on
~ At the outset it should be stated, too, that the use of witnesses like the
Lutheran Nikolaus Selnecker makes no claims on the development of
Protestant astrology after 1550. This subject has been treated by Robin
Bruce Bams, Prophecy and Gnosis. Apocalypticism in the Wake of the
Lutheran Reformation (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1988).
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compared to the ways specific themes popped up in pericopic sermons
throughout the year.
Chapter Four takes the message imparted in Catholic and Protestant
preachers' denunciations of astrology and couples it with what for them was
the necessary consequence: as causa prima, God's wrath had to be taken
seriously, which required preachers to address the various types of sickness
in their sermons. Coupling convictions of God's power to act and
pronounce special inflictions upon the world, preachers emphasized
pestilence as an example of God's heightened anger and extraordinary
punishment.
That view had implications for everything from church reform to the
regulation of society, seen in the correspondence between plague preachers'
demands for repentance and improvement {Biifi und Besserung) and the
discourse they shared with the authors of early modem pest ordinances and
treatises. In many ways the aspirations of preachers and governments went
hand and hand.
But not always. Acute among some preachers and doubtless lacking
in others, the awareness that before heaven's gate they would answer not
only for themselves but their flocks provided a shared sense of vocation

25
regardless of confession. Their tasks were challenging: to mediate between
Scripture and society, and to mediate between cultures—elite and popular,
clerical and lay, learned and traditional—and between the levels of status
and education that divided the clergy. In this study, priority will always be
given to the ways in which they did so.
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PARTI

CATHOLIC PREACHING AND THE GERMAN REFORMATION

What was preached? Despite the fact that the German Reformation
has long been termed a "preaching movement,"^ scholars have only recently
turned their attention to the content of Protestant preaching; and that with
considerable gaps during the period between the Peasants' War (1525) and
the Peace of Augsburg (1555)." If the conversion, indoctrination, and
' The geographical contours of the spread of the Reformation via preachers
has been superbly documented and mapped by Manfred Hannemaim, The
Diffusion of the Reformation in Southwestern Germany, 1518-1534
(Chicago: Department of Geography, University of Chicago, 1975). My
thanks to James Blakely for providing the reference and a copy of the work.
" See the pioneering essay of Bemd Moeller, "Was wurde in der Friihzeit
der Reformation in den deutschen Stadten gepredigt?" Archiv fiir
Reformationsgeschichte 75 (1984), 176-193, where he argues that
evangelical preachers closely adhered to Luther's doctrines during the early
years of the movement. For a defense of Moeller's theses, see id., "Die
Rezeption Luthers in der fnihen Reformation," in Bemdt Hamm, Bemd
Moeller, and Dorothea Wendebourg, Reformationstheorien. Ein
kirchenhistorischer Disput iiber Einheit und Vielfalt der Reformation
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1995), 9-29. Moeller has recently
reaffirmed and, at the same time, qualified the influence of Luther on early
Reformation preaching, having moved from the idea of a "lutherische
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maintenance of souls for the evangelical cause occurred primarily through
preaching, one would assume that those loyal to the old religion,
recognizing this, fought back from

their pulpits as well. And yet the

question of Catholic preaching in Germany between 1517 and 1555 has
hardly been broached/

Engfuhrung" among sermons to the concept of an "evangelisch-stadtische
Normaltheo logic" which, although lacking the reference to Luther, insists
upon the reformer's dominant influence. For "evangelische Engfuhrung,"
see Moeller, "Die Rezeption Luthers," 21 and n. 22. "Evangelisch-stadtische
Normaltheologie" is the term developed by Moeller and Karl Stackmann in
their recent comparative survey, Stadtische Predigt in der Friihzeit der
Reformation. Eine Untersuchung deutscher Flugschriften der Jahre 1522
bis 1529, Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen,
philologisch-historische Klasse, 3 ser., 220 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1996), which has much more to say about the pre-1525 period
than the four years that followed the Peasants' War; see 9-17 for the method
and 197-360 for analysis; for the new terminology, see 357-60. Cf. the
critique of Susan C. Karant-Nunn, "What was Preached in German Cities in
the Early Years of the Reformation? Wildwuchs versus Lutheran Unity," in
The Process of Change in Early Modern Europe: Essays in Honor of
Miriam Usher Chrisman, ed. Phillip N. Bebb and Sherrin Marshall (Athens,
Ohio: Ohio UP, 1988), 81-96. See, too, the overview covering the sixteenth
century by Karant-Nunn, "Preaching the Word in Early Modem Germany,"
as well as the comments by Schneyer, Predigt, 233-34 ("Die Bedeutung der
Predigt Martin Luthers").
^ In addition to the specific theological studies of individuals listed by
Bitter, "Predigt VTL Katholische Predigt der Neuzeit," 292, see especially
the handbook by Schneyer, Predigt, 234-245, which is essentially a list of
some of the most important preachers and editions of their works. Neither
Schneyer nor any other scholar has presented an interpretation or narrative
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Sticking closely to the contours of traditional intellectual history,
research on leading German Catholics follows the course of the
"controversialists," Luther's erudite but vitriolic theological opponents/
Their predominantly Latin treatises, we are told, had little impact due to
theological incompetence, doctrinal unclarity, language, medium, and the
unwillingness of printers to support their cause.^ The controversialists'

of Catholic preaching in Germany from Luther's advent through the Peace
of Augsburg (1555).
For an overview and definitions see the preface to Klaiber,
Werkverzeichnis,
by
Remigius
Baumer:
"Vorgeschichte
der
bibliographischen
Erfassung
von
Schriften
katholischer
Kontroverstheologen und Reformer des 16. Jahrhunderts," vii-xxiii; Hubert
Jedin, "Die geschichtliche Bedeutung der katholischen Kontroversliteratur
im Zeitalter der Glaubensspaltung," Historisches Jahrbuch 53 (1933), 7097; David V. N. Bagchi, Luther's Earliest Opponents. Catholic
Controversialists, 75/5-/525 (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 2-8.
^ For a survey of Catholic and Protestant treatments and conclusions, see
Bagchi, Luther's Earliest Opponents, 4-10, esp. 9-10 ("Consensus on the
Controversialists' Failure"). Summing up the scholarship, Bagchi notes
criticisms ranging from a failure to communicate ideas effectively to the
lack of a "sound theological basis for their arguments." Communication
problems rested in 1) the lack of "coordination and leadership"; 2) anticlericalism had whittled away their chances to find a receptive audience; 3)
German bishops were "too apathetic" to lend them support; 4) the moderates
who sought to mediate between the camps were treated with suspicion by
both sides. Theologically, critics have found the controversialists unable to
think "biblically" or "pastorally"; they were unable to comprehend Luther's
message; they underestimated the momentum of the evangelical movement
and the strength of its ideas; their writings were "too vicious"; "they relied
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futile forays, reflective of their supposed inability to deal with the
Reformation on its own terms,^ complement the assertion that members of
the pre-Reformation clergy were by-and-large unfit to preach to their
flocks.^ This rich tradition of purported incompetence supports the
conclusion that the German Catholic response to the evangelical movement
before the Tridentine Counter-Reformation must have been disorganized,
ineffectual, and moribund, especially at the level of interaction with

excessively on the early fathers and lacked any doctrine of doctrinal
development that would have helped them explain the accretions in practice
and belief of the medieval church"; they contradicted their opponents more
often with authorities than by serious intellectual engagement; etc. Ibid., 910. Bagchi is less concerned with disproving these types of judgments than
with applying new criteria to an analysis of the controversialists' writings.
See the reviews by Mary T. Stimming, Journal of Religion 74 (1994), 255256, and Martin I. Klauber, Sixteenth Century Journal 25 (1994), 207-208.
® See the remarks of Erwin Iserloh regarding the scholastic tendencies of
even the so-called "humanists" among the controversialists in "The Catholic
Literary Opponents of Luther and the Reformation," trans. John P. Dolan in
The History of the Church, 5: Reformation and Counter-Reformation, ed.
Erwin Iserloh (London: Bums and Oates, 1980), 191-207; here 194.
^ On these stereotypes see Heiko A. Oberman, Forerunners of the
Reformation. The Shape of Late Medieval Thought Illustrated by Key
Documents [1966], 2 ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1981), 7-9. In his
Ph.D. dissertation, Peter A. Dykema offers a needed correction to traditional
interpretations by exploring the wants and expectations of parish priests,
their superiors, and their congregations in "Conflicting Expectations: Parish
Priests in Late Medieval Germany," University of Arizona, 1998.
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common men and women, and thus unworthy of mention in the textbooks

and standard accounts.^ Such a conclusion is ecumenically convenient, for it
o

Taking three of the most recent: Euan Cameron, in his The European
Reformation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), gives brief mention to late
medieval preaching (17, 91, 108) and a useful overview of the state of the
Church and pre-1517 reform attempts (9-98), but provides almost nothing
about those who actively opposed Luther: they were of course mere
"reactionaries," and the only one deserving more than mention is Erasmus
(186-188). About Catholic preaching after 1517, Cameron writes not a
word. That charge may also be made against Carter Lindberg, whose The
European Reformations (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996) makes no mention of the
controversialists other than e.g., Eck's debate with Luther at Leipzig, and
like other studies jumps from late medieval reform currents to Italian
"evangelism," Index and Inquisition, the Jesuits, and Trent, neglecting
Catholic reform activities in Germany after 1517 (335-356). Although with
slightly more scope, De Lamar Jensen repeats this traditional paradigm and
excludes the controversialists, German Catholic preaching, and German
reform post-1517 in his Reformation Europe: Age of Reform and Revolution
[1981], 2 ed. (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heath, 1992), 191-228.
^ The characteristics listed in the previous footnote are, for the most part,
repeated in some of the recent works on Catholic reform and renewal during
the Early Modem period. See, e.g., R. Po-Chia Hsia, The World of Catholic
Renewal 1540-1770, New Approaches to European History 12 (Cambridge:
Cambrige UP, 1998); Michael A. Mullet, The Catholic Reformation
(London: Routledge, 1999), who prefaces a few paragraphs on early
German attempts to convene a national synod or council with the loaded
claim that a split between the churches was inevitable given that "Luther's
orthodox polemical foes [Tetzel and Eck] . . . were determined to arraign
him; the primate of Germany, Albrecht [von Brandenburg], dealt
extensively in indulgences and had a vested interest in suppressing Luther's
protest against them" (29), ignoring early attempts to negotiate with Luther
and to avoid an excommunication as well as reducing Archbishop
Albrecht's complex and changing relations with Luther to mere self-interest.
Albrecht, in fact, initially sided with Cajetan in not wishing to arraign
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acknowledges the latter-day momentum of the post-1563 Catholic CounterReformation while explaining the appeal and success of the Protestant
movement.Silencing or simply ignoring Luther's opponents. Catholic
scholars could rehabilitate Luther in the spirit of the dewy-eyed, inter-

Luther and encouraged the reformer to continue attacking the abuses of the
Church (but to avoid popular mass media). Even after Luther had attacked
his 1521 implementation of the indulgence in Halle, Albrecht did not attack
him, but rather responded in a way that smacks of Luther's doctrine of
justification: "Und will mich, ob Gott will, dergestalt halten und erzeigen,
als einem frommen geistlichen und christlichen Fiirsten zustehet, als weit
mir Gott Gnade, Starke und Vemunft verleihet, darumb ich auch treulich
bitte und lassen bitten will. Derm ich von mir selbs nichts vermag, und
bekenne mich, daB ich bin notig der Gnaden Gottes, wie ich derm ein armer
sundiger Mensch bin . . ." (WABr 2, Nr. 448, 1-10), on which see Bemhard
Lohse, "Albrecht von Brandenburg und Luther," in Erzbischof Albrecht von
Brandenburg (1490-1545). Ein Kirchen- und Reichsfurst der Friihen
Neuzeit, ed.
Friedhelm
Jiirgensmeier,
Beitrage
zur
Mainzer
Kirchengeschichte 3 (Frankftjrt a.M.: Josef Knecht, 1991), 73-83; here 7578 (and whose translation of the letter I reproduce).
A telling representation of the shifts in Catholic Luther interpretation
(fi-om enemy of the Church to ecumenical partner in dialogue) may be had
from a comparison of the lexica articles on Luther produced by Catholic
scholars. Cf. H. G. Ganss, "Luther, Martin," in The Catholic Encyclopedia
(New York: Robert Appleton, 1910), 9: 438-458; Hubert Jedin, "Luther,
Martin," LTK~ 6: 1223-30 [1961]; John P. Dolan, "Luther, Martin," in New
Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968), 8: 1085-1091. For
context, see Otto Hermann Pesch, "Twenty Years of Catholic Luther
Research," Lutheran World 13 (1966), 303-16.
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confessional dialogue that emerged with the Una Sancta movement" and
culminated in the wake of the Second Vatican Council, when the one-time
heretic became the latter-day "Father in Faith" {Vater im Glauberi)}~ For all
For an overview, see Josef Hofer, "Una-Sancta-Bewegung," in LTK~ 10:
463-466 [1965]. Cf. Leonard Swidler. The Ecumenical Vanguard. The
History of the Una Sancta Movement (Pittsburgh: Dequesne University
Press, 1966). For the relationship between Luther, the Reformation, and the
Una Sancta movement, see Joseph Lortz, Die Reformation als religidses
Anliegen heute. Vier Vortrdge im Dienste der Una Sancta (Trier: PaulinusVerlag, 1948). Especially relevant for this study are the claims made by
Lortz in his third essay, "Die innerkirchliche Reform des 16. Jahrhunderts"
(165-213), in which he insists that there were "sehr wenig eigene
Reformkrafte" among German Catholics, such that "tatsachlich kam die
innerkatholische Reform des 16. Jahrhunderts entscheidend aus dem
romanischen Raum," i.e., Spain and Italy (172): "Das hat nicht geringe
Nachteile ftir den deutschen Menschen, bedeutet eine nicht geringe
Belastung ftir ihn bis heute. Es liegt darin eine den Deutschen auferlegte
geschichtlich immanente BuBe fur die aus ihrer Welt ausgegangene
kirchliche Revolution" (172-173). Lortz's book has been translated by John
C. Dwyer S.J. under the misleading title. The Reformation. A Problem [sic]
for Today (Westminster: Newman Press, 1964).
t 'J

~ Most responsible for this rehabilitation of Luther and simultaneous
dismissal of German Catholic reform have been Joseph Lortz and his
students on both sides of the Atlantic. Rarely cited but most concise is the
32-page pamphlet by Lortz, Die Reformation. Thesen als Handreichung bei
dkumenischen Gesprdchen [several eds. 1942-1947] (Meitingen (bei
Augsburg): Kyrios-Verlag fur christliches Geistesgut, Konrad & Co., n.d.),
in which one reads, e.g.. Thesis 3: "Eine besondere Schuld katholischerseits
liegt darin, daB vor allem in der beginnenden Reformation die eigentlichen
religiosen Anliegen der Evangelischen nicht emst genug genommen
wurden" (2). Lortz's most positive evaluation of Luther appeared as "The
Basic Elements of Luther's Intellectual Style" [1965], trans. Jared Wicks
and William Seidensticker in Catholic Scholars Dialogue With Luther, ed.
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Wicks (Chicago: Loyola UP, 1970), 3-33. Examples of the silencing or
condemnation of Luther's Catholic opponents by Catholic scholars are
Lortz, How the Reformation Came [Germ. 1950; 3 ed. 1955], trans. Otto M.
Knab (New York: Herder and Herder, 1964), of which there is an abridged
translation by Lewis Spitz, "Why Did the Reformation Happen?" in The
Reformation. Basic Interpretations [1962], ed. Spitz, 2 ed. (Lexington,
Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1972), 119-138; Erwin Iserloh, "Luther in katholischer
Sicht gestem und heute" [1966], and "Die LFrsachen der Reformation"
[1964], both in id., Luther und die Reformation. Beitrdge zu einem
dkumenischen Lutherverstdndnis, Der Christ in der Welt. Eine
Enzyklopadie, 11. Reihe: Die Geschichte der Kirche, 4 (Aschaffenburg:
Paul Pattloch, 1974), 119-138 and 7-27; Otto Hermann Pesch, "The
'Lutheran' Luther - A Catholic Possibility? An Attempt at an Understanding
of 'Historical Luther Research' and 'Systematic-Theological Luther
Interpretation" [1982], trans. Carter Lindberg in Luther's Ecumenical
Significance: An Interconfessional Consultation, ed. Peter Manns and
Harding Meyer, in collaboration with Carter Lindberg, and Harry McSorley
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 27-46. The most cautious and critical
treatment of Lortz has come from his student Peter Manns: "Zur Gultigkeit
der theologisch-okumenischen Tauglichkeit des Lortzschen Ansatzes vom
'katholischen Luther'" [1982], in id., Vater im Glauben. Studien zur
Theologie Martin Luthers. Festgabe zum 65. Geburtstag am 10. Mdrz 1988,
ed. Rolf Decot, Veroffentlichungen des Instituts fur Europaische Geschichte
Mainz, Abteilung fur abendlandische Religionsgeschichte, 131 (Stuttgart:
Franz Steiner, 1988), 347-375, which has been translated by Carter
Lindberg as "The Validity and Theological-Ecumenical Usefulness of the
Lortzian Position on the 'Catholic Luther'," in Luther's Ecumenical
Significance, ed. Manns et al., 3-26; see also Manns, "Joseph Lortz zum
100. Geburtstag: Sein Luther-Verstandnis und dessen Bedeutung ftir die
Luther-Forschung gestem und heute," in Zum Gedenken an Joseph Lortz
(1887-1975). Beitrdge zur Reformationsgeschichte und Okumene, ed. Rolf
Decot and Rainer Vinke, Veroffentlichungen des Instituts fiir Europaische
Geschichte Mainz, Abteilung fur abendlandische Religionsgeschichte,
Beiheft 30 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1989), 30-92. Cf. the sobering analysis
by Jos E. Vercruysse S.J., "Luther in der romisch-katholischen Theologie
und Kirche," Lutherjahrbuch 63 (1996), 103-28.
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of its explanatory power, however, the current paradigm and its dismissal of
the German Catholic response to the Reformation has no basis whatsoever
in the most abundant source for evaluating that response before 1555:
Catholic sermons.

d{c :fc :fc

Both the gap in our historical knowledge and the dismissal of
Catholic preaching in Reformation Germany signal ironies that become all
the more apparent in light of the renaissance of late medieval preaching
which many interpret as a forerunner of the Reformation. The rise and
expansion of the mendicant preaching orders, the popularity of preachers
like Berthold von Regensburg (tl272) and Johann Geiler von Kaysersberg
(tl510), and the establishment by laymen of endowed preacherships all
point toward a heightened awareness of preaching's crucial role in lay
spirituality and an increased hunger on the part of ordinary men and women
to hear sermons.'^ There is no doubt that early evangelical reformers, by

See Ulrich Nembach, "Preaching and Sermons: Germany," trans. Hans J.
Hillerbrand in The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, 3: 322-326;
here 326; Karant-Nunn, "Preaching the Word in Early Modem Germany";
and Steven E. Ozment, The Reformation in the Cities. The Appeal of
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taking their messages to the pulpits, were utilizing a well established and
popular medium. Are we to assume, though, that Catholic preaching in
Reformation Germany simply ceased to exist after 1517?
Looking at the current literature and dominant paradigms, one would
certainly think so,''^ despite late nineteenth-century works by historians like
Johannes Janssen^^ and Nikolaus Paulus,'^ who demonstrated that Catholic
preaching was alive and well in Germany during the Reformation. Scholars

Protestantism to Sixteenth-Century Germany and Switzerland (New Haven:
Yale UP, 1975), esp. 20, 22, 38-42 (on lay endowments for preacherships),
and the studies cited at 180, notes 89 and 90.
Nembach, in "Preaching and Sermons: Germany," 325, has accomplished
admirably his task as reviewer and summarizer of the newest scholarship:
acknowledging late medieval preaching, Nembach curtly mentions the
success of Johann Tetzel's indulgence preaching, notes that Catholic
preaching was "linked to rhetoric," and promptly jumps to 1555, the Jesuits,
and Trent. About pre-1555 German Catholic preaching as discussed in this
introduction and the following chapter, Nembach writes not a word. Nor
does he cite, in his bibliography, any of the works mentioned in the
following footnotes.
Geschichte des deutschen Volkes seit dem Ausgang des Mittelalters, 8
vols. (Freiburg: Herder, 1876-94), 7: 577-586.
Paulus devotes chapter three of his thorough and masterful study of
Hoffmeister to the Augustinian's preaching: Der Augustinermdnch
Johannes Hoffmeister (Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 1891). See, too, his shorter
study, Johann Wild. Ein Maimer Domprediger, 6-16 ("Wild als Prediger").
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collected and published sources,'^ and the sermons of a famous
•
* 1 8 With rare
controversialist like Eck received rudimentary
analysis.
exceptions, not much has been written since,and even less has found a
place in the working consciousness of historians."^
Turning instead to one of Luther's opponents, the former evangelical
minister turned Catholic preacher and controversialist, Georg Witzel
(tl571), one encounters a different opinion in 1539:
Johann Nepomuk Brischar, in his Die katholischen Kanzelredner
Deutschlands seit den letzten drei Jahrhunderten, 5 vols. (Schaffhausen:
Hurter, 1867-71), devoted the entirety of volume one to editions of sermons
by sixteenth-century German Catholics. It is a profound weakness, and
historically misleading, that the series Corpus Catholicorum has been
dedicated almost exclusively to controversial (at the expense of pastoral)
literature.
18 August Brandt, Johann Ecks Predigttdtigkeit an U. L. Frau zu Ingolstadt
(1525-1542), RST 27-28 (Munster: Aschendorff, 1914).
An example is Wilbirgis Klaiber's short study of Eck's preaching on the
Church militant in his sermones de sanctis: Ecclesia militans. Studien zu
den Festtagspredigten des Johannes Eck, RST 120 (Munster: Aschendorff,
1982).
Typical of this phenomenon is the article on Eck by Walter L. Moore in
The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation (2: 17-19), who writes not a
word about Eck's preaching or the enormous importance of his German
Postille collections, despite the fact that Eck preached continually in
Ingolstadt: preaching and writing sermons, in fact, dominated Eck's antiReformation activities after 1525—he preached some 456 times between
November 1525 and February 1532. Cf. Erwin Iserloh, "Johannes Eck
(1586-1543), mKath. Theologen, 1: 64-71; here 70.
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Without any doubt whatsoever, we all know that in our day our
estimation of the holy office of preaching has been somewhat
enhanced and elevated. Would to God, though, that it had happened
with better results. Everyone craves good preachers, which in itself is
praiseworthy. But in the process of selecting a preacher, people are
often swindled since not everyone knows how to distinguish between
the good and the bad ones. A preacher's worth surely doesn't rest on
sweet-sounding speech and splendid words, but rather on his spirit,
the correctness of his teaching, and the irmocence of his life. Much
less does a preacher's worth lie in his ability to make verbal attacks
and employ abusive language, an art at which wicked types are better
at anyway. It would rather be hoped that Christian princes and lords
prudently regulated and selected candidates for the cherished office of
preaching throughout all of their lands. For the health and vigor of
our confused Christendom rests largely on the right kind of sermons,
just as it has suffered most of its damage fi-om false ones."'
Observation, self-advertisement, and a call for increased control of
preaching: Witzel was not the first Catholic to publish collections of
sermons in the wake of Luther, but like his predecessors he was keenly
Georg Witzel, preface to his Homiliae orthodoxae [1539]: "Es ist
gewiBlich wahr, dal3 bei unsem Jahren das heilige Predigtamt etwas erhohet
ist. Wollte aber Gott, es geschahe mit bessere Frucht! Jedermarm begehret
gute Prediger. Das Begehren is zu loben. Aber in der Wahlung wird man oft
betrogen, weil jedermarm zwischen guten und bosen Predigem nicht zu
urtheilen weiB. Denn es liegt wahrlich nicht gar an wohlklingender Rede
und prachtigen Worten, sondem am Geist, Verstand und Unschuld des
Lebens. Viel weniger liegt's an Spottreden und Schelworten, welche Kunst
bose Leute am besten konnen . . . Zu rathen ware, aber, daB christliche
Fiirsten und Herm das gelobte Predigtamt durch alle Lande aufs
fbrderlichste weiBlich bestellten . . . weil das Gedeihen der verwirrten
Christenheit am recht Predigen sehr liegen will, gleichwie sie den Schaden
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aware of the role of preaching in the success of the evangelicals, and of the
sermon's place in the response of Catholics in Germany. Like preachers and
their governing authorities in both camps, Witzel recognized that the control
of the pulpits represented a crucial step in maintaining and re-converting
Catholic cities and territories." For Witzel and colleagues like Eck, any
government's most important task was to train and regulate preachers in

am meisten empfangen hat vom falsch Predigen." Ed. Brischar, Die
katholischen Kanzelredner Deutschlands, 1:33-37; here 34-35.
~ Catholic authorities' attempts to improve and regulate preaching will be
addressed in chapter one. As an example of their Protestant counterparts'
concerns, see the documents assembled in Paul Tschackert, Urkundenbuch
ziir Reformationsgeschichte des Herzogthums Preufien, 3 vols.,
Publikationen aus der k. PreuBischen Staatsarchiven 43-45 (reprint
Osnabriick: Otto Zeller, 1965): Duke Albrecht mandated his bishops to
conduct visitations, and to include notes on the distribution of sermon
collections, on 24 April 1528 (2,1: 203-204, no. 597); Paulus Speratus
followed up with his "Ordnung der Pfarr[en] und was fur Postillen die
Pfarrer empfangen haben," noting on 9 May 1528 that he had handed out 34
Postillen (including "11 Sommerteil groB und 19 Sommerteil klein") during
his recent visitations in Brandenburg, Miihlhausen, Rastenburg, and
elsewhere (2,1: 205, no. 601a). Duke Albrecht continued to concern himself
with preaching: although he was pleased to receive and read Luther's
Hauspostille from the work's editor, Veit Dietrich, in 1544 (2,1: 70, no.
1664), he expressed his wish "daB [Dietrich] die zweite Auflage . . .
abkiirzen moge" (2, 1: 80, no. 1690). The duke's concern to shorten the
collection signals his recognition of the rudimentary skills of average parish
ministers.
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order to achieve the actualization of reform and the shaping of godly piety."

They and other preachers were often more than willing to publicly admonish
their superiors to do just that, just as they could interpret their duties in the
pulpits to require, among other things, the regular critique of their lords.""*
In the following chapter, the issues signaled by Witzel and his
contemporaries will be pursued in the briefest possible format in order to
establish the contours of Catholic preaching in Germany from the Peasants'
War (1525) to the Peace of Augsburg (1555). Taking a particularly close
look at the city of Mainz and its preachers, as well as introducing the reader
to a number of other Catholic preachers and their sermons in Reformation
Germany, this agenda for future research will demonstrate that modem
scholars, by neglecting the seemingly obvious notion that Catholic

*^3 See the comments and citations from many of Witzel's works in Barbara
Henze, "Erwartungen eines Theologen an die Obrigkeit: Der 'Fuldaer'
Georg Witzel (tl573) in seinen Widmungsvorreden," AMrhKG 49 (1997),
79-97; here 87-89. For Eck's views, see the citations collected by Brandt,
Johann Ecks Predigttdtigkeit, 13-16 ("Ecks Wertschatzung der Predigt").
For an extremely concise and revealing explanation of this duty of office,
see the pamphlet by Erasmus Alberus, Ein Briejf in dem Vrsachen angezeigt
werden / warumb Christliche Prediger / wowol alter Menschen / Doch
sonderlich der Hern vnd Fiirsten Siind / ohn forcht vnd mit ernst strqffen
sollen / vnangesehen wie weinig [sic] sie damit bey Jhnen aiifirichten (n.p.:
n.p., [1551]).
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preaching must have continued to develop in the wake of Luther, have
grossly underestimated both the extent and the forms of the Catholic
response in Germany before Trent.
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CHAPTER 1

THE CONTOURS OF CATHOLIC PREACHING, 1525-1555

Preaching in Germany was but one of the many fields impacted by the
new technology of moveable type. In light of the success of the early
Reformation as a preaching movement, and of Luther's wildly popular
sermon collections after 1521,' however, historians would do well to recall
that more than one hundred editions of Latin and vernacular sermons had
come from

German presses between 1470 and 1520: preaching and

handbooks for preaching were, in this sense, forerunners of the Reformation
indeed." Because German controversialists and their printers concentrated
' On which see Ebeling, Evangelische Evangelienauslegung, 11-47, 455474.
'J

~ Still unsurpassed for its wealth of examples, descriptions, and citations
from sermon collections is Johannes Alzog, Die deutschen Plenarien
(Handpostillen) im 15. und zu Anfang des 16. Jahrhunders (1470-1522)
(Freiburg: Herder, 1874); see also Franz Falk, Die Druckkiinst im Dienste
der Kirche zundchst in Deutschland bis zum jahre 1520, Vereinsschriften
der Gon-es-Gesellschaft, 1879, no. 2 (Cologne: n.p., 1879), 80; Nikolaus
Paulus, "Zur Geschichte der Predigt beim ausgehenden Mittelalter," Der
Katholikl^ [=3 ser., 10] (1894), 279-87.
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on doctrinal pamphlets intended to refute the evangelicals, there was an
initial lull in the production of sermon collections in Luther's wake.^ To the
wealth of evangelical pamphlet-sermons that poured forth before 1525/
Catholics failed to respond in Idnd.^
Shortly after the Peasants' War, churchmen and printers in Catholic
cities throughout the Empire came to recognize that the best way to counter
the evangelicals was through the pulpits. Although preaching certainly had
continued in areas that remained loyal to Rome, it is only after 1525 that one
may document abundantly the delivery and printing of Catholic sermons in
cities like Mainz, Cologne, and Ingolstadt.^ Among those cities, Mainz was

^ Franz Falk, "Die deutsche Postillen-Literatur des 16. Jahrhunderts,"
Wissenschaftliche Beilage zur Germania 8 (1909), 57-61; here 57.
These pamphlet-sermons are the focus of the study by Moeller and
Stackmann, Stddtische Predigt in der Friihzeit der Reformation.
^ One of the few pre-1525 Catholic pamphlet-sermons to have survived is
Johannes Eck, Ein predig zu Minchen [sic] gethan in vnnser Frawen
kirchen am Sonntagvor Martini 1522 (Ingolstadt: Andreas Lutz, 1522).
^ There are doubtless preachers' manuscripts fi-om the pre-1525 period that
document the initial response of Catholics from the pulpits, but I have found
none in the Mainz archives. After returning from Europe, I did come upon
one such instance: Hermann Rab OP (tl534), who preached regularly
against the evangelicals in Leipzig. In the Leipzig Universitatsbibliothek
(Cod. Ms. 1511, 1512, 1513), three volumes of Rab's sermon outlines
survive that he delivered there between 1504 and 1521. The reference may
be found in Nikolaus Paulus, Die deutschen Dominikaner im Kampfe gegen
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surely the capital of Catholic preaching, both in terms of printing sermon
collections and of the presence of many of the era's most famous preachers/
Like so many of the towns that surrounded it, this archiepiscopal city
on the Rhine had witnessed its own early Reformation movement that
included the presence of evangelical preachers, and that culminated in the
Q

uprising of 1525. After putting down the revolt and expelling its clerical
and lay leaders, both Archbishop Albrecht von Brandenburg and his
cathedral chapter began to monitor what issued from the city's presses and
to scrutinize their candidates for urban preacherships as never before.
Although the city remained Catholic, there is sufficient evidence that

Luther (1518-63), Erlauterungen und Erganzungen zur Janssens Geschichte
des deutschen Volkes 4,1-2 (Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 1903), 15, n. 2. Robert
Christman has kindly examined the manuscripts in Leipzig for me, and
confirmed that they are still intact.
^ This aspect of printing in Mainz was already recognized by Simon
Widmann, Eine Maimer Presse der Reformationszeit im Dienste der
katholischen Litteratur. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Buchhandels und
der Litteratur des sechzehnten Jahrhunderts, auf Grund von bisher
unbekannten Briefen geliefert (Paderbom: Ferdinand Schoningh, 1889); the
presence in the city of many of the era's leading preachers was noted by
Falk, "Die deutsche Postillen-Literatur," 57.
For a regional overview by city, see Heinrich Steitz, Geschichte der
Evangelischen Kirche in Hessen und Nassau, vol. 1: Reformatorische
Bewegungen, Reformationen, Nachreformationen (Marburg: Trautvetter &
Fischer Nachfolger, 1961), 2-28.
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throughout the sixteenth century, the presence of Protestant sympathizers
continued to be felt.^
Mainz, therefore, offers a number useful contexts for a study of
Catholic preaching in Reformation Germany: the presence of many famous
preachers; the survival of thousands of their printed sermons, many of
which may be dated;the production of more Catholic sermons by its
printers than in any other city in the Empire; the early establishment of an
evangelical movement and its suppression during the Peasants' War; and the
continued presence of Protestant sympathizers, which forced Mainz
preachers to address a variety of issues made popular during the early years
of the Reformation. Firmly entrenched before any of these developments,
however, were the social, political, and economic factors that scholars of the
various urban Reformations have elucidated as among the most crucial for
influencing the course of events in Protestant and Catholic cities.^' Mainz

^

Fritz

Herrmann,

Die Evangelische Bewegung zu Mainz
(Mainz: Hermann Quasthoff, 1907), 182-201.

im

See the appendix.
" Not enough attention has been given to the question of cities that
remained Catholic during the Reformation. Broad outlines have been
sketched in an excellent exploratory article by Wilfried Enderle, "Die
katholische Reichstadte im Zeitalter der Reformation und der
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was no exception, and in order to understand the atmosphere in which its
preachers worked, it is first necessary to turn to the structural history of the
city.

** *

The most decisive date in the history of Reformation-era Mainz is not
1517, nor 1525, but rather 1462. On October 28 of that year, Adolf II of
Nassau conquered the free

imperial city. Having fought and won a

protracted conflict with Dieter von Isenburg over the title of archbishop and
imperial elector, Adolf attacked the city that had supported his rival. Taken
by surprise, 350 citizens died at the hands of Adolf s troops, who proceeded
to bum over 150 houses and plunder a good many of the rest.'"

Konfessionsbildung," Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung fur Rechtsgeschichte,
Kanonistische Abteilung 106 (1989), 228-69. Hans-Christoph Rublack has
addressed the issue of the Reformation in cities that were also episcopal
residences, with new research on Wiirzburg and Bamberg as well as
summaries of older research on many other cities (including Mainz) in
Gescheiterte Reformation. Friihreformatorische und protestantische
Berwegungen in sud- und westdeutschen geistlichen Residenzen.
Spatmittelalter und Friihe Neuzeit 4 (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1978); see 92103 for his summary of Mainz.
The most recent account is by Kai-Michael Sprenger, "Die Mainzer
Stiftsfehde 1459-1463," in Mainz: Geschichte der Stadt, ed. Franz Dumont,
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Of the city's six thousand inhabitants, only eight hundred could count
themselves citizens; this number was cut in half when Adolf exiled the
supporters of von Isenberg in the wake of his victory. The most prominent
among those supporters were imprisoned, and the rest made their way, like
many Mainz patricians during the course of the fifteenth century, to the
neighboring city of Frankfurt. Almost overnight, the free imperial city of
Mainz had lost the heart of its patriciate, and with it the lay ruling class.
According to contemporary accounts, Mainz became a city of clerics
{Pfaffenstadt) when, after the exiles, Adolf of Nassau proceeded to
disembowel local goverrmient and assumed direct power with his cathedral
chapter. The office of mayor was abolished and replaced by that of a city
governor {Vizedom) appointed by the ecclesiastical overlords. The city's
two councils were combined and reduced drastically in size (to twelve
members, all appointed by the ruling clergy), and their authority was limited
to the mundane business of urban planning, construction, and the like. The
courts of law also fell under the jurisdiction of the new rulers, as did all

Ferdinand Scherf, and Friedrich Schiitz (Mainz: Philipp von Zabem, 1998),
205-25.
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aspects of finance and tax collecting.'^ In structural terms, the citizenry lost
nearly all control and influence over local government. Mainz was no longer
a free imperial city.
The new rulers lost no time in stifling the structures of popular
resistance. The guilds, often the first organizational instances of dissent,
were

renamed

"confraternities" {BriXderschafteri) and

forbidden

to

participate in any of the political activities that had dominated guild life
before 1462. Each of the thirty-four groups was handed a new charter in
which their duties were limited to ensuring the fulfillment of members'
obligations as citizens (such as fire watch), and to participating in religious
rituals and charitable works. Their number would eventually be cut to
seventeen, and like the city council they were directly under the control of
the archbishop's governor. Guild (now "Confraternity") leaders were
allowed to call their members together only with the governor's permission.

For these offices and the structure of city government, see Heinrich
Schrohe, Die Stadt Mainz unter kurfiirstlicher Verwaltung (1462-1792),
Beitrage zur Geschichte der Stadt Mainz 5 (Mainz: L. Wilckens, 1920), 3042 (Vizedom), 59-71 (the court system), 91-95 (on the former city council,
named the Ratsefi after 1475). For a condensed presentation, see Wolfgang
Dobras, "Die kurfurstliche Stadt (1462-1648)," in Mainz: Geschichte der
Stadt, 227-63; here 228-32.
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and only to participate in services for the souls of their deceased members or
to rule upon economic violations and disputes among their members.'"^
By 1500, then, the once free imperial city of Mainz had lost the key
ingredients for most successful urban reformations: a wealthy and relatively
independent patrician class, as well as a working class represented by the
guilds and capable of collective resistance—the latter of which proved
crucial in cities like Strasbourg, where evangelical pressure groups from
below could influence religious change.'^ With the cathedral chapter and
other clerically appointed officials running the daily business of the city,
and the guilds reduced to matters of internal discipline and religion, the
structural composition of Mainz would seem to have guaranteed that any
early evangelical movement there would produce, at best, what HansChristoph Rublack has characterized as di gescheiterte Reformation}^

I have summarized Dobras, "Die Kurfiirstliche Stadt," 228, 232-34, and
Schrohe, Die Stadt Mainz, 135-44.
This paradigm of social and economic factors has been well documented
for Strasbourg by Thomas A. Brady Jr., Ruling Class, Regime, and
Reformation in Strasbourg, 1520-1555, Studies in Medieval and
Reformation Thought 50 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1978).
Rublack, Gescheiterte Reformation, 3-10 (for the structures at play in
Wiirzburg) and 123-127 (for his conclusions regarding social and political
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Less aware of the long-term structural implications of their socio
economic base, significant numbers of common men and women in Mainz
and its environs turned toward the evangelical cause during the early 1520s.
Under the noses of Archbishop Albrecht von Brandenburg and the cathedral
chapter, Wolfgang Capito served as cathedral preacher for five months in
1520, where he served up the message of Luther to the city's inhabitants.'^
Capito recruited the reformer fi-om Basel, Caspar Hedio, as a replacement,
who continued preaching in the same vein until the cathedral chapter,
having judged his sermons suspect, allowed the preacher to leave for
Strasbourg of his own will in November 1523.'^

structures within ecclesiastical cities and how they shaped the outcome of
the evangelical movements within them).
Herrmann, Die evangelische Bewegung zu Mainz, 73-104, is still the best
account for this and what follows. A summary may be found in Heinrich
Steitz, "Als im Dom zu Mainz 'evangelisch' gepredigt wurde," Blatter fUr
pfdlzische Kirchengeschichte und religiose Volkskunde ^5 (1978), 170-79.
18 Unless otherwise noted, the chronology of Hedio and other preachers in
Mainz follows the dates listed by Anton P. Briick, following the protocols
of the cathedral chapter, in "Die Mainzer Domprediger des 16.
Jahrhunderts," Hessisches Jahrbuch fur Landesgeschichte 10 (1960): 13248 [= id., Serta Moguntina, 147-63], and id., "Die Mainzer Dompfarrer des
16. Jahrhunderts," AMrhKG 12 (1960): 148-74 [= id., Serta Moguntina,
164-90],
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Although no sermons from Hedio survive, he printed a summary of
his Mainz preaching after leaving, and dedicated it to his loyal evangelical
following in the city. In that pamphlet, he followed the Lutheran line on the
sacraments, grace, and the critique of the Roman church. Regarding the
Mainz clergy, Hedio encouraged violence against them, for the Antichrist
had reigned in the Church for a long time: a plant that was not from God
was to be ripped out at the roots—^the Mainz clergy deserved to have stones
strapped to their necks (jsteyn an die hdlsz) and to be tossed into the Rhine.
The atmosphere in Mainz, similar to other cities in the Rhineland, was
particularly heated in the early 1520s. Just as Hedio preached, the most
successful local printer, Johannes Schoffer, published Lutheran works as
well as those produced by Ulrich von Hutten and his allies." A scurrilous

Caspar Hedio, Sendbrief an die Evangelischen in Mainz (September
1524), ed. Herrmann, Die evangelische Bewegung zu Mainz, 238-45; here
244: "Lange zeit hatt er / der widerchrist / mitt heymlicher boszheit
geregiert.... Yetzund aber so er anfacht offentlich gotswort / gots kinder /
gots sacrament / gots dienst / vnnd alles was got zu stat / verstoren /
vertilcken / verbannen / vnd alle teuffels ordnung darwider vffrichten /
weren vnd verbietten was recht recht ist. . . . Was wollend wir anders sagen
/ darm das Pharao ins meer wil / vnnd die pflantzung mitt der wurzel
vszgereuted werden musz / so nit von gott ist."
Herrmann, Die Evangelische Bewegung zu Mainz, 120-24; for what
follows, ibid., and Dobras, "Die kurfurstliche Stadt," 241-43.
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broadsheet was produced and hung upon the door of the Franciscan cloister,
just as a worker in the city publicly celebrated his breaking of the Lenten
fast in 1523. The confraternity of the Meistersinger performed comedies
about the depraved morals of the clergy, until Archbishop Albrecht issued a
mandate against any Lutherans in his territory on 10 September 1523, which
doubtless encouraged Hedio to relocate to Strasbourg.
Faced both with the legacy of Hedio and the tumultuous atmosphere
of 1523, the canons in Mainz thought to have located the perfect antidote in
Adam Helsinger. A thorough-going Thomist in residence at the local
university, Helsinger offered the prospect of a return of traditional theology
01
to the Mainz cathedral pulpit." Although it remains unclear precisely what
Helsinger preached, between his assuming the post in May 1524 and his
resignation in March 1526, the Peasants' War had spread into the city:
historians of Mainz have speculated that his hasty exit was occasioned by
his role in the uprising.""
It is clear, however, that Helsinger's fellow preacher in the cathedral,
the cathedral priest {Dompfarrer) and humanist university professor Johann
')I

Herrmann, Die evangelische Bewegung zu Mainz, 110.

~ Briick, "Die Mainzer Domprediger," 150.
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Stumpf von Eberbach, had offered up a cautious brand of evangeiicism
before the revolt; had this supporter of Capito not shown himself
sympathetic to the new movement, councilmen in Frankfurt would not have
invited him to become city preacher early in 1525.~"' At least at one of four
local parishes, St. Ignaz, Dietrich Sartorius also preached the Lutheran
message in Mainz. The documentation is too scarce to provide a more
detailed view, but one may claim with confidence that local preaching and
printing in the city played a major role in wirming over substantial numbers
of inhabitants for the evangelical cause.
But it was during the St. Mark's procession, on 25 April 1525, that
the citizens of Mainz assembled and attempted something of a reformation
0 _1

by force." Lower guildsmen and the city's underclass came together under
Herrmann, Die evangelische Bewegung zu Mainz, 146-47, 168-72; Briick,
"Die Mainzer Dompfarrer," 165. Briick also reports that von Eberbach
received a call to the newly founded Protestant university in Marburg in
1527 for a chair in theology (which he declined).
On Mainz during the Peasants' War, see Herrmann, Die evangelische
Bewegiing zu Mainz, 155-81; Dobras, "Die kurfurstliche Stadt," 242-44. For
regional contexts, see Eckhart G. Franz, "Hessen und Kurmainz in der
Revolution 1525. Zur Rolle des fruhmodemen Staates im Bauemkrieg," in
Aus Geschichte und ihren Hilfswissenschaften. Festschrift fur Walter
Heinemeyer, ed. Hermann Bannasch and Hans-Peter Lachmann,
Veroffentlichungen der Historischen Kommision fiir Hessen 40 (Marburg:
N. G. Elwert Verlag, 1979), 628-51, and Ilonka Egert, "Stadtische
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the leadership of several hand-workers to produce a list of thirty-one
demands upon their government. Without violence, they obtained a forced
and quick confirmation of their articles from a few of the (appointed)
council members. The city governor handed over the keys to the gates, and
on the following day, their archbishop safe at a distance in Halle, the
cathedral chapter accepted the articles of the Mainz "peasants."
Although steeped in the contexts of the early evangelical movement,
the Mainz articles had little to say about religion, other than to demand the
right of the citizens to select and depose preachers at the city's four parish
churches; those preachers, too, were "to preach the Gospel to the people."
But other than that, the articles focused on traditional socio-economic
grievances such as the elimination of certain taxes or the responsibility of
the clergy and their representatives in the city government to fulfill civic
duties and pay taxes. Of overthrowing their ecclesiastical overlords, there
was no talk in the articles whatsoever. As Rublack put it, the lack of any
sort of attempt to regain control of the town shows that the traditions of the

reformatorische Bewegungen in Mitteldeutschland," in Albrecht von
Brandenburg, ed. Jurgensmeier, 196-211.
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imperial free city of Mainz had eroded to the point of "leaving no trace": the
Peasant's War in Mainz was not "politicized.""^
Within two months, various uprisings in the region and elsewhere
were crushed, and the rebellion in Mainz lost its steam. Without incident,
the old guard returned to power and, relative to the fates meted out to other
peasants, the rebels in Mainz were handled mildly." Cathedral priest von
Eberbach was one of three leading clergymen taken into custody for their
participation, but all were released after swearing off evangelicism."
If the Peasants' War in Mainz did not reach the heights of revolution
and violence that it did elsewhere, the uprising was sufficient to alert the
canons of the cathedral and their archbishop that the time had come to
regulate more closely preaching and printing. Their cathedral priest tainted
by the events of 1525, their cathedral preacher having resigned and
vanished without a trace, they looked to the outside for a reliable preacher.

Rublack, Gescheiterte Reformation, 108.
Dobras, "Die kurfiirstliche Stadt," 244, notes that even the rebellion's
leader was tortured but then simply banished from the city (i.e., instead of
being executed).
Briick, "Die Mainzer Dompfarrer," 165.
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And they found one in Friedrich Nausea," recently run out on a rail in
Frankfurt by supporters of the evangelicals—and that during his first
sermon on 25 February 1526."^
With Nausea's assumption of the Mainz cathedral pulpit in early
March, 1526, the face of Catholic preaching would change in the city. Soon
to joined by the Franciscan, Johann Wild, and the Tubingen magister and
latter-day priest Michael Helding (tl561),"' Nausea and his fellow Mainz
preachers offer us a profile of the spectrum of Catholic preaching in
^8 The best overall study of Nausea is by Gerhard Philipp Wolf, "Friedrich
Nausea (1496-1552): Prediger, Kontroverstheologe und Bischof,"
Zeitschrift fur bayerische Kirchengeschichte 61 (1992), 59-101. Wolf,
however, devotes almost nothing to Nausea's preaching other than the dates
of his exit from Frankfiirt and his tenure in Mainz (78-79); about the general
contents of Nausea's sermons and treatises. Wolf has—like others before
him—^very little to say (97-100).
Printed in Nausea, Homiliae, A3a-A5a. Neither scholars working on
Nausea or on Mainz have noticed that this Frankfurt sermon, as well as
many of those first delivered by the new cathedral preacher in Mainz, are
printed in this collection of sixteen sermons, all of which are dated.
A general study of Helding's theology of the mass has been done by Erich
Feifel, Grundzuge einer Theologie des Gottesdienstes. Motive und
Konzeption der Glaubensverkundigung Michael Heldings (1506-1561) als
Ausdruck einer katholischen 'Reformation' (Freiburg: Herder, 1960). Feifel
has also provided a brief introduction to Helding in Der Mainzer
Weihbischof Michael Helding (1506-1561). Zwischen Reformation und
katholischer Reform, Veroffentlichungen des Instituts fur Europaische
Geschichte, Vortrage, 33 (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1962).
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Reformation Germany. The themes about which they preached, the
differences between them, and the publication of their sermons illuminate
the issues that confronted Catholic preachers throughout the Empire.

*

The most common point of contact between preachers and their
flocks was the Sunday sermon delivered in urban and rural parishes
throughout the Empire. With few exceptions, precisely this point of contact
has been lost from the historical record."' We know much more, however,
about pericopic and occasional preaching in urban cathedrals, monastic
churches, aristocratic courts, as well as at events such as imperial diets.
Attached to the cathedrals of early modem Germany were two
preacherships: the office of cathedral priest and of cathedral preacher
{Dompfarrer and Domprediger), responsible for the morning and afternoon
sermons respectively; they were to preach each Sunday and feast day, as
Some of them are Johannes de Indagine, who noted something of his
sermons for the use of his successor, and Johannes Eck, whose preaching at
a parish church in Ingolstadt has been well-documented. See Franz Falk,
Johannes Indagine, Decan des St. Leonhardstiftes zu Frankfurt a.M," Archiv
fur Franhfurts Geschichte und Kunst 18 (1879), 340-348, and Brandt,
Johann Ecks Predigttdtigkeit.
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well as every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday during Lent. The history of
these offices in Mainz is indicative of a larger problem in Catholic
Germany: it was difficult to find competent preachers, and as a result,
pulpits went unoccupied or could be filled by less than stellar substitutes for
extended periods.^" Requiring nearly two years to find a suitable
replacement for Nausea, who had gone on to Vienna, the Mainz cathedral
canons sent representatives as far as Ingolstadt to confer with Eck about
potential candidates; their search in Tubingen had proven fhiitless.''^ It
could be even more difficult to keep the best preachers in their pulpits. As
their reputations grew, so did demands for their preaching in the courts of
princes and kings, or at diets and other assemblies; this was certainly the
case with Nausea and Helding.^"^ Finally, there was the issue of salary. At a

See the data assembled by Briick, "Die Mainzer Domprediger," 132-48:
based on the protocols of the cathedral chapter, one notes vacancies of 7
months, 10 months, 2 years, and 6 months. For a similar case, see the history
of the Wurzburg pulpits within Christoph Bauer, Melchior Zobel von
Giebelstadt Fiirstbischof von Wurzburg (1544-1558): Diozese imd Hochstift
Wiirzburg in der Krise, RST 139 (Miinster: Aschendorff, 1998).
MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 678, 690-91.
Nausea regularly requested leave from his pulpit in order to travel to
Vienna, where he preached at Ferdinand's court and with Fabri, or to travel
to the various imperial diets, etc. See, e.g., MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 568, 572,
585, 593. Helding would serve on Albrecht von Brandenburg's reform
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time when abuses such as absenteeism or the holding of multiple benefices
had come under intense scrutiny, it was never easy to support a preacher
such as to allow him sufficient time for study and writing: Nausea was given
an additional benefice in Mainz, with the hope of keeping him secure at his
post;"*^ Helding was installed in office and given express instructions to
restrict his duties so as to allow ample time for preparing his sermons/^
Structural difficulties notwithstanding, in Mainz between 1526 and
1554 some of the most gifted German Catholic preachers of the sixteenth
century delivered sermons in St. Martin's cathedral. The sources, relative to
other Catholic cities, are abundant: When he died at Trent in 1552, Nausea
had published no less than seventy-four works—often reprinted—among
which included over five hundred sermons fi*om his tenure as Mainz
cathedral preacher (1526-1534).^^ Especially rich are his Centuria, some

commission in 1542, participate in the religious colloquies, represent his
bishop at Trent, and after 1547, leave Mainz for Augsburg to preach, assist
in the composition of the Interim, and advise his archbishop. Heribert
Smolinsky gives a brief outline of Helding's travels in "Michael Helding,"
voiKath. Theologenl: 124-136.
Herrmann, Die evangelische Bewegung zu Mainz, 192 and n. 500.
MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 561.
See the list in Klaiber, 213-19.
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four hundred sermons delivered between 1526 and 1532.^^ Helding's
sermons, too, provide ample documentation of his preaching from 1535-36,
as well as 1542-43, when as cathedral priest he delivered his version of a
Catholic catechism in the cathedral/^ Neither Nausea nor Helding, however,
has left us a record of their preaching that compares with Joharm Wild,
thousands of whose sermons survive and may be dated with precision.'^'^
For purposes of classification, it is useful to employ a working
distinction between 'hard-line', anti-Lutheran preachers and representatives
of a via media that continued traditional Catholic reform impulses while
seeking reconciliation with the Protestants—perhaps even ascribing to some
of their doctrines. Both sorts were preaching occurred in Mainz.
Nausea represents the former, for from the beginning this cathedral
preacher insisted that his archbishop abandon his middle position, root out

The Centuria \Cent. IV\ were released progressively, from 1531-32,
suggesting that Nausea composed and delivered the last 100 sermons of the
collection during the publishing interim.
Helding, PS, PSdS, PW, and PWdS; on the dates, see the Appendix for the
years 1535-1536. For his Catechismus, see the Appendix, beginning 19
March 1542.
See the Appendix, wherein Wild appears on every page from 1528-1554.
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evangelical heretics, and hand them over to the secular sword:'^' as a "good
shepherd," it was a bishop's job to do so,^" since the Devil and heretics had
the same characteristics, even though their rise was due to the negligence of
sleeping churchmen and secular rulers.'^"' Among Nausea's favorite
images—and legitimations—^was that of Dathan and Abiram (Dt 11:6),
sucked into the earth as a result of their heresy and proof-positive that their
modem counterparts should be treating accordingly.'*'^
Sensitive to the fact that his city had seen an evangelical uprising.
Nausea also sought to defend the status ecclesiasticusto demand
obedience and the paying of the tithe,'*^ and above all to admonish that lay
folk honor their spiritual fathers.'*^ In his case, however, the cautious clerical
mood that followed in the wake of the Peasants' War did not prevent him
from criticizing the clergy in general, and his superiors in particular. Before

Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/13: 164-66.
Ibid., 1/43: 56-58.
Ibid., 1/14: 20-21.
Ibid., 1/89: 126E; 1/14: 20; 2/13: 165 (invoked twice); 2/20: 174-75.
Ibid., 2/66: 226-29.
Ibid., 2/75: 241-42.
Ibid., 2/9: 157-58.
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the public. Nausea could preach freely about the riches of the clergy, and
how clerical excesses brought ruin to the Church.

In the pulpit, he

admonished the clergy to reform themselves and set the kind of example
that ordinary Christians would do well to follow/^ Preaching on the feast of
the cathedral's patron saint, Martin, Nausea concluded his sermon on the
holy bishop with a sigh, and proceeded to discourse on how modem bishops
needed to follow the saint's example of correct teaching and chastity.
That Nausea could openly criticize his superiors depended perhaps
less on their indifference than on the network of relationships which he took
to, and developed in Mainz. Two factors determined how far a preacher
could go: connections and charisma—^Nausea definitely possessed an
abundance of the former. Prior to taking the position in Mainz, he had
served in Italy and Austria and accompanied the legate Campeggio, as his
secretary, through Germany in 1524; his connections at both the imperial
and papal courts were outstanding.^^ As cathedral preacher, he developed a
close personal relationship with his most important direct superior.
Ibid., 2/54: 70-71.
Ibid., 2/86: 120.
Ibid., 1/99: 142.
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cathedral dean^~ Lorenz TruchseB von Pommersfelden, to whom he looked
as a patron.^^ In his role as a preacher. Nausea stood between the cathedral
chapter and the citizens; it was understood that, in theory. Nausea spoke for
his employers. Given his personal status, however, it is clear that he
operated with the independence of one who, during his tenure, was courted
by King Ferdinand in Vienna, who offered him Bishop Fabri's stool in
return for services as court preacher until Fabri's death.^"^
Charisma was rather the business of Nausea's colleague and eventual
successor, Johann Wild OFM. He was elected Guardian of his Franciscan
cloister in 1548,^^ but even then he was still, compared to the cathedral
canons, a mere friar. Wild did, however, command the respect of the canons

Wolf, "Friedrich Nausea," 76-77.
On the status, importance, and power of this office, see Giinther Rauch,
"Das Mainzer Domkapitel in der Neuzeit. Zu Verfassung und
Selbstverstandnis einer adeligen geistlichen Gemeinschaft (parts 1-3),"
Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftiing fur Rechtsgeschichte, kanonistische
Abteilung 92 (1975), 161-227; 93 (1976), 194-278; 94 (1977), 132-179;
here 92 (1975), 215-22.
Nausea's first German collection of sermons, Funff mercklicher Sermon,
was dedicated to von Pommersfelden in 1526. On the collection, see below
chapter 2.
Wolf, "Friedrich Nausea," 79.
Paulus, Johann Wild, 5.
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within the city, and of churchmen without. His very appointment to the post
of cathedral preacher confirms this. Having filled in over the years to preach
at St. Martin's when needed. Wild had built a following that included
Johannes Cochlaus, a leading controversialist who had attempted to
convince the Franciscan to publish some of his sermons in 1539.^^ When the
cathedral chapter decided to offer Wild a permanent position, they had to
confer among themselves and with their archbishop, for the preachership
had been established for a member of the regular clergy.Wild's approval
may reflect a shortage of suitable candidates, but there is no doubt that the
Franciscan commanded respect within the city. Indeed, Fritz Herrmarm, who

Theolbald Spengel, a Mainz bookseller, dedicated one of Wild's
publications to Cochlaus in September 1550, where he reminded him of his
enthusiasm for Wild's sermons; Johann Wild, Die Parabel oder Gleychnusz
Von dem verlornen Son / kurtz vnd Christlich aiiszgelegt / vnd aujf die
fasten auch Osterliche zeyt im hohen Dhomstifft zH Meyntz geprediget /
Anno Domini 1547 (Mainz: Franz Behem, 1550), iia-b: "Ohngeferlich vor
eilff jaren ... in hem Johans Agricole / zu S. Victor Canonici / behausung /
in E.E. [Cochaeus] gegenwurd / vnd vieler guten Herm vnd fi^eunde bey
sein / truge es sich vnter anderen reden zu . . . DaB doch einsmals / des
Erwirdigen Herrm P. Johann Wilde . . . gethane Predige / zu nutz / vnd
wolfart / beyde der allgemeynen Catholischen Kirchen / vnd dem gemeynen
man / so dieselbigen gehort / vrmd noch horen / mit der zeyt ziir besserung
ires leben vnd wandels / solten vnd mochten durch den druck aul3gepreitet
werden."
MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 785.
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knew the pre-war local and regional archives better than any historian of
Mainz, devoted a lengthy chapter to the immorality of the city's clergy
during the Reformation era, but about Wild he found nothing negative to
report.^^ The citizens of Mainz respected him such that he was their
preferred confessor during Lent.^^
Whereas Nausea followed the course of the hard-liners (like the
preachers Johannes Eck and Joharm Fabri of Vierma),^® Wild—and to a
lesser extent Helding^'—preached in line with a via media of reconciliation

Herrmarm, Die evangelische Bewegung zu Mainz, 1-54; at 20-22
Herrmann singles out Nausea and Wild as exceptions to the rather
dissipated behavioral norm.
Paulus,

Wild, 16-17.

On Fabri see Herbert Immenkotter, "Johann Fabri (1478-1541)," in Kath.
Theologen, 1: 90-97. Fabri produced several collections of sermons, among
them liturgical sermons (cf. Klaiber, 103, no. 1114), but his pericopic
preaching was not considered in the single monographic study devoted to
him: Leo Helbling, Doktor Johann Fabri, Generalvikar von Konstanz und
Bischof von Wien (1478-1541), RST 67-68 (Miinster: Aschendorff, 1941).
Helding could, for example, approach the question of what to do with the
heretics with more ambiguity: "Da der HauBuatter sagt / man sol die
trefftzen nicht auBgetten / das man nit vielleicht auch den guten Weytzen
damit auBrauffe / wil er das man weiBandlen sol / vmb der frommen willen /
nicht leichtlich krieg vnd blutuergiessen anrichten / damit nit auch fromme
Christen verletzt vnd hingericht werden .... Nicht das man den Ketzem
nicht weren sol / sonder das man auB briiderlicher liebe den personen
v e r s c h o n e n s o l s o vil m o g l i c h ist / v n d G o t t d a s g e r i c h t h e i m stellen . . . .
Darumb so man etwann die trefftzen vnder dem Wytzen gedulden / dann es
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and Church reform. Like Nausea, he never ceased to preach about clerical
abuses and problems within the Church. ~ True to the via media. Wild read
the books of the heretics not only to refute them, but to leam from their
insights.^^ He certainly preached on good works and the necessity of the
miissen Ketzereyen sein / aff das die frommen erkennet werden / doch so sol
ordentlicher Oberkeit rechtmel3ige wol bedachte straff gegen verfiirischer
Lehr / zumehrer erhaltung guter lehr / nicht verbotten sein." Helding, PW,
70b (2 Sept. 1539).
Already in 1528, immediately after his arrival. Wild showed no hesitation
to address abuses before a populace fresh from the Peasants' War: The
Church was in trouble due to
. . die hinleBigkeyt der Hirten vnnd
Seelsorger / die nicht acht haben auff das / das jhn Paulus zuruffet / So habt
nuhn acht auff euch selbs / vnnd auff die gantze Herde / vnder welchen euch
der Heylig Geist gesetzt hat zu Bischoffen / zu weyden die gemeynde Gottes
/ welche er durch sein eigen Blut erworben hat. Vnd das Petrus saget /
Weydet die herde Christi / die vnder euch ist / vnd versehet sie / nicht
genotiget / sondem selb willig / nicht aus schendliches gewinB sucht /
sondem aus geneygten gemiith / nicht als die Herrscher vber ein erbe /
sonder werdet fiirbilt der Herd / so werdet jr (wenn erscheinen wird der
Ertzhirt) die vnuerwelckliche Kron entpfahen .... die Schaffseucht der
Wechter vnnd der hund / die da solten wachen vnnd den Wolff anbellen /
seynt aber stummend worben / wie der Prophet Isaias von jnen klagt: Sihe /
deine Wechter seynd stummende Hund die nicht bellen konnen. Billich
solten sie gehoret haben / was jhnen derselbig Prophet an einem andem ort
zurufft: Schrey / lasse nicht ab / erheb deine stimb wie ein Posaun / vnd
verkiinde meinem Volck jre bol3heyt / vnd dem Haus Jacobs jre Siind / darm
sie suchen mich vonn tag zu tag / vnnd wolten gem meine weg wissen /
eben wie ein Volck das gerechttigkety gehtan / vnnd das recht seynes Gottes
nicht verlassen." PS(Sp), 72b-74b (2 June 1528).
Wild, In Sacrosanctum lesii Christi Domini nostri evangelium secundum
Joannem, piae et eruditae ivxta catholicam doctrinam ennarrationes, pro
condone explicatae, anno Domini 1536 Moguntiae (Mainz: Franz Behem,
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sacrament of penance, for example, but he was loathe to attack the
Lutherans by name. Religious settlement and peace within Christendom
were the dominant themes of Wild's preaching program; and with the
burning of heretics, he wanted nothing to do.^"^
The collapse of the religious colloquies in Regensberg after 1541
would shake the foundations of the via media. For the first time, both Wild
and Helding began to address the specifics of doctrine in their sermons—
Catholic doctrine as distinguished from that of the Protestants. On 19 March
1542, Helding began two straight years of preaching in which he explicated

1550), iiib: "Ex omnibus enim quotquot habere potui: Potissimum autem
(quod ad veteres Ecclesiae doctores attinet) ex Augustino, Cyrillo,
Chysostomo, Theophilacto, Ruperto Tuitiensi, Alberto Magno, Dyonisio
Carthusiano et alijs, quae ad piiam Evangelici contextus expositionem
accomoda videbantur, de sumpsi, ne immutatis quidem (ut dixi) eorum
verbis. Nihil enim aliud quaerebam, quam ut piis auditoribus prodessem,
fidelemque expositorem agerem. Insuper nec ipsos Neotericos (etsi
plaerique eorum ob nova dogmata non admodum bene apud Catholicos
audiant) contemnendos duxi. Plaeraque enim et ex ipsis, potissimum autem
ex loanne Brentzio, itemque (quod ad nouissima ilia Christi in cruce verba
attinet) etiam ex Oecolampadio, suis etiam ipsorum verbis in haec mea
transtuli: Verum ea tantum, quae bona, Ecclesiasticaeque doctrinae consona
videbantur, et quae viri illi non in schismate, sed in Catholica Ecclesia
didicerant."
Excerpts in Paulus, Johann Wild, 12-14.
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a detailed catechism,^^ whereas he had previously preached exclusively
from the Biblical text, and emphasized an abundance of grace and mercy
over against human works.
Through April 1542, Wild could address justification in terms very
close to that of Luther. Why was Jonah saved? Because he fidem solam
habet. On the basis of their own works or their following of the Mosaic law,
the Ninevites earned absolutely nothing. And anyway, they were the most
godless of sinners. But God sent them His evangelium,
. . . in exactly the same way that we, not only beyond the works ofthe
law but also beyond any sort of preceding merits, have been called to
the Gospel and to the Church of God solely out of grace. Exactly
what Paul taught elsewhere with such zeal against the Jews, who
presume to build upon their own righteousness, we find here, right in

See the Appendix, 3-19-1542 to 3-30-1544.
Helding, PS, 9th p. Trin. (3 August 1539), 138a-b: "Wir lemen
allenthalben auB der schrifft / daB wir allein durch die barmhertzigkeit
Gottes konnen vnd miissen selig werden / alle vnsere verdienst sein zu
gering darzu / Ja wo Gott ohn barmhertzigkeit auff vnser verdienst vrtheilen
wo It / was wolten vnser verdienst anderB sein / dann Siinde vnd
vngerechtigkeit / vnd gute furdemiB zur hellen zu / wie der H. Paulus sagt /
Tit. 3. Nit auB den wercken die wir gethan haben / sonder nach seiner
Barmhertzigkeit hat er vns geseliget durch das abwaschen der Widergeburt /
vnd durch die newrung des H. Geists / den er reichlich vber vns gossen hat
durch Jesum Christum vnsem heiland / auff das wir durch desselben gnad
gerechtfertigt erben sein / nach der hofftiung des ewigen lebens [= Ti 3:57]."
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the beginning of the Book of Jonah, namely: out of grace we are
saved, not on the basis of our works.^^
Wild used such language less and less, and by 1546 he had gone so far as to
employ the scholastic schema of justification {gratia Dei cooperans, etc.) in
order to explain salvation—a far cry firom his preaching on Jona.^^
The aftermath of 1542 did not sever the lines of demarcation that
separated the hard-liners fi-om spokesmen of the via media: the latter paid
more attention to doctrinal specifics, but never reverted to threats of the
pyre. Nevertheless, the shocking reality of the colloquies' failure fueled
preachers' fears that, in keeping with the Gospel, the "house divided against

. . evangelium ex sola gratia. . . quemadmodum et nos, ne dum citra
opera legis, uerum etiam citra quaecunque merita praecedentia, ex sola
gratia ad Euangelium et Ecclesiam Dei uocati sumus. Quod igitur Paulus
alias magno studio contra ludaeos de iustitia suae praesumentes docuit, hoc
statim in exordio lonae habemus, nempe, quod ex gratia salui facti sumus,
non ex operibus . . ." Jonas propheta 1542, 16b (3 March 1542).
68

E.g., "Sihe das ist das erste / darbey man merckt / das er wider zu jhm
selbs kommen war / Er wolt nicht lenger in sunden ligen / nt lenger in dem
fi-embden landt bleiben / nicht lenger dem Teuffel dienen. Ich will
auffstehen (sagt er) vnnd zu meinem Vatter gehn. O das war ein guter fur
satz. Das war der rechte anfang zur bueB / zur gnaden / zum heil. Vnd was
ist diB anders gewesen / dann Gratia Dei cooperans, die mittwirckende
genade Gottes." Wild, Die Parable von dem verlornen Son / auff die Fasten
geprediget Anno 1546 (Mainz: Franz Behem, 1550), 41b.
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itself was about to witness divine intervention. That came in 1547. As
Catholic preachers saw it, God had clearly intervened on their behalf.
The defeat of the Protestant Schmalkaldic League in 1547
represented, for preachers like Helding and Wild, the chance to begin the
kind of Church reform from within that they had sought all along. They
could not have known that the urgent and divinely mandated reform process
would fall prey to imperial and confessional politics, culminating in the sack
of key Catholic cities (including Mainz) during the Princes' War (1552).^^
Before that disaster, however, the implementation of the Augsburg
Interim of 1548 occasioned numerous episcopal reform synods in Mainz
and elsewhere. The synods offered further opportunities to preach, and
Wild's reputation increased significantly. Before the assembled clergy of the

See Franz Petri, "Das Jahr 1552 in der rheinischen Geschichte," in
Spiegel der Geschichte. Festgabe fiir Max Braubach zum 10. April 1964, ed.
Konrad Repgen and Stephan Skalweit (Miinster: Aschendorff, 1964), 293320, and Rolf Decot, Religionsfrieden und Kirchenreform. Der Maimer
Kurfiirst und Erzbischof Sebastian von Heusenstamm 1545-1555,
Veroffentlichungen des Instituts fiir Europaische Geschichte Mainz,
Abteilung fiir abendlandische Religionsgeschichte 100 (Wiesbaden: Franz
Steiner, 1980), 175-186.
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diocese. Wild preached aggressively against the abuses of the church/® The
reform of the fallen clergy—from pope and bishop to the most obscure
parish priest—^was signaled by Wild as the most pressing task at hand.
Based on his experience, synods and councils now seemed the only viable
remedia: internal wars, papal bulls, and Catholic books had been
ineffective—almost as poor, the preacher claimed, as the sermons that
seemed to make no impact at all/'
Wild was in tune with the times,^" and the assembled prelates would
have drawn up statutes regarding the selection, education, and discipline of

Wild, Hie nachfolgend ediche Predig / auch zii Mentz im hohen
Dhomstiffi diirch den Ewirdigen F. Joannem Wildt geschehen / zur zeit des
prouincials Synodi /Anno M.D. XLIX(Mainz: Franz Behem, 1550).
Ibid., 14a: "Wie kan mann jr aber besser helffen auB aller not / vnd jhr
weynen stillen dann mit den Synodis vnnd Concilijsl Mit dem schwert vnd
Kriegen wirt der Kirchen nit geholfen / mit Bullen noch viel weniger /
dieweyl jhr niemand mehr achtet. Viel schreiben vnnd grosse Biicher
machen thiit auch nit viel / auf der Cantzel Predigen vnd ruffen thiits noch
weniger. Concilia vnd Synodi miissen es thiin. Das seind die rechte media
oder mittel / mit denen der Kirchen ziihelffen ist."
That is, following the Augsburg Diet and Interim, where it was
proclaimed that reforming synods should concern themselves primarily with
the visitation, organization, and discipline of the clergy. Cf. the Emperor's
reform instructions in ARC 6: 376ff A comparison of the divisions within
the fourteen sets of statutes produced by as many synods at this time,
demonstrates that those things "ad fidem pertinentia" were emphasized
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the clergy^^ without having heard his sermons/"^ But he won new admirers/^
who now together with Wild's Archbishop, Sebastian von Heusenstamm,
pressed the preacher to publish his sermons. The German Catholic Church,
so they insisted, desperately needed orthodox books for use by parish priests
and fathers of the house, books that were far-removed from the intricacies of
scholastic theology and heated controversialist polemics.
equally with those "ad mores pertinentia." Cf. Joseph Hartzheim, Concilia
Germania (Koln: August Agrippina, 1765), vol. 6.
"Decreta Synodi Diocesanae 1548" and "Statuta Synodi Provincialis anno
1549," in Scheppler, 8-14 und 16-74. The synods and their statutes have
been described by Decot, Religionsfrieden, 135-44 (with lit.); Wild's
sermons are mentioned by not discussed (139, n. 363).
For the mood and a summary of the Archbishop's own sermon, which
follows the same lines as Wild's, see Ludwig Lenhart, "Die Mainzer
Synoden von 1548 und 1549 im Lichte der im SchloB-Archiv Vollrads/Rhg.
aufgeflindenen Protokolle," AMrhKG 10 (1958), 67-111; here 101-3.
The most influential of whom was Moritz von Hutten, Bishop of
Eichstatt. Von Hutten so much appreciated Wild's sermons that he dined
with the preacher and presented him with a gift, according to Wild in his
dedication of his sermons on Jonas to the bishop in 1550: Johas propheta,
iia.
Wild emphasized this aspect in his preface to PW, iiib-iva: "Diese meine
Predig hab ich nit den gelehrten / sender den eynfaltigen / die bessers nit
haben / geschrieben. Vnd die weyB ich auch keyner grossen kunst vnnd
scharpffer Subtilitet hierinnen zu vertrosten / Ich hoffe aber sie sollen
dessen mit Gottes hilff vergewisset sein / daB die nichts zweyffelhafftigs
Oder vngegriindtes / vil weniger etwa falschs vnd jrrigs / das der der
heyligen Geschrifft vnd gemeyner lehr Catolischer Kirchen zu wider sey /
flnden werden / so serr sie Catholisch vnd nit Schismatisch gesinnet seind."
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* * *

Once the sermons of Wild began to pour forth from the presses in
1550, they would dominate the genre in Germany for the next twenty years,
when most of their 220 editions were published. They did not succeed, as he
had hoped, to unify the churches, but their success testifies to the vitality of
Catholic preaching during the first decades of the German Reformation.
Our evaluation of the Catholic response through 1555 cannot
continue to rest upon references to the problems and failures (and
sometimes, successes) of the controversialists. Although Catholic responses
from the pulpits could have come sooner (especially the coordinated
production and distribution of vernacular sermons for simple preachers,
which came late with Wild), they came nonetheless, and with immeasurably
more impact than that of haphazardly published, predominantly Latin
polemics. No preference for the polemical sources that fiiel traditional
intellectual history can obscure the fact that during the German
Reformation, the pulpit was the front line in the battle for souls. Throughout
the Holy Roman Empire both hard-liners and preachers of the via media
sought to answer the evangelicals on, and in, their own terms. Their sermons
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display a marked vitality and seriousness of purpose that hardly squares
with images of a tired, disorganized, ineffectual German Catholicism
overrun by the formidable energies unleashed by evangelical movements
after 1517.
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PART II

PESTILENCE AND REFORMATION

In an era plagued by cancerous confessional conflict, no movement
was as ecumenical as pestilence.' With the exception of two years between
-J

1347 and 1670, the epidemic always raged somewhere in Europe," German
and Swiss cities could expect its wrath every decade with the regularity of a
clock.^ Some cities were less fortunate: the pest visited Wiirzburg every

^ Although there will be occasion to discuss specific definitions by various
early modem authors below, for the most part "pestilence" in this study
indicates plague and any other number of epidemic diseases. In its very lack
of precision, this definition follows the general usage of the sixteenth
century.
See the most comprehensive study to date by Jean-Noel Biraben, Les
hommes et la paste en France et dans les pays europeens et mediterraneens,
2 vols. (Paris: Mouton, 1975-1976); here 1: 104-105. Although no similar
data has been published for Germany, the situation in sixteenth-century
Europe can be grasped through a look at the numbers assembled for France
in ibid., 1: 362-72.
^ See the data, based on a study of the "Deutsche Stadtbiicher," presented by
Erich Keyser, "Die Ausbreitung der Pest in den deutschen Stadten," in
Ergebnisse und Probleme moderner geographischer Forschung. Hans
Mortensen zu seinem 60. Geburtstag, Veroffentlichungen der Akademie fur
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fifth summer/ Its causes unknovm and its treatment unsure, plague not only
killed: entire courts relocated, cities partially emptied, universities and
markets closed, the transport of goods ceased (including that of foodstuffs

Raumforschung und Landesplanung, Raumforschung und Landesplanung
Abhandlungen 28 (Bremen: Walter Dom, 1954), 207-16. Keyser found that,
in Germany, the most serious outbreaks occurred between 1495-99, 150508, 1515-21, 1529 (English sweating disease), 1538-44, 1547-53, and,
perhaps worst of all, in the 1560s (ibid., 209-10). In an important regional
study, Niethard Bulst refers to the "well-known unreliability" of Keyser's
documentation, as his sources are incomplete; i.e., there were even more
outbreaks. See Bulst, "Vier Jahrhunderte Pest in niedersachsischen Stadten.
Vom Schwarzen Tod (1349-1351) bis in die erste Halfte des 18.
Jahrhunderts," in Stadt im Wandel. Kunst und Kultur des Biirgertums in
Norddeutschland 1150-1650, ed. Cord Meckseper, Landesausstellung
Niedersachsen 1985, 4,2 (Stuttgart-Bad Carmstatt: Cantz, 1985), 251-70;
here 267 n. 69. See also Charlotte Biihl, "Die Pestepidemien des
ausgehenden Mittelalters und der Friihen Neuzeit in Niimberg (1483/84 bis
1533/34)," in Niirnberg und Bern. Zwei Reichsstddte und ihre Landgebiete,
ed. Rudolf Endres, Erlanger Forschungen, Reihe A: Geistes-wissenschaften
46 (Erlangen: Universitatsbund Erlangen-Niimberg, 1990), 121-68, who
found cycles of plague every 10.3 years (1451-1548)—a statistic recognized
by the city government in 1490 when setting up its pest hospice (ibid., 12223). Erik Woehlkens established an interval of 11.1 years in Pest und Ruhr
im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert. Grundlagen einer statistisch-topographischen
Beschreibung der grofien Seuchen, insbesondere in der Stadt Ulzen
(Hannover: Niedersachsischer Heimatbund, 1954), 132.
In Wiirzburg between 1500-1635, there were at least 25 pest years, i.e., an
outbreak every 5.4 years; Alfred Lechner, "Die Pest in Wiirzburg im 16.
Jahrhundert," Archiv des Historischen Vereins von Unterfranken und
Aschajfenhurg 6% (1929), 247-341; here 253.
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bound for cities and towns).^ Accompanying these intermittent structural
shifts, a perpetual anxiety was shared by all to one degree or another.^ That
is why Pestliteratur ranked among the most frequently printed material of
the period/

^ Recalling the plague in Wittenberg of 1527, Luther complained that no
farmer would bring wood, cheese, eggs, etc. into the city: "Das war zuvil!
Wir musten leiden pestem, famen darzu." WAT 2: 104 (no. 1455). Writing
from Cologne in 1564, Johann Rhetius SJ made the same complaint;
Rheinische Akten zur Geschichte des Jesuitenordens 1542-1582, ed. Joseph
Hansen, Publikationen der Gesellschaft fiir Rheinische Geschichtskunde 14
(Bonn: H. Behrendt, 1896), 499-501 (no. 356); here 500.9-11. In his diary
Hermann von Weinsberg described how the Cologne plague of 1541 killed
civic and religious leaders and led to the closing of municipal offices: "Diss
sterbde [sic] schoinden nemans, widder geistlich noch weltlichs, pastoir,
caplain, burgermeister, scheffen und derglichen, vil leut, das die gereichter
und bursen gesclossen [sic] worden." \GedenkboicH\ Das Buch Weinsberg.
Kdlner Denkwiirdigkeiten aus dem 16. Jahrhundert, 5 vols., ed. Konstantin
Hohlbaum et al., Publikationen der Gesellschaft fiir Rheinische
Geschichtskunde 3, 4, and 16 (Leipzig: Aphons Diirr, 1886-87 [vol. 1-2];
Bonn: P. Hanstein, 1897-98 and 1926 [3-5]), 1:56.
^ The general literature on plague, especially the "Black Death" of the
fourteenth century, is immense. With few exceptions, I refer to studies
specific to the German-speaking lands of the late medieval and early
modem periods, all of which are regionally based. There is no
comprehensive study of plague in Germany during the period.
^ The sixteenth-century German materials have yet to be catalogued
comprehensively. Many are listed, however, in Karl Sudhoff, Deutsche
medizinische Inkunabeln. Bibliographisch-literarische Untersuchungen,
Studien zur Geschichte der Medizin, 2 sen, 31 (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1908);
Arnold Klebs, "Geschichtliche und bibliographische LFntersuchungen," in
Die ersten gedruckten Pestschriften, ed. id. and Karl Sudhoff (Munich:
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When Lynn Thomdike portrayed pestilence as a "blight on early
modem civilization,"^ he could draw on an abundant literature cited by
previous generations of Reformation historians, who recognized that no
account of the tumultuous sixteenth century could ignore it.^ But in more
recent scholarship on sixteenth-century religious conflict, pestilence
languishes as just another forerunner of the Reformation, the "Black Death"

Miinchner Drucke, 1926), 1-167; supplemented by Gerhard Eis, "Zur
deutschen Pestliteratur des 15. Jahrhunderts," Medizinische Monatsschrift 6
(1952): 321-23. Indicative of the demand for plague treatises and sermons is
the success of the Nuremberg reformer Andreas Osiander's "Pestpredigt,"
delivered in July 1533 and printed five times in that year alone. It was
printed twice in 1542, and again during epidemics in 1549 and 1562. As
such, the "Pestpredigt" was one of Osiander's top three selling works. Cf.
Osiander, "Wie und wohin ein Christ fliehen soil" [1533], ed. Bemhard
Schneider, in Andreas Osiander d. A. Gesamtausgabe, ed. Gerhard Miiller
and Gottfried SeebaB, vol. 5: Schriften und Briefe 1533 bis 1534 (Giitersloh:
Gerd Mohn, 1983), 384-411 (no. 185); here 386-87.
"The Blight of Pestilence on Early Modem Civilization," American
Historical Review 32 (1927): 455-74.
^ E.g., Johannes Janssen, Geschichte des deutschen Volkes, 7: 391-428:
"War . . . die Lage der Kranken schon in gewohnlichen Zeiten eine sehr
traurige, so gestaltete sie vollends unertraglich in den Perioden ansteckender
Krankheiten und groBer Seuchen. Gerade in dieser Hinsicht aber war das
Zeitalter der Kirchenspaltung in furchtbarster Weise heimgesucht" (391); J.
J. Ignaz von Dollinger, Die Reformation, ihre innere Entwicklung und ihre
Wirkungen im Umfange des lutherischen Bekenntnisses, 3 vols.
(Regensburg: G. Joseph Manz, 1846-48), 1: 345-349.
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of 1347-51.'° We are told that plague decimated the population and
spawned the late medieval "agrarian crisis."" In its wake, the story goes,
new socio-economic pressures conditioned the peasantry to welcome Luther

The theme is not only ignored in the standard textbooks, but also missing
in the new reference works. Despite its claim to address "structures,
programs, and mentalities," the Handbook of Early Modern History, 14001600: Late Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation (ed. T. A. Brady, Jr.,
et al., 2 vols., Leiden; Brill, 1994) devotes virtually no space to epidemic
diseases or their structural, economic, and mental effects. In the course of
four thick folios, neither does The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation
(ed. H. J. Hillerbrand, [Oxford: Oxford UP, 1996]). Mary Lindemarm, in
"Medicine and Healing" (3: 39-41), acknowledges only that "plague and
dysentery did not vanish but remained major problems," while R. A.
Houston ("Population," 3: 316-17.) states merely that plague "cut short" the
population increase of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
" Alexander Stiitzer's translation of Werner Rosener, Bauern im Mittelalter
(1985), makes the history and yield of German agrarian scholarship easily
accessible: see Rosener, Peasants in the Middle Ages (Urbana, III.: Illinois
UP, 1992), esp. 255-274. Forgetting recurrent outbreaks of plague after
1351 in his entry on "Population," Jan de Vries {Handbook of European
History, ed. Brady, 1: 1-50) incorrectly claims that the population in Europe
was reduced by one-third between 1347-1351, which leads him to note that
the question of continued demographic stagnation remains a "challenge"
(ibid., 11). More useful is the summary of scholarship presented by Rosener,
who suggests a population loss of one-fourth by 1351 and, tracking
outbreaks of epidemic disease and famine until 1460, arrives only then at
the one-third mark; Peasants in the Middle Ages, 257-59, with literature at
313, n. 5. Cf. Niethard Bulst, "Der Schwarze Tod. Demographische,
wirtschafts- und kulturgeschichtliche Aspekte der Pestkatastrophe von
1347-1352. Bilanz der neueren Forschung," Saeculum 30 (1979), 45-67.
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I

with open arms. " There, the connections between pestilence and
Reformation cease.
Never mind that plague remained as much a part of daily life after
Luther as it had before him/"' or that sixteenth-century Germans were well
aware of their place in this history of divine wrath.The debates over

" This is the starting point of Peter Blickle, The Revolution of 1525. The
German Peasants' War from a Nerw Perspective [Germ. 1977; 2 ed. 1981],
trans. Thomas A. Brady Jr. and H.C. Erik Midelfort (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins UP, 1985), 23-57: "The Crisis of Feudalism and the Causes of the
Revolution."
Plague-related mortality rates in Reformation cities could spark more than
Angst among contemporaries: they could result in ftmdamental social and
economic shifts due to property and business transfers resulting from
inheritance and/or new marriages. Take for example the city of Basel in the
sixteenth century: in 1502 some 5000 deaths were reported, just over 52%
of the population. From there 2000 (28.6%) died in the epidemics of 151718, 1000 (16.4%) in 1526, 1000 (16.4%) between 1538-41, 2000 (20.4%)
between 1550-53, and finally 4000 (40.2%) during the plague of 1563-64.
For the data, see the excellent study of Frank Hatje, Leben und Sterben im
Zeitalter der Pest. Basel im 15. bis 17. Jahrhundert (Basel: Helbing &
Lichtenhahn, 1992), 159-78.
See Nikolaus Selnecker, Kurtze Kinder Fragstiicke von der Pestilentz /
aus dem 91. Psalm Dauids / sampt schdnen trostlichen Gebetlein, published
in id., Christlicher bericht / Wie sich ein jeder Christ / inn Sterbsleufften
trosten vnnd halten soil. // Der XCI. Psalm ausgelegt / Wer vnter dem
Schirm des hochsten sitzt. // Von Sterbsleufften / Ein trost geschrieben an
einen guten Freundt. // Von Viererley losem Gesinde in Sterbsleufften . . .
(Leipzig: Jacob Berwaldt, 1565), Lla-Rlb; here N4a-01a. Selnecker
follows a chronology from the biblical King David, through Athens, Rome,
Africa, on to the sixth-century Rome of Pope Pelagius and Gregory the
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periodization rage on, but who signals 1517 as a watershed in the history of
epidemic disease? To be sure, historians have examined the socio-structural,
religious, and mental effects of the epidemics through the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries in detail, and with sensitivity/^ But practitioners of
Reformation history have consigned this subject to the dustbin of a dubious
middle age.*® Nor have scholars of early modem Europe taken up the slack.

Great, through Constantinople in 727 and "the whole world" in 1010,
climaxing in the Black Death of 1347: Plague "hat den gantzen Erdboden
vergifftet" such that barely 10,000 were spared (Florence 60,000 dead,
Liibeck 90,000). "Das auch etliche dafur halten / das der Flegelliserorum
Sect darumb das ander Jar hemach entstanden sey / die sich selbs mit ruten
gepeitschet vnd gestrichen haben / fur jre siinde Buss zu thun." Selnecker
then takes the reader up to the present, claiming that "wir haben in
Deudtschland von dem 1549. Jare / bis hieher auff dis 1564. Jar / hin vnd
wider auch grosse Sterbsleuffte gehabt / inn Preussen / Pommem / Schlesien
/ Marck / Diiringen / Sachssen / Francken / Schwaben am Rein / in Schweitz
/ in Osterreich / Behemen / vnd anderswo / das die Leut mit grossem
hauffen sind dahin gepurtzelt / als wenn einer die reiffen Biem vom Baum
schiittelt."
Fundamental is Frantisek Graus, Pest—Geifiler—Judenmord. Das 14.
Jahrhundert als Krisenzeit, Veroffentlichungen des Max-Planck-Institut fur
Geschichte 86 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986). For a
condensed presentation of the issues, cf. id., "Vom 'Schwarzen Tod' bis zur
Reformation. Der krisenhafte Charakter des europaischen Spatmittelalters,"
in Revoke und Revolution, ed. Peter Blickle [= Historische Zeitschrift,
Beiheft4] (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1975), 10-30.
Although his task is another entirely, Frank Hatje notes in his study of
Basel that the many sermons, treatises, Sendschreiben, and quaestiones on
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Their local and regional studies of disease often neglect the crucial
dimension of sixteenth-century religious presuppositions and convictions.'^
If the Reformation played a role in daily life—and two generations of
social historians have convinced us that it did—^then pestilence played a role
Io

in the Reformation. An indisputably existential constant, epidemic disease
found expression in the works of clerics and chroniclers both Protestant and

pestilence have not been systematically assembled or analyzed: "Uberhaupt
scheint die Pest an den Kirchenhistorikem vorbeigegangen zu sein." Leben
und Sterben im Zeitalter der Pest, 30, n. 11.
Among the many useful studies, see especially those of Bulst, Biihl, and
Woehlkens cited above, n. 3. The exception is Hatje, Leben und Sterben im
Zeitalter der Pest, whose observations on religiosity I will take up
throughout. In his history of plague, A. Lyim Martin examines various
epidemic diseases but limits his inquiry to Jesuit sources. Although the
interpretation of disease in confessional contexts appears occasionally in his
study, it does so incidentally and always subsumed under Martin's primary
interest, the history of medicine. See A. Lynn Martin, Plague? Jesuit
Accounts of Epidemic Disease in the Sixteenth Century, Sixteenth Century
Essays and Studies 28 (Kirksville, Mo.: Sixteenth Century Journal, 1996).
In a recent essay, William G. Naphy seems to ignore religion completely:
"Plague-Spreading and a Magisterially Controlled Fear," in Fear in Early
Modern Society, ed. id., and Penny Roberts, Studies in Early Modem
European History (Manchester: Manchester UP, 1997), 28-43.
1 St
The statement of Gottfried Lammert regarding the Thirty Years' War
retains its relevance in this context: "Die Annalen der Leiden eines Volkes
sind mit denen seiner Culturgeschichte innig verwoben." Geschichte der
Seuchen, Hungers- und Kriegsnoth zur Zeit des Dreifiigjdhrigen Krieges
(Wiesbaden, 1890; reprint Niederwalluf bei Wiesbaden: M. Sandig, 1971),
V.
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Catholic. In their pulpits no less than their pamphlets, they responded to
recurring epidemic crises in the contexts of more recent religious ones.
Despite its utter disrespect for confessional boundaries, pestilence was
pushed into the fray of confessionalizing discourse that, in its ferocity, was
equally pestilential and no less of a blight.
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CHAPTER 2

CATHOLIC EPIDEMIC PREACHING:
TWO DISSONANT VOICES

When plague crept into Mainz during the Reformation era, it lingered
in the city's tenements and alleys throughout June and July. By mid-August,
the epidemic would spread to the houses of even the wealthy, claiming most
of its victims during September and October.' Mortality rates declined
thereafter, but the disease dallied on, sometimes until Christmas and, more
rarely, into spring." A cycle of pestilence could therefore dominate liturgical
life for many months.
' The protocols of the Mainz cathedral chapter follow this timetable when
organizing plague processions and granting the clergy permission to flee
from the city (see below). The epidemics in Mainz followed the general
western European pattern; cf. Martin, Plague?, 145-50 (with literature).
Further data and references are in Erich Keyser, "Neue deutsche
Forschungen iiber die Geschichte der Pest," Vierteljahrschrift fur Sozialund Wirtschaftsgeschichte 44 (1957), 243-53; here 247, and Biihl, "Die
Pestepidemien," 124.
~ Most requests for and grants of leave from the city extended until at least
Christmas, sometimes until February or thereafter (see below). German
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Given the rate at which the Mainz clergy abandoned the city during
such crises, it is perhaps more pertinent to acknowledge that ritual religious
life might cease altogether for the duration of an epidemic, and at precisely
those times it was needed most. In 1526, for example, the pestilential fires
burned with such ferocity that the financially strapped cathedral chapter
founded a new plague hospice {Pesthaus)." But that work of brotherly love
hardly prevented the canons from joining the stream of upper- and
middling-burghers pouring out of the city gates, just as they had done in
1519.

sources are often imprecise in that "plague" or "pestilence" may refer to
either bubonic plague or Lungenpest (i.e., English sweating disease), the
latter occurring primarily in winter. Therefore, when sources refer simply to
"pestilence" from late summer through spring, most likely bubonic plague
was followed by English sweating disease or another epidemic; cf. Keyser,
"Neue deutsche Forschungen iiber die Geschichte der Pest," 248.
MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 317 (16.11.1526). A Pesthaiis is better considered
as a hospice and not as a hospital, given the contemporary assumption that,
once admitted, the usually impoverished patients faced certain death.
German historians of medicine have erroneously awarded innovative pride
of place to Nuremberg, where the Pesthaus St. Sebastian was established in
1554, i.e., 28 years after the hospice in Mainz. For the traditional listing of
irmovations, cf. Dieter letter, Geschichte der Medizin. Einfuhrung in die
Entwicklung der Heilkunde aller Lander und Zeiten (Stuttgart: Thieme,
1991), 222-23.
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During that "dying" {Sterben), as they called it/ the canons had
denied the deacon's request for a general leave for the Mainz clergy from
October 1519 through January of the following year. As they pointedly
reminded the deacon, in the past they had simply dismissed everyone, which
"didn't go over so well," especially in the eyes of the less affluent laity.^ But
the chapter was not about to force anyone to stay against his will. They
announced the immediate approval of all formal requests for leave until
Christmas, even those of three sacerdotal canons on probation for missing
services at St. Martin's cathedral on the feast of its patron saint. Within two

German sources show that the most favored term for epidemic diseases
was simply "dying": "Es stirbt," "Es hebt gemachsam an zu sterben," "das
Sterben nimmt iiberhand," etc. Cf. Janssen, Geschichte des deiitschen
Volkes, 7: 396 and n.3.
^ MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 180 (14.10.1519), where the last granting of a
general leave is noted as "frueher nicht gutschien, soil es dabei bleiben."
That appearances were often an issue is attested by the protocols of the
cathedral chapter in Wiirzburg, where during a plague epidemic the chapter
decided that "were es zu bedencken, was es bei gemeiner Biirgerschafft fur
ein ansehens und nachredens geberen wiirde, das ein Ehrw. Dhomcap. die
ersten sein solten, die sich alhir wolten absentim . . . ." Such concerns
dictated policy until the "Ungliick" [i.e., pest] was "auch schon im Hause
unter dem Gesinde." Reported by Lechner, "Die Pest in Wiirzburg im 16.
Jahrhundert," 285-86 (citing Wiirzburg Domkapitelsprotokolle 1575, fol.
203-205).
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weeks, their ranks had thinned such that those few {pauci) remaining
canceled choir services indefinitely.^
By mid-September 1526, the Mainz cathedral chapter dwelt even less
on their image among the townsfolk. What was the point? If they had
recently put down the citizens' evangelical uprising with less brutality than
most of their contemporaries, they had leveled it nonetheless. Although
busy with the implementation of their archbishop's agenda to further restrict
the traditional liberties of the citizens and assume complete judiciary
control,^ they granted themselves what the document termed a "fi-ee leave"
from the pestiferous city for six weeks. "Given the current situation, with
the dying and whatnot," even those with priestly benefices were given
permission to flee, so long as they informed the chapter before fleeing.^

* * *

^ MDKP {&&. Herrmann), 180 (14 Oct. 1519)- 181 (3 Nov. 1519).
^ On Mainz during the Peasants' War and Albrecht von Brandenburg's
agenda thereafter, see Dobras, "Die kurfiirstliche Stadt," 242-44.
^ MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 311 (15.9.1526): "der ytzigen leuf halb, sterbens
und anders ..."
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Shortly before his own flight in the autumn of 1526, cathedral
preacher Friederich Nausea delivered his sermon on "the proper and
effective medication against the gruesome plague, and what one should do
during such an epidemic."^ Preached before 11 October, it was hastily
included in his first vernacular sermon collection, Fiinjf mercklicher
Sermon}'^ In that work, the preacher candidly set the record straight about
recent and unruly demands that "the Gospel be proclaimed to all." Just that
past year, as Domprediger in Frankfurt, he had trumpeted the Good News.
But not loudly enough, for there he was drowned out by the evangelical
insurgents who ran him out of town.''

^ "Von rechter / warer / kreftiger artzenei wider die grausame plag der
Pestelentz / vnd wie sich meniglich halten soli zii den zeitten so solchen
plag regiren ist," in id., FiXnjf mercklicher Sermon oder Predig durch
Doctor Friderichen Grawen [= Nausea]. In den Ldblichen hohen Ertzstifften
zii Meyntz des Gotdichen worts Predicanten / jiingst do selbst gepredigt
(Mainz: Johann Schoffer, 1526), 37a-47a.
Nausea finished his preface to Fiinjf mercklicher Sermon on 11 October.
In 1526, 21 October was the 21^^ Sunday after Trinity, where the Gospel text
(John 4:47-54) scheduled in the missal was the same chosen by Nausea as
the basis for his plague sermon. Most likely. Nausea took the Gospel text
for 21 October and used it earlier, sometime after the beginning of
September.
See above, 55.
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Now safe in the archiepiscopal city of Mainz, Nausea made his first
attempt since leaving Frankfurt to reach a larger audience. Fiinff
mercklicher Sermon represents the earliest German Catholic effort to
•
• own terms. I~ Already in the preface, the
counter the evangelicals
on their
collection packed a Counter-Reformation punch: Germany had been
poisoned by "vituperative, shameful, and blasphemous" books, from which
had sprouted the heresies that sickened the nation. "Composed through and
through on the basis of Holy Scripture," Nausea's antidote guaranteed "safe
reading" and protection "against all enemies of the Christian religion."'^

i

~ Fiinff mercklicher Sermon was the first collection of thematic vernacular
sermons published in response to those of Luther and his evangelical
colleagues. Johannes Eck had printed at least one vernacular sermon by
1522, but neither he nor any other Catholic author had produced what
amounted to a vernacular collection. See Eck, Ein predig zu Minchen
gethan in vnnser Frawen kirchen am sonntag vor Martini (Ingolstadt:
Andreas Lutz, 1522). That Fiinff mercklicher Sermon has not been
employed in any scholarship on Nausea is probably due to its absence from
Klaiber, Werkverzeichnis, s.v. "Nausea," 213-219 (nos. 2311-2385).
Fiinff mercklicher Sermon, Ala: ". . . auff das sie die selbigen / so
allenthalben mit heyliger schrifft verfaBt sein / an stat der schmehlichen /
schendtlichen / gotzlesterlichen biichlein vnd schrifften / so vergangner zeit
wider got / ehr vnd recht an etlichen orten aul3gangen / darauB auch alle
irrung in teutscher nation erwachsen / sicherlich mochten lesen / vnd sich
domite Christlicher weiB wider alle feind Christlicher religion / schiitzen
vnd schirmen . . . ." Although Nausea fails to mention any cities among
these "etliche Orte," it is ironic that Johann Schoffer, his publisher in Mainz
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With those enemies in mind. Nausea vigorously assaulted the
evangelical doctrine of justification and defended "good works."

Turning

to the plague, however, the preacher made no explicit connections between
heresy and the epidemic. He maintained a non-partisan tone and addressed
issues like the fear of death, the use of medicine, and whether one may flee
a pestilential city.
In defending the right to flight based, as he claimed, on the dictates of
Scripture, Nausea tacitly supported common sixteenth-century practices—at
least those of his and other groups that could employ household guards and
transfer their families to other locales.'^ His exposition differed from better
known predecessors on the subject, for Nausea dealt exclusively with
notions of God's "predestination," "ordination," and "foreknowledge,"
ignoring the

moral-ethical

dilemmas

that

dominated

contemporary

and a businessman alert to the market, had profitably published "Lutheran"
books there between 1522-1525. See above, 50.
Ibid., la-lOb (14'^^ p. Trin., "Predigt vom Glauben") and lla-17a (18'^ p.
Trin., "Predigt von der Liebe").
Heinrich Dormeier, "Die Flucht vor der Pest als religioses Problem," in
Laienfrommigkeit im spdten Mittelalter. Formen, Funktionen, politischsoziale Zusammenhdnge, ed. Klaus Schreiner and Elisabeth MiillerLuckner, Schriften des Historischen Kollegs, Kolloquien 20 (Munich: R.
Oldenbourg, 1992), 331-97; here 334.
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debates.'^ One wonders, indeed, if the unlettered listener or reader could
have followed this litteratissimus schooled in both theology and the law: if
God has predetermined one's preservation from pestilence by means of
flight, then he will flee, for the Lord has "ordered and foreseen" both the
means and timing of our death; which is to say, should one divinely
"ordered" to be rescued by flight choose not to abscond, then he would
die—but God knows he will flee.'^ If the medium was muddled, the
Ibid., passim, with a summary of the authors treated at 383. Dormeier
makes no mention of Nausea (or, for that matter, any Catholic authors after
1500).
"Von rechter / warer / kreftiger artzenei," 42a: "Vber das (welchs dami
die hauptsumma ist) so got der almeltig [sic\ auB seinen willen vnd gotlicher
predestination vnd flirsehung etwas / ia gewiBlich / verordnet vnd verschafft
/ das es also geschehe vnd zukiinfftig sei / so schafft er vnd ordiniert auch /
die mittelst vrsachen als gewonlich mittel des dings / so durch solche mittel
geschehen sol / welche gotliche ordination auff beyden teylen / vnd warlich
bei got vnuerwandlich ist / wie wol sie vns verwandlich wirt geacht / vnd ist
do selbst keyn notlicher zwang / das das selbig also vnd nit anderst mog
gesein / vnd wie niin das ziel oder end des lebens vorsehen von Got vnd
gewil3 ist / wie David vnd Job sagen .... Also sein alle ding / so ziikunfftig
sein got der herm als gegenwertig gantz gewiBlich erkarmt / yedoch sein sie
derhalben nit nottig. Vnd also wie got geordnet vnd fursehen hat das end
des lebens vnd den tod / also hat er auch geordnet vnd fursehen die mittel zii
solchem end vnd tod. Vnd also wil er eynen durch mittel der pestilentz
lassen sterben / den andem in der zeit der pestilentz durch mittel der flucht
oder vermeidung vergifftiger stett vnd ort / den andem durch ertznei / vnd
eynen anderst dann den andem lassen lebendig bleiben. Also on zweiffel /
so got eynen wil durch hinweg fliehen behalten vor den todt / so der selbig
nit fliihe / so wiird er auch nit behalten. Aber got weyB / das der ziikiinfftig
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message was clear, and not for the first (or last) time in the sixteenth
century, plague theology proved itself especially practical for the ruling
class.
For those with fewer options of evasion. Nausea turned to the cause
(JJrsach) of plague and the use of medicine. As long as one avoids wicked
forms of magic (Zauberei), he reassured them, medicine has been
commanded by God in Scripture and should be used with the knowledge
that He sends disease in response to sin. In Germany's case, the entire
nation endures pestilence as punishment for its lack of faith {kleines
Glauben). The national remedy consists of "diligently cleansing one's sins
through confession and seeking God's mercy," along with "soliciting
medication in fear of God." Should the patient recover, he must in no way
confuse the "medium" {Mittel) with the force that acts through it, since
medicine is merely God's "instrument for restoring health."'^

fliehen wirt wie wol solche fursehung vnd vorwissen des menschen / so
fliehen wirt / deyn benotigung zii zeiicht ziifliehen."
1 8Ibid.,
"
44a-45b, where one is admonished to "vleissig von seinen siinden
durch Bui3 reynigen / vnd von got barmhertzigkeyt begeren . . . [und] in der
Forcht gottes artzeney fur die krankheyt siichen" (44a-b); medicine is God's
"instrument zii der gesundt machung" (45b). See also ibid., 38a, where the
use of medicine is justified in terms of our natural fear of death.
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Then as now, prevention is the best medicine, and Nausea concluded
by returning to the cause of pestilence—not, however, to sin. Rather, the
physician of the soul expounded on the body, advocating moderation in
many things {sich messiglich halten) and abstinence from

more. Since

"birds, fish, pork, and lamb" often act as carriers of the pest, poisoning the
"water, then the air and men," they should be avoided, as should anything
that makes one "unchaste, too hot, sweaty, sleepy, lazy, cold, or angry" such
as "heavily spiced foods, strong wine and beer, pork, goose, lamb, seafood,
and eggs." As often as possible, he advised, bum a mixture of herbs and
incense to purge the air of impurities (das Rduchern)}"^
What

the

cathedral

preacher

prescribed,

was

state-of-the-art

medicine."''0 And the authorities may well have directed him to disseminate
01
it." More telling still, is the manner in which he concluded his regimen of

Ibid., 45b-46a.
on
" For a summary of general trends, including the emphasis on moderation
with food and drink, see Kurt Annecke, "Die Pestordnungen des 16. bis 18.
Jahrhunderts
und
ihr geschichtlicher EinfluB," Vortrdge der
Hauptversammlung der Gesellschaft fur Geschichte der Pharmazie (1938):
1-78; here 60-73.
"' Although the protocols of the Mainz cathedral chapter are silent on the
issue, such directives to preachers were not uncommon; e.g., Frankfurt in
1541, as reported by Janssen, Geschichte des deutschen Volkes, 7: 398, n.l.
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helps and hints. For only the second time in his sermon. Nausea casually
mentioned the importance of "brotherly love" (fratema caritas), the
•

'^0

•

»

a

Christian duty to care for those in need." But he did so in passing, and as a
forethought to his bottom line {Hauptsumma): avoid all infected cities and
people." The humanist-tumed-preacher and latter-day Bishop of Vienna
followed his own advice.

* * *

What Nausea actually preached, was death and the art of dying well.
With what seems cruel irony, he selected a miracle in which Jesus restored
life (Jn 4:47-54) in order to discourse on death. Despite urging flight,
precaution, and confidence in God's plan, he began and thereafter peppered
his sermon with assurances that a fear of dying was natural but to be
overcome. About to pass through the city portals himself, the preacher
exhorted others not to dread the heavenly gates, as do "the faint-hearted.

"Von rechter / warer / kreftiger artzenei," 46a. He first mentioned caritas
at 40a: "Auch ist solich fbrcht [of death] schadlich / dieweil wir durch sie
wider das gebot der lieb merer vns lieb haben dan gott den hem . .
Ibid., 46a.
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weak, and credulous."""^ To be sure, with Funjf mercklicher Sermon Nausea
addressed prominent Reformation topics like justification, good works, and
the Turkish menace. But the dominant theme in his first vernacular
publication was death."^ And for good reason. Alert to the latest trends.
Nausea's printer Joharm Schoffer hurriedly issued the sermon fi-om his
press."^ By late October, copies were available for those unfortunate enough
to find themselves in Mainz.
It may seem obvious that Nausea would dwell on death while
preaching on the plague. And that is exactly the problem. By overlooking it,
the historian misses one of the fundamental aspects of sixteenth-century
mentalities. The preacher's listeners were those with one foot in the grave,
and his recommendation to flee could not have come as welcome advice:
had they been able to follow it, they would have already been long gone.
*^"4~ Ibid., 37b-40b on dying; here 38a: . . sonderlich den kleynmiitigen vnd
schwachen leichtglaubigen menschen."
In addition to his sermon on pestilence. Nausea also included one on
death, mourning, and Christian (i.e.. Catholic) burial: "Von rechter / warer /
Christlicher klag vmb die / so mit todt verschieden sein," in Fiinff
mercklicher Sermon, 17a-26a. This theme was of course especially relevant
during epidemics, and a prominent topic of polemic on both sides.
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Aside from

a handful of clerics and city officials. Nausea's audience
'J-7

consisted of the urban poor." Another contemporary plague preacher was
aware of this when he addressed two groups explicitly: "those who are
unable to flee due to their office or due to their poverty."" What is more,
the medical guidebooks summarized by Nausea often began their sections
on prevention with the self-understood fact that "the following is for anyone
who cannot flee.""^
If religiosity may sometimes function in the service of social control,
then Nausea's theological legitimation of flight served precisely the citizens
~ Such was also the case with Osiander's "Pestpredigt," delivered 25 July
1533 and already for sale by Nuremberg printer Johann Petreius on 3
August: "Wie und wohin ein Christ fliehen soil," ed. Schneider, 385-86.
0*7
" In his chronicle of Schaffhausen, Hans Stockar made it explicit that
during the pest of 1517-1519, only the rich had fled; ed. Emil Egli, "Die
Pest von 1519 nach gleichzeitigen Berichten," Zwingliana 1 (1897-1904):
377-82; here 380 (no. 16). In Nuremberg, 31 families fled the city during
the pest: ". . . reiche Burger mit Frauen, Kindem, Gesinde und Pferden";
Dormeier, "Die Flucht vor der Pest," 331-32. See also the evidence cited in
the two following footnotes.
Osiander, "Wie und wohin ein Christ fliehen soil" [1533], ed. Schneider,
391.14-17: "Dameben aber will ich den christen, so von ampts wegen oder
armut halben oder aus andem redlichen ursachen nicht fliehen konnen oder
wollen, iren pesten und hochsten trost, den sie haben, mit vleiB anzaigen."
~ Anon. [Hemrich Stromer von Auerbach?], Ein kurtz Regiment wie sich zu
zeiten der Pestilentz zu halten sey (Niimberg: Johann Petreius, 1533), A3r:
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and clerics who needed it least. His position, however, was by no means
uncontested in the Catholic pulpits of sixteenth-century Germany. In
Nausea's own city, in fact, another voice was soon to be heard.
Two years after Nausea had delivered his plague sermon, Johann
Wild took up residence just a stone's throw from the cathedral, in the city's
Franciscan cloister. Eventually he would agree to make Nausea's pulpit his
own.^° Within a few months of taking the job, he too would be preaching on
pestilence.

* * *

Meeting in the cathedral of St. Martin's on 20 August 1539, the
chapter in Mainz drew up a plan to combat the plague that had overtaken the
city. The canons had been lucky. Since April 1531 the city had been pestfree."'' Now, the university had granted its students permission to go
wherever they wanted. Outlining their own strategy, the chapter began by

the section is for
mag."

. . en yeglicher / zuvor der in disen leufften nit flihen

See above, 6.
MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 479 (19.4.1531) and 817 (20.8.1539), between
which dates the protocols fail to mention any sort of pestilence or epidemic.
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granting the clergy a general leave, so long as each cleric filed a formal
request. For those stuck in the city, the canons decided to announce during
Sunday's sermon a votive mass and procession contra pestem for the
following week/"
On Wednesday 27 August, the remaining clergy and lay folk met to
communally appease the wrath of God.^^ Although such rituals had long
played a normative role in medieval Europe, in this city they had become an
exception. Since checking their rebellious burghers in 1525, CardinalArchbishop Albrecht von Brandenburg and his advisors had deemed it safer,
as they pointedly instructed the clergy, to avoid large (and potentially
unruly) processions."""* Now, in the wake of a judgment weightier than even
the archbishop's, the fear of disorder succumbed to that of death.

~ Ibid., 817 (20.8.1539), and n.2 for the university's response as recorded
by Bodmann-Habel (Nachlass), no. 2148, where the students are given
permission "hyn zu zygen, wohyn sie wollen."
Registrum praesentiarum secundum chorum ecclesiae Moguntinae,
Mainz, Bibliothek des Priesterseminars, Hs. 92, fol. 271v-72r, where the
procession is described and dated (27.8.1539). According to the surviving
records, in Mainz penitential processions always occurred on Wednesdays.
The uprising of 25 April 1525 began after the faithful had gathered in the
town square for the St. Mark's procession. On the steps taken to limit and
control processions thereafter, see Herrmann, Evangelische Bewegiing zu
Mainz, 190-192 and n. 493.
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Assembling early in the morning, the congregation was led in a litany
of Psalms as they progressed through the cathedral. "Lord God," the prelates
entreated, "command your slaughtering angel to lift his hand, so that the
earth will not be destroyed, and every last soul not perish."^^ Hymns
followed prayers. Then Johann Wild, their recently appointed Domprediger,
ascended into the pulpit.
"One should wish for a great preacher" on such an occasion, Wild
started, "like Moses, Jonah, or John the Baptist." In the absence of those
resounding prophets, the cathedral preacher supplied thunder of his own.
His task was to interpret the biblical passages authorized for the "mass
against pestilence" in the Mainz missal. To remind the flock of God's
punishments, the missal prescribed 2 Kings 24:15-19, where an angel of the
Lord cut down seventy thousand Jews with plague; to remind it of His
mercy, it offered Luke 4:38-43, where Jesus cured the sick before preaching

"Introitus" to the Missa pro pestilentia, in Missale secundum ritum
ecclesie Moguntinae (Mainz: Johann Schoffer, 1520), 193b. That the ritual
procession followed the order of the Mainz missal is confirmed by the
Registrum praesentiarum, fol. 27 Iv, where the service is described as taking
place iuxta ordinem in missalibus conscriptum.
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the kingdom of God.^^ Preaching that same kingdom, the Franciscan assured
the assembly that they had not one but three great preachers: the Church,
which is nothing other than the body of Christ; the vengeful angel of 2
Kings, preaching with word and sword; and Christ, who had assured his
disciples that he who hears them, hears Him (Lk 10:16). "Now whoever
refuses to listen to the Church, the Angel, or even Christ Himself, he will
never listen to me.""'^ As terrifying as pestilence may be. Wild continued, it
serves a purpose. Suffering under its blight, even the arrogant King David
was driven to "fear, humility, repentance, and praying."
Ibid. Other optional masses in the Mainz missal could be found at 205b
{Missa pro pestilentia et famd) and 206a {Missa pro peste). The integral role
of the mass as one of the spiritual and communal responses to pestilence
may be gauged by the inclusion of plague masses in the liturgical
guidebooks; e.g., Missale secundum ritum ecclesie Bremensis (Bremen:
n.p., 1511), 218b-19a; Missale speciale (Strasbourg: Johann PriiB, 1508),
148b-49a; Mefibuch 1529, 2: 208a-209b. 2 Kings 24:15, with its 70,000
dead and a population driven to repentance and betterment, also served as
the scriptural legitimization of increased discipline in the plague ordinance
of the Protestant city of Nordlingen in 1547; ed. E. Wickersheimer,
"Ordonnances du Senat de Nordlingen en temps d'epidemie (1547)," Janus
26 (1922): 15-23; here 18.
37

Wild, "Erste Predig zur zeit eines gemeinen sterbens," in id., GB, lb-5b;
here lb-2a: "Dann wer die Kirch / Engel I ja Christum selb nicht horet /
wirdt mich noch lang nit horen [cf. Lk. 10:16]."
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Invoking the authority of Cyprian, Wild insisted that God sends pest
to measure the response of His people. Do the healthy care for the sick?
Lords for their bubolous servants? Do physicians perform their duties? And
the rich: their children stricken dead, do they now give to the poor the
money their own dead offspring will never inherit?^^ In early modem cities,
flight, quarantine, and mass burial remained standard responses to epidemic
crises.^^ Since when, the preacher wondered, had custom and local hygiene
ordinances taken precedent over divine legislation?

When citing Wild's ten sermons given during the plague of 1539 {GB,
lb-40a), I refer to "Pestpredigt" followed by the sermon number and page,
i.e., "Pestpredigt 1," lb-2a.
Ibid., 2b: "Der H. Cyprianus zeuget vnd saget [in De mortalitate] / daB
Gott derhalben Pestilentz vnder das Volck schicke / auff das er erforsche
eins jeden gerechtigkeit / ob die gesunden den krancken dienen / ob die
nechsten freund jre verwandten recht lieben / ob sich die Herm der krancken
knecht erbarmen / ob die Artzt auch bittende schwachen nicht verlassen / ob
die gewaltigen auch jren gewalt meBigen / ob die rauber den vnersetlichen
brunst des geitzs dempffen / auB forcht des todts / ob die stoltzen sich
demiitigen / ob die bosen jre freyheit milteren / ob die reichen / wann jn jre
kinder sterben / den armen mittheylen / weil sie ohn erben baldt auch mogen
abscheyden. Das sagt Cyprianus." Cf. Cyprian, De mortalitate, ed. M.
Simonetti, in Sancti Cypriani Episcopi Opera 2, CChr 3A (Tumholt:
Brepols, 1976), 16-32; here cap. 16, p. 25.261-71.
For a general discussion, see Walter G. Rodel, "Die Obrigkeiten und die
Pest. Abwehrmassnahmen in der fi-iihen Neuzeit - dargestellt an Beispielen
aus dem siiddeutschen und schweizer Raum," in Maladies et societe (XIPXVIir siecles). Actes dii colloque de Bielefeld, novembre 1986, ed. Niethard
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Isn't it against the laws of God, nature, and reason that you're
abandoning one another in this most extreme and extraordinary state
of emergency? That you're letting those in your own household die
without confession and administration of the last sacraments? And
finally, that you're burying your own children not much differently
than dogs are buried in the night, despite the fact that a Christian
death is so precious in the eyes of God?'*°
Against Wild stood nearly two centuries of developing epidemic
science, upon which he heaped ridicule: "About this let there be no doubt:
pestilence comes down from above on account of our sins.""^' Contemporary
contagion theory was immaterial, as were common suspicions that the Jews
had poisoned the wells."^" "Don't bother blaming it on the water," he chided,
"whether from up-Rhine or down-Rhine, from Basel or Bingen—it comes

Bulst and Robert Delort (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 1989), 187-205. I
address specific measures below.
"Pestpredigt 1," 2b: "Ists nit wider Gott / natur vnd vemunfft / dafi jr euch
in der hochsten vnd eussersten not verlasset / daB jr ewer hauBgesinde
vngebeicht vnd versehung mit den Sacramenten absterben last / daB jr auch
zuletzt ewere kinder nit vil anderst als die Hunde bey der nacht begrabet / so
doch eines Christen todt kostbarlich fiir Gottes angesicht ist?"
Ibid., 3a; "Solt sein gewiss sein / das Pestilenz von oben her ab vnser
siinden halb kompt."
Cf. the summary of scholarship on the treatment of, and attitudes towards
Jews during epidemic outbreaks by Michael Toch, Die Juden im
mittelalterlichen Reich, Enzyklopadie deutscher Geschichte 44 (Munich: R.
Oldenbourg, 1998), 61-63. On scapegoating during plague in general, see
Birabin, Les Hommes et la peste, 1: 22-25.
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from God. Really now! Start by thinking about your own sins: they're
poisoning the air, as you'll read in many passages among the Old Testament
prophets.""^^ The search for physical causes showed only that one feared
God's "wrath" and "rod" {Geissel or flagellum) more than His "anger"
{Zorn). Rather, follow David and look towards heaven, knowing that a
sword-bearing angel "has God's command as to when and whom he should
strike.""^ In the end, one needed to meditate careftilly on the cause of this
"poisoned air" {vergiffte Luff), his sins.
Contemplative aids the cathedral preacher hardly lacked. Warming up
with standard examples of God's wrath. Wild met demands that sermons be
"preached solely from the scriptures" {evangelish gepredigi) with the whole

"Pestpredigt 1," 3a: "Darffest nit das wasser auff hin / oder das wasser
abhin sehen / ob von Basel oder von Bingen / der vergiffr lufft komme. Von
Gott kompt es . . . Ey so gedencke zum ersten an deine siinden / da kompt
die bose / vergiffte lufft her / wie zusehen ist . . . an vielen orten bey den
Propheten." For the attribution of plague as the result of sins, common
proof-texts included Deut. 28:15 and 21-22, Num. 13:27-14, and 2 Sam.
24:10-16. Cf. in general G. Keil, "Pest," in Lexikon des Mittelalters, 6:
1915-20. For what were perhaps alternative views in the Late Middle Ages,
see Theo Esser, "Die Pest—Straffe Gottes oder Naturphanomen? Eine
frommigskeitgeschichtliche
Untersuchung zu Pesttraktaten des 15.
iahrhundQris" Zeitschriftfiir Kirchengeschichte 108 (1997), 32-57.
44
•
"Pestpredigt 1," 3a: ". . . der [Engel] auch Gottes befelch hat / warm und
welche er schlagen soil."
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of Ezekiel 22, reading each of its thirty-two venomous verses to the
crowd/^ Despite its focus "on the general corruption of the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, for which God will consume them as dross in His flimace,"'^^ that
chapter struck contemporary chords, revealing a veritable sense of crisis"^^
wherein apocalyptic anxieties bridged the ambiguous terrain between
biblical history and the present."^^ In response to a well-worn litany of sins

Ibid., 3a-4a.
Introduced as such in The Holy Bible. Douay-Rheims Version, revised by
Richard Challoner (Baltimore: John Murphy, 1899; reprint Rockford, 111.:
TAN, 1989), 915.
For the problems with 'crisis' as a historical model, see the discussion and
summary of the relevant literature by Robert J. Bast, Honor Your Fathers.
Catechisms and the Emergence of a Patriarchal Ideology in Germany,
1400-1600, Studies in Medieval and Reformation Thought 63 (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1997), 19-32. Despite the well-placed objections to the crisis-model,
however, there seems little doubt of its validity in discussions of the social,
religious, political, and economic responses to—and perceptions of—plague
in the late medieval and early modem period. See Frantisek Graus, "Vom
'Schwarzen Tod' bis zur Reformation," esp. 4-12; Jiirgen Hartwig lbs. Die
Pest in Schleswig-Holstein von 1350 bis 1547/48, Kieler Werkstiicke, Reihe
A: Beitrage zur schleswig-holsteinischen und skandinavischen Geschichte,
12 (Frankfurt a.M.: Peter Lang, 1994), 22-30; and Jean-Noel Biraben,
"Essai sur les reactions des societes eprouvees par des grands fleaux
epidemiques," in Maladies et societe, ed. Bulst and Delort, 361-1A.
For the relationship between Franciscan sermons, plague, and the
apocalyptic tradition in the Late Middle Ages, see R. E. Lemer, "The Black
Death and Western European Eschatological Mentalities," American
Historical Review 86 (1981), 533-52.
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(fornication, usury, idolatry, oppression of the poor), God would "melt you
down . . . and bum you in the furnace of [His] wrath" (Ez 22:20-21).
Stoked by the sins of the nation, the furnace of God's wrath—^the
pestilential fire—roared in Germany. Early modem texts and images most
often employed fire as a metaphor for plague;"^^ fire itself being so feared in
towns and cities that Luther made the extra-scriptural addition of buming

Martin, Plague?, 150 and n. 36. For those who survived the flamma pestis
unscathed, the flaming flimace in which Sidrach, Misach, and Abdenago
walked (Dan. 3:19-24) served as a favorite (and legitimizing) allusion. See
the letter of Peter Canisius fi-om Vienna, 27 April 1553, to Andreas Herl in
Cologne, in Beati Petri Canisii Societatis lesu Epistolae et Acta, ed. Otto
Braunsberger, 8 vols. (Freiburg: Herder, 1896-1923), I: 420-24 (no. 129);
here 421: " . . . [Deus], qui suos vel in medio fomacis ardentis consemat,
nos in media quasi flamma pestis vndique grassantis salui et incolumnes
durauimus . . . ." In his quarterly report from Cologne (1 Jan. 1565), Johann
Rhetius told how the Jesuits and their pupils were spared "in medio ignis
pestiferi," with the exception of three wicked youths who perished "in
fomace Babylonis"; Rheinische Akten, ed. Hansen, 506-510 (no. 360); here
509.4-8. A late medieval Bavarian medical manuscript equated pestilence
with fire, noting that one fled from both in the same way: "In dem sterben
ist nichtz pessers, den die stat zu fliehen, da der sterb ist, recht als ainer der
daz fewr fleucht vnd daz fewr im nicht mag nach gevolgen . . . ."; ed. Eis,
"Zur deutschen Pestliteratur," 211 (citing Ms. Heidelberg Codex Pal. 577,
fol. 1 lr-12v). In his series of simple questions and answers on the plague
composed for children, the Lutheran Nicolaus Selnecker suggested that
plague was like a fire in the city: those who practice brotherly love are like
citizens keeping watch and fighting the fire, whereas those who neglect
others are like "sleeping and snoring, yeah Godless" citizens deserving
death by fire; Selnecker, Kurtze Kinder Fragstiicke, L4b.
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buildings to the traditional short-list of God's "four deadly acts of
judgment"—^wars, famine, wild beasts, and pestilence (Ez 14:21).^®
Ezekiel 22 provided more than fiery metaphors for epidemic disease.
It was ready-made for Catholic preachers, who insisted that Protestant
leaders were false prophets followed by greedy princes and dissolute,
runaway religious. In this context, there was nothing ambiguous about the
connection between heresy and divine punishment in the scriptural text: a
"conspiracy of prophets" had "devoured souls" (Ez 22:25) while priests had
"despised [His] laws" and "defiled sanctuaries," collapsing the distinction
between the sacred and the profane (v. 26). Princes had shed blood and
"destroyed souls" in the pursuit of profit (v. 27), led on by "prophets
divining lies" in the name of a God who had not spoken (v. 28).
In August 1539 He had spoken indeed. Lest one enervate the charges
leveled in Ezekiel as the tired topoi of a doomsday preacher. Wild left no
doubt concerning his scriptural excursion: "We [Germans] too have done

Luther, Ob Man vor dem Sterben fliehen moge [1527], in WA 23: 323-86;
here 349.11-24. On fire in early modem cities, see the essay by Penny
Roberts, "Agencies Human and Divine: Fire in French Cities, 1520-1720,"
in Fear in Early Modern Society, ed. ead. and Naphy, 9-27.
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everything for which the Jews are castigated in this biblical passage."^ ^ Nor
could one, busied by bodily prophylaxis, remain healthy without a strong
dose of repentance. As the blueprint for the present, the scriptural past
testified that penance is the "best medicine" (beste Artzney). God himself
said so (Jer 18:11) and acted accordingly, sparing the Ninevites in their
sackcloth and ashes (Jon 3:6). Lacking the "bitter pill" {bitter Kraut) of the
penitential regimen, neither medication nor flight offered protection from
the drawn sword.^"
To the protectors of souls Wild spoke even more directly, drawing on
the prayers of the gradual and offertoriiim that framed his sermon.^"' The

"Pestpredigt 1," 4a: ". . . alle die ding so an dem orth von den Juden
geklagt werden / sich auch bey vns erfmden."
Ibid., 4a-b: "Das were auch die beste artzney wider die Pestilentz /
nemlich buB. Dann also sagt Gott: 'Wo sich diB volck abkeret von seiner
boBheit / darwider ich rede vnd thut buB / so wil auch ich rew haben vber
das vngliick daB ich gedacht ihnen zu thun' (Jer. 18:11). Also verschonet
Gott den Niniuitem jrer buB halben / thut als sehe er die Siinden nicht von
wegen der buB vnd besserung (Jon. 3:6) ... . AuB disem allem ist nun
erweiBlich / daB wo wir nit werden buB thun / werden vns weder artzeney
noch flucht helfen. Das leret vns nun der Engel [holding up his sword, i.e., 2
Kgs 24:15-19]."
The order of every mass included the reading of the epistle, then the
recitation of the brief gradual before the Gospel reading and sermon, which
was then followed by the ojfertorium. Wild was thus reciting and
interpreting a prayer that had just been read, and the one that was about to
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first. Psalm 107:20—^"He sent forth His Word, and healed them, and
delivered them from destruction"—allowed the preacher to insist on the
fullness of Scripture {sola scriptura). For the Bible was prescribed by the
Church,
. . just like a precious, medicinal ointment .... Truth told, neither
therapeutic herbs nor our concocted curatives can or will help us;
only the Word of God can. Scripture contains all medicine, all
consolation, and all that is good. Those who neglect and despise this
divine medication are impious and self-destructive."^'^
As an urgent matter of course, priests had to be on hand to dispense the
prescription of the Word through preaching.

be. Missale Moguntinae, 173a. The prayers (Ps. 107:20 and Num. 16:48)
were apparently the standard for plague masses. Cf. Mefibuch 1529, 2:
208b-209b.
"[After reading Ps. 107:20 aloud] Dieses wil vns die Kirch gleich als fiir
ein kostliches pflaster / beuehlen / dann vns inn der warheit weder kraut
noch pflaster / sonder allein Gottes wort helffen kan vnnd hilfft / darm
darinn ist eingeschlossen alle artzeney / aller trost / vnd alles gut. Derhalben
seindt GottloB vnd gegen sich selb vntrew / die diese artzney verachten." To
emphasize the contrast between divine and human medicine, I have taken
some liberties rendering Pflaster. We translate this device today as "bandaid," but in the sixteenth century it referred to a poultice or emplastrum, i.e.,
a paste of medicinal herbs and ointments applied thickly to wounds, often
bound by a linen bandage. From this derives our English "plaster," which
has since lost its medical meaning. See "emplastrum" in Diefenbach,
Glossarium, 201, col. 2, and Elyot, Bibliotheca 1548, BbSa, col. 1.
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Whereas the gradual referred to priests in the pulpit, the offertorium
expressed their role before the altar. Paraphrasing Numbers 16:48, the
prayer admonished them to remember their duties in the spirit of Moses'
brother Aaron, who offered incense to abate divine wrath. This exemplary,
resolute, and fearless "bishop"^^ had stood firm and prayed amidst the
plague-stricken Jews.
That kind of steadfastness took more courage than Albrecht von
Brandenburg could muster. Hiding out in Hochst and "somewhat weak"
{etwas schwach) during the epidemic,the archbishop avoided his cathedral
city and its processions—which he should, in principle, have been leading.^^
Among German Catholic reform manifestos and sermons before 1555, no
Cf Missale Moguntinae, 173a and Mefibuch 1529, 2: 211a, where in the
offertorium Aaron is termed "episcopus" and "Bischoff' respectively.
MDKP (ed. Hermann), 815 (13.8.1539). From Hochst Albrecht informed
the cathedral chapter in Mainz that he intended to stay for at least fourteen
days. He was safe in his Aschaffenburg residence no later than 9 September
(ibid., 822).
The bishop's lead role during processions in his cathedral city, especially
when divine wrath was clearly at hand, was established by the precedent of
St. Gregory, who as Bishop of Rome (=Pope) organized and led a plague
procession ca. 590. Cf. Gregory of Tours, Historiae Francoriim X,l, ed.
under the [incorrect] title Historiarum libri decern by Bruno Krusch, with
emendations by Rudolf Buchner, 2 vols., Ausgewahlte Quellen zur
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failures were ascribed more often to bishops than their neglect of the
primary episcopal duties of preaching and caring for souls {cura animariim,
Seelsorge). Worse yet, many among the clergy in Mainz had followed their
archbishop's example and fled. Unlike its more festive counterparts such as
Corpus Christi, this procession was marked by conspicuous absence. Wild
crossed the line beyond disinterested exegesis when he surmised that
Aaron's actions "make clear it's the duty of priests to remain at their station.
They must not flee like hired hands, most especially those responsible for
the care of souls." Like Aaron, they must stand between the living and the
dead, comforting the living and burying the deceased according to the letter
of the Catholic rite. Above all, they must employ Aaron's "golden censer,"
they must hold themselves in remembrance of the singular sacrifice of
Christ and never forget it. "The prayers of the saints are compared to an
offering of incense (Rv. 5:8), but the memory and presentation of Christ's
sacrifice for the sins of the people is the 'golden censer', the most pleasing
odor to God."^^
deutschen Geschichte des Mittelalters 1 and 3 (Darmstadt:
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1955-56), 2: 234.2-238.7.
"Pestpredigt 1," 4b-5a: "So gehoret nun den Priestem zu daB sie stehen
sollen / sollen nit fliehen wie die Tagloner / allermeist aber die so Seelsorg
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Not a word of (the Franciscan) Roch or Sebastian or other popular
plague saints. Part and parcel of Wild's brand of Catholic reform preaching,
he neglected their miraculous powers and intercessional p r a y e r s . T h e
"prayers of the saints" announced in Revelations 5, invoked by Catholic
theologians to defend the saints' veneration,^® are displaced here by the
reenactment of Christ's sacrifice on the altar. That act, along with the ritual
sacrament of the confessional, requires the direction—and thus the
presence—of the priests. About the only thing more palpable than the
preacher's biting critique was the dearth of its objects of scorn: many of
them had fled the city.

haben / damach sollen sie auch stehen zwischen den lebendigen vnd todten /
die lebendigen trosten / die todten begraben / beuorab aber sollen sie sich zu
diser zeit des giildenen rauchfaB gebrauchen / das ist / der stetigen
gedechtnuB des einegen opffers Christi nimmer vergessen. Das Gebet der
Heiligen wirt ein Rauchwerck verglichen / aber die gedechtnuB vnd
darstellung des opfers Christi fur das Volks siinden / ist das gulden rauchfaB
und der angenemst geruch fur Gott."
With the exception of those on the Virgin Mary, none of Wild's surviving
sermons on various saints address their miraculous or intercessional powers.
He insisted that the numerous saints of the Church served as exempla for the
Christian life, one of his few true points of contact with the misleading label
"Erasmian."
E.g., Eck, Enchiridion, 179 with n. 53.

Ill
Snubbing the medical literature. Wild concluded by preparing the
living to join the ranks of the dead. Along with "handing your will over to
God's will,"^' he advised, see to your affairs at home so that, after your
imminent departure, no "quarreling" {zanck) arises among avaricious
relatives. Make peace with enemies. Feed and clothe the poor. Forgive
debtors: "May God grant us the grace to take these things to heart. Amen."®"
The pulpit now vacant, attention returned to the altar, where, after the
celebration of a special plague mass, the congregation progressed with
crosses and lit candles to the new chapel of the Virgin, honoring her with
the hymn Alma redemptoris mater^^ Following liturgical custom, at this

Cf. Cyprian, De mortalitate 18, ed. Simonetti, 26.301-3.
"Pestpredigt 1," 5a: "Dameben aber soli er [ein Christ] nichts vnderlassen
/ sol erstlich sein hauB versehen / damit nach seinem absterben kein zanck
entstehe / damach so er sich mit seinen feinden versonen / den schuldnem
vergeben / die gottlosen geband aufflosen / die getrengten fi-ey lassen / alle
beschwerden hinweg reissen / den hungerigen das brod brechen / die
ellenden beherbergen / die nackende bekleiden / rechte vnd gottselige
hauBhaltung furen / die kinder wol Ziehen .... Gott geb gnad zu
behertzigen / Amen."
Registrum praesentiarum secundum chorum ecclesiae Moguntinae,
Mainz, Bibliothek des Priesterseminars, Hs. 92, fol. 272r: "Procedetur cum
crucibus et cereis ardentibus ... ad sacellum diue Virginis novum cum
decantatione antiphone 'Alma redemptoris mater'."
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chapel the penitential procession ended.^'^ The pestilence, however, did not.
No less than nine times during the following months, sermons described as
"admonitions to the people" accompanied weekly votive masses in St.
Martin's.^^ The cathedral, with its pharmacopoeia of processions, masses,
and saints, offered succor amid the epidemic. No less generous was its
preacher, who graciously served up the admonitions.

* * *

The tradition of concluding penitential processions in the context or
sacred space of the Virgin Mary was as least as old as the sixth century,
where (as with other matters relating to such processions) St. Gregory
established precedent when he designed the Romans' plague procession. He
directed that parties processing through various districts of the city should
converge at the Basilica of the Virgin, from where they would move God to
forgiveness as a single, repentant group; Gregory of Tours, Historiae X,l,
ed. Krusch, 2: 236.21-25: " . . . ut de singulis ecclesiis exeuntes cum
praecibus ac lacrimis, ad beatae Mariae semper virginis genetricis domini
nostri lesu Christi basilicam congregemur, ut, ibi diutius cum fletu ac
gemitu Domino supplicantes, peccatorum nostrorum veniam promerire
valeamus."
MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 818 (30.10.1539), where "eine Votivmesse und
Ermahnung an das Volk" are ordered weekly "wahrend der Dauer der Pest."
The protocols do not mention the termination of the masses, nor when they
occurred. Whereas we possess ten of Wild's sermons for these penitential
masses and processions of autumn 1539, there may of course have been
more.
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The juxtaposition of Nausea and Wild is hardly arbitrary. Together
they present another piece of telling evidence against a paradigm that dates
back to the middle of the nineteenth century and continues to shape our
picture of the Catholic response to the German Reformation. In his
influential presentation of pre-Tridentine Catholic theology, Hugo Lammer
argued for doctrinal cohesion among Luther's opponents.^^ The thesis
reflects more the genre of Lammer's sources—^theological loci communes
and point-by-point refutations of Luther—^than it does the diversity of
Catholic voices in Germany. But it still carries the field.^^
Friederich Nausea and Johann Wild both worked as cathedral
preachers in Mainz. Each fought, in his own way, against the heresies that

Hugo Lammer, Die vortridentinisch-katholische Theologie des
Reformationszeitalters aiis den Quellen dargestellet (Berlin: Gustav
Schlawitz, 1858).
In a presentation that emphasizes such cohesion, David V.N. Bagchi
recognizes limited diversity among Luther's Catholic opponents before
1525, especially on the question of papal authority. See Bagchi, Luther's
Earliest Opponents, esp. 59-65. Bagchi employs the same sort of sources as
Lammer, whereas the use of other genres like sermons and positive theology
would have yielded more diversity. Cf. Mary T. Stimming's review in
Journal of Religion 74 (1994): 255-56; here 256. To their credit, neither
Lammer nor Bagchi allow their conceptions of unity among most German
Catholics to obscure the heated, international debates on doctrine that would
take place on the council floor at Trent.
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had arisen in Wittenberg and spread to the very heart of this archiepiscopal
city. They served the same masters and had the same friends. But with an
issue as fundamental to daily life as epidemic disease, they were two very
different preachers. Whereas Nausea lectured at length about up-to-date
theories on the material causes of pestilence, Wild's new science was laid
out in the Old Testament, where God's treatment of the Jews provided a
mirror for the present. For each dietary detail suggested by the one, the other
furnished detailed lists of German sins. In 1526, a Counter-Reformation
preacher like Nausea did not yet insist on the connection between heresy
and disease. Thirteen years later Wild, the preacher of the via media, could
read evangelical books with profit and still invoke God's wrath against the
evangelical movement. Nausea recommended flight from the city in good
conscience, while Wild charged fleeing citizens with breaking Christ's
supreme command to practice brotherly love. After delivering his sermon.
Nausea joined the ranks of absconding clerics that Wild condemned at a
venue no less public than the cathedral pulpit. And unlike his predecessor.
Wild laid it out during no fewer than ten votive masses and processions: like
Luther in Wittenberg,^^ during the plague of 1539 he never passed through
As with many other aspects of the reformer's life, the best account of
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the city gates. That took perhaps more courage, since, unlike the house of
Luther's birth in Eisleben, there is no evidence that pestilence never dared
to enter the domicile of the Franciscan's parents in Ulm.®^
During the Reformation, important responses to daily challenges not
only cut across "Catholic" and "Protestant"party lines: they may force us to
draw new ones entirely. Countless sixteenth-century Catholic and Protestant
preachers delivered sermons on, and during, pestilential outbreaks. Their
preaching highlights those issues most relevant during recurring epidemics
in early modem cities and towns: the causes of pestilence; repentance and
betterment; works and faith; medicine and science; the fear, and meting out,
of death; flight from infected areas; brotherly love; social discipline; and the
responses of governments, doctors, religious orders, and individuals. Hardly
Luther during the 1538-39 epidemic can still be found in Julius Kostlin,
Martin Luther. Sein Leben und seine Schriften [1875], 5 ed., rev. by Gustav
Kawerau, 2 vols. (Berlin: Alexander Duncker, 1903), 2: 436-37.
Apparently the house in which Luther was bom at Eisleben was never
stricken by the plague. Cf. Paul Sartori, "Pest," in HdA 6: 1497-1521; here
1521. Especially because of the associations that contemporaries made
between pestilence and fire, this legend seems part and parcel of those
ascribed to Luther by Robert Scribner, "Incombustible Luther: The Image of
the Reformer in Early Modem Germany," Past and Present 110 (1986), 3868. For an alternative view, see Anon., Neue Zeitung. Eine wahrhaftige
Geschicht zu Milnchen von der Jesuitischen Rotte, wie sie Luthers Ebenbild
mit seinen Biichern verbrannt haben (n.p.: n.p., 1580).
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matters for mere academic disputations, debates on these questions reflected
the dire reality of contemporary experience. And in order to reflect on that
reality, a preacher's first task was to discover the origins of the disease.
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CHAPTERS

WRATH OF GOD OR PRODUCT OF NATURE:
THEORIES OF ORIGIN

We must begin at the beginning: it should be known that the learned
have pointed out three principle causes, each sufficient in itself to
bring about pestilence. The first: that God the almighty often sends it
on account of our sins and wickedness, as He ft-equently punished
those stubborn and contrary Jews .... The second cause comes from
above, from the influence of the constellations and planets, as
witnessed in the works of Aristotle, Methodius, and Galen: all of the
celestial bodies govern our earthly bodies .... As far as the third
cause, doctors say further that this disease comes from above, as
though the result of some formal cause, or from below, as from a
material cause. Of these types are the vapors that rise out of fetid
backwoods, swamps [hdlen], hospital cemeteries, earthquakes, and
unburied corpses on a battlefield. Or on account of famine, when one
has to eat foul foodstuffs such as bread mixed with a substitute
ingredient or with sawdust \holtzmeeU literally "wood-flour"]. For
which reason the Greek saying is especially true: 'Pestilence follows
famine'.'

' Johann Agricola, Ain griintlicher fleissiger aufizug / aufi alien bewerten
Kriechischen vnd Lateinischen lerern / dermassen bifiher noch nye
beschehen / Von vrsachen / zaichen / fiirsehung / vnd haylung der
grewlichen Pestilentz / sampt alien zufellen die sich in diser Kranckhait
begeben mogen / Alles aufi giitem grund / on all Sophistisch oder Arabisch /
in der Artzney vngegriindt ziisetz vnd erdichtes geschwetz (Augsburg:
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So Johann Agricola, reader of medicine and Greek at the University of
Ingolstadt, summed up the learned tradition on the causes of pestilence in
1533. The title of the work assured prospective buyers that this compilation
was assembled "without any of those sophist or Arabic accretions and
dreamt-up nonsense unfounded in medical science," overlooking the wellknown influence of the medieval Islamic tradition in the hundreds of plague
^

'y

treatises produced in western Europe since the Black Death." By 1533,

Phillip Ulhart, [1533]), la-2a: "Anfengklich ist zii wissen / das drey
fumamlich vrsachen werden von den gelerten angezaigt / dero ain yetliche
mag geniigsam sein / die Pestilentz zii machen. Die erste / das Gott der
Allmechtig vns offt die zii schicket / von vnser siind vnd boBhait wegen /
Wann wir so manigfaltig sund verbringen / vnd jn zii der straff erziimen.
Wie dann offt geschehen / da er das hartneckisch vnd widerspenstig Juden
volck / mit der Pestilentz gestrafft hatt .... Die ander kombt oben herab /
von dem einfluB der gestim / welches auch bezeiigt Aristoteles .1.
Methodius. Vnnd Galenus .3. sagend. Alle die ob vns sein / pflegen vnser
corper zii regieren .... Zii dem dritten / sagen die Artzet weyter / das dise
kranckhait entspringe von oben herab / als von ainer wiircklichen vrsach /
vnnd von den vnteristen dingen als von ainer materlichen vrsach / Welcher
art sen die tampff so auB stinckenden holen vnd Artztgriiben / Erdpidnen
[^/c] / vnbegrabnen leichnammen auff ainer wallstat vnd dero gleich
erstehen. Item von theiirung halben / wa man arge speyse miiB gebrauchen /
als prot mit ainem zii satz / oder holtzmeel vermenget. Darumb auch
sonderlich war ist / wie die Kriechen sprechen / Pestilentz folgt theiirung.
[italics mine]" On "holen" cf. DPFB 10: 1747, 5).
~ Nancy G. Siraisi, Medieval and Early Renaissance Medicine. An
Introduction to Knowledge and Practice (Chicago: Universit3'^ of Chicago
Press, 1990), 128-29. The data from earlier studies of Karl Sudhoff that
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however, the enthusiasm for recently recovered Greek medical and
astrological science, especially in light of the very real Turkish menace to
the east, had rendered suspect anything that smelled of Arabic/
In their mixing of divine, astrological, and natural origins to account
for the epidemic, plague scientists served up a bewildering blend of causae
whose theoretical interrelatedness might have been lost on contemporary
observers. This problem was faced by preachers who, when attempting to
sort through the various causes from their pulpits, might throw up their
hands entirely. As Andreas Osiander preached in Nuremberg at just the time

Siraisi cites (210, n. 23) have been conveniently assembled in the works
listed above, 76, n. 7.
See, e.g., Philip Melanchthon's 1531 preface to John Holywood's De
sphaera: "Nam etsi Arabes desertam a Graecis possessionem magna vi
invaserunt, adeo ut has artes in occidentem et Hispaniam usque
propagaverint, tamen eorum scripta ostendunt, curiosam nationem non tam
elaborasse in observandis motibus, quam in divinationibus, quarum adeo
cupidi fuerunt, ut non contenti Ptolemaei Astrologia ..." (Corpus
Reformatorum 2: 532 [no. 1002]); cited by Stefano Caroti, "Melanchthon's
Astrology," in ''Astrologi hallucinati": Stars and the End of the World in
Luther's Time, ed. Paola Zambelli (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1986), 10921; here 112. On the political uses of such thinking, see Paola Zambelli,
"Fine del mondo o inizio della propaganda? Astrologia, filosofia della storia
e propaganda politico-religiosa nel dibattito sulla congiunzione del 1524,"
in Scienze, credenze occulte, livelli di cuhura, Convegno internazionale di
studi (Firenze, 26-30 giugno 1980), ed. ead. (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1982),
291-368; here 352-55.
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Ingolstadt's Agricola was publishing his plague treatise, '"Pestilence stalks
in the darimess' (Ps 91:6), i.e., nobody has a clue as to what it is, from
where it comes, or whence it goes.""^ But such consternation hardly excused
preachers (Osiander included) from

their mandates to mediate between

medical and astrological science, folklore, and the Scriptures during
epidemic crises.

5f: * *
In his diary Cologne's Hermann von Weinsberg noted, in 1540, that
Germany suffered "many great earthquakes" and "a great, terrifying eclipse
of the sun" such that one could barely see. "What these things caused or
meant," he went on, "whether good or bad, God knows." What von
Weinsberg knew for sure, was that the sidereal signs preceded an outbreak
of pestilence.^

Andreas Osiander, "Wie und wohin ein Christ fliehen soil" [preached 25
July,1533], ed. Schneider, 405.3-17; here lines 9-10: "[Pestilentz] schleicht
darzu im finstem, also das niemand wais, was es ist oder wo es herkompt
Oder wo es hingeht."
^ Hermann von Weinsberg, Gedenkboich, 1: 146-47: "Was es gewirkt ader
bedeut hat, gutz ader bois, weis got, aber es ist ein sterbde diss jar zitlich
hervur komen, die nit balde uffgehort hat."
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Much like their Protestant counterparts. Catholic preachers in
Reformation Germany shored up their treatments of astrological causes and
portents in their plague sermons with discussions throughout the year of the
planets and their effects. For Johann Eck the theme was crucial enough to be
included as a separate sermon in his collection of Postille for run-of-the-mill
preachers.^ The occasion was the second Sunday after Epiphany, where the
lectionary Gospel (Jn 2:1-11) contained a question asked by Jesus of His
mother at the wedding in Cana: "Woman, what is that [i.e., the wine
shortage] to me and to thee? My hour is not yet come" (v. 4). Surprisingly,
Catholic preachers ignored astrology during the seemingly obvious feast of
the Epiphany, when the magi followed the star to the manger in Bethlehem
(Mt 2:1-12). That occasion presented the more appetizing opportunity to
beat up on the Jews, who after all failed to identify the Christ among them
while the magi recognized Him fi-om afar.^ Never one to miss an opening.

^ Eck, PW, 40a-43a (2"'' p. Epiph.). This sermon, "Vom stemsehen vnnd
practicieren," like others addressing especially relevant themes (war, the
Last Judgment, etc.) was given specific mention in the table of contents
(A4a).
^ E.g., Wild, PW, 187a-190b (6 January 1546).
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Luther had used the feast to chastise both the astrologers for their arrogance
Q

and the Jews for their blindness.

From his Mainz pulpit in the late 1520s, cathedral preacher Friederich
Nausea took advantage of the combination of heightened attendance and
piety common to the Lenten season in order to preach exclusively on
astrology.^ During the four popular masses and sermons of each Lenten
week, the unusually long pericopic texts allowed for extensive preaching.
Friday after Laetare presented the perfect Gospel in John 11:1-46. There,
Jesus' disciples feared that the Jews would stone Him upon returning to
Judea, to which He answered, "Are there not twelve hours in the day?"
(V.9).

According to the Mainz cathedral preacher, this "dark, obscure"
{aenigmaticum) verse

had

been consistently misinterpreted by the

supporters and practitioners of the astrological arts; only a few expositors of
Scripture had understood them. As for the rest, many erred by taking Jesus'
question to mean that all things were subject to the necessities of time and to
the motions of the heavens. Many had become convinced that the stars and
^ "Am Tag der Erscheinung Christi," in Walch" 11: 294-427; here 253-71.
^ Cent. IV, 2/30: 184b-186a.
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planets could foretell specific events, for better and for worse. Even Christ
Himself had become subject to what amounted to an utter denial of human
capacity, as though He acknowledged in these words that the Jews would
take and kill Him "in the hour appointed for me by the stars" {in hora quae
mihi deputata est ex astris). Nausea reminded his listeners that, like
everyone else engaged in the bible-based debates of the sixteenth century,
the astrologers had employed the Evangelists to support their arguments:
had not Jesus said elsewhere that His time had not yet come (Jn 7:6 and
8)?^°

Ibid., 2/30:184B: '"Nonne dies habet horas duodecim?' (Jn 11:9). Quod
sane dictum usque adeo ex aenigmaticum, ut non modo pauci id ipsum
intellexerint ex interpretibus hactenus, sed et non parum multi inde sibi
erroris ansam acceperunt quo adserverunt temporis, quod sit astrorum
revolutione, necessitati pleraque omnia subjici et ex aspectu astrorum,
planetarumque, quos dicunt, hominibus recte quae futura sint bona et malla
posse praenuntiari, sic et Christum pati oportuisse suo tempore, non quo ille
voluisset, sed quod hora syderis deputasset ac coegisset, argumento,
Christum hodie dixisse: 'Norme duodecim horae dies sunt'. Quasi dixit:
'forte non illico, neque in prima, neque in secunda, etc. sed forte vix in
ultima diei hora, vel in ea quae mihi deputata est ex astris, me sunt
interfecturi'. Hoc que aiunt apertius probari dicto evangelistae, alias
dicentis: 'Quaerebant ergo eum apprehendere, et nemo misit in ilium manus,
quia nondum venerat hora eius' (Jn 7:30). Et rursus: 'Ante diem festum
paschae, sciens lesus, quia venit hora eius, ut transeat ex hoc mundo ad
patrem' (Jn 13:1). Vides ergo, inquiunt, fato id est necessitati,
dispositionique astrorum fuisse Christum obnoxium, indeque fieri, ut et
astra sequamur, et inde futura praedici possunt."
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The matter was not reserved for learned discourse. Nausea's entire
approach to the subject was framed, he insisted, by the questions of the
many persons who asked him: Are the events and processes of our world
determined by the powers of the stars? Can one really foretell future events
based on planetary observation? Is it befitting a Christian to follow the
judgments of the so-called Indicia (also known as Practica),^^ those popular
I "7
•
•
compilations of annual astrological predictions? ~ As he pointed out during
the terrible phase of recurring epidemics that visited Mainz between 1526
and 1531, the simpliciores were especially prone to confuse the obvious
machinations of the Divine with what they deemed the "celestial" or
"natural" causes of pestilence.'^ That is why Nausea and others went to
great lengths in their pulpits to refute the astrologers.

" Thus Nausea in ibid., 2/30:185L: " . . . . iudiciis, quae 'practicas' vocant.
1 *7
" Ibid., 2/30:184B-C: Atque ego rem puto altius repetendam, ipsamque pro
virili admodum quaestionis determinandam. Qua quidem a multis hoc
tempre quaeri audio. An huius mundi res vi astrorum gerantur? An inde
flitura hominibus certo praedici queant? An astrorum seu syderum 'iudicia',
quae dicunt, recte Christiani sequantur?"
Cent. IV, 1/71:95G: "Nec obstat, quod simpliciores allegant, se non
credere pestilentiam (de qua libet nunc potius dicere, quam passim grassari
coepit) a deo (vel etiam alios morbos) verum ab aeris potius corruptione, vel
a re hoc genus alia . .. ."
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What were the stars' powers, and what effect did they have here on
earth? Nausea had no doubt that God granted the stars their own "natural
power" {ejfactus naturalis), but they exercised it only inasmuch as He
allowed. God had, after all, fashioned light in the firmament and divided day
and night on the third day of creation (Gn 1:14-18). He had formed the stars
and planets in the service of all peoples (ad utilitatem hominis)}'^ How,
then, could the heavens be of use?
The answer was simple. Nausea acknowledged their value in
providing guidance in daily life {directivus in operibiis humanis), especially
for meeting basic needs. Through them one imew when to begin working
each day and, more important, when to stop. The heavens helped one to
perceive the divisions of the seasons so crucial to the timely production of

Cent. IV, 2/30:184-85C: ". . . dubium non esse, quin suus sit naturalis
effectus astris, et a deo in huius mundi rerum salutem sapienter ab initio
dispositus, verum eius virtute eatenus eas res geri, quatenus ille Optimus qui
eiusmodi effectum disposuit, voluerit. Quandoquidem dixit deus (creato iam
coelo et terra) die creationis tertio [Gn 1:14-18] .... Ex quibus sane duorum
prophetarum verbis facile videmus, deum Optimum Maximum creasse, uti
omnia sydera atque astra universa, diem, noctemque, eaque omnia ad
hominis utilitatem: siquidem viderit esse bona, quaecumque ipse creavit."
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food, as daily experience made clear.The rest, however, was not so
simple.
To be sure, God had poured {infiindere) powers into the stars and
planets, and they had their effects on the things of this world {in
inferioribus) such that mankind could observe and experience them through
the senses; how the heavens signified fair or foul weather, for example, or
how the different phases of the sun and moon allowed us to predict
upcoming climatic changes. Even Jesus acknowledged that one could
understand the conditions of the day by observing the mutations of the stars
(Mt 16:2).'^
Ibid., 185D: "Primo, ut ea hominum usui conducant, qui est directivus in
operibus humanis, maximeque ad rerum cognitionem utilis. Secundo, quia
faciunt vicissitudinem temporis apti ad operandum, et temporis apti ad
quiescendum: siquidem homo continuo laborare non possit, set ut requiem
noctis interponat, opus sit somno .... Tertio, que ex astris, adeo ex coeli
luminaribus homines distinguunt diversas partes temporis, veris, aestatis,
autumni, et hyemis, in quibus varia ordinantur et disponuntur usui humano
necessaria, veluti quotidiana cognovit hactenus experientia."
Ibid., 185E:
. . Quod Deus illis ad varios in iis inferioribus effectus
virtutem inflinderit, hoc ipsum quod ad sensus nostros, ut ita dixerim, pati
fecerit, siquidem videmus radios diversorum luminum habere varios et
diversos circa inferiora effectus, ac inde accipi, tam sereni quam pluviosi
temporis significationem, operibus humanis atque negotiis aptam, et hoc
quidem generatim ita (ut exempli causa dicam) sole existente in parte
septentrionali, seu in signis seu mensibus huiusmodi calor vigeat et pluviae,
ut plurimum diminuuntur, et contrario quod de meridion de meridionalibus.

Ill

To which He added, "You know how to interpret the appearance of
the sky, but you cannot interpret the signs of the times" (Mt 16:3). Moses
had seen the point (Dt 4:19). He appreciated, more than the value of astral
observation, the limits of his ignorant audience {populus rudis). That is
why. Nausea assured his listeners, Moses never explained his deep
knowledge of the constellations to the Jews. Ignoring God's command that
Abraham count the stars (Gn 15:5) and silencing Hebrew astronomy (which
even Luther could acknowledge),'^ the preacher emphasized those
weaknesses among the Jewish simplices that most corresponded, he knew
from experience, to his unlettered contemporaries. Possessed of an urge to
look toward the heavens, thought Nausea's Moses, a people already prone
to idolatry would lapse into it completely; obsessed with the powers of the
stars, the simple folk would begin to worship them.

Io

The best strategy to

Hinc vulgus dicere suevit, hunc esse mensem calidum, et alterum quidem
temperatum. Praeterea quod diei conditionem aliquoties agnoscere est ex
syderum mutatione. Id quod alibi ad ludeaos loquens arguit: [Mt 16:2] . . . ."
WAT 2: 619 (no. 2730a); here 619.12-15: "Astronomia scientia est
vetustissima multasque artes secum attulit. Veteribus et praecipue Haebreis
fuit familiarissima, qui coeli cursum diligentissime observaverunt. De hac
Deus ad Abraham: 'Suspice in coelum et numera stellas' (Gn 15:5)."
18
Cent. IV, 2/30:185E: "Quod etsi, experientia etiam ipsa docente, ita et
Moses habeat, aperto tamen data opera, exprimere noluit, ne rudi populo.
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combat that potential heresy, the patriarch had realized, was to keep his
sidereal sophistication to himself.

* * *

Unlike the Hebrew patriarchs, Friederich Nausea and other preachers
were confronted by the realities of printing and increasing literacy rates. To
the mix of common perceptions and "superstitions" shared by all levels of
society, the astrological Practica added the imprimatur of learned authority
through the medium of affordable print. Their contents, in turn, were
reworked through the mechanisms of oral dissemination.'^ Filled with
cui scripsit, ansam erroris, idololatriae praeberet, qui alioqui ad
idololatrandum pronus, cognitis tantis syderum atque temporum effectibus,
facile astra perinde ut idola animata, loco dei adorasset. Hinc ad ilium
Moses; 'Ne forte oculis elevatis ad coelum videas solem et lunam et omnia
astra coeli, et errore deceptus adores ea et colas, quae creavit Dominus Deus
tuus in ministerium cunctis gentibus' (Dt 4:19)."
On the oral dissemination of pamphlet literature, see Robert W. Scribner,
"Flugblatt und Analphabetentum. Wie kam der gemeine Mann zu
reformatorischen Ideen?" in Flugschriften als Massenmedien der
Reformationszeit: Beitrdge zum Tilbinger Symposion 1980, ed. HansJoachim Kohler, Spatmittelalter und friihe Neuzeit 13 (Stuttgart: KlettCotta, 1981), 65-76; id.. For the Sake of Simple Folk. Popular Propaganda
for the German Reformation (1981; 2 ed. Oxford: Clerandon, 1994), 1-13
and (on astrological beliefs in particular) 123-26. For sixteenth-century oral
culture and communication, see the essays (including Scribner's) in
Kommunikation und Alltag im Spatmittelalter und friiher Neuzeit:
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predictions covering everything from politics and weather to war and peace,
almost all Practica were sure to mention something that was as much a part
of shared mentality as pestilence.
In his Practica for the year 1541, the physicus Salamon warned
readers of the "unbelievable, terrifying signs in the skies and on earth" that
would be followed by "hitherto unknown and unbelievable diseases and
epidemics.""® Judging the same constellationes but with greater precision,
Johann Carion warned that in Switzerland, Wiirttemberg, Austria, and parts
Internationaler Kongress, Krems an der Donau 9. bis 12. Oktober 1990, ed.
Helmut Hundsbichler, Veroffentlichungen des Instituts fur Realienkunde
des Mittelalters und der friihen
Neuzeit 15 / Sitzungsberichte der
Oesterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, philologisch-historische
Klasse, 596 (Vienna: Verlag der Oesterreichischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, 1992).
M. Solomon, Practica von dem Jar .xli., in Practica vnnd prognostication
zweier furnemlichen vnd weltberhiimten inn der Mathematick. M. Johan
Carionis / vnd M. Salomon der statt Ruremiind Physicum / darinn / bis auff
M.D.lx. jar wunderliche vnd erschrockliche Propheceien gemeldt / eim
jeden / Geystlichen vnd weltlichen / vast notwendig zuwissen. Ein
Christliche ermanung an K.M. Konig / Churfiirsten / Fiirsten / Grauen /
herrn rc. vnd alle stande Christlicher versamlung Johannis Carionis. Zu
letst kompt die Offenbarung Raimundi / darinn alien standen / geystlich vnd
weltlich / landten vnd leiiten vil schwerer straffen getrawt / defihalben inn
dieser letsten zeit ein jeder sein leben wol mag bessern (Strasbourg: Jakob
Cammerlander, 1543), Bla-B3a; here Bib: "In dieser zeit / ist ziibesorgen /
sollen vil wunderlicher erschreckliche zeichen am himmel vnnd auff erden
gesehen weren / damach folgen sollen / ist ziibesorgen / seher frembe vnd
wunderliche kranckheyten vnd seiichten."
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of Thuringia and Hesse, "the common people" would suffer from

an

"unheard of sickness.""^ Nor did the following year hold out hope for
improvement since "many territories and cities" would be "embraced with
deadly and unknown diseases" by the conjunction of Jove; as though this
heavenly formation's usual doses of discord were not enough, it would
unleash "a poisonous air" of pestilence throughout 1541
That year in Balingen (Swabian Black Forest), three suns and an
'y "7

abnormal rainbow" appeared in the skies on November 4 to announce

''I Practica von dem Jar .xlL, in Practica vnnd prognostication zweier
furnemlichen vnd weltberhumten inn der Mathematick. M. Johan Carionis /
vnd M. Salomon, B3a-b, here B3a: "In Schweytz / Wirtemberg / Osterreich /
auch ziim teyl inn Diiringen vnd Hessen / werden vnerhorte kranckheit
vnder dem gemeinen volck enstehen."
"70
M. Solomon, Practica von dem Jar .xlii., in Practica vnnd
prognostication zweier furnemlichen vnd weltberhumten inn der
Mathematick. M. Johan Carionis / vnd M. Salomon, B3b-B4b: "Vil Lande
vnnd Statte soilen mit todtlichen vnbekanten kranckheiten vmbfangen
werden / Dann von der Coniunction Jouis / die vortbringt zweytracht / krieg
/ wirt auch eyn vergifftiger luffl; ein fallen .. .
A nocturnal rainbow in 1525 was thought to have presaged both the death
of Frederick the Wise and the Peasants' War. For this and other examples of
sixteenth-century rainbows and their interpretation, see Heinrich Leuchter,
Disscurss von etlichen Zeichen / welche sich bissdahero theils im
verlauffenem 1612 / theils in jetzt gehenden 1613 Jahre am Himmel und
hierniden auff Erdenzugetragen haben. Als Finsternissen an Sonn und
Mond / Erdbeben / grossen Winden / Wasserfluthen / Regenbogen /
fewrigen Aspecten /etc. (Darmstadt: Balthasar Hofinann, 1613), esp. 32-46.
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floods, ghastly thunder and lightening, terrifying earthquakes, and "horrible
plague." Describing the rainbow, Augsburg's Mathias Brotbeihel von
Kauffbeyren acknowledged its Old Testament symbolism as God's pactum
not to destroy the earth with floods (Gn 9:9-17). Scriptural covenants
notwithstanding, the author felt compelled to add that precisely the same
sort of "abnormal rainbow" that appeared in Balingen had, in 624,
immediately preceded "a gruesome pestilence."""^
Luther also interpreted the rainbow of 1525 as a sign of Frederick's death in
a letter to Johann Riihel (23 May 1525; WABr 3: 507 (no. 874)); for some of
Luther's other interpretations cf. Aby Warburg, Heidnisch-antike
Weissagung in Wort und Bild zu Luthers Zeiten, Sitzungsberichte der
Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, philosophisch-historische
Klasse, 10 (Heidelberg: C. Winter, 1920); reprinted in id., Gesammelte
Schriften, ed. G. Bing (Leipzig: Teubner, 1932; reprint Nendeln: Kraus,
1969), 487-558 (with addenda, 647-656); here 512, 522 n. 2, 545, 549.
Mathias Brotbeihel von Kauffbeyren, Der dreyer Sonnen / mit jren
Regenbogen vnd ringen beschreibung / so im M.D. xlj. Jar / am iiij tag
Wintermons / ob der stat Ballingen ein meil wegs von hohen Zollern in
Wirtenberg glegen / erschinen / auch an andern orten gesehen (n.p.: n.p.,
[1542]), (no pag. =A3a): "Wiewol Got der Almechtig den Regenbogen nach
der SindfluB vns armen siindem / zu einem zaichen des friedes geben / das
ere das Menschlich geschlecht / mit wasser nit meer virdilgen wolle /
danocht warm ein Regenbogen in solcher gestalt / wie obvn zaigt erscheinet
/ so komen gewonlich merckliche vngestiime gewasser / greuliche donner
vnd blitzen mit grossem schaden / auch schrocklich erbidem vnd greuliche
pestilentz / wann man liBt / das nach Christus geburt sechshundert vier vnd
zwaintzig Jar sey erschinen ein vngewonlicher Regenbogen hemach in
kurtzer zeit / ein grausame pestilentz komen ist." Despite the numerous
positive interpretations ascribed to rainbows (as God's pactum, as signs of
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Three years later, in 1544, four eclipses occurred the likes of which
had not been seen since the era of Charlemagne."^ Outlining their upcoming
effects (wirckung) through 1546, Achilles Gaser promised floods and
"burning lightening and other monstrous fireworks in the air."" The second
eclipse of 24 January occurred in an "absolute, immovable sign" that
"signifies earthquakes, sinking foundations, the collapse of many old
buildings" and promised "enough sorrows and epidemics ... in addition to
His grace, of peace, etc.), incomplete, nocturnal, and other types of unusual
rainbows were associated in both learned and popular cultures with disease,
bad weather, demons, God's wrath, and general misfortune. See Viktor
Stegemann, "Regenbogen," mHdA 1 (1936), 586-97; here 590, 593, 596-97
and n. 67.
Achilles P. Gaser, Gemeine anzeigung der vier Finsternussen / so sich im
jar nach der geburt Christi 1544 begeben / was sie bedeuten / vnd wie lang
jre wirckung sich volstrecken werd / naemlich etliche bis ins 1545 vnd 1546
jar (Nuremberg: Johann Petreius, 1544), lb: he describes ". . . vier grausam
Finsternussen beyder haubtlichter [=sun and moon] empfacht / welches
dann in sibenhundert viervnddreissig jaren daruor nie mer gesehen worden
[1544-734 = 810 A.D.]." The lines of transmission were manifold and not
our concern here, but the eclipses had been noted already by Carolingian
chroniclers, e.g.. Anon., Annates regni Francorum inde ab 741. usque ad
829, qui dicuntur Annates Laurissenses maiores et Einhardi, ed. Friederich
Kurze, Scriptores rerum Germanicarum (Hanover: Hahn, 1895), 132: "810 .
. . Eo anno sol et luna bis defecerunt, sol VII. Idus lun. Et II. Kal. Decembr.
Luna XI. Kal. lul. XVIII. Kal. lanuar."
Gaser, Gemeine anzeigung der vier Finsternussen, 3a: "Darumb seer
vnstat wind / triib vnd dunndrig wetter / brinnend blitz vnd ander vngehewr
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which, pestilence."" In Germany, the link between earthquakes and pest
had been established in the fourteenth century, when the Black Death
followed the great Bavarian earthquake of 1348." About the only good
news Gaser offered concerned the lunar eclipse of 4 July: merely "a small
"70

accumulation of plague" would appear during the next four months."

fewerwerck im lufft zu fiirchten sind / darzu troen sie mit einander /
vberlauffen der fliiB / vnd grosse wasser ...."
Ibid., 2b: "... traurens vnd sterbens genug / beuor den alten / zu senden
wird / mit sampt langwirigem schmertzen vnd kranckheyten / als nemlich /
Schwimsuchten / derre / tobinen / miltz wee / viertegliche fieber / oder ritten
/ vnleydig fliiB vnd strauchen / darzu Pestilentz. Vber das / so nun das ort
diser FinstemuBs / in einem festen vnbeweglichen zeichen sieht / bedeut es
Erdbydem / sincken der grundfesten / vnd faal etlicher alten gebew . . . ."
This was noted by the Strasbourg preacher Caspar Hedio, whose
(unidentified) work was the source for Johannes Phylidius' description of
the 1348 earthquake in Ein Christliche Busspredigt Bey dem schrecklichen
Erdbeben zu Wien in Oesterreich / sampt vielen andern / so sich jeder zeit
bevohr begeben / mit vermeldiing / fVas Erdbeben seyen: Woher sie kommen
oder jhren vrsprung haben: Was damit gemeynet vnd gesuchet werde: Wozu
solche Erjnnerunge vns sollt nutzen vnd dienen. Der andern Sontag des
Advents des 90. Jars bey der Christlichen Gemeyn der Statt Ober Vrsel
gehalten vnd geprediget: Jetzundt aber alien Bufifertigen Hertzen zur Lehr /
Trost vnd Warnung in Truck verfertiget (Oberursel: Nicolaus Henricus,
1593), A3b. In the preface (3a-b), Phylidius provides a detailed discussion
(with dates) of the century's most important eclipses and the earthquakes
that followed them.
Gaser, Gemeine anzeigung der vier Finsternussen, 3a: "Vnd wiewol diser
stuck vnd vbel milterung / vnd ein gut thading zu verhoffen sind . . . . So ist
doch zu furchten Cor Scorpii / das in mitle diser ecclipsation Medium coeli
vnd die mittag linien besitzet / werde mer / dann man meint / mit seinem
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Floods, famine, lightening, earthquakes, plague: Salamon, Carion,
Gaser, and Brotbeihel von Kauffbeyren pinched the nerve of common fears.
On a massive scale, their forerunners had done the same in Practica since
the advent of print, several in the service of the evangelical movement.^® If
the diluvium promised for 1524 had failed to materialize,^' excessive rains,
overflowing rivers, and drought still busied penitential procession preachers
like Johann Wild, who might divine knee-deep in water on one occasion"*" or
battle a double-whammy of drought and plague on another.^^ Fiery rays and
angel stechen / vnd ein kleins Pestilentz rumorlein erheben. Welches dann
bald auff dise Finstemussen sich zutragen mag / vnd weren wirt vilnahet
vier monat."
Pamphilius Gengenbach, an evangelical polemicist, published one in
1520 after the appearance of strange lights over Vienna. Similar lights in
1514, he pointed out, were followed by epidemics and floods. See Scribner,
For the Sake of Simple Folk, 125 and 285, n.38. On the widespread use of
the Practica for evangelical propaganda, see Zambelli, "Fine del mondo o
inizio della propaganda?"
On the expected apocalyptic flood of 1524 see Heike Talkenberger,
Sintflut: Prophetie und Zeitgeschehen in Texten und Holzschnitten
astrologischer Flugschriften, 1488-1528, Studien und Texte zur
Sozialgeschichte der Literatur, 26 (Tubingen: Niemeyer, 1990).
"Zweyte Predig / in gemeiner ProceBion vmb schon wetter / zu vieler
regens zeit / zu bitten" (1546), in GB, 140b-145a.
"Predig in einer procel3ion vmb Regen zu bitten" (1540), in GB, 137b140a. The procession and sermon occured on 21 or 28 July, 1540, as per
MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 860: in chapter July 20, 1540, on orders of
Archbishop Albrecht von Brandenburg, for the following Wednesday all
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lightening still struck repeatedly to explode stores of gunpowder,^"^ to
collapse taverns upon the heads of swilling gamblers^^ or, as an Augustinian
preacher put it in a context no less moralizing, to bum churches in which

"iibrige Stiftem und fClostem" were to conduct a "bitmeB proceB per
ambitum cum letania et exhortacione pro pluvia et peste tollenda."
E.g., Anon., Ein erschregliche Newe zeitung / von einem grausamen
Vngewitter / So sich aujf S. Marcus tag zu Heidelberg / jnn diesem XXXVJI
jar / erhaben hat (Wittenberg: Nickel Schirlentz, 1537), A2a-b: "... vnd
hat den dritten donnerschlag jnn das alt schlos / welchs man das alt
Heydelberg nennet / geschlagen / and dem ort da mehr denn zweyhundert
thunnen Puluers gewesen / Welchs sich von dem donnerschlag angeziind /
das gantz Schlos so pliitzlich schier jnn einem augenplick zersprengt /
zerrissen / vnd gantz vom boden vnd grund zerschleifft hat. . . ." Among the
many damaged or ruined buildings, "seind die Kirchenfenster all
zerschmettert / als wie sie jnn dem Baur krieg gewesen sein." See also the
reference in the following footnote.
E.g., Anon., Beschreibung der grausamen erschrockenlichen geschicht /
vom Himel herab / mit vngewonlichem wetter / Plitzen / Feiirstrdl / vnd
Hageln / an etlichen orten / ndmlich zu Mecheln in Brabandt / zu Soleturn
in Schweytz / vnd zu Lezo in Neapels / etc. difi gegenwdrtigen Jars
geschehen / aufi gewisem vnnd griindtlichem bericht / vnns Christen zur
warnufi / vnd menigklich zu gut zusamen verfasset (n.p.: n.p., 1546), A2bA3a: In the tavern Zum Criis near Bemharts Hof, "... darinn seind etliche
Gest gesessen / vnd gezechet / auch ain tisch vol / die mit ainander gespilt
vnnd kartet. . . din dem hat der grausamest Donner vnd Plitz / des gantzen
wetters in das hauB geschlagen / das hauB zertrummert / vnnd als im haus zu
tod geschlagen / was darinnen gewesen ist / vnnd also die spiler mit den
karten inn den henden tod geflinden . . . ." For another lightning-induced
munitions explosion (this time in Switzerland), see ibid., A3b.
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God was more angered than honored.^^ Earthquakes from as far away as
Florence ignited similar fears/^ and when one threatened Mainz (1528),
Domprediger Friedrich Nausea saw fit to publish a response/^

Martin Luther OESA, Sermo de indulgentiis pridie Dedicationis (30 May
1517), in WA 1: 94-99; here 96.33-36; the context is God's displeasure wit±i
the ceremonies and signs that accompany the dedication of a church: "Ideo
ecce fit, ut saepius Ecclesiasticas fulminet quam alias domus, quod hie
vanissimis signis tantum irritatur verius quam colitur. Sed ad Euangelium
revertamur, et scrutemur videamusque mirabilia de lege Dei." On the (for
Luther studies, crucial) dating of this sermon, cf. Norbert Florken, "Ein
Beitrag zur Datierung von Luthers Sermo de indulentis [5/c] pridie
Dedicationis," Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte 82 (1971), 344-350; 350.
Anon., Ein erschrockenliche Newe Zeytung / so geschehen ist den 12. tag
Junii / in dem 1542. jar / in einem Stetlein Schgarbaria [sic] genent / 16.
Welsch meyl wegs von Florentz gelegen. Da haben sich grausamer
Erdbibem siben in einer stundt erhaben. Wie es da zii ist gangen / wirdt man
hyrin begriffen finden. Ein andere Zeytung / geschehen in des Turcken land
/ von einer Stat / welche versuncken ist / das aiich nit ein mensch daruon ist
kommen (n.p.: n.p., 1542). The German traveller witnessed some seven
earthquakes within one hour, "das ich / meins theyls / all augenblick des
fewrs vom Hymel wartet" (3a).
De praecipuo anni 1528 apud Moguntiam Terrae moto Responsum
(Mainz: Johann Schoffer, 1531). I have not seen this Latin text, but rather
the translation in Johan Rasch, Von Erdbiden / Etliche Tractdt / alte vnd
newe / hocherleuchter vnd bewdrter Scribenten: inn welchen kldrlich
angezeigt / was dieselbigen jeder zeit gutes oder boses mitgebracht: Auch
was darauff erfolget sey: Weil nach des Herrn Christi Weissagung / zu den
letzten zeiten / vil Erdbiden geschehen sdllen: Diser zeit jeder menigklich
sehr trostlich vnnd nUtzlich zu wissen (Munich: Adam Berg, 1582), BlaC3b.
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Such was the range of maladies and disasters forecast in the Practica.
Whereas one might mention earthquakes, another lightening, and still
another prospects on the price of pork,^^ it seems that all of them promised
pestilence.'^® And despite whatever appeals their authors made to astrology
as a science, the saturation of plague predictions within these Practica point
to a collective Angst among early modem Germans.
Prone to seek out portents both in the heavens and about themselves,
people found them everywhere. In late 1540 an unusually large owl
appeared in Wiirzburg, where it sat all night on various churches and
In perhaps the most famous of the Practica, Joharmes Lichtenberger
promised rising pork prices in 1505, to be offset by cheaper oats. Reported
by Dietrich Kurze, "Popular Astrology and Prophecy in the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries: Johannes Lichtenberger," trans. S. Jenks in Astrologi
hallucinatV, ed. Zambelli, 177-93; here 177.
For further examples see Anton Brelochs, Eyn sunderliche
Prognostication vber den Cometen / in Augustmonat / des M.CCCCC. vnd
.xxxi. Jahr zii etzlichen malen erschinen / Durch Anthonium Brelochs / der
Ertzney Doctor / aufi leere der natiirlichen kiinsten / vnd Astronomey
erfarnen / aujf das kiirtzest zusammen getragen vnd geordent [sic] (n.p.:
n.p., 1531 [?]), A6a; Joseph Griinpeck, Practica der gegenwertigen grossen
Triibsaln / vnnd vilfaltiger Wunder / so hin vnd wider in der Wellt am himel
erscheinen / Den frummen ziimitz vnd bosen ziitrutz / durch die letst Chilias
bifi zum end werhafftig (Strasbourg: Jakob Cammerlander, ca. 1540), where
along with war and disease Griinpeck warns that all of the Jews would
gather in Armenia, Peris, and Egypt in order to await their Messiah; there
the Christians would clash with them, promising "das gross bliit vergiessen"
(no pagination [=A4a]).
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towers, calling and screaming. By Easter the carters were hauling the bodies
out by the hundreds. The epidemic had been proclaimed, so simple folk and
learned churchmen alike were convinced, by this very owl."^' Likewise, at
the turn of the sixteenth century, the skies above Braunschweig rained down
bloody crucifixes to foretell (praesignare) of pestilence, which was
announced in Gottingen and elsewhere when crosses of blood materialized
on clothing."^These were not isolated incidents but part of the collective and
learned memories of early modem Germany. In his handbook on plague
{Pestbericht) in 1565, Nikolaus Selnecker acknowledged the bloody

Reported by Lechner, "Die Pest in Wiirzburg im 16. Jahrhundert," 291.
The incidents in Braunschweig (1502) and Gottingen (1501-02) are
reported by Bulst, "Vier Jahrhunderte Pest in niedersachsischen Stadten,"
256 and 266, n. 58 (with bibliography). A similar incident "in Germania"
occurred in 1501: "Hoc anno 1501 cmces sanguinolentae viromm ac
muliemm vestibus in Germania incidemnt. Videntur praesignificasse
pestem saevissimam, quae proximo anno sequuta est." Jean Chapeaville,
Gesta Pontificum Leodiensium, vol. 3 (Liittich, 1616), 231; cited by Egon
Schmitz-Cliever, "Pest und pestilinzialische Krankheiten in der Geschichte
der Reichsstadt Aachen," Zeitschrifi des Aachener Geschichtsvereins 66161
(1954-1955), 108-68; here 135-36. On the modem terms for the diseases
signalled by the bloody crosses, see ibid., 136 n. 97. For further examples of
blood-rain, bloody crucifixes, and the like falling fi^om early modem
German skies, see Janssen, Geschichte des deutschen Volkes, 6: 41Off.
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crucifixes,"^^ just as he did in the pest pamphlet that he intended for pastors
and parents to read aloud to children. There he traced the phenomenon back
to Constantinople in 747: crosses appeared on garments and "practically the
entire city" succumbed to the epidemic.'*'^
Bringing together a wide variety of traditions and sources,
Selnecker's Pestbericht contained detailed lists of the celestial and earthly
{elemental) indicators. "For many years now we've heard and seen so many
signs, such as terrifying solar and lunar eclipses, various sorts of comets,
parelia, chasmata, peculiar rays, incredible rainbows, fiery arrows . . . and
entire armies in the skies." Life was hardly safer on the ground, where
Germans had felt unnaturally strong winds and experienced horrible,
unseasonable weather."^^ Convinced as well of the link between celestial

Selnecker, Christlicher bericht / Wie sich ein jeder Christ / inn
Sterbsleujften trosten vnnd halten soli, C2a.
^ Selnecker, Kurtze Kinder Fragstucke von der Pestilentz, N4b: "... da
denn die Creutzlin an den Kleidem sich haben sehen lassen / vnd ist fast die
gantze Stadt ausgestorben vnd verosigt."
Selnecker, Christlicher bericht / Wie sich ein jeder Christ / inn
Sterbsleuffien trosten vnnd halten soil, C2a-b: "Wir denn etliche Jar her
solcher Zeichen gar viel gehabt haben / Schreckliche grosse Finstemissen
der Sonnen / vnd des Monds / mancherly Parelia, Cometen, Chasmata,
Seltsame Stralen / Wunderbarliche Regenbogen / fewerige Pfeile / Crucifix .
. . auch gantze Heer im Lufft / gesehen vnnd gehoret. Item / grosse
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signs, pestilence, and eschatology, he added that "precisely the same many
signs" had signaled the final destruction of Jerusalem; "most of the Jews"
had failed to notice them, just like Selnecker's contemporary Germans.'*^
Protestant authorities in Grubenhagen (Niedersachsen) agreed. They
instructed their pastors to deliver "admonitions to the people" in which
"pestilence and new, unbelievable, atrocious diseases" were linked to the
"fiery rays, daily chasmata, and many comets" that had appeared in the
heavens."^^
Johann Agricola's list had been similar in 1533. Nine years earlier, he
pointed out, the constellations had predicted plague and a variety of other
disasters including war, rebellion, famine, and—fitting for a Catholic

vngehewre Winde wider alle Natur / sausen vnd prausen / in Welden vnnd
inn Wassem / vnerhorte Wetter / miswachs in alien dingen / vnordnung der
zeiten im Jare."
Ibid., C2b: "... vnd dergleichen viel Zeichen / wie derm derselbigen vor
der letzten zustorung Jerusalems auch veil geschehen sind / vnnd doch der
mehrer theil solche nicht geachtet / wie wir leider auch thun."
Grubenhagen Kirchenordnung 1581, in EKO, ed. Sehling, 6,2: 10411102; here 1098: Ministers were instructed to give a "Vermanung an das
Volk" because of signs seen since a "lange zeit hero durch die feurige
stralen, tegliche chasmata und viel cometen von himmel" that would surely
bring, among other disasters, "grosser poestilenz und neuen wunderlichen,
abscheulichen krankheiten."
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author—^"religious disunity and heretical sects.""^^ The astrologer Apianus,
Agricoia's friend and mentor ipraeceptor^, had foreseen in 1531 the very
pestilence now raging in Germany

The heavens worked their

effects upon earthly bodies, for it was well known that "solar and lunar

Johann Agricola, Ain griintlicher fleissiger aufizug, lb: The astrologer
Johann Stoffler had calculated "20 grosse ziisamenfugung der Planeten" in
February of 1524, and from this "grol3 verenderung" prophesied, "Warm die
selbigen Coiunction haben vns ye vilfaltig Krieg / auffriir / Todschleg /
theiirung / hunger / zertrennung vnd secten gebracht. Rom hat mermals nott
gelitten / Der gleichen Teiitsch vnd Welsch land / Franckreich / Vngem und
Oesterreich . . . Flandem hat gar im wasser geschwummen." For Catholic
authors like Agricola, "zertrennung und secten" most definitely meant
religions disunity within the Empire and heretical sects.
Ibid., lb-2r: "Nit mit klainerem lob hat mein gutter freiind vnd in
Astronomia preceptor P. Apianus in dem vergangen XXXI. Jar / Aus
sonderlicher kunst vnd geschicklichait angezaygt / vnnd in ainer Practica in
Truck gebracht / wie in dem XXXII. Jar mer ain Comet / nun zu dem
anderenmal erscheinen werde / wie dann beschehen / vnd solcher Comet
von dem 25. Septembris biss auff den .19. Nouembris an dem auffgang des
himels frii vmb flinf vr gesehen / so lang / das er durch drey zaichen des
himels / die Junckfraw / Wag / vnnd den Scorpium furderiich geweltzet ist
worden / Das aber die gestim / etwas thon / so habe acht auff die zusamen
trettung Sonnen vnd Mons in dem Newen Mon vnd Finstemussen / Volmon
/ vnd wann sich der Mon sietzt zu dem Satumo oder Marti / Auch wann der
Mon in dem vierten Aspect ist mit Satumo / oder Marte / so wirdest
augenscheinlich mercken / das das gifft hefftiger vnd vngestiimer wiittet /
dann in anderen tagen . . . ."
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eclipses as well as dangerous planetary conjunctions often cause {machen
ojft) this disease."^®
Whereas Selnecker was merely a theologian, Agricola read both
Greek and medicine at the university in Ingolstadt. Thus he expanded the
list of sure signs to include snakes, worms, and mice that abandon their
holes because of pestilential waters,^' birds that forsake their nests to remain
in the skies,^" and frogs of certain colors that suddenly begin to mimic their
promiscuous cousins, the rabbits.^^ To this he added the varia: birthmarks,
untimely births, the death of mothers and their babies during childbirth, high
fevers, red eyes, other bodily ailments, and various types of madness

Ibid., lb: "Alle die ob vns sein / pflegen vnser corper zu regieren /
Demnach machen offl; dise kranckhait die finstemuB Sonnen vnd Mon / die
ziisamen trettung der schedlichen Planeten als Martis vnd Satumi in den
menschlichen zaichen . . . "
Ibid., 2a-b: He lists 9 certain signs, of which 1-3 are astrological, then:
"Wann das Erdtrich oder das wasser in vergifftung stehn / so werden
gesehen mancherlai wtirm / meiiss / fleiigen / schlangen / auch andere wilde
thierlein / welche jre holen verlassen." '
Ibid., 2b: "Auch verlassen die vogel jre aer vnd nester / vnd begeren die
hohe / welche vorhin af dem erdtrich genostet haben."
Ibid.: "Es meren sich auch frosche / die auff dem rucken ascherfarb / an
dem bauch vil farb / vnd vnder denen gelbe vnnd goldfarbe haben."
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(Phreneses, Manie).^'^ Moving from

the heavenly to animal to human

bodies, the list of possible plague portents was lengthy indeed.

* * *

Length reflected complexity, and complexity gave rise to confusion.
At the root of the problem lay two sets of distinctions which, for
theologians, were so widely presupposed, so automatically assumed, that
preachers sometimes failed to mention them explicitly: the distinction
between "causes" and "signs" {causae et signa) and that between "primary"
and "secondary" causes {causae primae et secundae). By no means a
theologian, the educated layman Hermann von Weinsberg had captured the
tension perfectly in his diary: he was unsure whether recent earthquakes and
eclipses had "caused or signaled" {gewirkt ader bedeut) the pestilence that
subsequently ravished Cologne.^^
Ibid.: "Mehr werden vnter den zaichen der bald einfallenden Pestilentz
gezelet / so iiber hand nemen vil kindflecken / vnzeytig geburde / oder
verderbung der geberenden frawen mit sambt den kindlein / verschlossene
Fieber on vnterlass werende / rote der augen / triibharm / schiferung des
gaumen / tobsucht / Phreneses vnd Manie genant etc." On Phreneses and
Manie, see H. C. Erik Midelfort, A History of Madness in Sixteenth-Century
Germany (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1999), 28, 30, 85, 107, 116, 176.
Gedenkboich, 1: 146-57.
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Theologians were sure: the primary and ultimate cause of epidemic
disease was God. On one level, the Bible provided evidence enough, since
disease and death were amply represented as punishments for sins both
personal and communal: the plagues of Israel, the sackclothed Ninevites,
and the sundry diseased cured by Jesus in the Gospels to name a few.
Basing their sermons on the Gospels in the liturgical calendar, preachers
had several occasions to address Jesus' medical miracles throughout the
year; and given the appalling mortality rates in sixteenth-century
Germany,they almost never passed such opportunities by.
In their pulpits, however, neither Catholics nor Protestants could
afford to serve-up simple but hearty portions of sola scriptura. If the Bible
remained the highest authority and ultimate point of reference, even in fields
like medicine and astrology, preachers were aware of rival discourses. The
sciences competed less as contrary alternatives than as fertile grounds for
misunderstanding and apperception. Precisely here, at the intersection of

For a summary and bibliography, see Christian Pfister, "The Population of
Late Medieval and Early Modem Germany," in Germany. A New Social and
Economic History, 1450-1630, ed. Bob [=Robert W.] Scribner (London:
Arnold, 1996), 33-62, esp. 51-55.
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biblical, medical, and astrological science, the various notions of causae and
signs were destined to collide.
Among the most profound and useful characteristics of scholastic
thought was its ability to synthesize, to provide a system that integrated
what modems are quick to compartmentalize as theology, physics,
linguistics, and biology. The adopted Aristotelian scheme of causes
represents such a synthesis, as it could begin with God as creator and causa
prima and work its way down through the good and bad angels, through the
constellations and planets all the way to the elements comprising human
bodies and account for conditions as seemingly trivial as headaches.
The

scholastics (and

with them sixteenth-century preachers)

maintained a fundamental definition of knowledge wherein certainty
depended upon comprehension of the causa: to know something was to
recognize its cause {scire est causam rei cognoscere) as opposed to drawing
conclusions based on opinion or experience. Originating in Aristotelian
physics, the concept of the causae was bound up with motion. When God
worked through secondary causes it was thus with the motion of physical
force, the latter causes acting as His instrumenta per participationem, i.e.,
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participating via the effectus channeled through them by God.^^ As the
primary cause and creator of everything in the universe, God had
established the natural order and, with it, natural laws inherent in His
creation as He established it {de potentia ordinatd). The study of God's
ordained creation and laws—science—^was thus legitimate only insofar as
one remained alert to God's power to act freely {depotentia absoluta), even

Gerhard Ebeling, Lutherstudien, vol. 2: Disputatio de homine, part 2: Die
philosophische Definition des Menschen. Kommentar zu These 1-19
(Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1982), 333 and n. 2, citing
Johannes Altenstaig, Vocabularius theologiae (Hagenau, 1517): "Scire
proprie est ratione et per causam cognoscere." A thorough introduction to
the causae schema may be found in Ebeling, op. cit., 333-452, esp. 333-338.
The concept of God as causa prima has been succinctly presented by
Norbert Bathen, "Causa prima," in LTK" 2 (1994): 980-81; for the
instrumenta see Walter Kem, "Instrumentalursachlichkeit," in LTKr 5
(1960), 716-17. Useful, too, are the Thomistic and Scotistic distinctions and
definitions assembled by Ludwig Schiitz, Thomas-Lexikon. Sammlung,
Uebersetzung und Erkldrung der in sdmtlichen Werken des h. Thomas von
Aquin vorkommenden Kunstausdrucke und wissenschaftlichen Ausspriiche,
2 ed. [1895] (New York: Frederick Ungar, 1957), 102-110, and Mariano
Fernandez Garcia, Lexicon Scholasticum philisophico-theologicum, in quo
termini, definitiones, distinctiones et ejfata a Joanne Duns Scoto
exponuntur,
declarantur
(Quaracchi:
Typographia
Collegii
S.
Bonaventurae, 1910; reprint Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1988), 124-134.
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through nature; everything God did through secondary causes He could just
as easily do Himself.^^
From a preacher's perspective, the danger lay not in the study of
natural or secondary causes and their role in plague. As Nausea had pointed
out, God had "poured" (Jnfundere) His power into the stars, and they had
their effects on this world. The risk, rather, was that an emphasis on
secondary causes like the constellations or earthly elements could
marginalize the role of God, especially with respect to epidemic disease and
other obviously divine—because biblical—punishments.

* * *

Perhaps no one provides more eloquent testimony of preachers'
concerns over confusion of the causae than cathedral preacher Friederich
Nausea, who during the Mainz epidemic of 1526 had discoursed at length to
legitimize flight and to recommend the proper regimen of diet and
medicines.^^ Pestilence, he had insisted, is always caused by God on account
Heiko A. Oberman, The Harvest of Medieval Theology: Gabriel Biel and
Late Medieval Nominalism [1963], 2 ed. [1965] (Durham, NC: Labyrinth,
1983), 36-38 and 49-50.
See above, 92.
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of His justice.^® Nevertheless, the preacher had proceeded into an abyss of
burning herbs and dangerous foods. Could the recommended regimen not
have easily left the impression that plague might be prevented, and was thus
as much a matter of secondary causes as of God's wrath?
Nausea apparently thought so. Never again in the next five years did
the preacher discuss prophylactic measures in the pulpit. Instead he
proclaimed the dangers of astrology and attempted to impart a proper
understanding of the causae secundae. Having begun his career a doctor of
theology and canon law, as a preacher in Mainz he gradually became less
concerned with the latest medical theories or the intricacies of God's pre
ordination than with the more fundamental—and more difficult—^task of
mediating between the highest and lowest levels of cultural discourse.
Nausea's sermon during a procession to combat the English sweating
disease on 21 September 1529^' records the conversion: "Surely this horrific
plague, which currently rages among us, cannot be ascribed to either the
Nausea, "Von rechter / warer / kxeftiger artzenei wider die grausame plag
der Pestelentz," 41a: "Die pestilentz alle zeit von gott vnd seinem willen
kompt aul3 sonderlicher / gerechter / weiser vrsach . . .
Announced in MDKP (ed. Herrmarm), 2: 418 (18 Sept. 1529): "Contra . . .
plagam inauditam videlicet letalis sudoris Angliae nuncupatae instituta et
praeordinata est processio ...."
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course of certain stars nor some malevolence of nature." The cause lay
rather in divine justice, as either a punishment for the many sins of Mainz or
a blow of the Fatherly rod meant to spur them on to betterment. " Aware,
however, of the levels of misunderstanding fostered by common fears and
the Practica (and perhaps his own sermon of three years prior). Nausea
followed up with a more precise explanation:
Although just as surely, God sometimes uses nature, as it were, as an
instrumentum of His justice, which administers it here on earth, such
that He allows His instrument's inherent qualities to effect earthly
matters, just as a lord performs tasks through his servants.^^
For the strength of the stars Nausea substituted the simile of the servant,
each serving at the whim of one lord. To that easily grasped image he
probably coupled the German Werkzeug ("tool") as a translation of

Nausea, "Sermo tempore epidimie seu mortis subitanee" (21 Sept. 1529),
in id.. Cent. /F, 2/99: 273a-275b; here 274F: "Et profecto non est haec lues
horrenda, qua nunc premimur, cursui syderum electorum aut maleficio
naturae, se ascribenda magis iustitiae divinae, correctionem nostris peccatis
condignam suffligenti vel ad emendationem nos patemo flagello
impellenti."
Ibid., 274F: "Quamvis ipse utatur natura nonnunquam tanquam
instrumento suae iustitiae, qui sic res ministrat, ut suas naturas agere sinat,
agitque tanquam dominus per famulos suos."
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instrumentum, an immediately familiar metaphor; without a guiding and
energizing hand, saws and hammers accomplished nothing.®'^
The Gospel for the nineteenth Sunday after Trinity, falling in plagueridden October, allowed the cathedral preacher to explain himself at greater
length.^^ There, Jesus had cured a bed-ridden man of palsy (Mt 9:1-8).
Before doing so, however. He had forgiven the man his sins, which
prompted Nausea and other preachers to associate sin with sickness,^^ to
discuss the use of medicine, and—during the years of the Reformation—to
defend penance as a sacrament.^^
From his pulpit on that October Sunday, Nausea reprimanded "the
simple folks" for turning to theories of "poisoned air or similar causes of
this type" in order to account for pestilence and "other deadly diseases," as
For late medieval and early modem German translations of instrumentum
as "Gezeug" or "Werkzeug," see Diefenbach, Glossarium, 302 (s.v.
instrumentum), and DWB 29: 419-20, in this context esp. the examples at
424, 3), b).
Cent. IV, 94b-96a (19'^ p. Trin.). The nineteenth Sunday after Trinity
almost always fell in October, when epidemic mortality rates could reach
their peaks.
This is of course quite traditional. As elsewhere in this study, the preReformation tradition of such ideas is not a priority. What the ideas meant
in the context of the German Reformation, however, is.
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though sickness could be anything but God's flagellum pro peccatis. Jesus
had, after all, forgiven the man's sins before curing his palsy. "I'll answer
these views," promised the preacher, "and demonstrate that such an opinion
is erroneous and doesn't square with reason."^^ He proceeded to run through
a long list of popular plague portents and causes, beginning with an
admission: "It's well established" {constare), he acknowledged,
that pestilence frequently arises out of extreme cold, sweltering heat,
infected animals or water, or out of the corruption of the air—-just as
other illnesses arise from them. And it often has other causes, such as
the mother's womb (for example, something hereditary), the
condition or complexion of the body, a life lived in excess, the
suitability of the place in which one finds himself, the condition of
the earth, sky, produce, crops, and many more of this kind.^^

Johannes Eck covered each of these themes in detail over the course of
two sermons in id., PS, 186-190.
Cent. IV, 1/71:95G: "Nec obstat, quod simpliciores allegant, se non
credere pestilentiam (de qua libet nunc potius dicere, quam passim grassari
coepit) a deo (vel etiam alios morbos) verum ab aeris potius corruptione, vel
a re hoc genus alia, et sic fortassis etiamnun non esse loco a deo flagelli pro
peccatis. Respondendum, erroneam hanc esse opinationem, nec consonam
rationi."
Ibid., 95G: ". . . constare quidem frequenter pestilentiam emanare ex
immenso frigore, et immenso calore, ex infectione animal ium, aquarum, ex
corruptione aeris, sicut et aliae aegritudines proveniunt, saepe numero
aliunde, utpote ab utero matris uti haereditario, conditione vel complexione
corporis, malo regimine vitae, dispositione loci et terrae, coeli, fructuum et
finamentorum, hocque genus rerum aliarum."
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The cathedral preacher's list was thorough. More pressing than the risk of
providing a listener with yet another misplaced cause, was his need to cover
a wide range of possibilities, all of which could be discounted. Johannes
Eck would take the same approach.^® For Luther, the young Augustinian
preacher, the benefits of such a strategy had outweighed its dangers^'—an
opinion with which, some fifty years later, his champion Nikolaus Selnecker
would agree: all such secondary, natural phenomena, plague-producing or
not, were utterly dependent on the will of God. ~ Bridging the gap between

See below.
Decern praecepta Wittenbergensi praedicata populo. 1518, in WA 1:
(394) 398-521 (preached between 29 July 1516 and 24 Feb. 1517). See esp.
401.5-410.27, for an extremely detailed list of portents, common beliefs,
and what for Luther were devilish superstitions, all of which he describes in
detail. For the revised dating, I follow Hilfsbuch zum Lutherstudium [1956],
ed. Kurt Aland, 3 rev. ed. (Witten: Luther-Verlag, 1970), 139 (no. 573).
Aland has now published the 4'^ rev. ed. (Witten: Luther-Verlag, 1996),
which I have not seen.
~ Selnecker, Kurtze Kinder Fragstiicke, L4b-Mla: "Es ist wol war / das
dose gifftige Lufft und uapores, bose feuchtigkeit des leibs, finstemis der
sonnen vnd des Monds, bose constellationes als coniunctiones, satumi &
Martis, Cometen, Drachen, fliegende fewerige Stemen / brinnende grosse
fewerige flammen / chasmata, Erdbieben / vnd auch sonst Contagia, ein
vrsach sind dieser seuche / wie die vnlaugbare erfarung bezeuget / Aber
eben solche natiirliche vnnd 2aifallende vrsachen sind Gottes verhengnis /
vnnd konne on den willen Gottes nichts thun noch schaden . . . Es sind auch
die Wind eins theils zur rache geschaffen / vnd durch jhr stiirmmen thun sie
schaden. Vnd wenn die straff kommen sol / so toben sie vnd richten den
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town and gown. Nausea sought to explain this schema of causes that was
fundamental to scholastic philosophy:
This long list of causes notwithstanding, one can remain absolutely
certain of the fact that diseases, issuing forth from these things, as it
were, as secondary causes, actually arise from God as the first and
primary cause. For God, the creator of everything, employs these
secondary causes, along with other of His creatures, as nothing other
than tools {instriimentd) used by Him in order to strike us with
diseases and plagues. God Himself principally sets these things into
motion.^^
It was only here, after explaining the concept underlying the
distinction between the forces of nature and the will of God, that Nausea
employed the long list of biblical proofs required of any sermon worthy of

zom aus / des der sie geschaffen hat / Fewer / Hagel / Hunger / Tod / ist
alles zur rache geschaffen. Die wilden Thier / Scorpion / Schlangen vnd
Schwerdt / sind auch zur rache geschaffen / zuuerderben die Gottlosen. Mit
freuden thun sie seinen befehl / vnd sind bereit / wo er jhr bedarff auff
Erden / vnd wenn das stiindlein kompt, lassen sie nicht ab. Hieraus sehen
wir / wer inn der Welt durch Pestilentz / Krieg / vnd Tewrung rumort /
Nemlich / nicht schlecht die Creaturen / Sondem Gott selbs richtet solch
verderben an / vnd gibt ein gewaltigen nachdruck / seinen zom vber die
bosen aus zuschutten."
73

Cent. IV, 1/71:95G: "Dubitari tamen non potest aegritudines ipsas, ab istis
rebus tanquam a causis secundis procedere, a deo vero perinde a prima et
principali causa. Deus enim creator omnium, istis secundis causis atque
creaturis suis, non secus atque instrumentis a se factis in aegritudinibus et
plagis infligendis utitur, ipse tamen principaliter operatur."
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attention during the Reformation/'^ Before launching into the history of
divine wrath, however, the preacher summarized God'spotentia once again:
We will rightly find, therefore, that all plagues are inflicted upon us
by God through the workings of that which He has created (per
ministerium creaturarum). It's not as though God needs such
assistance from His creatures—He could easily destroy the world at a
nod—but rather that He has chosen to use them7^
And He had chosen to use them often. Nausea reminded his listeners of
Noah's flood (Gn 6:12ff), of the Egyptian plagues and their troubles in the
desert (Ex 7 & 8), of the incineration of Sodom and other cities along with
their inhabitants (Gn 19:24-25), and of the persecution of the Jews at the
hands of Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kgs 25).^^

I hardly mean to infer that pre-Reformation sermons were not packed full
of scriptural citations employed as proofs. The statement reflects the fact
that, after the wave of evangelical propaganda accompanying the initial
years of the Reformation movement. Catholic authors in particular had to
make their sermons appear chock full of biblical citations in order to
compete with, and answer the (exaggerated, I think) charges that Luther and
others had made against traditional preaching and theology.
Cent. IV, 1/71: 95G: "Sic sane inveniemus omnes plagas a deo per
ministerium creaturarum inflictas, haud quia ipse huiusmodi ministerio
indiguerit, qui uno nutu delere potest universum mundum, sed quia eis uti
voluerit."
Ibid., 95G: "Id quod intelligere est ex diluvio Noetico, in plagis
Aegyptiacis, in multiplici punitione in deferto rebellium. Sicut et Sodomam
et alias civitates et omnia in ipsis ignis de coelo consumpsit. In
persequutione [s-Zc] filiorum Israel per regem Salmanazar Nabuchodonosor."
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From a sacred history that ranked almost on a par with current events
for early modem Christians, the cathedral preacher turned to the more
immediate past of the Peasants' War as an example of God's "tools" and
how frequently He employed them. Christendom itself was corrupt, and not
even Nausea's bitter memory of being run out of Frankfurt precluded a
denunciation of both sides for their wickedness: "Indeed, just as in recent
years the nobility and clergy were rebuked by God through the deeds of the
peasants, who in turn were punished by the authorities in their lands," so
God Himself could have finished off the lot with a nod—He proved that
much when He drowned Pharaoh and his armies in the Red Sea.^^ If on the
other hand God preferred a middling course between direct action and the
tools of nature and mankind, he employed such efficient angels that just one
could slaughter some one hundred eighty-five thousand Assyrians overnight
(2 Kgs 19:35).^^

Ibid., 95G; "Sic et his annis nobilitatem, sacerdotalemque ordinem
ministerio rusticorum, et rusticos e regione ministerio eorundem corripuit,
quos tamen solo alioqui nutu perdere poterat: quemadmodum exercitum
regis Pharaonis una in mari rubro submersit."
78

Ibid., 95G: "Itemque per angelum suum qui in una nocte in castris
Assyriorum subito, centum octoginta quinque hominum millia percussit."
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Just as He used knight, priest, and peasant to punish one another per
ministerium creaturae, God employed nature to rain dovm pestilence.
Whereas the reference to the Peasants' War enabled Nausea to admonish all
estates, his follow up example provided a transparent condemnation of the
evangelicals, all under the guise of the causae: "So, too, God made sure to
swallow up Dathan and Abiram (Dt 11:6) as well as the other schismatics
along with their houses, tabernacles, and every last one of their goods."^^
Forfeiture of life and property: this was the language of the tribunal against
heresy.
If throughout the year Nausea's listeners in Mainz found it difficult to
keep track of various biblical examples and points of doctrine, they certainly
heard enough about those schismatics, Dathan and Abiram, to understand
what the cathedral preacher meant when he invoked his favorite forerunners
of the Reformation. The only good heretic is a dead one, Nausea had
publicly and repeatedly insisted over against the policies of his

Ibid., 95G: "Et Dathan atque Abiron reliquosque schismaticos, una cum
domibus et tabemaculis, et universa eorum substantia, quam habebant,
absorbi curavit."
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archbishop,^® whose perspectives as an electoral prince and as chancellor of
O1

the Empire ensured, in the late 1520s, a more cautious policy.

Prudent policy might be practical in the here-and-now, but not
necessarily far-sighted; long-term planning for the (rather infinite) hereafter
required that one go far back, to the Old and New Testaments. In those
books, Nausea's listeners had had pounded into them, God was
forthcoming: there was about as much ambiguity in His discourse of signs
as there was self-effacement. "It's absolutely clear" that God, in His
unspeakable wisdom, "almost always" (plerumque semper) uses nature, and
that He rules wisely, allowing His instrumenta to do His will.
God is the author of all, out of which, through which, and in which all
things exist—including the punishments of plague, which He justly

E.g., Cent. IV, 1/14: 20-21 (5''^ p. Epiph.); 1/9: 124-128 (Feast of Peter &
Paul); 2/20: 174-175 (Wed. p. Invoc.); 2/66: 226-29 (13''^ p. Trin.).
8i

There is an excellent summary and thorough bibliography in Rolf Decot,
"Zwischen altkirchlicher Bindung und reformatorischer Bewegung. Die
kirchliche Situation im Erzstift Mainz unter Albrecht von Brandenburg," in
Erzbischof Albrecht von Brandenburg (1490-1545). Ein Kirchen- und
Reichsfiirst der FriXhen Neuzeit, ed. Friedhelm Jurgensmeier, Beitrage zur
Mainzer Kirchengeschichte 3 (Frankfurt a.M.: Josef Knecht, 1991), 84-101;
here 92-96.
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and wisely sends us for various reasons through secondary causes that
He employs like tools (Jnstrumentd) in order to punish us.

* * *

Nausea's commitment to explain, before the people, the relation of
the causae, the role of the instrumenta, and God's power to act absolutely
and freely may be unique among preachers of all camps during the first half
of the sixteenth century. If so, however, the difference lies in the
thoroughness and frequency

with which the Mainz cathedral preacher

addressed this issue; on the tenets he explicated there was a fundamental
agreement among divines in both Protestant and Catholic pulpits. To
illustrate what was essentially a difference of degree, one may once again
compare the preaching of Nausea with the plague sermons of Johann Wild
OFM. He, too, preached from the pulpit of St. Martin's in Mainz (1539-

SO
*• Nausea, Cent. IV, 1/71:95-96G: "Sic perspicuum est, deum Maximum pro
ineloquibili sua sapientia, plerumque semper in puniendo, natura per eum
condita, uti, sicque res prudenter administrari, ut suas naturas agere sinat,
adeo, ut ipse sit verus author omnium, ex quo, per quem, et in quo sunt
omnia: adeoque ipsa mala, id est, poenae morborum, quas variis ex causis
iuste et sapienter immittit per medias causas, quibus tanquam instrumentis
utitur ad puniendum."
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1554). But unlike Nausea, he was loathe to talk much about the intricacies
of the causae.
In

fact,

the

Observant

Franciscan

almost

always

invoked

contemporary theories of natural influences in order to play with them,
employing the language of science in metaphorical terms: the fires in the
skies, for example, were merely the burning vapors of sin arising from the
utterly

depraved

environs

of

Mainz.

Although

he

acknowledged

contemporary discourse and common perceptions, emphasis on the
connections between epidemic disease and sin were more to the preacher's
tastes. During the sermons that accompanied the city's ten plague
processions in the autumn of 1539, Wild only once attempted to explain the
role of primary and secondary causes. To be sure, his explanation of the
relationship between God and nature was theologically sound. But relative
to Nausea and others like Eck, Osiander, or Luther, the impatient Franciscan
made quick business of the causae.
Each Wednesday since 27 August, Wild had preached extensively on
the transgressions of the population, sparing neither clergy nor archbishop
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in his attacks.^^ During the fifth procession (24 September), the preacher
once again prefaced his "admonition to the people" with an insistence that
plague was sent by God on account of sin. Never doubting the fullness and
presence of God's voice in Scripture {sola scripturd). Wild explained the
history of pharaoh's refusal to let God's people go (Ex 9:14-12:30). "God
doesn't want us to become like the Egyptian pharaoh," who feigned
repentance and betterment only after feeling the effects of the plagues.
"When those same plagues abated, however, he ran right back to his former

The citizens of Mainz were no different, which explained the almost
predictable recurrences of pestilence and the persistence of their current
plague after four communal rituals of repentance. "In order to admonish
you," continued the Franciscan, "I want to show you just one place in the
The flavor of the first sermon fi-om 27 August (Wild, GB, lb-5a) may be
considered t3/pical of Wild's pestilence preaching. The sermon is described
and analyzed in detail above, 98-112.
"Fiinffte Predig zu Sterbens zeiten" (24 Sept. 1539), in Wild, GB, 17b20b; here 17b: "Es wolle auch der giitige Gott von vns abwenden / daB wir
nimmer inn dem guten laB werden / auff daB wir nicht gleich werden dem
Egyptischen Pharaon / der zum offtermal sich der buB vnd besserung
gedichter weiB anname / aber allein wann jhnen die plagen druckten vnd
traffen / warm aber dieselbigen auffhorten / lieffe er widerumb zu den
vorigen siinden."
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Scriptures which, to my mind, we'd do well to heed during these dangerous
oC

times."

Before his death, Moses had reprimanded the Jews, asking,

"Where are the gods in whom you've put your trust?" (Dt 32:37). Reciting
Deuteronomy 32:37-40, Wild reminded his flock that the Jews' participation
in heathen rites left them helpless before the hand of the Lord. "From
heaven, God is also speaking these very words to us today . . . And I've got
a reason for saying so, for you've not yet properly understood what God
intends with this epidemic, pestilence."^^
"As long as God doesn't attack one of our own, we don't do anything
we're supposed to, since we always hope that our house will remain free of
the pest—despite the fact that we see and hear that God daily carries off a
good many (etliche) of us." In His kindness, the Lord issued His death
Ibid., 17b: "Wil darumb auch heut etwas vermanungs weil3 anzeigen / vnd
allein eine stelle der Schrifften / die meines erachtens zu dieser gefehrlichen
zeyt / wol zu merkcen ist. Es ist eben die vermanung / so Moyses seinem
Volck gleich vor seinem ende vorhielte: [he proceeds to recite Dt 32:3740]."
Ibid., 18a: "Diese wort [Dt 32:37-40] wil ich euch heut befehlen / dann
ich laB mich bediincken Gott rede eben diese wort auch heutigs tags von
Himmel herab zu vns / man horet wol die stimm nicht / aber in der warheit
meynet Gott solliches / wirdt der wegen von noten sein / diese wort weren
vnseren hertzen tieff eingebildet / daB ich denn nicht ohn vrsach sage / dann
mich bediincket jhr habet noch nicht recht bey euch bedacht / was Gott fiir
hat mit diesem sterben / der Pestilentz."
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warnings in groups of three. First one heard of mortality in the city, and then
on one's street, until one's very neighbor dropped dead. "How many among
us have not been warned once, but rather two and three times now? It's
therefore time that we opened our eyes." That is why Scripture speaks to us.
Wild asserted; "I think—and not without reason—^that God is speaking
these words, reported by Moses, to us as well." And not just with words, for
"all of His works tell us something."87
Pestilence was such a work: Wild had drummed this into them over
the last four weeks, and would proceed to do so further. First, however, he
wanted to set things straight about the so-called "natural" causes of plague:

Ibid., 18a: "So lang vns Gott nicht angreifet / thun wir nichts zu den
sachen / derm da hoffen wir jmmer vnser HauB werde frey vnnd sicher sein /
so doch Gott darumb taglich etliche von vnseren augen vnd ohren hinreist /
damit wir dadurch zur besserung vermanet werden. Darumb so baldt einer
von vnseren mitbiirgeren stirbet / da werden wir erst gangs vermanet /
stirbet aber einer auB vnser Gassen / da haben wir die zweyte manung.
Wann aber die Pestilentz vnseres Nechsten HauB angreiffet / haben wir die
dritten manung. Wann wir denn nun nach diesem vrtheyl sollen / so seind
wir schon allesampt / wie viel vnser seindt / nicht eiimial sonder zu dem
zweyten vnd dritten mal vermanet worden. So ist es nun zeyt daB wir die
augen offen. Wir wollen aber zuuor die wort Moysi vor vns nemmen vnd
auBlegen / vnd solliches auff daB kiirtzest. Erstlich / sprich ich / bediincket
mich vnd nicht ohn vrsach / Gott rede diese wort / so Moyses meldet / auch
zu vns / jha riicke sie vns wol nicht mit worten / sonder mit dem werck fiir.
Dann alle seine werck zeugen vns etwas."
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I'm not denying that sometimes secondary causes {mittel vrsacK) play
a role along with God's work, such as the poisoning of the air and the
like. If however we look precisely into the matter, it will become clear
that God is the first and primary cause. For one of the causes of
poisoned air is the drastic change and disorder of the seasons.
However, this shift, this unseasonable weather, doesn't occur by
chance, but rather out of God's ordinance. Indeed, not a hair falls
from our heads, nor a leaf from a tree, if God does not will it so. Thus
Wisdom speaks clearly: "God arms His creation to punish His
enemies" (Wis 5:17).^^
Here, in the middle of the preacher's ten weeks of processional plague
sermons, an acknowledgment of the secondary causes of plague appeared
for the first time—and curtly. What is more, it appeared proximate to the
core text around which the Franciscan preached (Dt 32:37: "Where are the
gods in whom you've put your trust?"): to rely on science or astrology was
to put one's confidence in false gods.
Other than to hold them up as objects of ridicule, the Franciscan
would not preach on the causae secundae another time. He insisted, as he
QQ

^

Ibid., 18a: "Ich leugne nicht / daB nicht etwan mittel vrsach neben mit
solten einlauffen / als vergifftigung der lufft / vnd dergleichen. Warm wir
aber darauff sehen / wirdt sichs finden / daB Gott die erste vnd fiimembste
vrsach ist. Dann die vergiffre lufft hat jhre vrsach eins they Is aus der
verenderung vrmd vndordnung der Jarzeit. Diese enderung aber vnnd
vngewitter geschicht nicht auB einem fall / sondem auB Gottes ordnung.
Darm da felt kein harlin von vnserem haupt / auch kein laub vom Baum on
Gottes willen / darumb der WeiB deutlich sagt: Gott waffhe seine geschopff
zur straffe seiner Feinde (Wis 5:17)."
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would again during epidemic season on 29 October 1542, that God would
punish those who, putting their faith in the things of this world, fled not to
Christ but to the prophets of the Practica, magicians, or the Devil himself.
In that day's Gospel (Jn 4:46-54), Jesus rewarded a ruler's faith by curing
his son, who lay sick at home. This was a lesson for parents who, in early
modem Germany, were desperately afraid for their children during
epidemics: "This story is an example for all fathers and mothers, that they
52Q
should worry most about the salvation of their children."
Wild's silence reveals more than merely his tastes, not least because
this preacher was held up in Mainz and elsewhere as the archetype of the
effective Volksprediger. Had that not been the case, neither Archbishop
Sebastian von Heusenstamm nor a host of other leading churchmen and
secular rulers would have commissioned the publication and distribution of
Wild's sermons in numbers which, during the sixteenth century, were
Wild, PS, 730a-733a (29 Oct. 1542); here 731a: "Dan aber diefier
Konigisch im Euangelio sich die kranckheyt vnd gefahrlicheyt seines Sons
zu Christo lieB treiben / straffet erstlich die / so dannoch nit zii Gott lauffen
wie viel er jhnen plagen schicket . . . Zum anderen werden auch hie
gestraffet alle die jhenigen / die in der nodt nit zu Gott / sonder zu den
Warsagem / Zauberen / oder zum bosen Geyst selber lauffen vnd hilff
suchen ... 1st ein Exempel alien Vattem vnd miittem / das sie sorg tragen
sollen fiir das heyl jhrer kinder."
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unprecedented and unmatched in Catholic Germany.^® From Nausea's
perspective, notions of the planets, weather, and dangerous vapors were so
entrenched as to warrant a thorough explanation; from Wild's they were
equally ingrained, but less to be explained via scholastic causae theory than
overwhelmed by the weight of Scripture.
Even so, the Franciscan's brief lapse into the causae suggests a
recognition that learned medical or astrological theories and "superstitions"
common to all levels of culture met in the urban Christians that made up his
audience in Mainz. Success and relevance as a preacher meant that one
addressed precisely what had to be addressed, that one was cognizant of
common perceptions and beliefs. Wild was brief, to be sure, but he knew
that "poisoned air" and the weather were relevant topics; elsewhere in his
plague preaching (but for different purposes), he was sure to tie these
factors to the planets and their movements.^^
In doing so, he was not alone and, as a preacher, not without reason.
The web of secondary causes, from

the constellations to the internal

disposition of a body's humors, displayed a seamlessness that allowed
See above, chapter 1.
See below.
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experts and simple observers to make the connections between natural
phenomena and plague. On 26 August 1533, Nuremberg's city council
issued a decree to its preachers, instructing them to admonish {ermaneri)
their listeners to pray "for improvement in the weather and an end to the
famine and epidemic of pestilence." The city's simple Christians were to get
down on their knees and pray their Pater noster until the hand of God
withdrew itself.^"
In their decree, the city fathers had brought together three distinct
phenomena that, in early modem Germany (and Europe), were intimately
intertwined: poor weather, famine, and pestilence. In addition to an eclipse
and earthquake, Hermann von Weinsberg noted such sweltering heat during
the summer of 1540 that someone crossed the Rhine on horseback at
Cologne. "This time of intense heat helped more than a little to bring on the

~ Osiander, "Wie und wohin ein christ fliehen soil," ed. Schneider, from the
editor's introduction, 385 with n. 11 (citing Nuremberg Staatsarchiv, RB 16,
fol. 103r): "Durch Wilwalden Gebhart sollen alle prediger in der stat
beschickt und inen angesagt werden, das sie feyertag und werckentag unter
iren predigen das volck treulich zu bitten ermanen umb pesserung des
wetters und abwendung der theurung und beschwerlichen seucht der
pestilentz, und darauff das volck nyderknyen und ein vaterunser beten
lassen, und das sie solchs so lang thun, als der sterb und das ungewitter und
theurung werhet."
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plague, for the streets stank" from the filth.^^ Weinsberg was invoking
miasma theory, the notion that fetid vapors arising from (or out of) the earth
contaminated the air.
Even without the help of hot weather, sixteenth-century German cities
were replete with the foulest stenches,^"^ which is why plague ordinances
like Nordlingen's (1547) sought to regulate cleanliness to the last detail,
especially since filth "isn't the smallest cause" of pestilence.^^ Although
such ordinances had, since the fifteenth century, expressed concerns over

Hermann von Weinsberg, Gedenkboich, 1: 150: "Es hat auch diss jar van
pinsten bis in den augst nit geregent. Und disse hitzige zit hat nit wenich
geholfen zu der sterbden [sic], dan die gassen stonken van dem
uisgeschotten unflat uis den spoilsteinen und anderswahe."
Lechner, "Die Pest in Wiirzburg," 263-266, takes the reader through a
virtual walking tour of the city, describing on the basis of contemporary
sources just how stinky the streets and alleys could be. During times of
plauge, Lechner demonstrates, the possible sources for the poisoned vapors
were endless.
"Ordormances du Senat de Nordlingen en temps d'epidemie (1547)," ed.
Wickersheimer, 20: filth "zum anfanng sollicher krannckhait nit die
geringste ursach ist." The regulations were extensive, beginning with the
cleanliness of streets, moving through hygiene standards for all sorts of
professions (including where in the river the blood-letters were to empty
their waste), and finally, the responsibility of the Hausvater to keep order in
the home (ibid., 20-22).
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transmission from one person to another,^^ there was hardly a doubt that the
miasma of poisoned air was a major cause of the epidemic.^^
In addition to foul air, heat also meant drought, which brought the
famines that had long been associated with pestilence.^^ Excessive rain
accomplished the same, given its tendency to drown crops and foul the air in
its own way. Bremen's Burgermeister Heinrich Meier noticed as much in
There is a good summary with bibliography by W. F. Kiimmel,
"Seuchenordnungen," in Handwdrterbuch zur deutschen Rechtsgeschichte,
4: 1650-1654; here 1652. Among the most significant findings of A. Lynn
Martin include the observation, based on Jesuit documents, that "time and
time again," those tending to and in contact with the sick died of plague
{Plague?, 84). Martin thus puts much doubt on how far historians may use
modem theories of plague transmission (via rat fleas), which emphasize that
the great majority of victims had had no previous contact with the sick.
Joachim Vadian's pest treatise of 1519 {Ein kurtz und triiwlich underricht
wider die sorgklich Kranckeyt der Pestilentz, nach aller notturfft und
ordnung so in sdllichem fal betracht und gehalten werden mag: neulich
ufigangen und zii nutz gemeyner Lantschajft der eydgnoschafft ziisamen
bracht, im 1519. Jar [Basel: Adam Petri, 1519]) reveals how theories of
miasma and contagion could coexist without any apparent contradiction in
the minds of contemporaries. See Bemhard Milt, Vadian als Arzt, VadianStudien 6 (St. Gallen: Fehr'sche Buchhandlung, 1959), 86.
The famous Greek saying, "Pestilence follows famine," was noted by
(among others) Agricola, Ain grilntlicher fleissiger aufizug, 2r. The French
also had a similar saying; cf. J. Meuvret, "Demographic Crisis in France
from the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Centuries," in Population and History:
Essays in Historical Demography, ed. D. V. Glass and D. E. C. Eversley
(London: Edward Arnold), 510-513; cited by Martin, Plague?, 108, who
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1539,^^ as did readers of Ambrosius Junngen's Pest Vnnderrichtung of the
same year'°°—but only after wading through four solid pages of Lutherinfluenced plague theology, wherein one learned that "these days pestilence
has very little natural cause," which therefore required the faithful to "flee
in hope to Christ" with "a true faith working through love."'°' If Nausea and

also reports that Jesuits connected famine to epidemics, especially food
shortages with pestilence (ibid., 108).
"1st zu Bremen eine ErgieBung deB Weserstrombs gewesen, drauff ein
starkes Sterben erfolget." Reported by Klaus Schwarz, Die Pest in Bremen.
Epidemien und freier Handel in einer deutschen Hafenstadt 1350-1713,
Veroffentlichungen aus dem Staatsarchiv der freien Hansestadt Bremen 60
(Bremen: Selbstverlag des Staatsarchivs Bremen, 1996), 115.
Ambrosius Junngen, Ain nutzliche trostliche vnd kurtze vnnderrichtung /
wie man sich in diesen schweren leiijfen der Pestilentz halten solle / durch
Ambrosium Junngen / der Artzney Doctor zii Augspiirg / dem gemainen
mann zii. hiljf vnd giitem / der nit anndern beystand hat / verordnet
(Augsburg: Silvanus Ottmar, 1539), A4a: "So nun dise Pestilentzischen
leuff / am fiirderlicksten kommen von vergifftung vnd enderung des luffts /
als durch groB enderung der zeit im jar, so der Winter sein natur nit behelt /
nachfolgend der Frilling / damach der Summer vnd Herbst / vnd in grossen
hitzen regenwetter einfelt / wie dann das jar geschehen ist / erheben dann
sich boB feiilin in liifften / daruon die gaist deB hertzen vergifft werden /
vnd solch bose fieber / da ains von dem andem liederlich vermailget wirt /
wa man nit mit vemunfft leben ist."
Ibid., A2b-A3a: "So aber sollichs alles bey vns nit ergeben wil / vnd
wenig ansehens / thiit er [Christus] als ein trewer Artzet / der den so in
grosser kranckhait nit verderben wil lassen / sonder siichet die hochst
ertzney / schickt er vnns yetzunder zum letsten die schware vnd
erschrockliche kranckhait / die doch zii diser zeit weing natiirchlich vrsach
hat / die Pestilentz . . . mussen wir mit ainem rechten glauben / der durch die
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Wild might have failed to appreciate Jumigen's phrasing, they nonetheless
shared with the Protestant the conviction that one could neither look
elsewhere than God as causa prima nor ignore the relationship between
plague, the weather, and the constellations.

* * *

To the conviction that all things were related. Nausea had to add the
realization that, unlike Moses, a refusal to share his celestial knowledge
with the simplices would not make the problem of astrology go away.
Recognizing the popularity of the Practica, the cathedral preacher had made
sure to explain the theory of the causae on several occasions. This
combination of perceptions and realities—God's power in the stars and
other instrumenta, the preponderance of plague predictions in the Practica,
and cross-cultural beliefs about the origins of pestilence—formed the
context in which Nausea and others had to preach on astrology.
Before reminding his audience that Moses knew better. Nausea had
acknowledged that the planets and constellations were powerful forces, but
liebe wircket / vnd on zweyfleter hoffhung zii Christo Jesu vnserm hayland
fliehen.. ."
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only inasmuch as God had poured {infundere) His powers into them in order
to effect His will on earth and for the benefit of human planning (such as
when to plant crops). Acutely sensitive to the context in which he spoke, his
task as a preacher, after conceding the undeniable role of celestial powers,
was twofold: to turn his listeners away fi-om the dangerous seduction of
astrology and toward an acceptable theological position that they could
understand.
A simple denunciation of the Practica would have been less effective
than the strategy of give-and-take that had characterized his preaching on
this theme. Nausea therefore returned to the participation of the stars with
God: "Although He has poured power into the stars such as to effect the
lower phenomena {ad inferiora), God has nonetheless reserved the place,
timing, and cause of this power for Himself to use as He will." Had David
not recognized that "Thine is the day, thine also the night; thou hast
established the luminaries and the sun. Thou hast fixed all the bounds of the
earth; thou hast made summer and winter" (Ps 73:16-17)?'°" To the

Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/30:185F: "Quinto, etsi deus illam astris ad inferiora
haec virtutem infliderit, eam tamen pro loco et tempore et causa sibi
reservasse, qua ad arbitrium suum, uti possit ac velit, dicente propheta:
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recognition that God had empowered the stars, one had to couple the fact
that the specifics remained a mystery. The use and abuse of astrolog>',
lectured the cathedral preacher, boiled down to three main points.
First, it was true that God had poured His powers into the heavens,
allowing them natural and seemingly perpetual, regular effects like eclipses,
rains, droughts, and other phenomena of this type, "such that they may be
known from the movements of the stars." Although man could consult the
constellations, especially for those events already at hand {maxime in
praesentia), "he may leam nothing from them with any sort of certainty,
since it is always possible at any given moment that God—their author—
could effect a change." Experience frequently taught as much, and "in order
to demonstrate this, God said" that the moon and sun should stand still,
making for the longest day ever (Jos 10:12-14). There was, reminded the
preacher, a reason behind the old adage, "more fleeting than the wind"
{Aura mutabilius). "From all of which follows, that it is vain and futile

'Tuus est dies et tua est nox, tu fabricatus es auroram et solem. Tu fecisti
omnes terminos terrae, aestatem et ver tu plasmati ea' (Ps 73;16-17)."
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(yanum) for a man to put his faith in the stars and other types of signs."
Nausea was talking about God's absolute power.
The cathedral preacher had made a list, and he wanted to emphasize
each separate point: "Second, if one is mislead in those matters concerning
effects via the natural powers that God has basically given the stars, how
much more deceiving and superstitious are astrological judgments that
pertain to fortuitous, unnecessary events?"He was making a distinction
between the powers that God poured into the stars to accomplish an effect
(i.e., their natural effect, what they normally did as a causa naturalia), and
Ibid., 185G: "Primo, etsi deus aliquot naturales et quasi perpetuos et
stabiles ita temporibus suos infliderit effectus, veluti Eclypsis, pluvias,
siccitates, hocque genus alias conditiones, ut ex dispositione astrorum
agnosci valeant vel maxime in praesentia, et homines quodammodo sibi
inde consulere queant, nihil tamen prorsus inde certi haberi, siquidem quod
inibi semper vel in momento fieri possit, deo authore, transmutatio: quod
rerum quoque experientia docuit. Huius argumento deus alibi dixit: 'Sol
contra Gabaon ne movearis, et luna contra Haylon vallem. Steteruntque sol
et luna, donee ulcisceretur se gens de inimicis suis. Nonne scriptum est hoc
in libro iustorum: Stetit itaque sol in medio coeli, et non festinavit
occumbere spacio unius diei. Non fliit ante et postea tam longa dies
obediente domino voci hominis et pugnante pro Israhel' (Jos 10:12-14). Si
hoc, quanto magis, iuxta naturam coeli conditio mutari potest. Vnde
adagium: 'Aura mutabilius'. Hinc sane sequitur, vanum esse, ut quis se
syderum credat vel huiusmodi signis."
Ibid., 185H: "Secundo, si homo in iis, que pene astris sunt a deo
naturalia, fallitur, quanto magis, magisque fallax et superstitiosum est
iudicium in fortuitis?"
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their opposite, which for scholastics were those fortuitous accidents not
associated with any predictable, rational cause {causa fortuitd)}^^ In
addition to something as fortuitous as finding treasure on the basis of the
stars. Nausea added the example of determining how and where "this or that
danger or catastrophe" would strike, by which he meant the wars, famines,
and epidemics promised in the Practica. The heavenly bodies had a natural
effect, but their power "has been fixed so as to produce but one effect, since
nature directs its course towards only one effect." Accordingly, the heavens
might actually accomplish their one natural effectus, or perhaps not: "It's
seldom the case that they do, as we've often seen [fi-om the many mistakes]
of those who profess themselves astrologers."'®^

Schiitz, Thomas-Lexikon, 325 (s.v. "fortuitus"). Cf. the definition,
distinction, and cross-references given in Roy J. Deferrari, A Latin-English
Dictionary of St. Thomas Aquinas. Based on 'The Summa Theologica' and
Selected Passages of his other Writings [I960] (Boston: Daughters of St.
Paul, 1986), 417 (s.v. "fortuitus").
Cent. IV, 2/30: 185H: "Cuiusmodi sunt velle ex astris cognoscere,
quandoquis debeat invenire thesaurum, vel alicunde habere hoc vel illud
periculi et diffortunii? Quandoquidem cum virtus corporum coelestium, ut
diximus, sit naturalis, ad unum est effectum producendum determinata,
quum natura ad unum tendat. Siquidem eiusmodi effectus evenire poterunt
et non evenire, qui et raro eveniunt. Id quod sat superque experti sumus in
iis, qui se astrologos profitentur."
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Having simultaneously acknowledged and dismissed the authors of
the Practica in his pulpit. Nausea took up one of the stickiest points of
astrology and epidemic disease in the context of the Reformation: the
question of free will. In addition to concerns over "fanatics" like the
Anabaptists, whose rejection of free will was connected to reports that they
had recklessly abandoned themselves to the Lord during pestilential
outbreaks (i.e., avoided prophylactic measures),the popular writings of
Luther and his allies made catholic preachers especially sensitive to these
questions. Joharmes Eck had reminded preachers to be keenly aware of the
issue in one of the rare Latin paragraphs of instruction that accompanied his
German sermons.

I ns

Even the usually moderate Franciscan, Johann Wild,

During the 1529-30 epidemic in St. Gallen, the Anabaptists there refused
all medication, telling the large and small councils that their fearlessness
proved the truth of their doctrine. Several among them suggested laws
against flight and the forced return of those who had fled. Cf. Dormeier,
"Flucht," 370-71 (with literature). Martin, Plague?, 42, notes that Hussites
in Prague were accused of similar behavior. Nausea preached against this
type of behavior on the 21^ Sunday after Trinity: Cent. IV, 1/73: 99K-L.
Eck, PS, 189b (19'^ p. Trin.).
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employed aggressive language against the Protestants when addressing free
will in his Mainz pulpit.
Nausea's preaching on free will and its relation to astrology reveals
both an awareness of its importance before the public and, less fortunately,
that he had yet to escape completely the shackles of his theological training.
E.g., Johann Wild, Die Erste Epistell Joannis des heiligen Apostels vnd
Euangelisten / kurtz vnd Christlich ausgelegt / vnnd gepredigt zu Meintz jm
hohen Dhum Stijft / Anno 1545 (Mainz: Franz Behem, 1550), 70a: "Ists nit
ietzund der gemein behelff / damit die zarten Christen jre siinde wollen
decken / das sie sagen / Wir seind arme creatur / geneigt zum boBen. Item /
Ich kan nichs guts thun / Gott muB in mir wircken / ich hab kein freien
willen / die siinde zeucht mich / etc. Was spricht aber Joannes? Nit redt also.
'Du hast die salbung von dem der heilig ist' (1 Jn 2:20). Summa/ wir wisten
vnd vermochsen wol / wir wollen aber nit." Wild frequently attempted to
explain the issue, e.g.. Die Parabel oder Gleychnusz Von dem verlornen Son
/ kurtz vnd Christlich auszgelegt / vnd aujf die fasten auch Osterliche zeyt
im hohen Dhomstijft zii Meyntz geprediget / Anno Domini 1547 [1550]
(Mainz: Franz Behem, 1557), 42a-b: "Sihe das alles ist nun hier innen
angezeigt / vnd das sag ich darumb / damit man sehe / dass es eitel gnad ist /
wan wir von siinden zu Got bekert werden / diirffen vnnd sollens weder
vnsem krefften / noch vnserm freyen willen allein eigentlich vnd endlich
zuschreiben. Das beste so der frye will hierinnen thut / ist / das er der
gnaden folget / die genaden annimpt / vnnd jhm die selbige nutz machet /
sunst wurden wir allein vnsers freien willens halbir langsam von siinden
auffstehen / wann nit Gottes gnad zuuor vnd mit vnnd auch hemacher
wirckte. Jedoch muB dannoch vnser will vnd werck auch dabey sein. Qui
creavit te sine te, non iustificavit te sine te sagt Augustinus {De uerbis
Apostoli, Sermo 15). Der dich erschaffen hat on dein zuthun / der wirdt dich
nit gerecht vnd selig machen on dein zuthun. Es heiBt / Non ego, sed gratia
Dei mecum. Nit ich / sonder Gottes genad / doch nit ohn alles mein zuthun /
sonder mit mir. Das sicht man nunn hie an dem verlornen Son."

Ill

"My third point," he began, "is that it's hardly possible to predict the
influence of the stars and constellations in matters which are subject to
man's free will." Simple enough, but if the language he employed to explain
himself was anything close to the utterly Latinate German to which he had
clung in order to clarify God's pre-ordination and flight from the plague,^
then Nausea spoke in vain. "The free will is a voluntary and rational
faculty," he continued, meaning that it cannot be bound in any way to the
corporeal body. "And since, therefore, it is impossible for a corporeal thing
to have an effect upon one that is incorporeal, it follows that it is also
impossible for human actions (directed by our free will) to be subject by
necessity to the disposition of the heavenly bodies." Human actions, subject
to the free will, were products of the will; the will functioned, so to speak,
as their causa prima {causae ipsorum per se). As corporeal bodies, the
constellations could have their effects upon earthly, human bodies,
participating and influencing, as it were, by preparing, advising, assisting
{causa dispositive) them.'" In other words, the planets and stars could stir

See the passage from his plague sermon of October 1526 transcribed
above, 90, n. 17.
' ' ' C f . Schiitz, Thomas-Lexikon, 243 (s.v. "dispositive" and "dispositivus").
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human bodies toward this or that passion or action, but the decision to act
remained a matter of human will despite the workings of the heavens upon
mankind: one had to be stronger in spirit than the constellations were in
their influence {ejfecti)}^~
Stuff and nonsense? Johann Wild would have certainly thought so,
but one cannot hold him up in comparison: such theoretical explanations
went too far beyond the scope of the Franciscan's preaching strategy of
piety and simplicity. In Nausea's case, however, the preaching of Johannes
Eck may be considered trial by one's peers. To be sure, Eck has been
handled in Reformation scholarship with excessive doses of admiration and

II*'~ Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/30: 1851: "Tertio, longe minus est stellarum, adeoque
ex syderum influentia praedici posse, quae liberi sunt arbitrii hominis,
siquidem liberum arbitrium facultas voluntatis sit et rationis, rationem vero
et voluntatem non esse corpus nec actus seu potentias, affixas organis
corporeis: unde cum res corporea non possit imprimere in rem incorpoream,
impossible est, actus humanos subdi dispositioni necessario corporum
coelestium, adeo quod sint causae ipsorum per se, quamvis dispositive
possint inclinare influentiae corporum coelestium ad actus. Quandoquidem
ipsa corpora coelestia imprimunt in corpus humanum, et per consequens in
potentias sensitivas, que corporeis organis sunt affixae. Et licet sentivae
vires ubi surgunt passiones inclinant ad actus rationem, non tamen cogunt.
Porro, quum potentiae sensitivae imperio rationis apertae sint subiici,
consequitur hominem remanere liberum ad agendum vel non agendum ea,
etiam ad quae inclinaret sensualitas ex influentia stellarum et syderum."
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hatred, but no one has denied his deep learning and theological acumen."^
From his pulpit in Ingolstadt, Eck could have piled up the causae, effecti,
and potentiae sensitivae such as to render Nausea's treatment sophomoric.
Precisely because he was in the pulpit, Johannes Eck chose not to.
When addressing—as was inevitable—^the question of astrology and the free
will, the preacher in Ingolstadt took a simpler approach. The movements of
the stars have no effect on the free will, Eck assured his listeners, "for one
should hear not some star-gazer's but rather God's rules," which He gave
through Ecclesiastes (Eccl/Sir 15:14): '"God made man from the beginning,
and left him in the hand of his own counsel'. I'll explain this in detail
another time," he promised, but until then one could take the passage to
mean, simply, that "all those err who claim that whatever the stars signify
must happen to men."""^
See, e.g., Heiko A. Oberman, Masters of the Reformation. The
Emergence of a New Intellectual Climate in Europe [1977], trans. Dennis
Martin (Cambridge: CUP, 1981), 128-130, 136-152, esp. 150-152.
Eck, PW, 41b (2"'' p. Epiph.); "Wiewol auB obangezaigten griinden ein
Christ on verletzung seines gewissens / mog halten / das die stem nit ein
menschen vergwaltigen in den dingen / die den freyen willen betreffen:
dann was an dem freyen willen hangt / da sol man die regel Gottes horen /
vnd kein stemseher / die er durch den weisen man geben hat: 'Got hat den
menschen gelassen in dem gewalt seines rats' [Eccl/Sir 15:14](wie ein ander
mal nach der leng erklart wirt [cf. Eck, PW, 69d and PS, 186d]) darumb all
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On the other hand, there was no doubt that the stars had a natural
influence upon the body, "for the stars naturally change and affect various
complexions and conditions or dispositions {geschickligkeit^^^).'''' The
sensitive, irrational soul was certainly "moved" {bewegt, i.e., effected) by
the parts of the body; in turn it moved the rational soul. "Thus the stars
affect the soul through these middling agents, powerfully drawing man"
towards the passions with which they were associated. "Regardless, one
thing remains absolutely certain: the stars draw and pull man toward these
things, but they do not force him by necessity.""^

die irren / die do mainen es miiB also dem menschen ergeen / wie dy stem
deuten."
On this term cf. DWB 5: 3877-3878, I); Dieffenbach, Glossarium, 272
(s.v. "habitudo"); Joannes Serranus, Dictionarium latinogermanicum
[1539], reprint Documenta Linguistica: Quellen zur Geschichte der
deutschen Sprache des 15. bis 20. Jahrhunderts, Series 1: Worterbiicher des
15. und 16. Jahrhunderts (Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1974), k7a: "Habitudo,
Die anmassung / eygenschafft oder natur des leibs . . . Habilitas,
Bequemlichkeit / geschicklicheit."
Eck, PW, 41a-b: "Das aber ist wol natiirlich ziizegeben / das die stem
jren einflus haben irm den leib: den sie also natiirlich verendem / vnd
mancherlay complexion / vnd geschickJigkeit darinn iiben: vnd aber die
entpfindtlich krafft der seel sich gebraucht leiblicher glider / vnd wirdt
nachderen geschickligkeit bewegt: vnd femer die vemiinftig krafft der seel
wilt bewegt von der entpfintlichen krafft: vnd also durch mittel (per
accidens et mediate) so mogen die stem wiircken in die seel: das sie damit
den menschen heftig naigen zii dem / dahin dann jr einfluB dienet: Aber
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Eck's approach, if not devoid of learning, was simpler, more compact,
and better-suited to the pulpit. Both preachers finished their technical
explanations of astrology and free will with the most famous astronomer,
Ptolemy, who knew that "a wise man rules over the influences of the stars":
rational man could rule over his passions."^ Both preachers were also
II n

certain that astrology could "border on idolatry."

Early in the Church's

history, lectured Nausea, astronomia fell out of favor when, victims of their
own curiosity, Christians began to neglect those things necessary for their
salvation. Paul warned the Galatians about their obsession with the heavens
(Gal 4:10-11), just as God commanded through Jeremiah (Jer 10:2-3) that
His people should neither follow the customs of the heathens nor, like them,

alweg bleib das vest vnnd steet: Die stem naigen den menschen dar zii vnd
Ziehen: aber noten nit."
Eck, PW, 41c: "Vnd wie Ptolomeus sagt: 'Ein weiser man wirdt
herrschen iiber die neigung der stem'." Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/30: 1851: ". . . vt
et Ptolomaeus dicere solitus sit, vimm sapientem dominari astris, id est,
passionibus et vitiis, ad que ex constellationibus esset inclinatus, non vero
negari, ad differentias corpomm valere afflatus quosdam sydereos, non
autem voluntates omnibus sydemm positionibus subdi."
lis Eck, PW, 41c: [Astrological excess and a number of other superstitions]
"nahet sich der abgotterey." For Nausea, see the passage in the following
footnote.
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fear the signs in the skies.'Lest there be any doubt. Nausea concluded,
"Through Isaiah, God rebukes {reprehendere) most sharply those who
believe or make predictions on the basis of the stars' movements—^He
rebukes them as perfidious sinners, saying 'Your wisdom and your
knowledge have deceived you' (Is 47:10)." Much like pestilence, a
calamitas of unknown origins would rise among such sinners, which they
could neither keep off nor understand. Tauntingly, God would ask them to
"let the astrologers (augures coeli) stand and save you, they that gazed at
the stars and counted the months, that from them they might tell you what
shall pass. Behold they are as stubble, and fire has burned them (Is 47:1114)."'-°

Cent. IV, 2/30: 185K: "In Christiana vero religione haec ipsa stellarum et
astrorum consideratio, usque adeo est negligenda, ut qui requirat stellarum
cursus, et ex iis futurorum eventus rimetur, caeterisque huiusmodi
superstitionibus implicetur idolatrie proximus accedere credatur. Indeque
factum, et recte quidem, ut astronomia nascente et crescente ecclesia olim,
in desuetudinem abierit: qui propria curiositate his nimis intenti homines,
minus, quae saluti animarum conducebant, vacarint. Quo permotus
apostolus ait: 'Dies observatis et menses et tempora et annos. Timeo vobis,
ne forte sine causa laboraverim in vobis' (Gal 4:10-11). Sic quoque dominus
per Hieremiam: 'luxta vias (inquit) gentium nolite discere, et a signis coeli
nolite metuere, quae timent gentes, quia leges populorum vanae sunt' (Jer
10:2-3)."
1-''O Ibid., 185K: "Et per Esaiam quoque acerrime eos qui ex motu astrorum
credunt vel praedicunt, reprehendit, uti perditos peccatores, dicens:
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"From all of this," added the preacher,
I'll conclude by saying that it is utterly vane, superstitious, and
irreligious for one to predict anything on the basis of the
constellations, namely war or fortuitous events or whatever is in the
hands of God or human reason, as though such events must surely
take place—especially when nothing is less certain than these events,
since they rest in God's power. I ~ I
Not mere vanity: to blindly follow astrological predictions was a "sin
against faith in the true God." Those who did so pursued error, profit, and
scandal rather than the Christian religion, "from which they take much away
with their judgments—which they call Practica—even though several
among them haughtily claim the evangelical title." "

'Sapientia tua et scientia tua haec decepit te. Veniet super te malum, et
nescies ortum eius, et irruet super te calamitas, quam non poteris expiare.
Veniet super te repente miseria, quam nescies. Sta cum incantatoribus tuis,
et cum multitudine maleficorum tuorum, in quibus laborasti ab adolescentia
tua, si forte quid prosit tibi, aut possis fieri fortior. Stent et salvent te
augures coeli, qui contemplabantur sydera et supputabant menses, ut ex eis
annuntiarent ventura tibi. Ecce facti sunt, quasi stipula, ignis combussit eos'
(Is 47:10-14)."
Ibid., 185K: "Ex quibus desinias prorsus esse vanum et superstitiosum,
irreligiosumque, velle ex constellatione quicquam, utpote vel bellum, vel
eius fortunam, vel quid, quod dei est et rationis, predicere quasi certo
eventurum, quum nihil eo sit incertius, quum in dei sit potestate."
Ibid., 185L: "Hinc vides quam non sit modo vanum, sed et peccatum,
contra fidem in deum verum, indubitato sequi astrologiae iudicia de futuris
eventibus, naturisque rerum praedicendis, eosque, qui talia sequuntur, potius
errori, quaestuique et scandalo studere quam religioni Christianae, cui isti
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Nausea had now added, to his condemnation of astrology, the
association of the Practica with sins against faith and the evangelicals,
despite the fact that both Catholics and Protestants had retained the services
of astrologers (in some cases, the same one).'~^ He had begun his sermon
with a promise to reply to the many who asked, among other astrological
questions, "Is it befitting a Christian to follow the judgments of the
PracticaT^ ~ Here, he answered it in unconditional terms.
Having done so, the Mainz cathedral preacher reminded his listeners
that the astrologers were essentially playing tricks and manipulating
common fears for the purpose of profit. In order to be believed, however, he
had to state yet again what everybody knew: one could not at all deny (haud
negari) that the stars had their own natural powers, defined in terms of their
singular effects. If it was possible for the astrologers to predict eclipses,
rains, and droughts, they could never be too certain, given God's power to

non parum, suis illis iudiciis, quae practicas vocant, derogant, etsi vel
maxime nonnulli evangelico titulo superbiunt."
The works of Johannes Lichtenberger (t ca. 1503), one of the most
famous authors of Practica, were published in Catholic Cologne as well as
Protestant territories, often in the same year.
Cent. IV, 184C: "An astrorum seu syderum 'iudicia', quae dicunt, recte
Christiani sequantur?"
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change course. At any rate. Nausea surmised, "Astrological knowledge is
more a matter of custom and many years of experience, than it is a science.
We see the same thing in the peasant maxims," based on generations of
accumulated lore, "which are often dead wrong."

* * *

To the haughtiness of astrological science, Friederich Nausea had
coupled the silliness of the unwashed peasant. Perhaps less appreciative of
popular culture's internal logic than modem historians. Nausea had
nevertheless shown himself a student of history. He knew that the Church
had its run-in with astronomia early on.
Johannes Eck, on the other hand, understood that the Church had long
recognized, since Isidore of Seville, a basic distinction between astronomia
and astrologia. By doing so he showed himself the better historian—better.

Ibid., I860: "Haud negari, ut supra diximus suam esset astris virtutem
naturalem, sed earn esse ad suos proprios effectus definitam, qui etsi utpote
eclypseos, pluviarum, siccitatum, ratione astrologica praedici queant, non
tamen usque adeo certi, quin virtute dei varie mutari possint, eosque usu
potius et longa temporum experientia generatim cognosci et pronuntiari
quam arte. Id quod videmus in agricolarum regulis, quae et ipse (ut
plurimum) fallunt."
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in fact, than some of his modem successors.'"^ Recognizing the room for
misunderstanding, Eck pointed this out in the first words of his sermon on
astrology:
First of all, I'd like to make clear that here I'm not talking about the
science of astronomy {astronomid), as star-gazing is called. For there
is nothing wrong with astronomy itself, and neither Scripture nor
papal nor imperial law forbids it: astronomy, in fact, is one of the
liberal arts . . . Astronomy serves to help us recognize the majesty,
power, and wisdom of God, who so wondrously made many
heavens—a special one for each planet and a common one for the
[O?
stars. "
1 *7^
" One carmot say whether it is a matter of editorial or authorial choice, but
nothing could be more misleading, as has been done in The Oxford
Encyclopedia of the Reformation, than to collapse astrology and astronomy,
the latter denied an entry other than "See Astrology ..." (1: 87). Robin B.
Barnes' entry, "Astrology" (ibid., 1: 86-87) presents an excellent description
of astrology per se, but fails to note its place within, or relations with
astronomy, which was recognized as one of the sciences and often confused
with astrology.
I *77

~ Eck, PW, 40b: "Zu dem aller ersten so will ich mich andingen, das ich
nicht hie rede von der kunst Astronomia / die genent wirdt die stemseherin:
wann die an jr selbs nit vnrecht ist / nit verbotten / noch von der heiligen
schrifft / noch von Babstlichem oder kaiserlichem rechten: dann sie ist eine
aul3 den fireyen kiinsten . . . dann sie dient auch zii gotlicher maiestet macht
vnd weifihait zii erkennen: der so wunderbarlich vil himmel / jetlichem
planeten ein besondem / vnd fur die gehefften stem ein gemain himel
gemacht hat." The preacher explained the "individual heavens" (i.e., crystal
spheres) shortly thereafter: "Darm nit solt du maynen / das der mon eben in
dem himel sey / darinn die sunn ist: vnd der mon durch den himel lauff / so
behend inn vier wuchen / wie ein visch am mor: Nein: es hat der mon / vnd
ein yetlicher planet sein besondem himel vnd sper: darirm er sein besondem
lauff hat / von adem stem" (ibid., 40c).
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Isidore (and others drawing on his works) had bequeathed to
Christian science the notion that astronomy was essentially a study of the
revolution, rising, and setting of the planets and stars along with the laws
that governed their movements. ~ To astrology, however, he applied the
distinction "natural" and "superstitious," the former encompassing the study
of heavenly movements in time and thus crucial for farmers, pilots, and
travelers; bordering on astronomy, this was the type of astrology that even
Augustine had acknowledged, not least because it was necessary for
establishing the ecclesiastical calendar. Strictly forbidden, on the other
hand, were the attempts by "superstitious" astrologers to proffer detailed
predictions based on the movements of the stars or the zodiacal sign and
hour of one's birth. If from no other source, Catholic preachers (and first
and second generation Protestants trained in the old system) had
encountered this in Thomas {STh I q. 115 art. 4).

~ My summary is based on Valerie I. J. Flint, The Rise of Magic in Early
Medieval Europe (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1991), 92-101 and 128-146. As
the title suggests, Flint offers a (completely convincing) challenge to the
sharp "ecclesiastical verses popular" cultural model employed by Keith
Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1971).
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Although eager to deny any sort of causal relationship between the
two phenomena, churchmen like Isidore and Bede acknowledged unusual
1 *70
heavenly events like comets as sure signs of upcoming disaster. ~ That is
why preachers as scornful of astrology as Luther could, with regularity, look
towards the heavens and interpret comets as divine calls to repentance and
betterment. He was certain that the comet above Wittenberg in January 1539
spelled trouble,which was bom out in Luther's city, in Mainz, and
elsewhere when they were visited by a fierce pestilence that summer and
fall.'^' Most conscious of the connection, upon observing the January comet
Luther told his colleagues (he wished to tell "Germany," which his
popularity eventually guaranteed):

1 *7Q

•

___

~ On this point in particular, see Flint, The Rise of Magic, 135-137.

'jo W j I J 4 ; 4 6 7 . 2 1 - 2 7 ( n o . 4 7 5 4 ) : " A n n o 3 9 . c o m e t a p e r d e c e m d i e s
conspectus est in signo leonis. Respondit Martinus Lutherus: 'Obruimur
copia signorum, quibus iram Dei imminentem agnoscimus. Scriptura sacra,
signa coelestia et terrestria nos vocant ad poenitentiam, sed proh dolor nulla
videtur emendatio! Es mus Gottes zomige visitacion komen, ist es anders nit
der jungste tag, der alles aufreumen wird." Cf WAT 4: 466.1-3 (no. 4747),
where Luther claims that with the eclipse of 18 April 1539, God wants to
provoke us "ad poenitentiam et orationem erga Deum."
Johann Wild's plague sermons, discussed throughout this study, were
given during the fall of 1539. Luther, too, had to preach on the plague at
that time {WA 47; 5563.7-9).
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I want to prophesy . . . not on the basis of the stars, but rather to
announce the terrible anger of God on the basis of theology and His
word: for it's impossible that Germany should go on unpunished.
Some sort of disaster must befall us—^there's no other way. For God
is being constantly and daily provoked to eradicate us, and the godly
will perish along with the godless. ~
A sign was a sign, but hardly a cause. The ecclesiastically approved
tradition that Protestant and Catholic preachers inherited from

their

predecessors legitimized the study and observation of the heavens for
practical, scientific, and theological insights. Nausea had acknowledged as
much by preaching on the undeniable powers that God had given to the
stars, and by pointing out that the heavens helped orient our practical lives.
He had crossed the line, however, when he collapsed the distinction
between astronomia and astrologia in his sermon.
In the cathedral preacher's case, it was hardly terminological
sloppiness, for elsewhere he invoked Job to denounce not only astrology,
but the kind of astronomical science which, according to one as
knowledgeable as Eck, had been generally tolerated. "Who is the father of
WAT 3: 555.12-16 (no. 3711): "Ich will Deutschland wahrsagen, nicht
aus dem Gestim, sondem verkiindige ihr gottes Zom aus der Theologia und
Gottes Wort; derm es ist unmiiglich, daB Deutschland sollte also ungestraft
hingehen, es muB eine groBe Schlappe nehmen, da wird nichts Anders aus;
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the ram?" God had asked Job, "Shall you be able to join the shining stars the
Pleiades, or can you stop the rotation of Arcturus? Can you bring forth the
day star? . . . Do you know the order of heaven, and can you set down the
reason thereof on earth?" (Jb 39:28-33). It is plain to see. Nausea insisted,
that
this man Job, filled with the Holy Spirit, derisively rebukes as
superstitious and vain those who, as astronomers and geometricians,
undertake to measure the depth and distance of the air, to number [the
host of] heaven and [the sand of the] sea (cf. Jer 33:22). Meanwhile
they abandon the cause of their salvation and procure that of their
error, taking the unknown for the known (although nothing could be
further firom the truth), recklessly pursuing these opinions.
Measuring and numbering: these were tasks of approved astrology, which
Nausea sought to condemn. More on course was his denunciation of the
Genethliaci, those astrologers concerned with calculations to determine

denn Gott wird stets taglich gereizt, uns zu verderben; es wird der
Gottselige mit dem Gottlosen dahin gehen und umkommen."
Nausea, Cent IV, 2/30: 185L: "[After reciting Jb 39:28-33] Enim quam
evidenter vir sancto spiritu adflatus eos quasi superstitiosos, vanosque
subsannans corripit, qui vel astronomi vel geometrae profundi aeris spacia
metiri, coelum quoque et mare numeris includere conantur, interim causam
salutis relinquentes, et erroris quaerentes, et incognita pro cognitis (quo
nihil a vero est alienius) habentes, iisque temere ad sentientes."
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specific futures and fates, who "disregard the principle author of the whole
of nature."
On this point, at least, Johannes Eck concurred. He wanted preachers
to insist against the common practice of horoscopes, as though one could
know if he would be rich or poor, learned or ignorant, clerical or worldly;
have many or few children; marry a pious woman or a common whore;
whether he would die young or old, of disease or something else. "All of
this is forbidden and the Devil's science," which one had to fight to resist
since the urge to know the future "is inherited from the inborn wickedness
of our mother Eve's curiositas (furwitz)y Adam was not deceived (1 Tm
2:14), but like ourselves led by Eve to desire foreknowledge that is God's
alone. "For which reason, the Devil tickles this instinct in us, especially in
great lords so that he can make fools of them, and address them as he did
Eve," promising knowledge of the secret future. Including those of pope and
archbishops, hardly a court in Europe lacked its astrologer, a fact which Eck
bemoaned as "a deceit of the Devil and a seduction of lords and those who
wield power." Classical history yielded the same warning: "as usual, all of
Ibid., 185L: "Qui, inquam, Genethliaci militia coeli tam casso
supputationum labore ad futurorum eventa fatigantur quam superstitiose et
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the leaders who followed the judgments of astrologers suffered defeat and
disaster in the end."'^^
Eck, to be sure, understood better than Nausea the history of the
church and its relationship with the heavens. In Ingolstadt he took his
listeners through an extended series of scriptural passages and learned
authorities to prove—beyond doubt, he was certain—^that "superstitious"
astrology had no place in a Christian's life. Like Nausea, Eck began with
God's condemnation of the Babylonians, whom He taunted to let their
misere illo abuntuntur, qui et vero totius naturae principe neglecto .. .
Eck, PW, 41c-d: "Der gleichen ist auch verworffen / auB der stund der
geburt des menschen ein urtail zu fellen iiber die ding / die die stem nicht
mogen einflossen: als ob einer reich oder arm / gelert oder ungelert /
geistlich oder weltlich / vill kind oder liitzel / ein frumme frawen / oder ein
hiiren iiberkummen werd: ob er vallen werd / geschlagen oder kranck / jung
oder alt sterben / vnd waserlay todt / etc. DiB alles ist verbotten und teiiffels
kunst: vnd kumbt in vns / auB angebomen laster der fiirwitz von vnser
mutter Eua haben wir ererbt die zii dem ersten ist durch furwirtz betrogen
worden / vnd verfurt (Gn 3:4-5) / nit Adam / spricht Paulus (cf. 1 Ti 2:14):
darumb von Eua kumbt auff vns dise leichtfertigkait / vnd die bose begir /
das wir gem wolten wissen kiinfftige ding / das Got ziigehort: dammb malet
der teufel solchB fiir / vorauB den grossen herren / darmit er sie zii narren
mach / vnd spricht zii jn / wie zii Eua: Ir werdet sein wie die gotter / wissent
heimliche vnd kiinfftige ding. Ist als ein tmg des teiifels / vnd ein
verfiiemng der herren vnd gewaltigen: wie dann Cicero spricht / das die
astrologi dem Julio Caesari / dem Pompeio Crasso weiBgesagt haben: sie
sollten all in giitem alter daheimet / vnd glorwirdig sterben: hat jn aber
gefelet: wie gewonlich alle die hauptleut / die sich auff stemseher urtail
verlassen haben / haben entlich groB niderlag vnd vngliick erlitten."
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"astrologers" save them (Is 47:10-13); true to his calling, however, the
preacher-professor added that Jerome recognized "astrology" in the Hebrew,
thus his augiires coeli}^^ Like Nausea, Luther, and other preachers, he
employed the standard list of scriptural citations which, if common enough,
were none the less powerful.

1 *5 «T

Never one to deny his learning, Eck tacked

on a wealth of extra-scriptural examples which, in their quantity at least,
threatened to overwhelm his biblical proofs: Augustine (in large doses
throughout), Jerome, the decretals, the emperor's Codici de maleficis et

Ibid., 4Id: After tranalsating the passage from Isaiah, Eck adds: "Die
Stemseher (Septuaginta hie interpretati sunt astrologos: meminit
Hieronymus) ..." I do not know if the translation of this term was a
significant topic of debate. The fact that Eck points it out, however, should
be coupled with Luther's rendering, "Meister des Himels laufft / vnd die
Stemkucker," in Die gantze Heilige Schrifft Deudsch. Wittenberg 1545, ed.
Hans Volz et al., 3 vols. (Munich: Rogner & Berhard, 1972), 2: 1241 (Is
47:13).
137"
•
"
Ibid., 41d-42a, including: Jer 10:2-3, where God instructs pious Jews not
to fear the signs in the skies (cf. Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/30: 185K); Gal 4:1011, where Paul admonishes the Galatians for star-gazing (cf. Nausea, Cent.
IV, 2/30: 185K); Dt 18:9-14 (God's warning not to consult soothsayers,
omens, and fortune tellers); Jb 39:28-33 ("Can you bring forth the day star?"
etc.; cf. Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/30: 185L).
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mathematicis, Constantine's Roman law, Chrysostom, Gregory of Nyssa,
Basil, Ambrose, and Gregory the Great.

f

The preacher's final and by far most familiar example was the
venerated patron of pestilence. Saint Sebastian,one so popular that
reformers in Nuremberg bemoaned the staunch survival of his plague cult
well after the city had embraced Protestantism.To the many attributes of
this epidemic saint, Eck highlighted his refusal to heal Cromatius before the
Roman destroyed his astrolabe; by doing so Sebastian "powerfully and
utterly rejected the false science of astrology" and demonstrated "how it was

Eck, PW, 42a-c; at 42b, Gregory the Great invokes the example of twins:
Jacob and Esau were conceived by the same parents at the same time, etc.,
but grew into completely different men (Gregory, In homilia Epiphanie).
Luther also used this example to discredit astrology, which both his editors
{WAT 1: 420.21-25 [no. 855]) and his historians (e.g., Ludolphy, "Luther
und die Astrologie," 103) continue to assume to have been Luther's original
observation.
On Sebastian as a plague saint, see C[arl] L. Paul Triib, Heilige und
Krankheit, Geschichte und Gesellschaft 19 (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1978),
252. See, too, Peter Assion, "Sebastian," in Lexikon der christlichen
Ikonographie, ed. Engelbert Kirschbaum and Wolfgang Braunfels, 8 vols.
(Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 1968-1976; reprint [Studienausgabe] Freiburg i.B.:
Herder, 1994)8:318-324.
Biihl, "Die Pestepidemien des ausgehenden Mittelalters und der Friihen
Neuzeit in Niimberg," 161.
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so heinous and hateful to God."''^' In an era of collective Angst over
epidemics, surely Sebastian was the last saint with whom to risk disfavor.
The same knowledge of history that had propelled him through
centuries of authorities, however, left Eck with no choice but to recognize
both ecclesiastically approved astronomy and shared perceptions of the
heavenly powers. Like Nausea, he "wasn't against" the idea that God had
granted the constellations their energies, but well aware that man had scant
{liitzel) knowledge of them. "The proper sort of names," Eck continued,
betraying his nominalism, "are the ones given because of a thing's own
particular, specific characteristics {aigenschafft''^'')^ i.e., one named
something according to what it actually did. "The qualities of the stars,
however, are known only to God (cf. Ps 147:4-5)." Even though the
philosophers had achieved some general knowledge of the heavens, "they

Eck, PW, 42c: "Darzu so hat der ehilig Sebastian vor dem Cromatio dem
stathalter zti Rhom / gar krafftiglich diese falsche kunst der Stemseher
verworffen: hatt auch jn nit wolen gesundt machen / biB daB ein
Astrolabium zerbrochen ward: darmit er anzeigte / wie dise kunst got so gar
widerwertig vnd hassig war."
With this word Eck meant, in school terms, proprietas. Cf. DWB 3: 100
(s.v. "Eigenschaft), and Dieffenbach, Glossarium, 466 (s.v. "proprietas").
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nevertheless failed to distinguish particular effects for each particular

Which was not to deny what Aristotle knew and Augustine
confirmed; "the stars are somewhat able to influence the body," as we see
with the rising and setting of the sun and moon and their effects on things
like the tides. "But the will of man is not subject to the power of the
stars."Here again was the logic of astronomy and approved astrology:
"From these words it follows that Saint Augustine doesn't disregard the
Eck, PW, 40c-d: "Zu dem andem so wil ich das auch bedingt haben: das
ich nit darwider bin: das Got der almechtig mancherley kraffc vnd wiirckung
der stem vnd himeln nit erschaffen vnd eingossen hat: aber deren sind liitzel
den menschen eygentlich bekant worden: Got waiB die zu dem besten / wie
David spricht: 'Der do zelt die vile der stem: vnd gibt jn alien namen' (Ps
147:4). Nun die rechten namen werden einem ding aufgesetzt von seiner
aigenschafft: Die aygenschafft aber der stemist ailein Gott bekant: dammb
hemach volgt: 'Grol3 ist vnser herr / vnd groB sein krafft / vnd seyner
weiBhait ist kein zalF (Ps 147:5). Vnd weiwol naturlich die philosophi in
gemain gewiBt haben von kraft des himels: doch ist das nicht beschehen
aigentlich von yedem stem besonder / vnd besonder wiirckung."
Ibid., 40d: "Wie Aristotoles spricht: Es ist von noten das diese iindere
welt der element anriirig sey der bewegnuB der himelischen corper: das all
seine krafft von dannen regiert werd. DiB bedent auch der heilig Augustinus
(cf. De civitate Dei, V, cap. 6). Es wirdt nicht vngeschicklich gesagt / zii der
verendemng der leib etwas vermogen der stem anweyung / wie wir sehen in
der sonnen auffsteygen zii vns / vnd jn absteigen im winter von vns . . .
ettliche ding auch wachssen vnd ziinemen, als . . . das wunderbarlich auf
vnd ablauffen des morB. Der wil aber des menschen ist nit vnderworfen den
stem."
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stars, but acknowledges their natural causes {natiirlich vrsach), and does so
without tossing out the scriptures." A knowledge of the heavens allowed
one to sew, reap, let blood, take medicines, and amputate diseased members,
following especially the movement and position of the moon, "which
controls dampness and the growth of corporeal things."

** *

History, law, physics, medicine, linguistics, and theology: in his
elaboration of the right sort of star-gazing, Professor Johannes Eck had
shown himself a master of the disciplines. Faced with the potential
ambivalence of his own exposition, the preacher from Ingolstadt had to
show himself a master rhetorician as well. That is precisely what Eck did

Ibid., 40d: "AuB disen worten volgt das Sant Augustin nicht hin nimbt
den stem / der ihnen die natiirlich vrsach ziigibt vnd die heilig schrifft nicht
verwiirffl;: darumb einer wol mag nach des himels lauff vnnd des monB das
feldt ackem / holtz abhawen zii bawen: artzney geben / zti der ader lassen /
die krancken glider schneiden / oder am stein / baum beltzen / samen seen /
kraut stoffen / reben schneyden / etc. In disen sachen mag der paurBman /
der gartler / der artzet / etc. wol achtung haben auff giitte zaichen / vnd
sonderlich auff des manB lauff / der regiert iiber die feiichte vnd wachssen
der leiplichen ding." Eck further cites Augustine's Epist. ad Januarium,
wherein he acknowledges observing the sky before long walks etc.
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when, confronting the ever popular Practica, he pursued a far subtler path
than his fellow preacher Nausea in Mainz.
Like Nausea, Eck brought the kind of astrology practiced in the
Practica into disrepute by breaking it into peasant society, but differently.
The Mainz cathedral preacher stated flatly that astrology was "more a matter
of custom and many years of experience, than it is a science. We see the
same thing in the peasant maxims, which are often dead wrong."Eck
began graciously, reminding his flock of the "many natural effects" of the
heavens upon earth.
And thus it's not at all wrong if one can point out the general
characteristics of the future, whether on the basis of the science of
astrology, or rational judgment, or fi*om many years of experience—
just as sailors have learned to do on the basis of the winds, or as
shepherds and peasants, from the various signs they've seen and
experienced, can say whether or not it will rain, or be cold in the
winter, and the like.'"^^

For the context, full translation, and transcription of the original, see
above, 185.
Eck, PW, 40d-4la: "So nun auB yetz angeregtem grund des einfluB der
stem vnd des himels lauffs vil natiirlicher wiirckung hat hie auff erden inn
den leiblichen dingen: so ists nit vnrecht / wer auB kunst der astrologey /
Oder auB vemiinfftigem vrtail / oder auB langer erfamuB / etwas kiinftigs in
gemain anzeigen kan: wie die schiffleiit auB den winden / die hirten vnd
paum auB vilerlay zaichen / die sie erfaren haben / kiinnen sagen / ob es
regen wetter sein werd: ob ein kalter winter werd / etc."
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Whereas Nausea had degraded the astronomers by making them out to be as
dumb as the peasants, Eck accomplished the same by making them as
skilled. Without a doubt, general conditions might yield general predictions.
"Thus when the four seasons exhibit improper, abnormal characteristics
(aigenschqfft), they may very well {leichtlich) generate unsuitable,
unhealthy air out of which sickness comes, or meager and damaged crops,
or livestock epidemics."
Eck was talking about secondary causes, each type preserved in its
separate realm of physics, medicine, or astronomy. As a university professor
and a preacher, he knew that the distinction between the causae allowed for
the integrity of discourse within each academic field. Science, as such, was
the study of the causae secundae, and learned doctors, physicists, and
astronomers were free to concentrate their energies upon them in their own
discrete disciplines. This was the voice of Eck the academic: "The wise, the
medical doctors, and the experienced—each from within his own field—can
make statements about how things will be in the future, things like the
Ibid., 41a: "Also wenn die vier tail des jars nicht recht wittem nach jr
aigenschafft: so volgt leichtlich darauB ein vngeschickter / vngesunder lufft
/ darauB kranckheit volgen / mangel vnnd schaden der friicht / sterben des
vichs."
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conditions of the crops, the weather, sicicness, and the like."'"^^ Implicitly in
this company were the farmers, shepherds, and sailors who drew on
generations of experience to make practical observations that amounted to
predictions: they predicted, however, on the basis of their specific expertise.
Not so the astrologers. Eck wanted to distance his learned university
colleagues fi-om the hacks who prophesied in the Practica. "Without doubt,
whoever may have mastered the proper science of astrology would also
know these things. But looking at the predictions they're making now, it's
clear that most of them haven't mastered this science at all."'^® The preacher
offered up a challenge: "Take a Practica yourself, and wherever they've
predicted rain, write in 'beautiful weather', and vice versa. When the next
year comes, you'll see that you've been correct as often or perhaps more
than the authors of the Practical Why? Because these so-called scientists
lacked the proper training and experience, or worse yet.
Ibid., 41a:
. . . das also die weisen / die artzt vnnd ander erfam /
yetlicher in seinem ding sagen kan / wie es steen werd im kiinfftigen jar
vmb das kom / wetter / kranckhait / etc."
Ibid., 41a (the last sentence has been liberally translated: an alternative
would be, "But looking at the sprawl of things their predicting now, it's
clear that they don't know the limits and boundries of their discipline."):
"Vnd on zweifel wer die rechten kunst het der astrologei / der wiird das
auch wissen: wie es aber yetz ziigeet / so fellt es jn gewonlich."
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they don't stay within the realm of what's possible in their discipline.
Rather, out of curiositas or haughty arrogance they would like to
claim more breadth and expertise than is possible, given the
boundaries of their specific field. They'd like to become total
prophets, and proclaim all future events in order to be praised and
held in high esteem by everyone.
For this guildmaster of the intellect, the survival of the disciplines rested on
their separation, and the ^vould-be prophets were hawking their wares on
street comers to which they had no right.
Eck was not yet finished with these pseudo-scientists. He pointed out,
further, that the Practica contained predictions of specific phenomena {ad
particularia), when in fact the heavens wielded a more general influence
{causae universales). Never mind that there were far too many stars for
them to isolate specific effects, especially when one could never know if
another stellar body might interfere. Anyway, if these "masters of the
science" were legitimate professionals, they would not contradict each other
at every tum.'^' Just six years earlier, in 1524, the great meeting of over

Ibid., 41a-b: "Zu dem dritten so wollen sie bey weil zii fast ad
particularia / das ist sonderliche ding geen: so doch der himmel vnd stem
gemain vrsachen seien / vnd gamein einfliiB haben (causae universales) wie
der heilig Augustinus sie darumb strafft. Zu dem vierten / so sind der stem
so vil / deren einflul3 von den stemsehem nicht bewist. Darumb ween sie
schon jr vrtail einem zaichen oder stem nachsetzen: so wissen sie nit / wo
der einfluB etwan durch ein andem stem / mag gehinderet werden: so fait
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fifteen sidereal conjunctions had guaranteed an apocalyptic flood
{sindtflufi). The evidence was overwhelming: two planets occurred under
one sign along with two powerful stars, all playing a role in the huge
conjunction. Not a single astrologer was in doubt—and not a single drop of
rain fell. "Now if the astrologers were wrong when predicting such a general
event [i.e., what astrology might do properly, the causae universales] . . .
anyone can easily see how much they're to be trusted when predicting
specific phenomena {inparticulari)"^^~

darm jr kunst. Zu dem fiinften / so sind die maister der kunst / wie sie
geschriben haben / der sach nit gantz inB: einer sagt / der stem bedeut das /
der ander sagt gleich das widerspil."
Ibid., 41b: "Vnd das hat die gantz Christenhait erfam im jar Christi als
man zaelt 1424 \sic, = 1524]. da die groB coiunction war im monat Februarij
des Satruni vnnd Martis in einem wasserzeichen dem fisch vnd ander 15.
coniunction haben sie den merem tail so gewiB gehabt / es wiird ein hefftig
gewesser iiber die mal3: das sie etlich narret leut iiberredeten / wie sie
trachteten jr wonung auff den bergen zu fluchen / schiff zuberaiten / mal
vnd leib vnd ander vorrhat zu zeschicken. Das haben die astrologi in Welsch
Larmdt / vnnd Franckreich getrowet: vnd da die zeit kame / da het es doch
nit ein klein regen thon / geschwigen einer guB / oder sindtfluB. Wenn nun
sie gefalt haben in so eynen gemainen ding / in so einer grossen coniunction
/ zwaier bey jnen hochbenanten stem / zweyer planeten:in einer sach / das
sie so fur gewiB fiirgaben / vnd nit daran wolten zweifeln: so mag ein yeder
leichtlich abnemen / was jnen glaubens zu geben sey in andem fallen in
particulari."
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* * *

Specifics were precisely what Eck had in mind when he considered
the general confusion caused by the Practica and the controversial question
of the free will. Sixteenth-century Germany was star-crossed, and its people
were victims of misunderstanding. The influence of the heavens was so
generally accepted that Christians were scheduling their lives around the
movements of the constellations. One sought out the proper day and hour to
engage, marry, buy, sell, build, enter into battle, buy new clothes, move, go
out, send ambassadors, hunt, and fish, "which is curiositas, Teufelsdienst,
and it borders on idolatry."
Just as he had misled Eve, the first victim of curiositas, so too the
Devil was alive and well in 1530. The superstitious practices that Eck
condemned were linked to the Devil, who in turn inspired a range of
idolatrous practices outside of astrology proper. Before his extraastrological excursion, however, the preacher invoked the false prophets of
Ibid., 41c: "Darumb alle die / die auff stem / tag vnd zeit warten / in
welicher stund er ein weiB nemen soli / hochzeit haben / kauffen /
verkauffen / anfahen zii bawen / mit dem hor in krieg ziehen / new klaidt
anlegen / iiberfelt ziehen / in ein hauB ziehen / in geselschaft kummen /
boten auB senden / knecht dingen / jagen / fischen etc. vrmd der gleichen
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Deuteronomy in order to connect them to Satan and the star-gazers and—
without any effort—^to the Protestants.
If a prophet arises among you, or a dreamer of dreams, and gives you
a sign or a wonder, and the sign or wonder which he tells you comes
to pass, and if he says, "Let us go after other gods," which you have
not known, "and let us serve them," you shall not listen to the words
of that prophet or to that dreamer of dreams; for the Lord your God is
testing you, to know whether you love the Lord your God with all
your heart (Dt 13:1-3).
Like so many images and metaphors, the false prophet culled up by Eck was
the bread-and-butter of Counter-Reformation preaching, for which one
could easily fill in the blank. The Gospel reading on the eighth Sunday after
Trinity (Mt 7:15-23, "Beware of false prophets") guaranteed such
preaching.And if a relatively mediatory preacher like Johann Wild
regularly seized on the image,

one can assume that Eck's audience easily

ding / woll auff der planeten stund vnd tag warten / ist ein furwitz / ein
teufels dinst / vnd nahet sich der abgotterey."
Nausea, for example, made regular use of the image while preaching in
Mainz, e.g.. Cent. IV, 1/60: 78a-80b (8'^ p. Trin.). On 15 October 1527 (13'^
p. Trin.), Nausea preached of predictions and rumors that the Peasants' War,
the sack of Rome, and the capture of Clement VII were sure signs of the
collapse and upcoming liquidation of the entire clerical estate; in doing so
he took as his base text the dreaming false prophet of Dt 13: 1-3 (ibid., 2/66:
226a-229a).
E.g., Wild, PSdS, 175a-177a (Peter and Paul, 29 June 1540); here 176b:
"Vnd in diser spaltung meynet ein jgliche seitte / vnd liesse sich auch
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made the connection between false prophets and the evangelicals, regardless
of the preacher's purported theme.
Eck could stick to that theme precisely because of the metaphor's
power. Reflecting on Deuteronomy, he explained, "You see, God also lets
false, misleading prophets accurately predict the future. In Deuteronomy
we've got the reason why God sometimes allows such predictions to come
true: He wants to test who has a proper faith and love for Him." True
Christians would not be mislead.
bediincken / sie hette den rechten glauben vnd besten Gottesdienst / ein
igliche part hat jhre eigenen Propheten / die jren glauben bewereten / vnd
anderen verdampten. 1st aber doch keyn seyte oder teyl sicherer gewesen
vnd gewisser / denn die / welche nach dem Tempel zii Jerusalem
nachuolget." Wild's preaching on 1 John in 1545 allowed to discuss false
prophets and the Devil in detail: Die Erste Epistell Joannis gepredigt 1545,
130b: John spoke of false prophets because he knew that we cannot notice
them when they are laying in front of our feet, "vnd so bald der Deuffel so
vil raumB hat / das er die leer felschen kan / so hat er ein gewonnen spil."
The Devil sent false prophets into the Church because "ist gewiB das der
Deuffel nichts so hefftig anficht als die rechte reine ler" (ibid., 13 la). In this
context. Wild also invoked the dreamer of Dt 13:1-3: "Vnd das hab ich
darumb mitt so vil worten angezeigt / die weil so vil verirter geyster jetzund
seindt / vnd was eim ieden traumt / das mus geist vnd warheit sein /
Somniaui, somniaui, schriend vorzeitten die falschen Propheten / Mir hat
getraumpt / Mir hat getraumpt" (ibid., 137b).
Eck, PW, 42c-d: "Siehe da lest Got auch den falschen verftiren propheten
war sagen iiber kiinfftige ding: Vrsach haben wir hie / warum Got bey
weilen verhengt / das solichs geschahe / wie die fiirtragen / darmit Got
bewer / wer ein rechten glauben vnd lieb gegen jm hab: dann giithertzig
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There was, however, another reason for these false prophets'
successful predictions, already pointed out by Augustine: the direct
intervention of the Devil. That subtle genius combined brilliance with an
experience of astrological phenomena dating back to creation. He could
easily pass on the information to one of his servants, "and point out this or
that star." Yet he did not know the future, and whether or not an astrologer's
forecast was his own or the Devil's, the latter used every bit of his Godgiven leeway to effect an outcome that squared with the prediction. He
labored with diligence "in order to convince people to believe in this
devilish art and thus be led astray."

fiaimm menschen lassen sich nit bewegen / so ein stemseher eins zway oder
drey errhat / vnd hunderte dameben nit."
Ibid., 42d: "Ein ander vrsach gibt der heilig Augustinus / warumb vnter
vil liigen sie etwa eins errhaten: das diB geschehe durch arglistigkait des
teufels: vnd das in zwen weg: Zu dem ersten / das der teufel auB subtiligkeit
siner verstentnus / vnd auB langer erfamuB waiB etwas zukiinfftig /
dasselbig gibt er dann seinem diener ein / vnd zeigts disem oder dem stem
zu. Der ander weg ist: so schon der teufel nicht waiB was kunf^tig ist: so
dann der stemseher auB jm selber: oder auB eingeben des teufels etwas sagt:
so kert der teufel alien fleiB an / als vil jn von Gott verhengt wirt / darmit
das geschehe / das sein genetiliacus gesagt hat: darmit er die menschen mit
dem dahin bring / das sie glauben geben diser teiifelischen kunst / vnd
darmit verfiirt werden."
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It was here, after coupling much of astrology with the Devil and his
servants on earth, that Eck concluded his sermon proper. "Superstitious"
astrology, however, bordered so closely the realm of another type of idolatry
that the preacher felt compelled to talk about those second-class servants of
the Devil, the charlatans of common culture. Acknowledging the hierarchy
of heathen practices, Eck noted that if astrological prophecy was utterly
wrong, astrology was nevertheless a more reputable art than peasant magic,
•

•

m which Christians should put their faith even less.

1 ^8

For one who feared detail lest he scandalize the faint-hearted and
weak,'^^ Eck denounced a number of specific practices like the horoscopes
divined by "old women" via palm readings, crystal balls, and mirrors. More
relevant to this study is the list of ancient Germanic prophylactic measures
employed to ward off (among other things) disease: carrying about slips of
paper with "strange signs and characters" and "unheard of names," the
practice of burying these and other objects before the threshold, and
IS8

•

Ibid., 42d-43a: "Das erst / so das weiBsagen kiinfftiger ding nichte ist /
auB der kunst der astrologi / die dann mer ansehens hat / so soil man vil
minder auff ander vom teiifel erdicht freuel warsagerin halten . . . ."
Ibid., 43a: the passage occurs after he has listed the detailed
superstitions: "Ich mocht wol von yeder weiB klarer sagen: aber es ist nit
giit: darmit die kleinmiitigen vnnd schwachen nit geergert werden."
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slipping items such as hair and blood beneath altar cloths (which Eck
admonished the Custer and Mefiner to prohibit).

Hardly the exclusive

domain of simple peasants and old women, these were common practices
that cut across cultures. Plague pamphlets, for example, might contain
acrostics and other "strange signs and characters" as appendices to their
astro-medical sections.

Ibid., 43a: Eck is talking about "ander vom teiifel erdicht freuel
warsagerin . . . als zii weil die alten weiber sich annemen / die chiromantici /
die einem in der linien der hende alle ding sehen wollen / Geomantici / vnd
al der gleichen verdampte furwitz kiinst / es sey mit spiegeln / cristall /
junckfrawen pergamen / wie sie es nennen / auff einem aichen sassel: auch
alle zauberey / die durch etliche goBne bilder wirt / oder zettel mit seltzamen
zaichen vnd character / mit vngehorten namen: item eingraben in das ertrich
/ vnder die geschwell oder hauB thiir / mit der lincken hand / also oder also
legen / har / bliit / werck darzii brauchen: vnd das gotBlesterlich ist / wenn
sie solich ding auff die alt^ legen vnder das altar tiich / das man ein anzall
meB darob lesen miiB / Got vnd dem heiligen Sacrament zii schmach:
Darumb die kirchen knecht / als meBner vnd custer / offt liigen sollen /
vorauB in der cotember [=Quatember, i.e., Wednesdays through Saturdays
after Invocavit, Pentecost, Inventio Crucis, and Lucie] / ob sie nichte vnder
dem alter tiich fmden: alle dise teuffelische furwitz zii fliehen ist vnd zii
meiden: dan der teufel richts allein an / den armen menchen zu betriegen
vnd zu verfiiren / Got zii schmach vnd schand."
See the examples provided by Esser, "Die Pest," 49-51. A good
overview, with illustrative examples and images, is provided by Richard
Kieckhefer, Magic in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1989),
75-80 ("Protective Amulets and Talismans").
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No less common, as this church historian sought to remind his
audience, was the venerable tradition of burning books. Having concluded
with the vulgar superstitions, Eck pointed out that Augustine had torched
the texts of the star-gazers. At Ephesus, both Jew and Gentile brought
together their copies and ignited them after learning that a demon had been
expelled (Acts 19:19). Not to be outdone. Pope Gelasius had condemned
astrological books to the pyre in Rome (469).^^" Johannes Eck was
advocating—implicitly—^the same on the grounds of (sacred) historical
precedent.

* * *

If the study of history was enlightening, the present was even more
instructive. From a narrative of astrology gone up in smoke, it was an easy
transition to Emperor Theodosius, who mandated the diligent investigation
of heretical books and their burning before the public. "I'm pointing this
out," Eck claimed, "since in many places heretical books have been burned
" Ibid., 43a: "Zu den andem / das hie meldet der heilig Augustinus / wy er
verbrennt hab die biicher genetliacorum / das sint der stemseher: das sagt er
auch geschehen sein zii der zeit der apostel: wie auch der babst Gelasius
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on orders from

his papal holiness and his imperial majesty." Many

evangelicals {new Christen) had bitterly protested the book-burning, and the
preacher wanted them to see that not only Roman emperors but also such
holy fathers as Augustine and Gelasius—not to mention the apostles
themselves—had employed such methods.Once again, a Catholic
preacher had coupled the subject of pagan astrology with the heresy of the
Reformation.
That subject, in turn, enabled Joharmes Eck to imply that the
fashionable books of the astrological revival should suffer the same fate as
those of Luther and his camp. After completing his discourse on the history
of burning, he concluded his sermon with a long list of astrological authors
whom Christians should not believe; on that list were the most revered

gethon hat anno domini 469. Wie aber die biicher der zeit der apostel
verbrant worden beschreibt vns Lucas (Acts 19:19)."
Ibid., 43a-b: "Der kaiser Theodosius hat gesetzt / das man der ketzer
biicher fleissig erforschen soil / vnd offenlich verbrennen: deB gleichen
auch die kaiser Valentinianus vnd Martianus. DiB zaige ich darumb an / so
an etlichen orten auB befelch babstlicher heilikait vnd keyserlicher maiestet
/ sind der ketzer biiecher verbrennt worden: das dann etlich new Christen
vnbillich geacht haben: das sie yetz sehen / das es nit vnbillich sey: vnd es
nicht allein auB den kaiserlichen rechten sonder auch von den heiligen
vatem Augustino vnd Gelasio / auch von den heiligen aposteln gebraucht
ist."
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names in astrology and astronomy.In his sustained attempt to discredit
astrology at a time when his mother church lay under siege, the passionate
professor, preacher, and church historian of Ingolstadt had forgotten her
history.

* * *

Among the many issues over which Catholics and Protestants did
battle in sixteenth-century Germany, the recovery of the traditions—and the
reclamation of the bequest—of the ancient church was central. When
Friederich Nausea, Johann Wild, and Johannes Eck invoked patristic fathers
and ancient precedent in their preaching on astrology and on the causes of
pestilence, they appealed to the very texts that Protestants had been insisting
Rome had long since abandoned. To varying degrees, they shared the same
tradition. How they interpreted that tradition was another matter, but in their
discourse on constellations, their effects, and the wrath of God on earth,
preachers of all confessions betrayed a common heritage as much medieval
as it was patristic.
Ibid., 43b: "Darum sollen wir nit glauben in dem / was Ptolomeus /
Albumasar / Bonatus / Matemus / Firmicus / Aucnozra / Messala /
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Confronted by the need to emphasize God as causa prima and,
simultaneously, to acknowledge competing realms of discourse, Andreas
Osiander provides a good example of the Protestant preacher as mediator in
his plague sermon of 25 July 1533. He had emphasized his theme: he would
not stray far from God's wrath and ordination. "But at the same time, I don't
want to enter into a debate with those who talk about the natural causes of
pestilence."'^^ Faced with neither print nor the Practica, Moses had enjoyed
the luxury of silence. Not Osiander: he had to recognize those who said,
"Such a plague comes, perhaps, from the influence of the stars, from
the effect of comets, from disorderly weather patterns and changes in
the air, from southerly winds, from rancid water or from fetid vapors
arising from the earth." We should allow these people their own
science, neither mocking it nor arguing against it. Instead, we should
rather wish, as Christians, to stick to God's word, allowing it be our
highest science, to believe in it and follow it.'^^

Alchibitius / Aboasar / Haliabenragel / Baco / Aponenn."
Osiander, "Wie und wohin ein christ fliehen soil," ed. Schneider, 391.1219: "Darumb will ich solche ding auff difimal in irem werd und frey bleyben
lassen wie alle andre natiirliche ding, die unser vemunft unterworfen und zu
regiem bevolhen sein . . . Desgleichen will ich mich auch nicht einlassen
gegen denen, die auff natiirliche weyB darvon reden und sprechen . . . . "
Ibid., 391.19-392.1: "'Solche plag kom etwo aus einfluB des gestims, aus
wirckung der cometen, aus unordenlicher witterung und endrung des luffts,
aus mittaglichen winden, aus stinckenden wassem oder aus faulen dempfen
des erdtrichs'. Dann wir wollen inen solche ihre weyBhait unveracht lassen
und nichts darwider fechten, sonder wir wollen uns als christen zum wort
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The scriptures, pledged the preacher, offered "much better and more certain
teaching," namely that "this terrible plague of pestilence has been caused by
God's wrath because of our contempt for, and breaking of. His godly
commandments."
God had promised, through Moses, a long list of punishments
including "pestilence that will rage on until He's wiped you out" {bis er
dich aiiffraume\ cf. Dt 28:15 & 2If). Punishments for what? The Vulgate
pledged them in return for neglecting His "commandments and ceremonies"
(mandata et caeremoniae\ Dt 28:15), the latter of which failed to escape the
notice of the evangelicals. At a time when the reformation of r i t u a l w a s
hotly contested, Luther had replaced the "ceremonies" of the Vulgate with
"laws" or "statutes" {Rechte) in his German

wanting no truck with

Gottis halten, dasselbig unser hochste weyBhait sein lassen und im [=ihm]
glauben und folgen."
167

Ibid., 392.1-3: "So werden wir vil pessera und gewissem bericht fmden,
nemlich das dise greiiliche plag der pestilentz kom aus Gottis zom und
wegen der verachtung und ubertrettung seiner gottlichen gepot."
I

The phrase is the title of the only monograph to explore issues of
Reformation ceremony and ritual. See Susan C. Karant-Nunn, The
Reformation of Ritual. An Interpretation of Early Modern Germany
(London: Routledge, 1997).
Martin Luther, Die gantze Heilige Schrifft Deudsch. Wittenberg 1545, 1:
386 (V. Mose [=Dt] 28:15): "Wenn du aber nicht gehorchen wirst der sim
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ceremonies either, Osiander offered the more ambivalent term "customs"
{sitten) in his plague sermon; and one of the preacher's later printers (or
perhaps Osiander himself), in an interpretation that twisted Luther's
rejection of the "Old Law" beyond recognition, simply replaced the whole
lot with "the neglect of His holy Gospel" (yerachtung seines heiligen
euangelions)}^^ The pressures of plague-preaching notwithstanding, in
early modem Germany every word counted.
Ceremoniae (or lack thereof) counted especially dear, not least
because in Catholic cities like Mainz, communal guilt could be assuaged
through traditional corporate activities such as penitential processions {Biifior Bittprozessionen). Therefore Osiander made sure to avoid the term
"ceremony" completely. Having carefully waded his way through this
terminological no-man's land, he followed up his recognition of causae
secimdae and barrage of biblical maladies with an affirmation:

des HERRN deines Gottes / das du haltest vnd thust alle seine Gebot vnd
Rechte / die ich dir heute gebiete / So werden alle diese Fliiche vber dich
komen vnd kich treffen." Luther's translation is correct according to the
renderings of the Hebrew found in the RSV (statutes) and NRS (decrees).
Osiander, "Wie und wohin ein christ fliehen soil," ed. Schneider, 392.2-9
with variant q); the variant is from the edition Nuremberg: Johann Petreius,
1543, parts of which were significantly re-worked by Osiander (ibid., 388).
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This is most certainly the proper cause and total truth of these
plagues, and nobody better doubt it. For if the natural causes I've
mentioned above also contribute something, it's nevertheless
absolutely certain and without doubt that they are, at the same time,
causes that God's anger has allowed and set into motion because of
our sins and ingratitude.^^'
Lest any one waiver, the preacher promptly got off another salvo of
scriptural proofs to demonstrate that God was not content with the mere
threats of Deuteronomy: He practiced what He preached with crystal-clear
(Jreffenliche) examples.'^"
If the multitude of Jews conspiring against Moses and Aaron
provided vague associations between divine wrath and disobedience to

Osiander, "Wie und wohin ein christ fliehen soil," ed. Schneider, 392.1013: "Und das ist gewiBlich der recht ursprung und die lauter warheit diser
plagen; daran sol niemand zweyfeln. Dann obgleich die vorgemelten
natiirlichen ursach auch etwas darziithun, so ists doch gewiB und
ungezweyfelt, das dieselbigen ursachen auch aus Gottis zom uber unser
sund und undanckbarkeit verhengt und verursacht werden." I have italicized
into motion" to emphasize the fact that the verb, verursachen, carried
with it the meaning of physical motion (bewegen) fundamental to the theory
of the causae, which originated in the realm of Aristotelian physics. On the
verb cf. DWB 25:2047f., s.v. "Verursachen," 3).
1 7*7
~ Osiander, "Wie und wohin ein christ fliehen soil," ed. Schneider, 392.1415: "Und zwar, das dem also sey, zeuget die heylig schrifft nicht mit blossen
worten allein, sonder beweyset es auch mit treffenlichen exempeln."
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ecclesiastical overlords (Osiander told the whole story for a reason),

173

there

was nothing fuzzy about the fate of those who ignored God's signs: "How
long will this people detract Me? How long will they not believe Me for all
the signs that I have wrought before them? I will strike them therefore with
pestilence, and will consume them" (Nm 14:11-12). Crystal-clear as well
was the example of seventy thousand plague-stricken Jews at 2 Kings
24:10-16, the locus classicus read at every Catholic plague procession and
now in Protestant Nuremberg.

* * *

Despite Osiander's explanation of the causa prima and his
demonstration of biblical punishments, his city continued to resist the
conversion he demanded; one month later the plague still raged in
Ibid., 392.15-23. Osiander's summary of the narrative (Nm 14:1-9) is
perfectly accurate, but his wording is nonetheless telling: wicked Jews
"machten das volck unwillig und auffnirisch, das sie ein haubtman welen
und wider in Egypten ziehen und Mosen und Aaron, die in das treulich
widerrhieten, verstainigen wolten . . .."
Ibid., 392.23-393.2. 2 Kings 24:10-16 was read before the Gospel at
masses contra pestem according to, e.g., Missale secundum ritum ecclesie
Moguntinae (Mainz: Johann Schoffer, 1520), 193b; Missale secundum
ritum ecclesie Bremensis (Bremen: n.p., 1511), 218b-19a; Missale speciale
(Strasbourg: Johann PriiB, 1508), 148b-49a; Mefibuch 1529, 2: 208a-209b.
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Nuremberg. And it would rage elsewhere in evangelical cities and
territories, forcing preachers like Osiander to confront the wide-ranging
issues of the plague without the props—the processions, plague saints, and
relics—of the faith with which most citizens had grown up.
No one was better suited to fill the gap than Martin Luther, who
would contribute some of the most influential sermons and pamphlets on
pestilence and Reformation in sixteenth-century Germany. In the same year
that Luther published his famous treatise on whether one could flee the
plague in good conscience (1527),'^^ he contributed another work in which
he handled the questions of astrology, the Practica, and the role of the
causae so integral to the web of epidemic discourse.
Luther wrote the foreword to the 1527 Wittenberg edition of one of
the era's most circulated astrological texts, the Prognosticatio (1488) of
Johannes Lichtenberger.'^^ The work hardly needed Luther's name to
For a summary of this work see Dormeier, "Flucht," 372-77.
Luther, "Vorrede auf Johann Lichtenbergers Weissagung," in Die
weissagunge Johannis Lichtenbergers deudsch, zugericht mit vleys. Sampt
einer nutzlichen vorrede und unterricht D. Martini Luthers, Wie man die
selbige vnd der gleichen wiessagunge vernemen sol, trans. Stephan Roth
(Wittemberg: Hans Lufft, 1527); Vorrede also in Walch" 14: 266-73, and
WA 23: (1) 7-12. In addition to Kurze's brief "Popular Astrology and
Prophecy," see the fullest treatment in English in id., "Prophecy and
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increase sales (at least four editions had been printed in 1526—some of
them in Catholic cities like Cologne); nor did the reformer's fundamental
suspicion of astrology prevent him from capitalizing on the pamphlet's
popularity in the service of the evangelical movement.Lichtenberger had
promised especially tough times for the clerical estate, and lest they think
they had survived the worst of it by suppressing the peasants of 1525,
Luther wished to remind them of what was to come.

1yo

The preacher also sought to capitalize on his own popularity. Perhaps
he did so less for the cause of what would become Protestantism'

than for

History: Lichtenberger's Forecasts of Events to Come," Journal of the
Warburg and CourtauldInstitutes 21 (1958), 63-85. I have not seen Kurze's
monograph, Johannes Lichtenberger, eine Studie zur Geschichte der
Prophetie und Astrologie, Historische Studien 379 (Liibeck: Matthiesen,
1960; reprint Vaduz: Kraus, 1965).
Ingetraut Ludolphy, "Luther und die Astrologie," in 'Astrologi
Hallucinati\ ed. Zambelli, 101-107; here 105.
"Vorrede zuf Lichtenbergers Weissagung" [I cite from Walch" 14], 266:
Acknowledging the work's popularity, Luther notes that "sonderlich aber
die Geistlichen sich jetzt del3 hoch trosten und freuen, nachdem aus diesem
Buch eine fast gemeine Rede ist entstanden gewesen, es wiirde einmal iiber
die Pfaffen gehen, und damach wider gut werden, und meinen, es sei nun
geschehen, sie seien hindurch, daB ihre Verfolgung durch der Bauem
Aufruhr und des Luthers Lehre sei von disem Lichtenberger gemeint."
The propagandistic motive is the only one suggested by Ludulphy,
"Luther und die Astrologie," 105: Luther "lieB sich deshalb bereitfmden,
1527 die deutsche Uebersetzung mit einem Vorwort zu versehen. So
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pastoral, catechetical purposes that even his Catholic opponents like Nausea
and Eck would have appreciated. Indeed, the remarks Luther made against
the Roman Church in his preface were mere pricks, whereas those pitted
against astrology were dagger thrusts.180
Alert to his context, the assailant wielded his knife with delicacy. A
necessary distinction had to be made between true or false prophets, who
allege divine inspiration, and the likes of Lichtenberger, who based his

skeptisch Luther gegenuber einer Beziehung von 'Zeichen' auf bestimmte
Ereignisse war, so wenig Bedenken trug er doch, sie, wenn moglich, in den
Dienst der Reformation zu stellen." The fact remains that, other than the
passage cited in the preceding footnote, Luther's only other mention of the
Roman Church comes in the last paragraph of his preface ("Vorrede auf
Lichtenbergers Weissagung," 273), on which see below.
It is true that several of Luther's beloved criticisms make subtle
appearances in his preface, such as his depiction of Lichtenberger as one
who wants to reform only the "outer" church and mores (i.e., not doctrind)\
e.g., "Vorrede zuf Lichtenbergers Weissagung," 267: "Lichtenberger redet
wohl auch von der rechten christlichen Kirche, aber nicht anders, derm wie
sie auBerlich stehet in leiblichen Geberden und Giitem und Herrschaften,
gar nichts wie sie im Glauben und Trost des Heiligen Geistes stehet; das ist,
er redet nichts von der rechten christlichen Kirche, sondem gleichwie
dieselbige Stemkunst von alien andem heidnischen Herrschaften und
Konigreichen pflegt zu reden. Darum er auch der Hussiten als Feinde der
Kirche gedenkt, und des Geschlechts Dan, daraus der Endechrist kommen
solle. Und stehet seine Reformation darin, dal3 man die langen Haare
verschneide, die Schnabel an den Schuhen abthue, und Brettspiel verbrerme;
das sind seine Christen, also, dal3 [es] gar eine leibliche Weissagung ist, von
eitel leiblichen Dingen."
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claims solely on "the movement of the heavens" and "the stars with their
influences and effects." If God sent true prophets to comfort the pious with
His promises, the Devil responded with clairvoyants of his own, "false
prophets, rebels, sects, and heretics through which he annihilates faith in
God, destroys and misleads consciences, and comforts with lies.
Lichtenberger is not of this type," since he neither invokes the inspiration of
the Spirit nor makes claims upon one's faith or conscience.

tQ f

"Astrology," Luther went on, "is an old, pagan science" that obsessed
the Romans and the Chaldeans before them. Despite their skill, none of the
Babylonian kings' astrologers could explain their dreams; that took the likes
of a Daniel, who spoke through the Holy Spirit. At once acknowledging and
belittling Lichtenberger, Luther surmised that, if the astrologer occasionally

IQI
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Ibid., 266-67: Prophecy from God "geht auch die Frommen alleine an,
mit den Gottlosen hat sie nichts zu thun, denn daB sie ihnen drauet und sie
straft, nicht aber trostet noch verheiBt. Wider diese Weissagung hat der
Satan auch seine Weissagung, das sind die falschen Propheten, Rotten,
Secten und Ketzer, durch welche er den Glauben an Gott verderbt, die
Gewissen zerstort und verfuhrt, mit Liigen trostet .... Dieser Art ist der
Lichtenberger keiner, denn er beriihmt noch beruft sich nicht auf den
Heiligen Geist, wie die rechten und falschen Propheten thun, sonder griindet
seine Weissagung in des Himmels Lauf und natiirliche Kiinste der Gestime
mit ihren Einfliissen und Wirkungen. Auch so nimmt er sich weder des
Glaubens noch der Gewissen an . .. ."
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hit his target, he certainly did so more with the images and figures that
1 QO

accompanied his text than with his prose predictions. "
Ostensibly, what was being marketed was, of course, Lichtenberger,
so Luther had to proceed cautiously; a frontal assault would hardly do. The
best way to deal with the astrologer, therefore, was to ignore him. "What's
important to notice here," Luther insisted, "is that God, who alone has made
everything, also rules everything Himself and alone can know and speak of
the future."

IOT

,

Never mmd the stars and planets, let alone their exegetes, for

despite His omnipotent power and knowledge.

Ibid., 268: "Summa, seine Weissagung ist nicht eine geistliche
Offenbarung, denn dieselbige geschieht ohn die Stemkunst, und ist auch der
Stemkunst nicht unterworfen, sondem es ist eine heidnische, alte Kunst, die
bei den Romem, und auch zuvor bei den Chaldaem fast herrlich und gemein
war; aber sie konnten dem Konige zu Babylon seine Traume nicht sagen,
noch deuten, Daniel muBt es thun durch den Geist; so fehleten die Romer
auch gar oft. Darum ist zu sehen, ob dieselbige Kunst auch etwas vermoge
und konne zu treffen, an alien Orten zu verachten, hat auch etliche Dinge
eben troffen, sonderlich mit den Bilden und Figuren nahe hinzu geschossen,
schier mehr denn mit den Worten." Osiander shared Luther's high
estimation of the power of prophetic images and figures over and against
text: see the discussion of his rendering of the pseudo-Joachimist Vaticinia
de summis pontificibus in 1527 by Scribner, For the Sake of Simple Folk,
142-47.
"Vorrede auf Lichtenbergers Weissagung," 268: "Hie ist zu merken, daB
Gott, der alleine alles gemacht hat, auch selbst alles regiert, auch alleine
Zukiinftiges weiB und sagen kann . . .
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. . . God has enlisted both His angels and mankind, through which He
wants to direct matters on earth, us working with Him and He with us.
For just as He surely could preside over, nourish, and protect wife and
child, house and barnyard, He nevertheless wants to do so through us:
He installs the father or lord of the house and says, "Obey your father
and mother."
From the holy household Luther jumped up one level, to civil
government. God could get along without kings, princes, lords, and judges
in order to rule the world Himself. "But He doesn't want to. Instead He
delegates the sword, saying: 'Punish the wicked, protect the pious, and
promote peace'." 185
For the theme of astrology, Luther employed the language of divinely
instituted social hierarchy, wherein pious Hausvdter and secular officials
ruled as God's instruments. This was an analogy that made sense to an
Ibid., 268: God "... hat doch zu sich genommen beide, seine Engel und
uns Menschen, durch welche er will regieren, daB wir mit ihm und er mit
uns wirke. Denn wiewohl er konnte Weib und Kind, Haus und Hof ohne uns
regieren, nahren und beschirmen, so will er's doch durch uns thun, und setzt
ein den Vater oder Hausherm, und spricht: Sei Vater und Mutter gehorsam,
und zum Vater: Zeuch und lehre deine Kinder." Luther's translation and
application of the fourth commandment follows the tradition explicated by
Bast, Honor Your Fathers, passim.
1 QC

"Vorrede auf Lichtenbergers Weissagung," 268: "Item also konnte er
auch wohl ohn Konige, Fursten, Herren und Richter weltlich regieren,
Frieden halten, und die bosen strafen; er will aber nicht, sondem theilt das
Schwert aus, und spricht: Strafe die Bosen, schiitze die Frommen, und
handhabe den Frieden."
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urban readership, those fathers who controlled "the whole house" and, in
some cases, their guilds and their cities:
To be sure, God maintains peace, punishes, and the like through us;
we are merely the masks behind which He hides Himself and effects
everything in everything, as we Christians well know. Just as He does
everything to His Christians in the spiritual realm—^teaches, comforts,
punishes—and nevertheless delegated to the apostles that they should
handle the external preaching of the word, office, and service. In this
way, God uses us humans in both the corporal and spiritual regiment
in order to rule the world and everything in it.
1

So much for astrology. Or was it? With the language and images of
the instrumenta and masks {Larve)^ Luther distinguished God as creator and
causa movans or causa prima from

the realm of the subordinate, the

secondary: the Hausvater, prince, or judge, as instruments of His will,
187
•
•
contributed (in scholastic terms) per participationem. The simile invoked
a direct correlation to the planets and stars, one obvious enough for Luther
that he could maintain his sidereal silence. To prolong his restrained assault

1J5A

Ibid., 268: "Wiewohl er's doch selbst durch uns thut, und wir nur seine
Larve sind, unter welcher er sich verbirgt, und alles in alien wirkt, wie wir
Christen das wohl wissen. Gleichwie er auch im geistlichen Regiment seiner
Christen selbst alles thut, lehrt, trostet, straft, und doch den Aposteln das
Wort, Amt und Dienst aufierlich befiehlt, dafi sie es thun sollen. Also bracht
er uns Menschen, beide in leiblichem und geistlichem Regiment, die Welt
und alles, was drinnen ist, zu regieren."
I 87

Cf. Schiitz, Thomas-Lexikon, 563 (s.v. participatio).
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on astrology, he turned instead to the real subject of his preface, the
angels.
Lichtenberger's champion continued, "In just the same way" that God
uses governments, preachers, and parents, "so He employs the angels,
although we don't know exactly how the angels operate."

15iQ

Without

mentioning the constellations, Luther assigned to the angels a mediating,
instrumental role between heaven and earth for which one could have easily
substituted planets and stars. By stirring our inner dispositions (again, the
causae were understood as physical movements), or by placing hazards and
signs in our way, the angels led us down paths perhaps contrary to our
original intentions. Just as we holler or place obstacles in front of pits to
protect our livestock, the angels worked on us internally or, via omens and
portents, in the perceptible world. In his description of these latter, external
warnings, Luther explicitly termed them "signs or causes" {Zeichen oder

"Vorrede auf Lichtenbergers Weissagung," 268-270: Luther devotes
more space in his preface to the angels than to any other subject, including
Lichtenberger. For an extended treatment of Luther's preaching on angels,
see Michael Plathow, "'Dein heiliger Engel sei mit mir': Martin Luthers
Engelpredigten," Lutherjahrbuch 61 (1994), 45-70.
180
"Vorrede auf Lichtenbergers Weissagung," 268: "Eben so braucht er
auch der Engel, wiewohl wir nicht wissen, wie daselbige zugeht."
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Ursache), the workings of which the ancient astrologers had failed to
understand: "Their books are full of such omens, for the heathens certainly
see that they occur but don't know who causes them." Having further
discredited the sources of classical astrology, Lichtenberger's spokesman
resisted an urge to proceed with numerous examples, as he certainly could
have done.''®
Instead, Luther turned to the direct workings of God in the heavens.
Having acknowledged the various instruments of divine will on earth, the
time had come to make it explicit that comets, solar or lunar eclipses, and
other abnormal celestial figures were God's portents, His signs that He
effected directly because He was the immediate cause of the maladies they
presaged: "All of these things are not done by angels but rather by God
Ibid., 269-70: "Welches also zugeht, daB die Engel da sind, und durch
inwendige Anregen plotzlich einen Rath oder Sinn eingeben, oder auBerlich
ein Zeichen und AnstoB in Weg legen, damit der Mensch gewamt oder
gewendet wird, dieses zu thun, das zu lassen, diesen Weg zu ziehen, diesen
zu meiden, auch oft wider den ersten Vorsatz. Denn weil sie mit Worten
nicht reden zu uns, thun sie das mit Sinn eingeben, oder auBerliche Ursach
plotzlich vorlegen, gleichwie wir Pferde und Ochsen anschreien, oder Holz
und Stein in Weg legen, daB sie nicht in Graben fallen. Solche auBerliche
Zeichen oder Ursache nennen die Heiden omina, das ist, bose Anzeigung
oder Wamung, davon ihre Biicher voll sind, denn sie sehen wohl, daB es
geschieht, sie wissen aber nicht, wer es thut, davon ware wohl viel zu
schreiben und Exempel anzuzeigen."
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Himself alone."What is more, he continued, such signs of earthly crises
were intended to warn only the wicked of upcoming punishments visited
upon "lords and lands" (i.e., cities, territories, and states); good Christians
need not busy themselves with fear. For proof one needed to look no further
than God's prophet, Jeremiah, who had reminded the godly among the Jews
that they should never worry about the signs in the heavens (Jer 10:2) "since
they don't apply to them but rather to the godless."'^"
Still no Lichtenberger, but at least Luther finally got around to
astrology per se. "Out of this," he surmised after correlating star-gazing and
the ungodly, "come the arts of astrology and divination":
Since it's true that such heavenly portents appear, and that experience
proves they signify bad or good fortime, the astrologers have studied
and attempted to understand them, and to fashion from their efforts a
sure-fire science. In pursuit of this goal they've observed the heavens
Ibid., 270: "Ueber das [was die Engel auf Erden thun] thut Gott im
Himmel auch seine Zeichen, wenn sie ein Ungliick treffen soli, und laBt
Schwanzstemen entstehen, oder Sonn und Mond den Schein verlieren, oder
sonst eine ungewohnliche Gestalt erscheinen . . . welches alles die Engel
nicht machen, sondem Gott selbst alleine."
" Ibid., 270: "Mit solchen Zeichen drauet er den Gottlosen, und zeigt an
zukiinfitig Unfall iiber Herren und Lande, sie zu wamen. Um der Frommen
willen geschieht solches nichts, denn sie diirfens nicht, darum wird ihnen
auch gesagt, sie sollen sich vor des Himmels Zeichen nicht furchten, als
Jeremias spricht Cap. 10,2. Denn es gilt ihnen nicht, sondem den
Gottlosen."
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and written their own ideas into the stars. Because they've had such
fine thoughts, which seem bom out by the constellations, suddenly
the stars and nature have become responsible for that which God and
the angels really do.^^^
Astrology boiled down to misinterpretation, to a projection of human desire
upon the heavens that passed itself off as a science {Kunst) and resulted in
confusion of the causae. Lest one excuse the act of wishful projection as alltoo-human, Luther pursued his victim by invoking one of the most
disparaging images in a preacher's arsenal, that of the heretic: the
astrologers had concocted their Kunst "exactly like the heretics first fashion
their opinions and thereafter drag them into the Scriptures; whatever they've
dreamt up must then be demonstrated somehow by Scripture."
From the will of God and the intermediary roles of men and angels
per participationem, Luther had worked his way to astrology and

Ibid., 270: "Hieraus ist nun kommen die Stemkunst und Wahrsagerkunst.
Denn weil es wahr ist, daB solches geschieht, und die Erfahrung beweist,
daB es Ungliick oder Gliick bedeute, sind sie zugefahren und haben's wollen
fassen, und eine gewisse Kunst draus machen. Da sind sie gen Himmel
gefahren, und haben's in die Steme geschrieben, und weil sie feine
Gedanken gehabt, dal3 sichs mit der Steme Art reimt, miissen's nun die
Steme und Natur thun, das Gott und die Engel thun."
Ibid., 270: "... gleichwie die Ketzer zuerst ihre Gedanken finden,
damach dieselbigen in die Schrift tragen, und muB denn Schrift heiBen, was
ihnen traumt."
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determined that, in essence, its closest cousin was heresy. To this fledgUng
family's genealogy he added, in a final blow, the depraved patriarch
himself:
Into this mix the Devil has thrown himself. Just as he is a lord of this
world set against God's lordship, so too he's caused many of the same
sorts of celestial signs, which are called 'omens', to appear here on
earth. And in many places such as Delphi and Hammon, he's stirred
up soothsayers who interpret such signs and have predicted future
events. 195
The Prince of the Earth had witnessed events here and in the skies since the
beginning of time, which enabled him to make predictions. Luther, Nausea,
Eck, and others had pointed out, it should be remembered, that astrologers
based much of what they said on their prior experience, rendering their work
about as scientific as the peasant maxims.Even Lichtenberger—and
perhaps here lay one of his few redeeming qualities in the preachers' eyes—

Ibid., 270: "Da ist derm der Teufel zugeschlagen, hat sich drein gemengt,
und wie er ein Herr der Welt ist wider Gottes Herrschaft, hat er auch
desgleichen Zeichen viel angerichtet auf Erden, die sie omina heiBen, und
hat an manchen Orten Wahrsager erweckt, als zu Delphis und Hammon, die
solche Zeichen gedeutet, und kiinftige Dinge gesagt haben." Lines 3-4 of
my translation reflect the fact that this passage immediately follows the text
cited in the preceding footnote.
See above, 185, 198.
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had acknowledged that a life's worth of experience taught more about the
future than celestial sages ever could.
Against the Devil's incomparable familiarity with the past, God often
intervened unexpectedly {de potentia absoluta) to throw Satan's predictions
off course. Aware of this, the Devil and his astrologers had become masters
of language, filling their discourse with ambiguities. Luther played with the
syntactical and grammatical features of Latin and German to illustrate his
point (employing indirect discourse and declined accusatives to render
indeterminate subject-object relationships). Through such means the
astrologers always found a way to make their predictions applicable to one
thing or another, and therefore seemingly correct.

I OR

Lichtenberger, Die weissagunge Johannis Lichtenbergers deudsch (ed.
Wittenberg, 1527), Blb-B2a: "Zum ersten / wilchs auch vnter alien die
gemeinste weise [zukiinfftige ding zu wissen] ist / So der mensch lange zeit
lebet / mag er durch lange erfarunge sehen vnd horen / vnd also viel dings
durch gleichnis vnd vemiinfftliche priifung zukunfftig sagen / wie dem alte
leute das zeugen vnd beweisen."
"Vorrede auf Lichtenbergers Weissagung," 270-271: "Nun er [Satan]
denn der Welt Fiirst ist . . . dazu alle Erfahrung von Anfang der Welt
gesehen, hat er leichtlich konnen sehen, wo es mit ihnen hinaus wolle. Aber
weil er nicht gewiB ist (denn Gott bricht ihm oft die Schanz, und laBt ihn
nicht immer treffen), gibt er seine Weissagungen mit solchen wankenden
Worten heraus, dal3, so es geschehe oder nicht, er dennoch wahr habe. Als,
da der Konig Pyrrhus fi*agt, ob er die Romer schlagen wiirde? Antwortet er:
Dico Pyrrhiim Romanos vincere posse; als wenn ich auf deutsch sprache:
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What was left for Luther to promote? If the thousands of prefaces and
dedicatory letters in sixteenth-century books pursued manifold agendas,
how many sought to thoroughly discredit the author of the pages that
followed?Luther's preface to the Prognasticatio ftinctioned

as the

tribunal in which astrology was linked to bad science, willfiilly misguided
projections, heresy, manipulative language, and the Devil himself.
Recognizing the irony, the marketing strategist-tumed-prosecutor asked the
reader, "So, what do we say about Lichtenberger and his stripe? I'll tell
you:"
First, I find the basis of his star-gazing correct, but it is uncertain as a
science, i.e., there's no doubt about the appearance of signs in heaven
and on earth, and they are surely the work of God and the angels.
These signs warn and threaten godless leaders and lands. And they

Ich sage Hansen Petem schlagen moge; es schlage nun Hans oder Peter, so
ist's beides durch die Wort verstanden. Und dergleichen hat er viel gethan
durch Gottes VerhangniB, und thut's auch noch, und trifft's oft, daB es
geschieht. Aber gott laBt's nicht allwege treffen, darum ist die Kunst
ungewiB, und behelfen sich damit, fehlet's an einem Ort, so trifft's doch am
andem, widerfahret's nicht diesem, so widerfahret's doch jenem."
Among the many themes pursued by Karl Schottenloher in his study of
dedications and prefaces, the art of discrediting is not one of them. Cf.
Schottenloher, Die Widmungsvorrede im Buch des 16. Jahrhunderts, RST
76-77 (Miinster: Aschendorff, 1953).
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signify something. But it's pointless to make a science of astrology, to
grasp at precise signification in the stars.~°°
Wherever Lichtenberger's predictions sporadically hit their mark, there
could be no doubt that God or his guardian angel had adjusted the
astrologer's sights {ihn bewegt)—^"even though he thought he found the
answer in the stars." More importantly, God saw to it that Lichtenberger
quite firequently (etlichemar) erred, lest anyone ascribe an iota of precision
to astrology.
It all boiled dov/n to this {summa summarum): true Christians had no
business turning to the Practica, for those who have given themselves over
to God hardly need threats and warnings to order their lives. Nor could one
necessarily distinguish whether God and His angels or Satan had effected

"Vorrede auf Lichtenberger's Weissagung," 271: "Was sagen wir denn
zum Lichtenberger und deB Gleichen? Das sage ich: Erstlich, den Grund
sener Stemkunst halt ich ftir recht, aber die Kunst ungewiB, das ist, die
Zeichen am Himmel und auf Erden fehlen gewiBlich nicht, es sind Gottes
und der Engel Werk, wamen und drauen den gottlosen Herren und Landem,
bedeuten auch etwas; aber Kunst darauf zu machen, ist nichts, und in die
Steme solches zu fassen."
"^01 Ibid., 271: "... es mag dennoch wohl daneben sein, dal3 ihn Gott oder
sein Engel bewegt habe, viel Stiicke, welche gleich zutreffen, zu schreiben,
wiewohl ihn diinkt, die Steme geben's ihm; aber nichtsdestoweniger, auf
daB Gott sehen lieBe, daB die Kunst ungewiB sei, hat er ihn lassen fehlen
etlichemal."
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any given portent.' ~ Nevertheless (and for the fourth time in this preface),
wicked rulers, cities, and territories should especially fear Lichtenberger's
prophecies because the figures in the skies were meant for them. For all that
astrology lacked as a science, who could doubt the signs of the times? "In
our day we've seen many suns, rainbows, and similar aberrations in the
skies." It was less a question of the French or Danish or Hungarian king
than the certainty that godless rulers would be punished along with their
dominions."^^

Ibid., 272: "... denn Gottes Zeichen und der Engel Wamungen sind
gemengt mit des Satans Eingeben und Zeichen, wie die Welt denn werth ist,
daB es wust unter einander gehe, und nichts unterschiedlich erkennen kann."
Ibid., 272-273: "Und ist das Summa Summarum davon: Christen sollen
nichts nach solcher Weissagung fragen, denn sie haben sich Gott ergeben,
durfen solches Drauens und Wamens nicht. Weil aber der Lichtenberger die
Zeichen des Himmels anzeucht, so sollen sich die gottlosen Herren und
Lander vor alien solchen Weissagungen fiirchten, und nicht anders denken,
denn es gelte ihnen, nicht um ihrer Kunst willen, die oft fehlen kann und
muB, sondem um der Zeichen und Wamung willen, so von Gott und Engeln
geschieht, darauf sie ihre Kunst wollen griinden, denn dieselbigen fehlen
nicht, deB sollen sie gewiB sein. Als, zu unsem Zeiten haben wir viel
Sonnen, regenbogen und dergleichen am Himmel gesehen. Hier ist kein
Stemkiindiger, der gewiB hatte konnen oder noch konnen sagen, es gelte
diesem oder dem Konige; dennoch sehen wir, was dem Konige 201
Frankreich, Danemark, Hungem gewiBlich widerfahren ist, und wird noch
andem Konigen und Fiirsten auch gehen gewiBlich."
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* * *

For the smorgasbord of astrological predictions proffered by
"Lichtenberger and his stripe" (a thoroughly pejorative reference)," Luther
had substituted the simple yet unpalatable fare of the Bufipredigt. He had
begun his preface with a play on one of his beloved distinctions, that
between teaching and behavior {doctrina et mores), and employed it to
place Lichtenberger among those traditional reformers who concerned
themselves solely with the external church and morality."®^ Confronted by
the obvious signs of God's wrath, not even Luther could hold his course,
especially when reprimanding Germany's ecclesiastical rulers. He, too,
adopted the prophetic mode: "Because they don't better their impious
teaching and godless lives, and instead increase both the quality and
quantity of their wickedness," they would pay the price. As a repentance

''04

Luther uses the derisive expression twice in his preface: see above n. 204
and ibid., 272: "Derhalben schenke ich Lichtenberger und deB Gleichen . . .
See the passage above, 102, n. 178.
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preacher, Luther prophesied with more authority than a Lichtenberger or the
clerical ruling elite ever could."'^^
So did Johann Wild in Mainz. He may have disagreed with a number
of Luther's doctrinal positions, but on the question of astrology and the
causes of our misfortune, the Observant Franciscan and the former
Augustinian Hermit spoke in the same voice. Indeed, in their preaching on
this subject, Friederich Nausea and Ingolstadt's Johannes Eck shared much
in common with the runaway monk from Wittenberg.
Years before ditching his cowl, an obedient Luther had reminded his
audience in a Decalogue sermon (1517-18) that he rejected astrology in the
OAT

tradition of Augustine and Gregory the Great."

Catholic preachers could

"Vorrede auf Lichtenbergers Weissagung," 273: "DaB nun meine
ungnadigen Herren, die Geistlichen, sich freuen, als seien sie hiniiber, und
solle ihnen nun hinfort wohl gehen, da wiinsche ich ihnen Gluck zu, sie
diirfens wohl. Aber weil sie ihre gottlose Lehre und Leben nicht bessem,
sondem auch starken und mehren, will ich auch geweissagt haben, daB, wo
es kommt uber eine kleine Zeit, daB solche ihre Freude zu Schanden wird,
will ich gar freundlich bitten, sie wollen mein gedenken, und bekennen, daB
der Luther habe es besser troffen, denn beide, der Lichtenberger und ihrer
selbst Gedanken."
Decern praecepta Wittenbergensi praedicata populo, 405.1-3: "Nunc
autem non modo non approbaverunt, sed etiam reprobaverunt, presertim B.
Augustinus in multis locis, tum B. Gregorius, Et tamen invenit ista
languidula insipientia languidiores qui credant."
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claim the same tradition. In their pulpits and in print Luther, Wild, Nausea,
and Eck shared a view of the causae secundae and their relation to
pestilence that amounted, ultimately, to differences of degree.
Or of method. Time and again Wild set himself apart in the style of
the definitive Bufiprediger, the Franciscan Observants. Here and there the
preacher had begrudgingly mentioned the distinctions among the causae
and things like "poisoned air," but unlike Luther or his fellow Catholics
Wild preferred the rhetoric of ridicule and the inversion of metaphor.
On 27 August 1539, during the first of some ten weekly plague
processions. Wild had denounced those who found scapegoats or sought
natural causes in sources like the city's water supply: "Pestilence comes
from God above on account of our sins."~°^ Over the next three months he
returned constantly to castigate the causae. Whereas Nausea, Eck, or Luther
could weigh the various opinions before the people and acknowledge the
movements of the heavens. Wild neither compromised because of the times
nor strayed far from the Old Testament and his favorite prophet therein,
Jeremiah. Why discourse on ancient astrology when there were sinners in
the midst? Running through yet another extended list of offenses on 10
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September, he wound up, as he had two weeks before, with the
transgressions of absconding bishops (Archbishop Albrecht had yet to
return to direct Mainz's plague processions): "It's quite common that
bishops abandon their churches in pursuit of the things of this world. May
God grant that they better themselves.""®^
As God had spoken through Jeremiah, He would lay waste to the Jews
because of their sins. "Shall I not visit for these things, saith the Lord? Or
shall not my soul take revenge on such a nation?" (Jer 5:29). To which Wild
added.
And now everyone's going around saying, "It's the planets that are
poisoning our air." People cannot think up anything better, as long as
such things continue to captivate them—^yeah. Christians should keep
these ideas and similar blasphemies at a distance. But since we won't
willingly abandon them, God pursues us with His arrows [of
pestilence]. . .

See above, 101.
"Pestpredigt 3" (10 Sept. 1539), in Wild, GB, 8a-12a; here 11a: "Femer,
ists kein seltzam ding das die Bischoffe Kirchen verlassen vnd zeitliches
suchen / Gott gebe besserung." On Wild's critique of fleeing bishops during
the first plague procession and Albrecht's absence, see above, 108.
10
Ibid., 1 la: "Da sehet nun mit zu jr Christen / das seind die Planeten die
vns die lufft vergifften / dorffen auch nichts bessers gedencken so lang die
ding bey vns herrschen / diese vnd dergleichen laster / sollen weit von
Christen sein / dieweil wir sie aber nicht willig verlassen / treibet vns Gott
mit seiner ruthen . . . ."
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There was no need to discredit the astrologers point for point when mere
toying with such ideas earned divine reprisal. As he reminded his audience
later (15 October), their abundance of sins, lack of charity, and hardness of
hearts had no other source "than that so many attribute this epidemic
{sterben) to natural causes, for they think to themselves, 'You've got so
many medicines, so many castles, houses, and so much land that you'll
easily escape from the plague'.""'^ Flight was perhaps the greatest of social
ills during epidemics (as those who practiced it knew). Wild's tack was to
associate scientific thinking with a lack of charity and its deserved dose of
divine wrath; the specifics of contemporary theory deserved, on the other
hand, not a word.
The Franciscan had had plenty to say two weeks prior, on I October.
His refusal to dabble in details hardly failed to betray a knowledge of
purported portents and common opinion. The Devil brought death into the
world, he warned, and those who allied themselves with evil would follow
"Pestpredigt 8" (15 Oct. 1539), in Wild, GB, 29b-33a; here 30a: "Man
sihet, sprich ich / noch viel Menschen die noch halstarig in jhren Sunden
bleiben / das kompt aber nirgendt anderst her / dann daB sie diB sterben den
natiirlichen ursachen zumessen / die gedencken dann bey sich selb / du hast
so viel artzeney / so viel Schlosser / heuser / so viel landtschafft / du wilt jn
leichtlich entfliehen."
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him to the grave. Autumn was the time of the harvest, and in Mainz that
meant the time of new wine. On just the occasion good Christians should
thank God the most, the majority paid homage to Satan. "And we're still
amazed that the plague doesn't let up." Those who pretended a knowledge
of nature, however, could confirm that in autumn "perpetual sightings of fire
in the skies" were a "certain sign of pestilence." Wild had only one
question: "Isn't the air burning right now through our gorging and swilling,
•J 1 ^

through our partying and clamoring about?"" ~
Part rhetorical strategy, to be sure, but for a preacher like Wild,
steeped in the Bufipredigt tradition of Franciscans like John of Capistrano
(tl456) or Bemardin of Feltre (tl494),"''' an awareness of the broad swath
of the manus Dei left him nothing short of enraged to have to address
"Pestpredigt 6" (1 Oct. 1539), in Wild, GB, 20b-26a; here 25a: "Der Todt
aber ist kommen in die Welt auB neid vnd vergunst des Teuffels / vnd alle
die auff seinem theil oder seiner part seind / diese volgen jm nach. Also redt
die WeiBheit von solchen Menschen / vnd das findet sich auch jetzo bey
dem mehrentheil / vnd beuorab die jetzige zeit nach dem Herbst / da sie
allermeist Gott dancken solten. Noch verwunderen wir vns daB sterben nit
nachlast / so doch die / so der natum erfaren sein wollen / sagen / daB ein
gewisses zeichen der Pestilentz seye / wann im Herbst fewer im Himmel
stehendt gesehen werden. Brinnet aber der lufft jetzt nit durch vnser fressen
vnnd sauffen / vnd durch vnser schwermen vnd schreyen?"
•^13

On the plague preaching of these two Franciscans, see Dormeier,
"Flucht," 361-63.
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something as facile as the motions of the heavens or the workings of the
elements. That is why he preferred to play with astrological language and
employ images like the burning chasmata of sins: fiery rays, indeed, to be
counted as the real causa prima of pestilence.
On that same day he could not restrain his creativity. Wild's inventory
of sins common to Mainz, it is true, was nothing more than the typical
laundry list of transgressions."'"^ Sixteenth-century Germans on the verge of
certain death, however, were never much bothered by the repetition of
tropes so belittled in the history of ideas. Nor did the preacher surprise his
listeners when he turned again to Jeremiah, whom God had sent through the
streets in search of pious citizens; had merely one among them been found,
it would have sufficed to earn pardon for the entire city (Jer 5:1).
During a walk through his own town, the Franciscan had come up as
empty-handed as the prophet. "God has, therefore, diligently sent this
pestilence such that it doesn't just terrify those in one part of the city, but
rather all of us." In spite of the epidemic, nobody had changed his ways.
What was worse, from the highest to the lowest, from neither the secular nor
"Pestpredigt 6," 25a: "Vnkeuschheit / Ehebruch / GottBlesterung /
Rauben / Wuchem / etc."
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the spiritual estates, had anyone stepped up to punish the wicked sinners of
Mainz. "And we're still amazed that the dying hasn't stopped.""^^
Wild's demand for civic discipline occasioned yet another play on the
language of popular plague science:
Scientists tell us that when vapors rise up from the earth and are not
suppressed by the stars and planets from above, they remain in the air
and damage, weaken, and poison it, resulting in pestilence. But who
among the powerful and in the city government doesn't see that such
vapors have been rising up for some time? That every sort of shame
and vice has gained the upper hand and ascended to the highest? Still
there is no one who thinks to acknowledge the requirements of his
office or calling and suppress such vapors—perhaps because they,
too, number among the guilty. As a result, these dangerous vapors
remain in the air: our sins have taken over and they are crying out to
heaven."'^

Ibid., 25a: "Vnd Gott hat doch mit fleiB diese Pestilintz also vnder vns
gesendet / daB sie nicht an einem ort der Statt / sonder allenthalb vns
schrecket. Noch hat sich niemandt darab gebessert / ist auch keiner der die
siindigen strafft von oben herab biB vnden auB / vnd in beyden Geistlichen
vnd Weltlichen stenden / vnd wir wollen vns noch verwunderen daB nit
auffhoret zu sterben."
Ibid., 25a: "Es sagen die Phisici / wann die dempff von der Erden
auffsteigen / vnd werden durch obere Planeten vnd Stem nicht
vndergetruckt / sonder bleiben in der Lufft / daB dardurch die Lufft
beschediget / geschwecht vnd vergifft werde / darauB volge denn Pestilentz.
Welcher ist aber vnder den gewaltigen vnnd Oberkeiten / der nicht sihet /
daB solche dempffe lengest auffgestiegen seind / daB alle schandt vnnd
laster vberhandt genommen hat / vnd zum hochsten auffgestiegen ist / noch
ist keiner der nach seinem ampt vnd beruff solche dempff gedencket nider
zu trucken / vielleicht darumb daB sie auch selb mit strafflich seind. Also
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These were the vapors of the popular miasma theory, debates over which
shaped epidemic issues from the roles of earthquakes and the constellations
to funeral customs and the location of cemeteries. As he had with chasmata,
the Mainz cathedral preacher seized upon their familiarity to construct a
metaphor that undermined contemporary science in order to hold up God as
the causa prima of pestilence, which He always sent on account of our sins.
Wild pushed the metaphor further, insisting that the "higher Planets" (he
meant the local authorities) could easily suppress the noxious gases of sin in
the city: "Since no one properly disciplines his subjects," God was ready to
finish the job."'^ "I'll say it again," Wild concluded, "we should not attribute
* justice.""
•
''18
this plague to a disorder in the heavens but rather to divme

* * *

bleiben solliche schadliche dempff inn der lufft / es herrschen die siinden /
sie ruffen in Himmel / etc."
'717
" Ibid., 25a-b: "Welliches alles die oberen Planeten wol abschaffen konten.
Es so geschichts auB dem gerechten vrtheil Gottes / daB dieweil niemandt
die vnderethanen straffet / daB wir zugleich vom Herren gestraffet werden."
Ibid., 25b: "... also sage ich noch / wir sollen diB sterben nicht der
vnordnung des gestims / sender der Gottlichen gerechtigkeyt zumessen."
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The demand that the authorities should enforce stricter discipline was
hardly newer than the insistence that plague's only cause was divine
retribution on account of an individual's, a city's, or a territory's
transgressions. Writing from Cologne in 1565, the Jesuit rector Hermann
Thyraeus was certain that their plague was the result of inhumanitas and the
great number of the unfaithful;"'^ the same could have been written in 1348
or by Gregory the Great in ancient Rome. Likewise the trend toward
regulating morality in the early modem city had its forerunner in the waves
of sumptuary legislation that followed the Black Death.
After 1517, however, there was a fiindamental shift in the context of
plague discourse. For each of the lamentations about inhumanity, drinking,
whoring, and the like, there were many more observers who made direct
connections between divine wrath, pestilence, sin, and the state of German
Christianity. The latter had been irreversibly transformed at a time when,
from all sides in the conflict, the clouds of God's wrath hung especially low.

(13 Sept. 1565), ed. Hansen, Rheinische Akten, 111 (no. 368): Multum
timent hie Treveris, ne iterum pestis . . . grassari incipiat, et profecto tanta
est inhumanitas hominum, tanta infidelium multitudo, ut mirum non esset, si
deus misericordiam suam averteret a nobis."
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Social discipline, much like the structure of Christendom, underwent
a fundamental transformation as well. Part and parcel of the development of
the early modem territorial state (with its cousin, "civic" discipline, playing
a key role during the phase of city reformation), the outpouring of discipline
ordinances—among which plague ordinances need be considered—aligned
church and state on an intensified level of interaction and oversight.
Seen in these two contexts, interpretations of the causes of plague
take on a new light. When pestilence preachers and others worked overtime
to remove epidemics from the discourse of science and place them squarely
again within the causa prima of divine wrath, they offered local and
territorial regimes and churches a fundamental religious ideology that went
hand-in-hand with the disciplining aspirations of the early modem state.
Built into that ideology was an insistence on "right" religion in which the
origins of epidemics could be located in specific types of "heresy." That is
why preachers and pamphleteers went to great lengths to connect pestilence
and the wrath of God in ways far more specific than before 1517, to which
we now turn.
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CHAPTER 4

GOD'S EXTRAORDINARY PUNISHMENT:
THE USES OF PLAGUE DISCOURSE

Pondering pestilence in retrospect, the Protestant Conrad Zwick of
Constance thought about whom God punished, and why. He thought about
the epidemic of 1519, one "so gruesome that its like had never been heard
of in the city. Zwick thought about his forefathers, for whose sins their
children would be visited (Tb 3:3, Dn 9:16, Jdt 7:28). He thought, too, about
history, especially that of the council which had gathered in his hometown
from 1414-1418. To its work of reform the council at Constance had added
the business of burning, and roasted the goose—^John Hus—^that presaged
the swan of Wittenberg, Martin Luther. Like the Israelites in the book he
knew so well, Zwick confessed to the sins of his fathers (Neh 9:2): because
his ancestors had not intervened to rescue God's servant Hus from the pyre.
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Conrad Zwick was certain that God had Himself intervened, one century
later, by sending the "gruesome plague" to Constance in 1519.'
Zwick was not alone. Many of the citizens of Constance, without
making the connection to Hus, were convinced in 1519 that the terrible
epidemic was sent to lay the ground for Luther and his reformation." In
doing so, they were not the first to talk about church reform and plague in
the same breath. In 1439 leaders at another council, this time in Basel, were
convinced that the pestilence in the city was surely caused by the desolate
state of the church, one made especially desolate by the pontificate of their
enemy, Eugenius IV. They hoped that the killing would cease when God
was appeased by the election of a true vicar, whom they thought to have
found in their anti-pope Felix V.

' This has been taken from Zwick's personal papers (Stadtsarchiv Konstanz,
A I, 6, fol. 29-30), as described and partially edited by Aired Vogeli in his
edition, Jorg Vogeli. Schriften zur Reformation in Konstanz 1519-1538. Mit
Gregor Mangolts Konstanzer Reformationsgeschichte von 1562 zum
Vergleich, 3 vols., Schriften zur Kirchen- und Rechtsgeschichte, 39-41
(Tubingen / Basel: Osiandersche Buchhandlung / Basileia-Verlag, 19721973), 3: 859: "[Gott hat iiber Konstanz] ain solliche grusame pestilentz
hergeschickt, das derglychen vor nie kaine hie erhort worden, weil unsere
elteren gottes gutthaten verachtet und sinen diener [J. Hus] haben erwiirgen
und umbbringen lassen." The brackets are the editor's.
- Ibid., 859.
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It could not have helped Felix's fledgling candidacy for the See of St.
Peter that despite his election the plague raged on in Basel. It does signal,
however, that in the history of western Europe after 1348, traditional
demands for repentance and a return to a life lived according to God's laws
were bolstered by the regular appearance of the wrath of God in the form of
plague. The quantitative and qualitative intensification of piety and calls to
reform, both before and during the Reformation, had in pestilence the very
proof that the church was in trouble and needed a fix.^
We have seen the lengths to which sixteenth-century German
preachers went, on both sides of the confessional divide, to convince their
flocks to pay less attention to the secondary causes of plague and more to
the fact that God, as causa prima, had sent it via his instruments in the
heavens and upon earth. Cologne's Hermarm von Weinsberg, who in his
diary had often noted those instruments in the constellations and the air that
he breathed, offers the historian a valuable instance of how the various
causae could come together in an educated secular mind—at least what was
^ See the work of Frank Hatje, whose statements about the epidemic and the
need for reform I have paraphrased, and with which I entirely agree: Leben
und Sterben im Zeitalter der Pest, 37 (for the council) and 146-147 (for the
link between plague and church reform).
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left of it, since Hermann confessed that as a student he drank so heavily that
he vomited, suffered terrible hangovers, and "damaged not a little my ability
to think rationally and remember things.""^
Thinking back as best he could, Weinsberg noted an extremely hot
summer, in which the grapes yielded an abundant wine—potent, sweet, and
delicious. The citizens of Cologne gave themselves over to "drinking and
swilling," drunkenly running about the streets and "passing out among the
hedges like pigs." The wealth of grapes had lowered wine prices as well,
allowing more people to get together, especially students given over to
excess. Before their heads had cleared, God followed up on the gift of an
exceptional harvest with express delivery of the punishment of pestilence.^
In Weinsberg's narrative there is a (perhaps unconscious) logic,
which plague preachers would have approved. If hot weather helped to foul
the air, as proponents of the miasma theory held, it also was connected to
strong, cheap alcohol, which in turn led the citizens of Cologne to pursue

Von Weinsberg, Gedenkboich, 1: 152: He notes that he drank so much,
"[es] hat mir nit wenich an minen verstande und merorien geschatt."
^ Ibid., 1: 151 ". . . hat sich das folk zu dem trinken und swelgen begeben,
das folk hat sich also sehr uberschutt mit wein, das sie uff der straissen, hin
und widder an den hecken gelegen haben wie die swein "
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the wildest forms of excess. Heat—sin—plague: they all came together in
the 1540 pestilence. Weinsberg had learned the lessons delivered from the
pulpits of Cologne and all over Germany, where over the decades and
throughout the liturgical year preachers discoursed about the connections
between sickness and sin.
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A.

Sickness, Sin, and God's Extraordinary Punishment
When Emperor Maximilian pronounced in an imperial edict of 1495

that the new disease of syphilis was God's punishment for blasphemy (a sin
he found most prevalent), he could not have known subsequent experience
would show the sickness to be primarily venereal, and thus a consequence
of sexual immorality. As misplaced as was the emperor's theory of
causation, the appearance of syphilis "did much to provide factual support
for the association of disease with sin."^
The connection between sin and disease was a regular topic of
preaching,

facilitated

by a church calendar

wherein

the various

denunciations of sins and cures performed by Jesus allowed preachers, in an
era of sickness and death, to address this theme. The Bible too often equated
sin with disease for preachers to ignore it. When on the tenth Sunday after
Trinity his flock had heard the story of Jesus throwing out the money
changers and bewailing that the Jews were unaware of the punishments that
lay ahead (Lk 19:41-48), Johannes Eck preached that "because of sins" {von
^ Richard J. Palmer, "The Church, Leprosy and Plague in Medieval and
Early Modem Europe," in The Church and Healing. Papers Read at the
Twentieth Summer Meeting and the Twenty-First Winter Meeting of the
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der siind wegen) God often meted out His wrath "upon particular persons
and usually upon entire territories and peoples. The Bible is full of this from
the beginning to the end."^
In the Gospel of Matthew (9:1-8; 19^ p. Trin.) Jesus came upon a sick
man and said, "Be of good heart, son, your sins are forgiven." His ensuing
miracle led Eck and other preachers to point out that if sins were not the
cause of the man's sickness, Christ would not have forgiven them before
granting the cure. Eck wanted to point out, too, that the Church had long
since associated sin with disease, although not exclusively. Beginning with
Bede, the preacher explained that Christ, "the best doctor," understood the
theory of causes and therefore forgave the man his sins to eliminate the
causa prima-, that is why Bede also invoked John 5:1-14, where the lame
man had suffered for thirty-eight years before Jesus warned him, "Sin no
o

more, so that nothing worse happens to you" (v. 14). The Glossa ordinaria

Ecclesiastical History Society, ed. W. J. Shells, Studies in Church History
19 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1982), 19-99; here 83.
^ Eck, PS, 144b: "So kumbt die straff peen vnd vnfal offt von der sund
wegen das geschicht offt gegen sondem personen / vnd vorauB gemain
straffen die iiber land vnd leut gend / die sint von der siind wegen. DiB ist
die gschrifft vol vom anfang biB zum end."
^ Eck, PS, 186c.
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explained, it was true, that the pious might fall sick, but more often it
warned that God inflicted disease to punish sins, as He did Moses' sister
(Nm 9). In the worse case scenario, Eck continued, the afflicted may in fact
suffer in order to get a taste of the eternal punishment that awaits them, as
God had done with those arch-heretics, Dathan and Abiram (Dt 11:6), or
with King Herod, struck by an angel and eaten by worms (Acts 12:23).^
Summing up the results of his sermon in yet another of his rare bits of Latin
instructions for preachers, Eck advised them that one could easily apply the
"sin—sickness" interpretation for all sorts of afflictions such as "pestilence,
famine, war, and poisoned air."'°
Not just the professor-preacher in Ingolstadt, but others less
illustrious, including like Joharm Wild, also insisted upon the connection
and found the nineteenth Sunday after Trinity, falling during an epidemic
outbreak on 15 October 1542, as an ideal occasion to talk about sin and
sickness. Like Eck, the Franciscan cathedral preacher explained to the
congregation in Mainz that by forgiving the man in Matthew his sins, Jesus
^Ibid., 187a.
Ibid., 187a-b: " Extende prout placuerit, quia est vulgare et facile, et
propositum potest applicari etiam ad alias tribulationes specialis pestis,
famis, belli, inclementiae aeris etc."
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wanted to tell us "that bodily disease is very often delivered as a sentence
upon mankind on account of his sins . . . [It's] the primary cause"
{furnemste vrsach).''
With that fact Wild was not content, especially when confusion of the
causae continued to be one of a preacher's greatest concerns in explaining
disease in the pulpit. So the Franciscan left Jesus and returned to the Old
Testament, where God promised the Jews pestilence, fevers, inflammation,
and consumption as payback for their transgressions (Dt 28:21-28). Having
explicated both the Gospel and Deuteronomy, Wild summarized that
. . . as the number of sins increase, so, too, the number of punishments
and plagues. The punishments will also fail to decrease unless,
beforehand, there is a decrease in sins. For that reason, Christ took
away sin—^the sickness of the soul—from the man who had asked
him for bodily health. Christ did so to make it clear that such a
1 "7
disease had befallen the man out of, and because of, his sins. ~

Wild, PS, 700b: ". . . kiindten wir auch auB den worten Christi [Mt 9:1-8]
nemen / daB leybliche kranckhe}^ zum offtermals siinden halb vber den
Menschen verhengt werden .... Also ist auch die siind Leyblicher
kranckheyt die furnemste vrsach."
Ibid., 700b: "Vnnd so mehr der siinden werden / so mehr auch die straaff
vnnd plagen werden. Es nemen auch die straffen nit ab / die siind neme darm
vor ab. Vnd darumb hat Christus hie dem Menschen der vmb Leybliche
gesundtheyt batt / vnnd ihn die kranckheyt der Seelen die sund
abgenommen / vnnd damit ziiuerstehn geben / daB jhm solche kranckhety
auB der siinden vnd vmb seiner siinden willen ziikommon war."
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Wild kept it up, reminding his audience two weeks later, on 29 October, that
wealth and power could never alter the fundamentals of the origins of the
epidemic. On that day they had heard the Gospel of John (4:47-54; 21^^ p.
Trin.), wherein Christ cured the son of a rich man. No one can escape the
consequences of sin. Wild insisted, "for riches don't help on the day of
punishment; nor could this man's great power have helped his son."'^ In an
era when the rich and powerful fled the plague and had access to the best
products of the pharmacists, one wonders if, mindful of his audience. Wild
intended as much consolation as admonition with his sermon on that day.
As Eck had suggested (he was following the Glossa ordinarid), God
most often meted out punishments for sin upon entire lands and peoples. By
acknowledging that God sometimes visited sickness upon the good, Eck
showed he was aware that an insistence on the sin-equals-sickness equation
had its dangers, not least when Catholic clerics and members of religious
houses could be carried off by pestilence just as quickly as the poorest daylaborer. A chronicler in St. Gallen tallied the clerical deaths during the
Wild, PS, 730b: "Dann Reichthumb nutzen nit am tag der straff. So wirdt
auch der niicht erhalten durch sein grosse macht vnd gewalt. Derhalben ist
es ein vnweiBer Mensch der sein hofftiung vnd trost auff reichthumb und
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plague of 1519,''^ just as Sigmund Billing of Colmar noted that their
epidemic of 1541 not only killed three thousand five hundred of the city's
citizens, but "totally emptied the Franciscan monastery with the exception
of its Guardian";'^ Hermann von Weinsberg, too, saw fit to emphasize that
among the notable deaths at Cologne were the twenty "virgins (Jungfem)
killed by the plague" in a city convent in 1540/^ Sensitive to public opinion
and well aware of the connections between sin and sickness, the Mainz
cathedral canons refused to allow the traditional ringing of the bell that

Welti ichen gewalt setzet / so ihn hat deren keynes weder vom todt noch von

krankheyt erlosen kan."
Ed. Egli, "Die Pest von 1519 nach gleichzeitigen Berichten," 378 (no. 9):
"Da floch mengklichs uss der stadt Sant Gallen, ie dass schlecht personen
daselbs das rathus regiertend, aber wol. Och starb dozmal der pfarer ze Saint
Lorenzen, her Caspar Ramsperg, und der heifer, her Hans Weniger, und
nach im nach ain heifer—der was ain kurz zit heifer—her Valentin Tosch.
Uf welchen Wolfgang Jufii belfer ward; aber die pfarr blaib lang
onversehen . . . ."
H. Fleurent, "Geschichte der Pest und ihrer Bekampfiang im alten
Colmar," Zeitschrift fur die Geschichte des Oberrheins 65 [= n.s., 26]
(1911), 128-49; here 134: ". . . sturben allhie an der Pest 3500 Menschen;
das Baarfusserkloster wurde ausser dem Guardian vollig ausgeleeret."
Fleurent cites Sigmund Billings kleine Chronik der Stadt Colmar, ed. A.
Waltz (without publication data), 64.
Von Weinsberg, Gedenkboich, 1; 157.
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usually marked a canon's death when one of their own, Peter von
Gutenberg, succumbed to the English sweating disease in 1529.'^
If explanations of the death and sickness of the innocent or pious
could have functioned on behalf of clerics sensitive to their own vulnerable
position, the New Testament provided the proof (Nausea cited Lazarus)

15^

which preachers could just as easily use to comfort and counsel the cramped
urban poor, unable to flee and statistically the most likely to die. In perhaps
the most rudimentary set of Catholic vernacular sermons published for the
least educated among German priests (the Lutherans offered a beginner's
version as well),'^ Joharmes Dietenberger chose to concentrate on the theme
of the innocents' deaths in particular. Space was at a premium in such
primers, and this translator of the standard Catholic German Bible devoted

MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 1: 418 (22 Sept. 1529). Citing Bodmann-Habel
{Nachlass, no. 1753), Hermann lists the deaths of several such churchmen
(ibid., 1: 418, n. 1).
IQ

Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/30: 184A. Nausea preached that Lazarus displayed
paitence and fortitude in his sickness, without doubt to serve as an example
for us.
An example is Caspar Huberinus, Postilla Teutsch, Vher alle Sontdgliche
Euangelion, vom Aduent bifi auff Ostern, Kurtze und niitzliche Aufilegung
(Nuremberg: Johann Daubman, 1548), cited by Susan Karant-Nurm,
"Preaching the Word in Early Modem Germany," endnote 20, where the
work is described as of the genre for less equipped preachers.
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most of his exegesis of tiie 19''^ Sunday after Trinity to the topic. Jesus'
miracle demonstrated that sin was one cause {ein vrsach) of the lame man's
troubles, but not the only one—even if many people died on account of their
transgressions. "For which reason we should note that mankind suffers
tribulations here on earth for a variety of reasons." Among them was the
rationale given by Jesus upon being asked about an innocent man's
blindness: "that the works of God might be made manifest in him" (Jn 9:3).
Dietenberger pointed out that God allowed suffering "so that He will be
more called upon and honored." And even good Christians required regular
humbling, for which God also provided disease. Like Eck, Dietenberger was
*?n
certain to list sin as a manifold cause," just as Eck acknowledged that
on
~ Dietenberger, Pastille, 172a-173a, after telling the story of Jesus curing
the lame man (Mt 9:1-8): "Darbey sollen wir verstehen / das die sunde des
menschen waren ein vrsach seiner kranckheyt. Dann es geschahe nit on
vrsach / das do jm seine siinde vergeben waren / do wart er widerumb
gesunt / dann viel leut werden kranck vnd arm / vnd sterben vmb der
Siinden willen. Darumb sollen wir mercken / das der mensch leidt betriibnis
hie auff erden durch manchlerey vrsach willen. Die erste vrsach ist / das die
leut gepeiniget werden / auff das Gott geeret werde / als wir lesen von
eimen menschen / der war blind geboren / darumb frageten die junger Jesum
/ vnd sprachen: Meister / wer hatt gesiindiget? diser order sein Elteren / das
er blind geboren ist? Da antwortet Jesus / Es hat weder diser gesiindiget
noch seine Elteren / sonder das die wercken Gottes ofenbar wurden an
jm.Vnd darumb laBt vnser Herr die leut betriibt werden / das er deste mehr
angeruffen werde vnd geeret. Es ist auch ein vrsach / das die leute
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through sickness the pious could increase their merits through their
patience."'
The same course could be taken in Mainz by preachers like Nausea""
and Wild." In his pulpit and amid extended sermons on sin and sickness.
Nausea also saw the need to point out that God might make the pious suffer,
not least because He had shown that He "scourges those who are close to
7J

him in order to admonish them" (Jdt 8:27)." The preacher acknowledged
the same on 2 February 1529. The fourth extended epidemic in four years
gepeiniget werden / darumb das des menschen Son deste grosser werd / vnd
des sollen wir ein zeichen nemen an Job . . . . Es ist ein andere vrsach / das
der mensch hie wirdt gepeiniget / auff das er sich demiitige [2 Cor 1 2 ] . . . .
Es ist auch ein andere vrsach des der mensch hie gepeiniget wirdt / darumb
das er hie werde gereiniget von seinen siinden / das ist ein zeichen grosser
liebe [e.g. Moses] .... Der letste vrsach ist / das der sunder hie in disem
leben vnd in dem zukommenden leben werdt ewiglich gepeiniget [e.g.,
Pharoah, drowned in Red Sea]."
~ Eck, PS, 187a. Eck's example is the story of Job, which Dietenberger
mentioned as well but explained that "darumb das des menschen Son desto
grosser werd . . ." See the previous footnote for the entire passage.
77

"~ Nausea, Cent. IV, 1/71: 95E. Nausea's most general categorization runs,
following the classic schema, that sickness may test our patience (e.g.. Job,
Tobias), humble us and prevent haughtiness (e.g., St. Paul), fully glorify
God (e.g., the blind man, Lazarus), not cleanse sins but rather punish for
them and signal eternal damnation (e.g., Herod, Dathan and Abiram).
Wild, "Pestpredigt 3," in id., GB, 8a-12a; here 9a-b.
Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/97: 270E. Nausea quoted Jdt 8:27 in its entirety from
the Vulgate.
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had yet to subside after six months of killing, leaving the cathedral chapter
no choice but to order yet another procession contra tribulationes ad
placandum del iram?^ Nausea's emphasis may have been the sins of the
city, but even here he cited examples of God punishing those he loved, like
Jacob, who thought for twenty-four years that his son Joseph was dead;
Joseph, too, suffered the same amount of time in Egypt, just as Job was
punished for a "long time." It was clear that God had allowed many of those
whom He loved most to suffer, but His joy was all the greater upon
snatching them from their distress."
Of all the Catholic preachers who recognized that God might carry off
His beloved, none found better reasons than that die-hard irenicist, Georg
Witzel. Not in his pulpit but rather through the press, in 1535 Witzel
launched a vociferous attack against the Protestant practice of burial outside
MDKP (ed. Herrmann), 1: 353 (31 Jan. 1528): " An einem passenden
Tage soil eine oeffentliche Prozession ad placandum dei iram et tollendum
tribulationes pro oculis existentes abegeahlten werden." I date the
procession assuming that, as usual, it occurred on a Wednesday.
" Nausea, Cent. IV, 2/97: 270a-271b: "In tempore processionis contra
qualiscumque tribulationes," here 27IH: "Sic nimirum et plerosque alios
sibi charissimos tribulari aliquanto tempore passus est, quos tandem cum
maiore laetitia eripuit, iuxta scipturam dicentem." Ibid., 270E: "Hinc sit, ut
quos deus uti dilectos filios suos amat, eos tribulationibus flagellari
permittit."
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of city walls. Convincing or not, the former Lutheran minister argued that a
quick and early death would give the Devil less chance to establish his
kingdom (Reich) in your body, where it perhaps would be "increased and
strengthened" {vielleicht gemehret vnd gesterckt) during a long life. To the
terrified parents of children vulnerable to disease, this father and husband
offered his own brand of solace: your kids might be carried off to God, but
0*7

at least they would never grow up to become Lutherans."

* * *

Indeed, God may have used sickness for more reasons than to punish
the wicked, but in cases of plague and that "unheard of epidemic," the lethal
English sweating disease," preachers on both sides of the confessional
divide were loathe to stray too far from a diagnosis that equated sin,
sickness, and punishment, even though both Scripture and tradition required
Georg Witzel, Obdormitio christianorum. Von den verstorbnen / vnd jrem
begrebnis / «ew ziigericht vnd sehr gemehret [1535] (Mainz: [Franz
Behem], 1542), 13a: . . auch daB sie nicht alt inn Ketzerey gerieten / vnd
inn der vnerhorten grossen vntrew vnd argkeit diser jetzigen welt behaffc
wiirden / zu jrer seelen verderbnuss."
This is how the sickness was termed in MDKP (ed. Herrmann): 1:418(18
Sept. 1529): "plaga inaudita videlicet letalis sudoris Angliae." See, too, the
same language in the sermon of Nausea, below, n. 31.
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that they address cases of the inflicted pious. In the minds of preachers,
sickness in its most encompassing definition was more applicable to the
tests of patience and exercises in the virtues which they covered in their
sermons on pious sickness. In the contexts of a Christendom torn apart by
the various "sects," threatened fi"om outside by yet another instrumentum
Dei, the Turks, and what may be considered shared eschatological
mentalities that differed only in degree, epidemic disease must have seemed,
in its terminal swiftness, a poor candidate for other interpretations than that
of sin and divine wrath.
Friederich Nausea bears witness to the tension between tradition and
scripture on the one hand, and the terrible reality of pestilence on the other.
Scripture was very much living and real from the perspective of these
preachers—^the separation of "scripture and tradition" from "reality" was for
them impossible—but the thematic diversity with which the Bible could
treat diseases and punishments allowed for a selectivity that, in its tendency
to underplay the themes of the pious sick, betrays the way in which early
modem Germans experienced pestilence.
Having explicated the various reasons that God made men ill. Nausea
preached that we are, on these grounds, "reasonably and rightly" {sane)
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admonished not to judge frequent

or long-term sufferers as somehow

estranged by God, since He does not always send disease on account of sins;
there are various other reasons as well. The preacher, however, could not
leave the matter at that. "Even so," he followed up, most often God inflicts
disease because of sins, as He demonstrates "in many places [in Scripture
when] he threatens pestilence upon those who transgress his laws."
Clarifying the matter further, he insisted that "we believe without a doubt
that pestilence comes as a punishment from God and nowhere else." " It
was here that he explained causa-thtory and instrumentality, running from
the Peasants' War through a list of Old Testament examples of pestilence
and God's wrath.^°
So palpably in their midst and so inexplicable if not divinely
ordained, pestilence brought Nausea close to contradiction. The long list of

"70

Nausea, Cent. IV, 1/71: 95F: "Ex quibus sane causis, facile monemur, ne
quis aliquem perinde ut malum et a deo alienum vel ideo iudicet, quam
variae laboret et coporali morbo aegre diu exetur: quandoquidem, quum hoc
ipsum non semper propter peccatum eveniat, utcumque unusquisque morbus
semper a deo, propter varias tamen causas, infligi soleat: etsi frequentius
propter peccatum, quaemadmodum deus multis in locis suorum mandatorum
transgressoribus pestilentia comminatur, quam perinde poenam certo
credimus venire a deo et non aliunde."
Ibid., 1/71: 95G.
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biblical examples, if intended to overwhelm the audience, certainly did their
work upon the preacher who had obediently followed his forefathers and
defended the pious sick: "[On the basis of these numerous scriptural
examples,] we must not claim that pestilence or other sickness comes from
elsewhere than from God as a scourge (flagellum).'''' God was the true and
first author of punishment, as He Himself bore witness through his prophets
Isaiah, Amos, and Job.^'
Some ten years later. Wild preached on the various reasons for which
God might visit the pious with disease, but like Nausea the Franciscan was
led by Scripture to make pestilence an exception to the rule. During the third
plague procession on 10 September 1539, the cathedral preacher clarified
the matter. Yes, God had various grounds for various sicknesses.
Ibid., 96H: "Non est itaque dicendum vel pestilentiam vel aliam
infirmitatem aliunde et non a deo in flagellum venire, quum ipse adeo etiam
mali scilicet poenae, verus et primus sit author, vel ipso teste, qui apud
Esiam dicit . . . Hinc Amos propheta . . . Sic et Job . . . See, too, ibid.,
2/99: 273E, where Nausea explains that the English sweating disease is so
new, horrific, and deadly that it is no use even talking about its causae-, it
has to be sin: "Atque sane non est, ut de huius pestis origine et causa multis
agamus, quum eius natura plusquam horrenda demonstret eam ipsam non
aliunde nec aliam ob causam fieri coeptam, quam ob peccata nostra quibus
deum offendimus: quae uti prae magnitudine nova sunt et apud maiores
inaudita, sic et haec nobis nova est lues et inaudita, et quae in rerum natura
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but with this our current epidemic, I think God has two reasons for
sending it. First He wants to terrify us so that we desist from sinning,
seeing that we don't want to stop on our own accord. Second, He
wants to wake us up to fear and godliness, since this is something that
we also don't want to do and pursue ourselves. God is now using this
pestilence so that those in sin will stop sinning, so that those who
simply show up—inert and negligent—to our divine service will
begin to do so properly and diligently. ~
It would not be the last time that Wild defended the penitential procession
and mass, admonishing the citizens to shape up and properly attend to the
Catholic rites of appeasement."'^ More often in the following weeks,
however, the Franciscan talked about pestilence and sin. True to his
training. Wild had no doubt that God was "faithful and true" {getrew) to the
covenant {pactum) He had made with man."''^ But with the promise of justice

nullam hactenus habuerit certam medelam, obque id longe crudelior aliis
morbis."
Wild, "Pestpredigt 3," in id., GB, 9b: "Bey diesem vnserm sterben aber
bediincket mich gott habe zweyerley fiir / Erstlich wolle er vns damit
schrecken / das wir von siinden ablassen / dieweil wir von vnd auB vns selb
nicht wollen nachlassen zu siindigen. Zum andem wil er vns damit zur
forcht vnd Gottseligkeit auffwecken / dieweil wir auch dasselbig nicht von
vns selb thun vnd vns befleissen. Darzu gebraucht nun Gott dieser Pestilentz
/ das die so in siinden seind / aufhoren zu siindigen / vnd die so trege vnd
hinlessig sind zum Gottes dienst / anfahen sich desselbigen zu befleissen."
Wild devoted almost all of his sixth plague sermon to plague processions,
in GB, 20b-26a.
For late medieval pactum-, or covenant theology, see Bemdt Hamm,
Promissio, Pactum, Ordinatio. Freiheit und Selbstbindung Gottes in der
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came the equally binding pledge of punishments, as God witnessed in
Scripture. That said, the preacher remained true to his tastes as well,
insisting with his usual annoyance that "it's not necessary to argue why God
sends disease upon a people, or why He strikes this person and not that, one
and not the other, or why he occasionally sends it to the pious and not the
wicked."''^ Like his impatience with secondary causes. Wild's curt
withdrawal from the debate tells us, as much as the extended discussions on
who might get the plague that were carried on by others, how important the
question was in its context. When it came to toadying to the times, however,
this Franciscan had a low threshold of tolerance.
Wild was interested, rather, in the specific message that God intended
with this punishment for sin. According to this preacher, the evangelical
movement had done enough damage with the New Testament: "The more

scholastischen Gnadenlehre, Beitrage zur historischen Theologie 54
(Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1977).
Wild, "Pestpredigt 4," in id., GB, 12a-17b (17 Sept. 1539); here 15b:
"Dann Gott is getrew ... 1st derhalben vnnotig zu disputiren / warumb Gott
kranckheit vnder das volck schicke. Item warumb er solches dem vnd nit
diesem / einem vnd nit dem andem / warumb er es zum zeiten den frommen
thue / vnd nit den bosen."
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we hear about the Gospel, the more scandalous we become."^^ Sin and
admonition were the business of preaching. Having pursued this theme
regularly, during the fifth procession (24 Sept.) he focused on God's
flagellum pestilentiae and sin almost exclusively. Before doing so, it is true,
he explained causae secundae for the first and last time."'

7

Wild had

concurred with Wisdom: "God arms His creation to punish His enemies
(Wis 5:17)."
Excluding mankind, all creatures maintained their God-given order
and place, and God was wont to use them to punish sinful man. Doubling
the power of his example. Wild used the instrumenta to make a statement
about the Jews, those creatures used by God to humiliate Christ in death.
"Poisoned air," that harbinger of pestilence, served similarly to shame
mankind. Because it was God's work, one needed to ask what He wanted.
"As I said two weeks ago. He is eager to terrify us to stop sinning and to
wake us up to all that is good and proper."^^ The world was deceiving, and

Wild, "Pestpredigt 2," in id., GB, 6b: "So mehr wir von Euangelio horen /
so arger wir werden."
See the context, transcription, and translation above, 158-59.
Wild, "Pestpredigt 5," in id., GB, 17b-20b; here 118b: "Dann alle
Creaturen halten jre ordnung / den Menschen allein aul3genommen. Darumb
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as "children of Adam" (in German it enjoyed noun-status, Adamskinder),
people relied on everything but God—health, youth, fiiendship, wealth—
"and thus serve the creatures rather than the Creator" (Rom 1:25). Thinking
that w^e're doing well, "we don't bother to consider that Satan thus leads us
astray from a true trust in God to a wicked trust in the world." "Where are
your gods now during this epidemic?" He was asking (cf. Dt 32:37). "I will
laugh at your calamity; I will mock when panic strikes you" (Prv 1:26)—^"as
if to say . . . 'Since you've found other more powerful gods than I, get going
to them and let your money help you against death, let your nobility and
power protect you from the plague'.
rechnen auch die Creaturen billich Gottes schmach an dem Menschen / wie
sich es denn auch in Christi todt erweiBt. Vnd solches last Gott vnser
siinden halben geschehen / das die zeit sich endet / vnd vergifftung der
luffren geschicht. Darumb ist es sein werck / darumb sol man auch suchen /
was er darmit haben will. Das habe ich aber zuuor inn der dritten Predig
gethan / vnd fiimemlich zwo vrsach angezogen / daB Gott allermeist vns
damit meyne / vnd gem von siinden wolt abschrecken / vnd zu allem guten
auffwecken."
Ibid., 18b: "Dann wir Adamskinder seind nit leichtlich mit einem Gott zu
frieden / sonder (wie der Prophet sagt.) Wir beten viel lieber vnserer hende
werck an. Dann einer verlast sich auff gesundtheyt / der ander auff sein
jugent / der dritt auff seine sterck / einer auff sein reichthumb / der ander
auff sein gewalt vnd grol3 gebew / der dritt auff sein freundschafft / etc.
vnnd machen also die geschopff zu Gottem [Rom 1:25] / meynen auch es
sey vns denn wol / gedencken nit daB vns der Sathan also verfuret / vnd von
dem waren vertrawen zu Gott / zum bosen vertrawen gegen die welt verfuret
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Related to the secondary causes was Wild's next point, that God
sought to demonstrate His power with the pest {sein gewalt anzeigeri). Thus
He carried off thousands to their graves, as during the flood, in Sodom, and
in Egypt/® But Satan can also kill, assured the preacher, whereas only God
can make one living {lebendig machen). With one of his favorite images,
again Wild could insist on the fullness of Scripture {sola scripturd) with the
simile of the medical doctor, in contrast to whom "God requires neither herb
nor poultice but rather His Word alone.""^' If the Lord could cure our souls
/ gibt vns vor ein stercken stab der lebendigen hofftiung / ein rohr in die
handt. [Then, after citing Dt 32:37 and Prv 1:26] .... Das ist das erst / so
vns Gott leren wil / wann er Pestilentz gibt.... Als wolt er sagen: Ich habe
mich euch versprochen / ich wolle ewer Gott vnd schirer sein . . . Dieweil jr
derm andere mechtiger Gotter habt denn mich / wolan so lauffet hin zun
selbigen / laB dir dein Gelt helffen wider den todt / dein adel vnnd Gewalt
beschiitze dich vor der Pestilentz / etc."
As was shown above, chapter 3, these images were standard in preaching
about the distinctions between the causae and employed to demonstrate
God's absolute power.
Wild, "Pestpredigt 5," 18b-19a: ". . . Zum zweyten wil Gott mit dieser
Pestilentz vns sein gewalt anzeigen / denn ob er denselbigen wol vielfaltig
gegen der Welt erwiesen hat / in der erschaffung aller ding / in vielen vnd
wunderbarlichen wercken vnd straffen der sunder / beweget vns doch solchs
alles nicht / wir erfarens denn auch an vns selb. Darumb schickt er die
Pestilentz / vnd nimpt etlich tausent von hinnen hinweg / als mit einem
gewalt / damit die vbrigen darauB erkennen Gottes gewalt / vnnd jhnen
forchten .... Der Teuffel kan wol todten / aber nit lebendig machen. Die
artzt konnen helffen aber nicht allwegen. Gott aber kan solchs alles / gleich
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sola scriptura. He still remained content to allow us to be "bom in shit"
{kaat) and linger, like the beetle, a "stinking animal" here on earth (cf. Jl
1:4). Otherwise puffed up with pride, we would fail to recognize our
neediness and weakness; one needed to see that "mankind itself is nothing,"
to which end pestilence proved most useful.'^"
Finally—and fittingly—God

had

long before announced

His

imminent final judgment, and meanwhile intervened to pronounce
extraordinary punishments {besondere gericht) upon man in the course of
history (the flood, Sodom, etc.). Wild was invoking a concept of iudicium
separate from that of the individual/particular and final judgments of souls.
Instead he referred to God's power to intervene: the creator who in His
gubernatio governs the world that He had created (i.e., intervention

vnd zu alien zeiten .... Denn darzu bedarff er auch keiner arbeyt oder ziel
der zeit / darff weder kraut noch pflaster / sonder allein braucht er sein
wort."
Ibid., 19b: "Zum dritten wil vns Gott mit dieser Pestilentz anzeigen vnsere
diirfftigkeit vnd schwachheit / die wir sonst nimmer erkenneten . . . Die
Keffer hat sich ausgebreytet / vnd ist daruon geflogen / sagt der Prophet (Jl
1:4). Ein Kefer wechst auB einem kaat / vnd wie fast sie sich selber
ausbreytet / bleibet sie doch ein Kefer / das ist / ein stinckendt their / also
auch der Mensch. Aber solches erkennen wir im gliick nicht / des miiB vns
G o t t kranckheit v n d todt zuschicken / d a m i t w i r vnsere schwachheit a l s f u r
augen ansehen."
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providentia specialis, etc.). There could be no doubting God's absolute
power to act {de potentia absoluta). "These extraordinary punishments serve
to warn us how the last and universal judgment and sentence will turn out."
Pest was such a punishment (and thus a judgment), which
. . . should warn us of the universal judgment that everyone should
hold in their minds. If His fatherly discipline is so tough, how then
will His wrath be? If we can barely take it when an element of the air
is against us, how then shall we flee when all of God's creatures fight
against us for Him?"^^
How shall we /Zee? The word could not have been lost on Wild's
listeners, alert to the issue of flight from the plague; in the same context,
others used "flight" in the sense of "fleeing to the Lord" during epidemics."^
Wild, "Pestpredigt 5," 20a: "Zuletzt wil Gott vns mit dieser Pestilentz
vermahnen seines letzten gerichts. Derm er hat nun vorlengst alien
menschen den tag seines allgemeinen gerichts verkiindiget / ehe aber
derselbig kompt zeigt er viel besondere gericht / als in der Siindflut /
Sodomitem / etc. Aber diese besondere gericht verwahmen vns wie das letzt
vnd allgemein gericht vnd sententz / so kunfftig / sein vnd ergehen werde.
Also ist nun auch diese Pestilentz ein besonder gericht Gottes / sol vns
derwegen vermahnen des allgemeinen gerichts / das ein jeder bey sich selb
gedenck. Ist die Vatterliche zucht Gottes so schwere / wie wirdt derm sein
z o m sein? K o n n e n w i r schwerlich ertragen / wenn e i n Element d e r lufft
wider vns ist / wie wollen wir dem entfliehen wenn alle Creaturen / flir Gott
dem Herren wider vns streitten?"
44

E.g., Junngen, Ain nutzliche trostliche vnd kurtze vnnderrichtung, A2b: It
is crucial, he wrote, "das wir von vnnsem sunden abstanden / ziim Herm
fliehen in ainem waren glauben / liebe vnd hoffiiung vnser leben bessem /
dieweyl kain zeitlicher trost v n d hiilff gewiB i s t . . . . "
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God spoke through pestilence as if to say, "Take note that I have wielded
arrows to strike the godless, and should you not better yourself under this
attack, I shall thus wield the sword—and you can expect a much greater
judgment.There was no fleeing God's arrows. With that warning—and
the well known image of God's pestilential projectiles'^^—the preacher left
the pulpit.
Leaving their own, Protestant preachers concurred with their Catholic
counterparts that plague enjoyed particular status as sickness brought on by
sins. Acknowledging the role of secondary causes but in no uncertain terms.

Ibid., 20a: "Als wolte Gott zu vns samptlich / vnd zu einem jeden in
sonderheit sagen / Sihest du das ich die ruthe habe ergriffen die gottlosen zu
schlagen / wilt du dich denn bey der ruthen nit bessem / so wil ich das
schwert ergreiffen / wirdstu grossere gericht zu gewarten haben."
On such images see Beda Kleinschmidt, "Franziskus von Assisi auf
altdeutschen Pestbildem. Ein Beitrag zur Iconographia Franciscana,"
Franziskanische Studien 13 (1926), 83-95. Kleinschmidt provides an
excellent summary of typical images that included pestilential arrows. They
showed how God and Christ, angry with the sins of men, give terrifying
judgement instead of showing mercy by showering the sinner with heavenly
arrows of pestilence. Terrorized, the sinner flees to the Mother of Mercy,
Mary, and to the pest saints Rochus, Sebastian, or to the particular saints of
a local community. Christ, too, stands often as an advocate for mankind
before God. The theology of this imagery, as well its place in Late Medieval
attempts to simplify theology and the discourse on piety, are concisely
presented by Bemdt Hamm, "Normative Centering in the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries."
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Nuremberg's Veit Dietrich conceded that "although the air gets poisoned,
such a thing happens with God's consent on account of our sins."'^^ In print,
Luther put his stamp on Protestant discourse in 1527, with his popular
treatise on flight ("an epidemic is a punishment of God, sent to us on
account of our sins"),'^^ just as in his pulpit he insisted that sins led God to
"test your faith, your repentance, and love" {Gott versiichet euern glauben,
euer Busse und Liebe).^^ "Where does pestilence come from?", Nikolaus
Selnecker asked in his pamphlet for children: "It springs from our sins,
when people neither keep God's word nor follow His will but rather go
Veit Dietrich, Der XCI. Psalm. Wie ein Christ in sterbfi-leuffien sick
trosten soil. Zu Niirnberg geprediget durch Vitum Dietrich. M.D.XLIIII
(Niimberg: Johan vom Berg & Vlrich Neuber, 1544), D3j: "Ob wol die lufft
vergifftet wirdt / so geschicht doch solches der siinden halb auB verhengnuB
Gottes / der die siind also straffen pflegt." Cited by Bemhard Klaus, Veit
Dietrich. Leben und Werk, Einzelarbeiten aus der Kirchengeschichte
Bayems 32 (Numberg: Selbstverlag des Vereins fiir bayerische
Kirchengeschichte, 1958), 223.
Luther, Ob Man vor dem Sterben fliehen moge, in WA 23: 339.27-28: ". . .
das sterben ist eine straffe Gottes, uns zugeschickt umb unser sunde willen .
. . ." At table as well, Luther often emphasized this point; e.g., 25-29
November 1538, when people were dying of plague in Wittenberger (i.e.,
when he was preaching the text cited in the foliowint footnote): ''"Peccatum
sequitur poena,^' as Paul teaches in 1 Cor 11:30 and 2 Cor 13:2-3. Two
factors in particular bring on the pest: "Ita etiam insolita peccata impietatis
et ingratitudinis iram Dei extremam provocabunt." WAT 4: 173-174 (no.
4157).
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about as they're wont, each person according to his own pleasure—God
cannot take that for long".^° To his adult readers he insisted upon the same,
defining precisely like the Catholic Wild that pestilence was "God's
extraordinary punishment" {sonderliche strajfe Gottes), a call for repentance
and betterment {biispredigt zur besserung) complete with the image of the
raining down of arrows.^'
A preacher and contemporary of Selnecker anonymously related the
story of a boy prophet who had died of the plague and was carried off to
God's throne, where he was immediately commanded to return to the world
"to make clear to the people that I [God] want to afflict and punish them
mightily on account of their sins with all sorts of plagues and
W A A l : 136.19-22.
Selnecker, Kiirze Kinder Fragstiicke, LI a: "Sie entspringet von der
Siinden / wenn die Menschen nach Gottes Wort vnud (sic) willen sich nicht
halten / sonder ein jeder seines gefallens leben vnnd thun wil / das kan Gott
in die lenge nicht leiden."
Selnecker, Pestbericht, Bla: "Erstlich / so jederman / der ein Christ ist /
erkennen / das solche plage / eine sonderliche straffe Gottes sey / vnd eine
rechte augenscheinliche buspredigt / damit vns Gott selbst / als mit einer
Ruten / heimsuchet / ziichtiget / vnd zur besserung fordert." Again in ibid.,
B 3 a : . . sprichwort: Compensat D e u s m o r a m atrocitate poena . . . . [ W i r
brauchen] solches als ein BuBspredigt armemen / vnsere Sunde erkennen /
fiir dem zom Gottes erschrecken / von Siinden ablassen / Gott vmb Gnad
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catastrophes."^" If before 1542 (or 1555) Catholic preachers witnessing
God's flagellum plagae considered the splintering of western Christendom
to have been among the causae, Protestant disunity in the 1560s could have
the same effect: to the violent and divisive Protestants (as the boy's angel
explained), recently seen droplets of blood on leaves were a warning to
better their lives (and unify) or face the most terrifying of plagues. Ministers
were to be sure to preach accordingly.^^
vnd verzeihung bitten / [Erkenne auch daB wenn] jr euch nicht bessert /
werdet jr alle also vmbkommen."
Anon., Griindlicher vnnd aigenntlicher Berichtt / einer Warhqffiigen
historien vnd Geschichten / so sich im Dorff Binnfert / im Ampt
Spangenberg / mit einem Frommen vnnd Gottfiforchtigen Jiingling / den 21.
lunii dieses 1567. Jars zugetragen hatt / alien Christlichen Menschen wol
zubedencken / was vns Gott der All mechtig mit solchem Zeichen
zuiierstehen geben will, (Rottenburg a.T.: Albrecht Gros, 1567), A3a: ". . .
dann er soil dem Volck anzeygen / das Ich die Welt hefftig vmb jhrer
siinden willen straffen / vnnd daheim suchen will / mit allerley Plagen vnnd
vngluck."
Ibid., A3b: "Item wo zwei oder mehr vneins weren (wie man derm allzeyt
mehr leut fmdet die zu zanck denn zu fiied vnd ainigkeit genigt sind /) sage
wider dieselbigen / das ein Baum auff dem Beinscheid stehet / daran die
Bletter vnten mit Bluts tropffen besprengt weren / vnd sie wissen wolten /
was solches bedeuten solt / solle er jnen anzeygen / der Baum mit den
blutigen blettem (sagende) wie mir mein Engel gesagt hat / dass ein grol3
blutvergiessen sein soil / an alien enden / wo sich das bose vnd schnode
[sic] volck in jrem vngotlichen vnd verdampten leben nit bessem wiirde /
Vnd das Gott die erschrockliche Kranckheit der Pestilentz mit hauffen in die
welt senden werde / vnd ein solche die gar nicht zumeiden oder zuempflien
sey / vnd das die pfarhem vnd Seelsorger dieses alles den vnbuBfertigen
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To this terrifying tale there was, at least, an interesting (if not happy)
ending. The prophet boy, having seen the glory of the Creator, was returned
to the world and left there. As the pamphlet went to press, this instrument of
the Lord was still milling about his house in the foulest of moods, not
wanting to speak much—"and he's still got the plague as before."^"^

Menschen anzaigen jhnen vrkiindigen / sie wamen vor jrem Ewige
verdamnuB / vnd auch zeitlicher straff alhie in diesem jrdischen vnnd
elenden leben."
Ibid., A4a: "Er hatt die Pestilentz noch wie vor."
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B.

The Tasks of Government and the Perspectives of Preachers:
Pestilence and Social Discipline
Lest there be any questions about the sins for which God would

punish, Nicolaus Selnecker provided some six categories of specific
transgressions ranging from the "contempt for God's word" to ignoring
God's warnings and signs to pride, excess in food, drink, clothing, and
building to breaking the commandments of the Second Table.Rather than
relativize such a grouping as a typical laundry list, we do better to recognize
that this spectrum of sins offered itself up as a grab-bag from

which

governments, preachers, and their contemporaries could make specific
applications in their attempt to diagnose and regulate those misdeeds which
invited divine wrath.
I list them in shorthand: Selnecker, Pestbericht, B3b-D2a:
1. "verachtung Gottes Worts" (B3v-Clr).
2. "sicherheit / vnd verachtung . . . aller drawungen Gottes / die er durch
sein wort thut oder thun lest" (C Ir-v).
3. "verstockung vnd verachtung der vielfeltigen Zeichen vnnd
Wunderthaten Gottes" (Clv-C3r).
4. vermessenheit, i.e. trusting in eaithly gewalt more than Gods (C3r-C4v).
5. "aller stoltz vnd pracht / hoffart vnnd vbermut / im Leben/ inn Geberden /
in Kleidem / im reden / in essen vnd trincken / im bawen . . . (C4v-Dlr).
6. "allerley mutwil auff eim hauffen / vnd allerley Laster wider ander Taffel
der Zehen Gebot / als da sind / Freuel / Blutschulden / Mord / Hurerey /
Ehebruch / vnd allerley Grewel / Dieberey / Vntrew / Gewalt / vnd
dergleichen" (Dlr-D2r).
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To be sure, such applications could be general despite their
specificity, as had been the case in Europe since the Black Death.^^
Ecclesiastical authorities in Wiirzburg issued, in 1540, a decree in which
daily language was condemned as blasphemous and as the cause of
pestilence. The citizens were singing "immoral, unchristian, and scandalous
songs daily on the streets, when under the influence in the taverns, and
when working in the fields or at other jobs." How the authorities were going
to assess fines and combat these common songs and maxims (sprichwdrter),
was an issue the decree failed to address.^^ How could one stamp out
popular culture with a decree?
The rulers of Wiirzburg kept it up throughout the sixteenth century,
offering in every ordinance a mea culpa that claimed the soul was suffering

Standard responses included the regulation of luxury consumption,
morality, etc. See G. Keil, "Pest," in Lexikon des Mittelalters, 6: 1917.
Reported by Lechner, "Die Pest in Wiirzburg im 16. Jahrhundert," 268:
"Dem greulich Laster der Gottslesterung, Fluchens und schwerens, den
unziichtigen unchristlichen ergerlichen Lidem so taglichs uff den gaBen
auch in den Wirtschafften under dem Wein und in dem Felt auch sonsten in
der arbeit gesungen werden, das es ein erschrecklicher greul zuhoren, den
schandbaren sprichwortem mit hochstem emst zusteuem und wehren, ist ein
notwendig und gottwolgefellig werckh [sic]."
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from "the most dire disease" {hockste kranckheif).58 In Basel the city
council

regularly noted poor church attendance, weddings, and other festivities of
extreme opulence as the cause {vrsach) of plague—in 1582 they were doing
so, just as they had in 1418.^^ Authorities in Regensberg made it official that
the epidemic of 1520-1521 was "punishment for the horrendous idolatry" of
the populace.^® In Protestant Nuremberg, preachers during the epidemic of
1534 were instructed by the city council to read an "admonition to the
people" in which plague was cited as "without doubt" a result of sinful
excess and excessive ingratitude to the Lord; from their pulpits, preachers
warned their flocks to change their sinful lives and to call and cry out to
God, begging Him to show mercy and withdraw the blows of "His just and
well earned punishment." And in case the crowds were less than attentive in
church, the council had made sure to begin its official 1533 plague

Ibid., 268, where one of the decrees refers to pestilence as a result of". . .
des gemeinen, siindigen vngottsforchtigen lebens, damit laider vast
meniglichen gehaffr."
Hatje, Leben und Sterben im Zeitalter der Pest, 38 and 60-61.
Cited by Herrmann Schoppler, Die Geschichte der Pest zu Regensburg
(Munich: Otto Gmelin, 1914), 25: pestilence "ist ein straff der graulichen
Abgotterey."
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handbook with religious—not medicinal—^prophylaxis.^' In an ordinance
full of specifics to clean up the city and shape up the population,
Nordlingen's city council opened their Pestordinanz with irrefutable proof
in 1547: they had felt the utter wrath of God first through the (seemingly
apocalyptic)^" annihilation of the Protestant cause in the Schmalkaldic War

Niimberg, Stadtsarchiv RB 16, fols. 117v-118r; cited in Osiander,
"Pestpredigt 1533," ed. Schneider, 485: The current plague has come "on
2rweyfel auB unser sundtlichen ubertretung und ubermessigen
undanckbarkeit .... [the people are admonished] das sie mit enderung ires
sundtlichen lebens zu Got dem herm hertzlich ruffen und schreyen und den
mit vleys bitten, das er die gaysell seiner gerechten wolverdienten straf von
uns gnedigklich abwenden .... Solches zu erwerben sprech ein ytlichs ein
andechtigs vaterunser (9 or 10 Jan. 1533). The city's Pestregiment of 1533
began with an insistence that the first step was to raise one's "hertz vnd
gemiit / durch ein rechten festen bestendigen glauben / an das gnadenreich
Euangelion vnsers hemn Jhesu Christi" and "vgezweifelt dafiir halt." God
will protect the pious "durch seinen vatterlichen willen / durch seine heilige
Engel I vnnd durch sein naturlich vnnd hailsame gaben der Ertzney." Ein
kurtz Regiment wie sich zu zeiten der Pestilentz zu halten sey (Niimberg:
Johann Petreius, 16 July 1533), A2a-b. Official sanitary measures are
discussed by Biihl, "Die Pestepidemien des ausgehenden Mittelalters und
der Friihen Neuzeit in Niimberg," 134-136.
For similar interpretations of 1547 see Robert Stupperich, "Das
Augsburger Interim als apokalyptisches Geschehnis nach Osiander," Archiv
fur Reformationsgeschichte 64 (1973), 225-245. Johannes Janssen provided
a list of numerous Protestant cities that were afflicted with plague at
precisely this time, although he does not pursue the question of how they
interpreted the double blow of 1547—pestilence and military/religious
defeat {Geschichte des deutschen Volkes, 7: 398). In an extended study on
pestilence and Reformation, this theme would surely warrant close attention.
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ihochbeschwerliche kriegsemporeungen) and then through the plague. Both
were "without doubt to inflict well earned punishment for our uncountable
sins," for the citizens had abused "His godly goodness and mildness" and
brought His wrath (zorn) upon themselves; this, too, was to be disseminated
via the pulpits.^^ Ending where we began, the sixteenth-century decrees in
both Protestant Nordlingen and Catholic Wiirzburg reveal a marked
similarity.®"^

I consider it a weakness that in his (generally excellent) study of
Reutlingen, Hans Christoph Rublack provides a detailed discussion of social
discipline, discipline ordinances, and the aftermath of 1547 without ever
considering the 1547 Pestordinanz or how plague was in full swing during
many of the "years of increased discipline" that he notes (1542 and 1549).
See Rublack, Eine biirgerliche Reformation: Nordlingen, Quellen und
Forschungen zur Reformationsgeschichte 51 (Giitersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1982),
246-259.
"Ordonnances du Senat de Nordlingen en temps d'epidemic," ed.
Wickersheimer, 17: the very first words insist that God has not only
punished them with "hochbeschwerlichen kriegsemporeungen" (defeat by
the Catholics and now the emperor's troops are camped there), but also with
this plague: both are "ungezweivelt zu wolverdienter straff unnserer
unzalbam siinden, mit denen wir sein gottliche guet unnd sennfttmiitigkhait
layder biszher so manigfelltig wider unns bewegt unnd zu zom verursacht."
For a summary of Wiirzburg, see Lechner, "Die Pest in Wiirzburg im 16.
Jahrhundert," 274-277. Cf. Rodel, "Die Obrigkeiten und die Pest.
Abwehrmassnahmen in der friihen Neuzeit," 189 for another general
summary. Rodel is incorrect (in ibid., 192) to date Strasbourg's 1541
ordinance as the oldest surviving for sixteenth-century Germany
(Wiirzburg's came in 1542): the 1519 ordinance of Konstanz was worked
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Among the few historians to have taken up the question of plague and
sixteenth-century German (and Swiss) governmental discipline measures,
both Frank Hatje and Walter Rodel are right on the mark: with pestilence
and discipline we enter the domain of social control and its potential
legitimation during epidemic outbreaks. Hatje is quick to insist that in Basel
the ordinances may be traced to the early fifteenth century, from which
point he plots the decrees of a city council intent on expanding its area of
legal authority, control of burial, regulation of medical practice, and
maintenance of the religious and moral lives of the citizenry.^^ More
cautious because broader in scope (Hatje studied only Basel), Rodel
into the statutes. See Jorg Vdgeli. Schriften zur Reformation in Konstanz,
ed. Vogeli, 3: 858-859 (no. 9). We also have access to the Nuremberg
plague ordinance of 1533, on which see ed. Schneider in Osiander,
"Pestpredigt 1533," 384-385. Vogeli's findings should also correct Kiimmel
("Seuchenordnungen," Handwdrterbuch zur deutschen Rechtsgeschichte 4:
1651-1652), who cites Nuremberg's (1533) as the oldest surviving
ordinance.
Hatje, Leben und Sterben im Zeitalter der Pest, 62 and (for the following
quote) 83: "Der Obrigkeit, dem Rat der Stadt Basel, gereichte die Pest zum
Anlafi, sich immer neue Bereiche des (offentlichen wie privaten) Lebens
anzueignen und in seine gesetzgeberischen Kompetenzen aufzunehmen, ob
es sich um das Bestattungswesen handelt oder die Krankenpflege, um das
religiose und sittlliche Wohlverhalten der Burger und Untertanen oder deren
Freiziigigkeit, Handel, und Wandel betreffend, ob es sich um
Gottesdienstbesuch, Kartenspiele, Hygiene, Heiraten oder das PaBwesen
handelt."
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recognizes that one must ask precisely if and how governments "used"
(Jbenutzten) epidemics to increase their power.^^
This section cannot offer an answer to that question. But it provides
the opportunity to apply Rodel's pertinent observation to a context in which
to discuss how preachers could respond to, interact with, and criticize their
governments during times of pestilential crises. Scholarship on epidemic
ordinances and regulations in early modem Germany is "still so
insufficiently researched"^^ that one must employ generalizations with the
support of select (but insufficient) examples.
In the most general terms,

fiQ

under threat of plague, governments in

sixteenth-century Germany sought first and foremost to keep infected
people and goods out of their cities^^ (and later territories). Assemblies were

Rodel, "Die Obrigkeiten und die Pest. Abwehrmassnahmen in der fhihen
Neuzeit," 192: a look at government measures "erhebt sich die Frage,
inwieweit die Obrigkeiten drohende oder bereits ausgebrochene
Pestepidemien benutzten, um Verordnungen in Kraft zu setzen, die dem
Sittenverfall und anderen unliebsamen Erscheinungen Einhalt gebieten
sollten."
Kiimmel, "Seuchenordnungen," 1650.
I draw this summary from ibid., 1652.
Lechner, "Die Pest in Wiirzburg," 270, explains the gatekeeper's
regulations in detail. During epidemics, gatekeepers were given special
mandates about letting people into the city, which seems to have been
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forbidden, the sick were to be registered and isolated, and special plague
doctors were brought in when available. Those doctors and poor hired
laborers were given the strictest instructions regarding the handling of the
sick and their goods (as well as their dead bodies). They forbade the resale
of the clothes of the deceased^® and sought to maintain clean air and streets.
Public baths could be closed; burials were regulated and expedited. Aware

difficult to enforce effectively, for soon thereafter a citizen was assigned to
work with and supervise each gatekeeper; by the end of the sixteenth
century, the number was increased to two citizens per gatekeeper, and the
city council had to pay them for their efforts. To keep themselves up to date,
the authorities demanded reports fi-om the outside, and each week an
updated list of infected towns and areas was placed at the gatekeepers'
disposal so they would know who not to let in.
How valuable such items as the clothes and bedding of the dead could be
is indicated by two plague ordinances, both of which deviate from the
favored procedure (burning them) and instead offer prolonged
"sterilization": in Nordlingen, such items were to be resold only after one
year, after being thoroughly cleaned, aired-out, and beaten on a line. The
detailed instructions as to the location and washing of infected textiles takes
up, relative to the whole ordinance, surprisingly substantial space
("Ordonnances du Senat de Nordlingen en temps d'epidemie," ed.
Wickersheimer, 21-22). Until the late sixteenth century, the issue was
similarly handled in Wiirzburg, where steep monetary fines were added as
incentives. The practice was outlawed after 1597, when in response to
developing theories of infection the authorities required that such items be
buried in a specific location outside of the city (Lechner, "Die Pest in
Wiirzburg," 276).
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that the druggists were keen on the opportunity to horde medicines and fix
prices, most cities sought to regulate apothecaries as well.
Like preachers intent on spreading correct doctrine and discipline to
the furthest comers of the servants' quarters,^^ governments admonished
heads of households {Hausvdter) to regulate their underlings {haufigesind)
especially during epidemics. During his 1539 plague preaching, Johann
Wild attacked the Hausvdter for failing in this mission among family and
fnends. "God is just," he reminded them, "and that includes punishing sins
as much as it does doing good for us. Now, however, it's clear that we
overlook much of the wickedness in our friends and children, and thus force
God to do the job himself." ~ In Nordlingen pious fathers were to reprimand
their charges to truly repent, pray for Christ's mercy and, in the same
breadth, make sure that they bettered their lives and restrained from social

See the example of Johann Wild's preaching above, 222.
Wild, "Pestpredigt 3," in id., GB, 33a-36b (22 Oct. 1539); here 36a: ". . .
gedenck daB Gott gerecht ist / vnnd jhm nicht weniger zugehoret die Siinden
zu straffen / als gutes zu thun. Nun ist es aber gewiB / daB wir viel boses
vnsem Freunden vnd Kindem vbersehen / die wir nicht straffen / vnd
zwingen Gott also damit daB er straffen muB / derm vrtheilten wir vns selbst
/ so dorfften wir nicht geurtheilet werden / darumb beklagen wir vns
vnbillich vber Gott / warm er straffet so wir doch jhm mit vnserer
vbersehung vrsach zur straff geben haben."
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activities/^ By keeping the lower echelons of the household in check, city
councils and Hausvdter were accomplishing both the regulation of morality
(to prevent plague via sin) and the control of contact and contagion (to
prevent plague via the causae secundae). Contemporary plague science
supported such a view, for in addition to beginning their treatises with
admonitions to repent and better one's life, plague doctors went so far as to
deny the Hausgesind access to the streets, even if that meant access to jobs
they might hold elsewhere in the city7"* To the extent that such regulations
promoted right religion and contemporary standards of Christian morality,
one can say that preachers and governments spoke, on this issue at least,
with one voice.
If in Mainz Johann Wild decried excessive drinking and the failure of
the cathedral canons and city council to enforce discipline more
effectively,^^ he would have approved steps taken to that effect during
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Wickersheimer,
"Ordonnances du Senat de Nordlingen en temps
d'epidemie," 18.

E.g., Junngen, Ain nutzliche trostliche vnd kurtze vnnderrichtung, A4a.
See the passage translated and transcribed above, 240-41. I say "enforce"
and not "legislate" because, if Mainz followed the pattern of Wiirzburg and
other Catholic cities in Germany, it surely had such regulations on the books
during epidemics. The particular archival sources that would contain such
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epidemic crises in other areas. Especially vulnerable were the taverns and
gaming houses, which authorities could close or curtail on the doublelegitimation of religion and science, morality and contagion. In Wiirzburg
gaming was forbidden and drinking regulated with what must have seemed
draconian measures: before 9:00 in the morning one stood no chance of
finding a fix, and one just warming up was cut off by 8:00 p.m.^^ These
unsociable drinking hours seemed to have been preferred all the way into
Austria.^^ Exceptions were made for emergency medicinal purchases7^
since wine and other alcoholic beverages were key ingredients in plague
preventions and "cures." Offering a scientific analysis that hardly would
have pleased the preachers, in his pestilence handbook (1533) Johann
Agricola celebrated the fact that people were consuming more and more
ordinances have long since burned. Cf. Wolfgang Warm, "Die alten Mainzer
Archive," Archivalische Zeitschrift 60 (1964), 100-30; here 107-109.
Lechner, "Die Pest in Wiirzburg," 288.
77

See the Pestordinanz of Graz (1546) in Johann Dionis John, ed., Lexikon
sdmmtliche K.K. Medicinalgeseze [sic], 6 vols. (Prague: Johann Gottfried
Calve, 1790-91 [1-4]; 1796-98 [Suppl. 1-2]), vol. 2: 387. John's collection
of documents is extremely useful and—so far as I can see—not mined by
scholars of these issues. For othQv Pestordnungen, see ibid., 2: 384-396
(Graz ordinances), 396-411 (Bohemia), 411-419 (Prague), 419-437 (Graz),
and a slew of such ordinances from the seventeenth century (437-470).
78

See the preceding two footnotes.
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wine: in the old days of the teetotalers, entire regions, cities, and villages
had been carried off by the pest, whereas now the survival rate had
increased in proportion to wine consumption/^ That Agricola's theory was
widespread is confirmed by as sober a southwest German reformer as
Joachim Vadian, who in St. Gallen refused to condemn above-average
consumption during outbreaks, since according to his experience the
heaviest drinkers almost never caught the plague.

Plague scientists,

however, had not reached a consensus, which is perhaps why authorities in
Nordlingen outlawed schnapps {geprdnnte wein) during epidemics, citing
medical proof that drinking the spirit increased the risk of infection and

Agricola, Ain gruntlicher fleissiger aufizug, 8b: the author was careful not
to take full credit for the observation: "Andere sagen / und ich gentzlich
glaub / das der wein allain krefftigt vnd rainight der menschen leib / vnd
gebiirt so giit feuchtigkait / so er in aller welt / stetten / marckten / flecken
vnd dorffem yetzund mer vnd reichlicher gebraucht wirt / dann vor vil jaren
/ also verhut werd / damit zSX vnsem gezeyten nymmermer so groB sterben
vnd Pestilentz kommen / wie vor ze>ten offt geschehen / das gantz gegende
/ marckte vnd dorffer sein auBgestorben / darumb das die menschen der
selbigen zeit nur wasser trancken . . . ."
5?n
Milt, Vadian als Artzt, 91. Not having Vadian's sources at hand (and
since the issue is not pursued by Milt), I cannot comment on an important
issue that Vadian at least implicitly raises: plague as a punishment for
immorality verses the kind of medicine he was recommending. This
warrants closer inspection.
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promoted loose morals.^' It is a testament to the times that Nuremberg, in its
official plague instructions, recommended precisely the same schnapps to
ward off pestilence. ~
Between city halls and pulpits, with one voice both secular and
ecclesiastical authorities clamped down on immorality during periods of
epidemic crises, all through the instrumenta of decrees, sermons, and fathers
of the house. No less than drinking, other dangers like singing, gaming, and
o 'J

dancing could come under fire as they did at Strasbourg and Nuremberg.
Weddings, too, were not immune to increased regulation during plague:
Albrecht von Brandenburg in Mainz^^ and the city council in Danzig^^ both
Wickersheimer, "Ordonnances du Senat de Nordlingen en temps
d'epidemie," 22.
~ Ein kurtz Regiment wie sich zu zeiten der Pestilentzzu halten sey. Bib.
See G. Schickele, "Vorsichtsmassregeln gegen Pest und ansteckenden
BCrankheiten im alten Strassburg," Zeitschrift fur die Geschichte des
Oberrheins 60 [= n.s., 21] (1906), 212-261; here 222.
Biihl, "Die Pestepidemien des ausgehenden Mittelalters und der Friihen
Neuzeit in Niimberg," 138.
oc

Ordnung der Hochzeit und Kindertauf (21 May 1543), printed in Jakob
May, Der Kurfiirst, Cardinal und Erzbischof Albrecht IL Von Mainz und
Magdeburg, Administrator des Bisthums Halberstadt, Markgraf von
Brandenburg und seine Zeit. Ein Beitrag zur deutschen Cultur- und
Reformationsgeschichte. Jahr 1514-1545, 2 vols., (Munich: Gerog
Franz'sche Buchhandlung, 1865 and 1875), 2: 530-532 (no. 70). The
contents are typical in their attempts to greatly limit the number of guests
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issued wedding ordinances in the contexts of epidemics. The excesses of
social life promoted immorality, and all social interaction brought people
together. Although specific sins of these types were pointed out in the
pulpits, such lists were by no means necessary in order to make the
cormection between sin in its most general sense and the required
regulations to control it.^^ And if has not been possible, here, to trace an
intensification (if there was one) in the relations between pestilence and
governmental attempts to regulate behavior in the sixteenth century, it is
and the levels of luxury consumption, both of which represented theological
and scientific preventative measures.
Danzig Kostenordnung 1564, mEKO, ed. Sehling, 181-186 (no. 32). This
document is richer than the Mainz wedding ordinance, not least because it
brings together pestilence and social discipline and an attempt to help those
thrown into poverty because of the deaths of spouses etc. I give a summary
of the beginning: The town has been hit with plague "wegen ihrer
vielfeltigen sunden" and plague has only lately "sich aus gottes
barmherzigkeit gelindert und zum theil gestillt." Very many have lost
spouses and want to remarry, but ". . . hat ein erbar rath ein zeitlang nicht
geme wollen nachgeben, sich besorgende, durch zusammenkunft vieler
leute die straffe der pestilentz wiederumb einreissen . . . ." Since, however,
many cannot even feed themselves unless they manage to remarry, the
council will allow it. However (in capital letters!), it will be allowed only
according to the lengthy list of very specific instructions that function both
to regulate morality and keep crowds, contagion, and contact to a minimun.
In an above footnote (chapter 2, note 13) I have listed the population
changes brought on by plague in sixteenth-century Basel. In an era
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fitting to point out that, by century's end, at least one document reveals their
perfect union: in the Basel Polizey Ordnung of 1595, the extensive
measures of social disciplining were legitimized on the first page as the only
way to escape the divine rods of pestilence, war, and famine.

* * *

In one of his rare concessions to Jews, Johann Wild applauded them
for their good sense: blasphemers were loose on the streets of Mainz,
whereas in ancient Israel passersby would have joined in to stone them (Nm
15:36). "But here with us, no one is badgered, no one is deterred, and no
one is punished."89 The context was crisis. In this his third processional
plague sermon in as many weeks. Wild reprimanded his employers. When
he engaged miasma theory in order to equate vapors with sin, he belittled
science and attacked his government in the same breath: "Still there is no
cognizant of divine wrath, surely such losses spelled the need from
contemporaries' perspectives for the regulation of morality.
QO

^

Cited by Hatje, Leben und Sterben im Zeitalter der Pest, 63.

Wild, "Pestpredigt 3," in id., GB, 11a: "Was sol ich deen vom fluchen vnd
schweren sagen / wenn hat man je grosser gotslesterung gehort / denn jetzt?
Bey den Israelitem / warde ein gottslasterer flinden / der warde als baldt mit
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one who thinks to acknowledge the requirements of his office or calling and
suppress such vapors—^perhaps because they, too, number among the
guilty." In that same sermon he had attacked his bishop—^the Archbishop—
for pursuing the things of this world instead of cura animarum?^ The entire
clergy, he had insisted two weeks earlier, lacked the proper "devotion and
attention" (Andacht) to religion required of their estate. "We should be a
mirror for others, and in and out of church one sees nothing so shameful as
the

clergy—^we

alone

are

covered

with

the

stains

of

shame"

{schandlflecken).^^ During the same epidemic, he put it more concisely:
"The devil himself has penetrated the clerical estate" {der teufel auch in
Q'y
geistlichen standt gefuhret hat). ~
Despite the day-to-day work of an impotent city council, in Mainz the
government was the clergy, which administered the city through the
cathedral canons under the (theoretical) authority of the archbishop. True,
Wild demanded more enforcement of godly discipline. The key is not that
gemeiner verwilligung des Volcks gesteinigt. Bey vns wierdt niemandt
eingeredt / niemand abgeschreckt / niemandts gestrafit."
Wild, GB, 25a.
Wild, "Pestpredigt 3," in id., GB, lOb.
Wild, "Pestpredigt 2," in id., GB, 7b.
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he did so—^that was common enough^"*—but that he demanded as much of
his superiors as he did of his flock. The concept of anti-clericalism has done
much to further our understanding of one potential factor in the
reformation's success, but notions that the aftermath of the Peasants' War
and the shock of the Reformation's success stymied the public side of

E.g., Luther, "Vom Sterben Fliehen," in WA 23: 343.16-28: Government
authorities should not flee pest precisely because "der Teufel will
zurrichten, weil kein ordnung da ist." Also WAT 4: 511.12-16 (no. 4789):
Pestilence is a good purgatio since nobody else seems to punish: there must
be lots of dying, for "in tam pemiciosissmo saeculo," no man deserves a
long life, "in tam desperata malital hominum, rusticorum, civium, nobilium,
das ich schir nit waiB, wider die pestilentz zw betten, quae debet esse
purgatio, weil sonst niemand mehr straffen wil noch kan." Also his 1539
sermons on John 3 and 4, given during the plague, WA 47: 137.3-11: "So ist
die Oberkeit auch so boss, lass und faul. Wen Gott nicht drein sehe, so soltte
unser einer nicht gebehren zu leben. Den wen Sunde nicht gestrafft wurden,
und jeder thun mochte, was ehr woltte, und die oberckeit alles lest hin
hosen, so soltten wir wundschen, das unser Herrgott drein sehe. Den ist
doch nichts anders dan schinnen und schaben, gleich als wehren sie Gott
selbst. Es mus ein Pestilenz kommen, auff das die Spreu vom kom
gereiniget werde, den wen die burger, baurn und Edelleuthe also soltten
forttfharen, so were es besser, das wir sturben." Selnecker's take was
slightly different, Pestbericht C4a-b: When God wants to punish the
Obrigkeit, "erstlich" He attacks the "vngehorsamen Volk . . . der Obrigkeit
zum Spiegel / vnd Fiirbilde / das sie fiir Augen sehen / vnd sich bessem /
Oder aber / so kein besserung folget / [that both] . . . Herr and Knecht [are
punished]: Denn von wegen der Obrigkeit Siinde strafft Gott Land vnd
Leut/ vnd von wegen der vnterthanen Siinde lest Gott sichere Obrigkeit
regiem."
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German Catholic reform discourse,^'^ however logical, find little support in
Catholic preaching.^^ And preaching, it must be remembered, was hardly
akin to the Latin books and pamphlets through which churchmen could
address these issues in the relatively private company of the educated elite.

Typical in this sense is Gottfried Maron's analysis of the period and of the
scholarship, in that he quickly leaves Germany for Italy—the sight of
"genuine" Catholic reform: "Des Schicksal der katholischen Reform im 16.
Jahrhundert. Zur Frage nach der Kontinuitat in der Kirchengeschichte,"
Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte 88 (1977), 219-29; here 220-222. Cf. the
discussion and references in Bagchi, Luther's Earliest Opponents, 10-12.
See above, chapter one.
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CONCLUSION

Pestilence was as much a presence in the German Reformation as
debates over the Eucharist or clerical celibacy. No less than those issues,
epidemic discourse had its own trajectory that ranged from the treatises
discussed in lecture halls, to the sermons delivered from pulpits, to the
acrostics and amulets carried by learned and unlearned alike. Standing both
in and between those two worlds were preachers. Confronted by the
contrary demands of vocation and function, these mouthpieces of God and
government mediated on two levels. First, they stood among and between
several levels of cultural discourse, which required a constant to and fro
between the demands of doctrine and the realities of perceptions which, if
termed "popular," were none the less shared. Second, they were caught
between two hierarchies: acknowledging their place in what they perceived
to be the divine order, with all of its requisite duties, did not always ensure
smooth relations with their secular or ecclesiastical betters. In short, theirs
was a difficult task.
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If by approving flight from

the plague Friederich Nausea offered a

practical program for the ruling class, Johann Wild was a thorn in their side.
That the Franciscan preacher of the via media happened to promote reunion
with the Protestants could never have squared with the preaching of Nausea,
who through the repetition and exegesis of biblical events like the
annihilation of Dathan and Abiram sought to convince his flock that, should
the executions begin, they should throw the first

stone. By doing so

Friederich Nausea, explicitly and publicly, was preaching a policy in direct
contradiction with that of his Archbishop and the Mainz cathedral canons.
In the same way, Johann Wild—a mere friar—could both insist on social
disciplining and demand that such discipline not just originate from the top
down: it had to be exemplified from the top down {docere et facere).
So much for the mouthpiece theory? By no means. It is an argument,
rather, that sixteenth-century preachers caught between two hierarchies
might bow their heads in different directions, according to different
standards, and confronted by disparate issues. It is the case of the particular
over the general.
This study has therefore emphasized parallels and differences in
German Catholic plague preaching during the Reformation. At the same
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time, it has considered Protestant preachers and demonstrated that when
addressing a central issue like plague, responses to epidemic crises could
transcend the growing confessional divide. The fact both sides shared a
textual tradition—its locus in Scripture—^alerts us to their common program
of exegesis, indoctrination, defense of their own, and social discipline. In
this respect, "Catholic" in the title of this study carries very much a double
meaning.
Preaching on the plague, divines of both religions were confronted by
the realities of shared culture, common perceptions, and their increased
dissemination through the medium of print. In the context of epidemic
disease, printed Practica ensured the "authorized" (because textual)
transmission of notions of astrology, causae et signae, and the origins of
pestilence that contradicted the approved doctrines of the churches—a noun
in the plural because, again, of a mutual tradition.
The unknown physical origins of plague led to questions of the
causae and astrology that preachers were ready to confront, which they did
systematically in sermons on astrology and throughout the year, not least
during epidemic season. I was surprised by the extent to which notions of
scholastic causae-lheory were boiled down and applied in the pulpits in the
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service of doctrine. Preachers' sermons reveal an awareness of the contexts
in which they preached, even though certain among them were more
talented at adapting to those contexts than others. Some through technical
explanation,

others

through

substitution,

and

still

others

through

metaphorical mockery, they nevertheless addressed the same issues. The key
difference here lay rather in method and degree.
Those same sermons provided the basis on which preachers addressed
issues like that of the pious sick. Confronted by what must have seemed
unexplainable if not divine in origin, preachers harnessed the notion of
God's power to intervene in the world and pronounce extraordinary
punishments like plague. In the case of a preacher like Nausea, we have
seen how he could transgress a path from the inflicted innocent to the
unquestionably punished. As extraordinary punishment, pestilence bom of
sin promoted the regulation of behavior, and in this sense preachers of all
camps provided an explanation for plague which squared perfectly with the
aims of territorial and city governments that had been extending their
control over daily life for over a century. In this instance two programs
coalesced at the level of their discourse and of their aims. And it holds true
as long as historians are willing to keep its counterpart—^the demands of
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docere et facere—in tension with these disciplining agendas. With
pestilence, we are witness to a phenomena that displayed this tension
throughout the period: the demands of God and government were often but
not always one.
Finally, Catholic preaching in the German Reformation could never
escape its most immediate context, that of Luther and his movement. For
that reason, preaching on anything could mean preaching on heresy. This
has not been isolated for separate treatment above, but it certainly should be
in the future, not least because the processions, confessionals, saints, relics,
and cemeteries that were prominent contexts in any epidemic happened to
be heated topics of debate. Add to that views on medicine, social
responsibility, flight, and good works, and with preaching on pestilence one
ends up in the middle of the Reformation itself.
Concentration on any topic risks a sort of exclusivity and elevation
which, relative to the realities of history, may be misleading. Despite the
necessary focus of a dissertation, it is nonetheless now clear how pestilence
was always hovering about, and woven into, other contexts integral to
Reformation history. A random look through the indexes of printed sources
and monographs will confirm this point. It does not ensure, however, that
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plague represents as much of the Reformation historian's working
consciousness as it should.
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APPENDIX A:
A TENTATIVE CHRONOLOGY OF MAINZ PREACHING, 1526-1554

The following table presents a chronology of some of the preaching of
Michael Helding and Joharm Wild OFM in Mainz, from Wild's assuption of
the Franciscan cloister's pulpit until his death (8 September 1554), by which
time he served both as Guardian of that cloister and as cathedral preacher.
Unlike the sermons of Nausea, the majority of what survives of the
preaching of Helding and Wild may be dated with precision.
For sermons that may be dated to the day, a three-column format is
employed giving the exact date, an abbreviated citation, and the day's name
according to the church calendar. The abbreviations employed in the
citations indicate the preacher (H=Helding, W=Wild), followed by an
abbreviation of the sermon collection and the corresponding page numbers.
The major sermon collections (i.e., the various Postille of Helding and
Wild) are abbreviated as they have been throughout this dissertation,' and
may be found in the list of abbreviations. For other works, a key-word title
has been employed that should lead the reader to its full citation in the
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bibliography that concludes this dissertation.
Finally, Sundays occurring after Trinity Sunday

p. Trin.) have

been consistently cited as such, despite the fact that several of the sermon
collections used in this study count Sundays after Pentecost, i.e., one week
earlier:

p. Pentecost =

p. Trin. To avoid conftision and allow for quick

comparison, all sermons are assigned a numerical week after Trinity
Sunday, even if in their specific collection they are counted after Pentecost.

METHODS OF ESTABLISHING DATES"
Fortunately for the modem historian, Wild's successor in the Mainz
cathedral pulpit, Philip Agricola, published new editions of the sermons of
both Helding and Wild through the 1560s. Entrusted with Wild's and
Helding's original manuscripts, Agricola was able to print previously
unpublished sermons and to provide the year in which most of the
individual sermons were delivered. The publication of all of Helding's
Pastille was done under Agricola's supervision. In Wild's case, the major
collections published or in press at the time of his death {PW, PS, PWdS)
' The only exception is Hedling, Catechismus, which has been abbreviated
in the chronological tables as H-Catech.
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were followed immediately by Agricola's release of PSdS in 1555. On the
basis of Wild's surviving manuscripts, Agricola then brought out three
supplemental volumes of sermons between 1561-64—PW (Sp), PS (Sp),
and PdS (Sp)—in which he printed the year each sermon was delivered.
Then, in 1568-69, Agricola combined Wild's four volumes of 1552-55
Pastille with the three supplemental volumes of 1561-64 to produce the
four, massive volumes of Wild's complete Pastille: PS (Ag), PSdS (Ag),
PW (Ag), and PWdS (Ag). On the basis of Wild's sermon manuscripts, in
this fmal edition Agricola was able to provide dates for almost all of the
1552-1555 Pastille.
In the case of both Helding and Wild, Agricola's dates have been
accepted unless I) internal evidence within a particular sermon would
require an alternative year; 2) the year provided was impossible given the
church calendar of that year, e.g., a provided 1545 date for a 26'^ p. Trin.
sermon has been rejected, because in 1545 the church calendar progressed
from Sunday 25^^ p. Trin. (22 Nov.) to Sunday

Advent (29 Nov.).

In the case of Wild, there are a few occasions where the date provided
for a sermon in the three-volume supplemental edition of 1561-64 did not

I have used the handbook of Hermann Grotefend, Taschenbuch der Zeitrechnung
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correspond with the date provided for the same sermon in the four-volume
1568-69 edition. In such instances the sermon has not been included in this
chronology, unless the date could otherwise be established with reasonable
certainty. Furthermore, where a date was obviously wrong but easily
established on the basis of Wild's preaching during a given period (e.g., in
1552 he compared the Gospel with the collect almost every week), the
sermon has been included and the date has been silently corrected.
A few processional and occasional sermons have been included for
which Agricola provided a date, or for which a date has been established on
the basis of the protocols of the Mainz cathedral chapter {MDKP). Special
masses and sermons were regularly planned and armounced during chapter
meetings, making it possible to date several occasional sermons with
precision.
Finally, there are some collections of sermons on specific themes or
biblical books which vary internally with regard to their datability. In such
instances, I have included precisely datable sermons within the regular
three-column format.

[1891], 13 ed. (Hannover: Hansche Buchhandlung, 1991).
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PATTERNS OF PREACHING: THE USE OF THE EVIDENCE
In part one of this dissertation, it has been argued that establishing a
chronology of preaching in Mainz v\dll facilitate a reevaluation of the
Catholic response to the German Reformation at the level of the front lines,
the pulpits. Whereas the few studies that have employed any of these sources
have done so without much regard to chronology, and have favored instead
the thematic approaches typical of the history of ideas and historical
theology, a study of preaching based on the nearly three decades represented
in this chronology yields results in which ideas, themes, and emphases
change over time and often within the same preacher. "Time" is the crucial
variable, for with it one may study preaching in the precise contexts of the
history of the city, the territory, the empire, and sometimes beyond. With
such a chronology it is possible to analyze preaching in response to specific
events, to establish long-term trends, and to recognize abrupt changes—none
of which is done in studies that treat such sources as collective masses of
ideas.
This chronology proves especially useftil for an analysis of the careers
of Helding and Wild. Of particular interest are the years 1542-1544, during
which one may follow their tandem preaching in detail, often on a week-by-
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week basis, to determine how similar and varied Catholic sermons could be
on the same day and in the same location. Already upon his arrival as
preacher for the local Franciscans (1528), Wild began filling in at the
cathedral to preach as the need arose—thus in the chronology, one notes two
sermons on the same day as early as 21 June 1528. Upon becoming
cathedral preacher in 1539, Wild regularly doubled-up his preaching at St.
Martin's on those occasions where Helding, the cathedral priest and
consecrating bishop, was away from the city to attend to the business of his
archbishop, the religious colloquies, or the various imperial diets. During
and after 1547, when Helding left for the Augsburg Diet and essentially
ended his years in Mainz, Wild assumed his preaching duties and, as the
chronology indicates, usually had to preach in the cathedral twice on any
given Sunday or feast day. Wild also continued to preach occasionally in his
Franciscan cloister, which probably accounts for those days in which,
according to the chronology, he gave three different sermons.

SOME FUTURE APPENDICES: TAMING THE GENRE OF PERICOPIC SERMONS
It is fitting, finally, to address how such a chronology—when
complete—will prove useful to other historians of preaching in general and
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the Reformation in particular. The arrangement of sermons by date will
provide scholars of specific events or periods (e.g., the fall of Anabaptist
Miinster or the religious colloquies) with easy access to an otherwise
scattered body of sources that may address their research interests.
As presented, the information in this appendix lacks a fitting
complement: a series of tables arranged not by date but rather by the church
calander, such that scholars in search of a specific topic (e.g., 2"^^ Advent, on
which sermons addressed the signs of the last days) could easily locate
precise citations of relevant materials—and it is only with precise citations
that one can order reproductions of individual sermons. Into such tables, one
should also wish to include the other collections of Catholic sermons by
Dietenberger, Eck, Lansperger, Nausea, and the like.
Most lacking—and surprisingly, given the extent to which the
Reformation has been associated with preaching—is a tabular reference that
follows the scriptural readings and their key themes throughout the liturgical
year (including changes made to the pericope by Luther). Whereas the order
and passages may be found in any missal, we lack a convenient reference
table wherein each week's or feast day's readings are listed, followed by a
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key-word summary of their contents and the typical themes addressed during
such sermons, e.g..
Date:
Passage:

24^^ p. Trin.
Mt 9:18-31
Summary: Jesus raises dead daughter; cures woman who touches his robe.
Typical preaching themes: justification, sickness, use of medicine, relics.

To such a table a thematic index should be appended, making the multiple
and massive tomes of early modem pericopic sermons more accessible to
research scholars.
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MAINZ PREACHING BY HELDING AND WILD, 1528-1554
Date

Location

Liturgical Day

6/2/1528
6/21/1528
6/21/1528
6/29/1528
7/13/1528
1/21/151^
7/25/1528
8/24/1528
9/21/1528
9/29/1528
11/2/1528
11/30/1528
1/31/1529
2/7/1529
2/10/1529
2/14/1529
6/13/1529
6/21/1529
6/21/1529
7/13/1529
5/3/1530
6/16/1530
6/21/1530
6/21/1530
7/13/1530
9/8/1530
2/22/1531
6/21/1531
7/13/1531
11/2/1531
2/14/1532
5/1/1532
7/25/1532
9/29/1532

W-PS(Sp): 72b-74b
W-PSdS(Ag): 151a-153b
W-PSdS(Ag): 153b-155b
W-PSdS(Ag): 187a-189b
W-PSdS(Ag): 262a-264a
W-PSdS(Ag): 271b-274a
W-PSdS(Ag): 275b-277b
W-PSdS: 225b-226a
W-PSdS(Ag): 349a-350b
W-PSdS(Ag): 352b-353b
W-PSdS(Ag): 403b-405a
W-PWdS(Ag): 12a-13a
W-PW(Sp): 68b-72a
W-PW(Sp): 76b-79b
W-PW(Sp): 96a-99a
W-PW(Sp): 80b-88a
W-PS(Sp): 90b-92b
W-PSdS(Ag): 155b-157b
W-PSdS(Ag): 157b-159b
W-PSdS(Ag): 264a-265b
W-PSdS(Ag): 29a-31b
W-PSdS(Sp): 44a-47b
W-PSdS(Sp): 83a-85a
W-PSdS(Ag): 159b-161a
W-PSdS(Ag): 265b-267a
W-PSdS(Ag): 325a-328a
W-PW(Sp): 99b-102a
W-PSdS(Sp): 85a-87s
W-PSdS(Ag): 267a-268b
W-PSdS(Ag): 405a-b
W-PW(Sp): 102a-105b
W-PSdS(Ag): 6b-8b
W-PSdS(Ag): 277b-278b
W-PSdS(Ag): 358a-359a

Pentecost Tuesday
Albanus
Albanus
Peter and Paul
Margaret
Mary Magdalen
Jacob
Bartholomew
Matthew
Michael
All Souls
Andrew
4th p. Epiphany
5th p. Epiphany
Ash Wednesday
6th p. Epiphany
3rd p. Trin.
Albanus
Albanus
Margaret
Inventio crucis
Corpus Christi
Albanus
Albanus
Margaret
Nativity of Mary
Ash Wednesday
Albanus
Margaret
All Souls
Ash Wednesday
Philip and Jacob
Jacob
Michael
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9/29/1532
2/26/1533
6/21/1533
6/21/1533
7/13/1533
9/8/1533
2/18/1534
2/24/1534
7/13/1534
9/21/1534
12/8/1534
1/1/1535
1/24/1535
1/24/1535
1/31/1535
2/7/1535
2/10/1535
2/28/1535
3/7/1535
3/14/1535
3/25/1535
3/25/1535
5/2/1535
5/30/1535
6/5/1535
6/20/1535
6/27/1535
6/29/1535
7/2/1535
7/4/1535
7/11/1535
7/13/1535
7/18/1535
8/1/1535
8/8/1535
8/15/1535
8/15/1535
8/22/1535

W-PSdS(Ag): 356a-358a
W-PW(Sp): 106a-108b
W-PSdS(Sp): 87b-89a
W-PSdS(Sp): 89a-92a
W-PSdS(Ag): 261a-262a
W-PSdS(Ag): 328a-330b
W-PW(Sp): 108b-110b
W-PWdS(Ag):131a-b
W-PSdS(Ag): 256b-258a
W-PSdS: 234a-235b
W-PWdS: 27a-29a
H-PW: 34b-37a
H-PW: 76b-78b
H-PW: 59b-61b
H-PW: 83a-85a
H-PW: 88a-90a
H-PW: 92b-94b
H-PW: 107b-110b
H-PW: 114b-118a
H-PW: 120a-124a
H-PWdS: 33a-36a
H-PW: 135b-139a
H-PS: 41b-45a
H-PS: 88a-91b
H-PSdS: 3b-7a
H-PS: 103b-106b
H-PS: 110a-113a
H-PSdS: 17a-20b
H-PSdS: 25a-28b
H-PS: 116b-120a
H-PS: 123a-126b
W-PSdS(Ag): 258a-259b
H-PS: 129b-133b
H-PS: 143b-147a
H-PS: 149a-152b
H-PS: 155a-158b
H-PSdS: 34a-37b
H-PS: 161a-163a

Michael
Ash Wednesday
Albanus
Albanus
Margaret
Nativity of Mary
Ash Wednesday
Matthew
Margaret
Matthew
Conception of Mary
New Year's Day
Septuagesima
3rd p. Epiphany
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Ash Wednesday
Oculi
Laetare
Judica
Annunciation
Cena Domini
5th p. Easter
1st p. Trin.
Boniface
4th p. Trin.
5th p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
Visitation of Mary
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
Margaret
8th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
13th p. Trin.
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8/29/1535
9/5/1535
9/12/1535
9/19/1535
9/26/1535
9/29/1535
10/3/1535
10/10/1535
10/24/1535
10/31/1535
11/1/1535
11/7/1535
11/21/1535
11/21/1535
11/28/1535
12/5/1535
12/6/1535
12/8/1535
12/12/1535
12/25/1535
12/26/1535
12/26/1535
12/27/1535
1/1/1536
1/6/1536
1/23/1536
3/5/1536
3/19/1536
3/25/1536
5/3/1536
5/7/1536
5/15/1536
5/25/1536
6/4/1536
6/5/1536
6/6/1536
6/15/1536
6/18/1536

H-PS: 168a-171b
H-PS: 173b-177b
H-PS: 179b-182a
H-PS: 184a-187a
H-PS: 189b-192b
W-PSdS(Ag): 359a-360a
H-PS: 194b-196b
H-PS: 198a-201b
H-PS: 208b-211b
H-PS: 213b-216b
H-PSdS: 50b-51a
H-PS: 219a-222a
H-PSdS: 57a-58a
W-PSdS(Ag): 448b-450a
H-PW: lb-5a
H-PW: 7b-10a
W-PWdS(Ag): 21a-21b
H-PWdS: 8b-11a
H-PW: 12b-15b
H-PW: 23b-26a
H-PW: 30a-b
H-PWdS: 15b-18a
H-PWdS: 22b-25b
H-PW: 37a-40b
H-PW: 45a-46b
H-PW: 61b-64a
H-PW: 98b-100a
H-PW: 11 Ob-113a
H-PWdS: 36a-39a
W-PSdS: 21b-34a
H-PS:28a-31a
H-PS: 34b-38a
H-PS:47b-51a
H-PS: 62a-63b
H-PSdS: 7b-11a
H-PS: 68a-71a
H-PS: 79b-83a
H-PS:91b-92b

14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
Michael
19th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
23rd p. Trin.
All Saints
24th p. Trin.
Presentation of Mary
Presentation of Mary
1st Advent
2nd Advent
Nicholas
Conception of Mary
3rd Advent
Christmas
1st p. Christmas
Stephen
John
New Year's Day
Ephiphany
3rd p. Ephiphany
Invocavit
Oculi
Annunciation
Inventio crucis
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
Pentecost
Boniface
Pentecost Tuesday
Corpus Christi
1st p. Trin.
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6/2411536
6/24/1536
6/25/1536
6/29/1536
6/29/1536
7/2/1536
H2I1536
7/9/1536
7/13/1536
7/16/1536
7/23/1536
7/30/1536
8/13/1536
8/15/1536
8/20/1536
11/1/1536
11/5/1536
11/5/1536
11/12/1536
12/8/1536
12/10/1536
12/24/1536
12/26/1536
12/27/1536
12/30/1536
12/31/1536
2/4/1537
2/14/1537
5/1/1537
5/22/1537
6/17/1537
6/21/1537
6/21/1537
6/24/1537
6/29/1537
7/13/1537
9/10/1537
9/11/1537

W-PSdS(Sp): 92a-93b
H-PSdS: 15b-16a
H-PS: 96b-99a
W-PSdS(Ag): 189b-190b
H-PSdS: 20b-24a
H-PS: 99b-lOla
H-PSdS:28b-31b
H-PS: 106b-108b
W-PSdS(Ag): 259b-261a
H-PS: 113b-115b
H-PS: 120a-122a
H-PS: 127a-128b
H-PS: 140b-142b
H-PSdS: 37b-40a
H-PS: 147a-148a
H-PSdS: 47a-50b
W-PS(Sp): 209a-214a
H-PS: 203a-206a
H-PS:211b-212b
H-PWdS: lla-14b
H-PW: 10b-lib
H-PW: 18a-20b
H-PWdS: 18a-21b
H-PWdS: 25b-27a
H-PWdS: 2b-5b
H-PW: 31a-33b
W-PW(Sp): 74b-75b
W-PW(Sp): llla-113b
W-PSdS(Ag): 8b-9b
W-PS(Sp): 70a-71a
H-PS: 101a-?
W-PSdS(Ag): 147b-150a
W-PSdS(Ag): 150a-150b
W-PSdS(Sp): 94b-95b
W-PSdS(Ag): 194a-194b
W-PSdS(Ag): 255a-256a
W-PS(Sp): 240a-241a
W-PS(Sp): 249b-250b

John the Baptist
John the Baptist
2nd p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
Peter and Paul
3rd p. Trin.
Visitation of Mary
4th p. Trin.
Margaret
5th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
10th p. Trin.
All Saints
21st p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
Conception of Mary
2nd Advent
4th Advent
Stephen
John
Andrew
1St p. Christmas
5th p. Epiphany
Ash Wednesday
Philip and Jacob
Pentecost Tuesday
3rd p. Trin.
Albanus
Albanus
John the Baptist
Peter and Paul
Margaret
24th p. Trin.
25th p. Trin.
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9/29/1537
11/2/1537
11/30/1537
12/6/1537
12/30/1537
3/6/1538
4/18/1538
4/19/1538
5/12/1538
5/19/1538
6/16/1538
7/2/1538
7/7/1538
8/24/1538
9/29/1538
11/2/1538
11/30/1538
12/6/1538
2/9/1539
3/30/1539
5/27/1539
6/24/1539
7/2/1539
8/3/1539
8/15/1539
8/27/1539
9/3/1539
9/10/1539
9/17/1539
9/24/1539
10/1/1539
10/8/1539
10/15/1539
10/22/1539
10/29/1539
11/30/1539
12/6/1539
12/28/1539

W-PSdS(Ag): 354a-355a
H-PSdS: 52a-54a
W-PWdS(Ag): 9a-10b
W-PWdS(Ag): 20b-21a
H-PWdS: 6a-7a
W-PW(Sp): 114a-115b
H-PW: 143b-146a
H-PW: 146aff.
H-PS: 31a-33b
H-PS; 38a-40b
H-PS: 73b-75b
W-PSdS(Ag): 212a-213b
W-PS(Sp): 92b-94a
W-PSdS: 224b-225b
W-PSdS(Ag): 355a-356a
H-PSdS: 54a-56a
W-PWdS(Ag); 10a-11a
W-PWdS: 11a-13a
H-PW: 68b-70b
H-PW: 132b-134a
W-PS(Sp): 71a-72b
H-PSdS: 12a-15b
W-PSdS(Ag): 215a-217a
H-PS: 13 7a-140b
W-PSdS(Ag): 313b-316b
W-GB: lb-5a
W-GB: 5b-8a
W-GB: 8a-12a
W-GB: 12a-17b
W-GB: 17b-20b
W-GB: 20b-26a
W-GB: 26a-29b
W-GB: 29b-33a
W-GB: 33a-36b
W-GB: 36b-40a
W-PWdS(Ag): lla-12a
W-PWdS: 13a-18b
H-PWdS: 27a-b

Michael
All Souls
Andrew
Nicholas
Andrew
Ash Wednesday
Cena Domini
Good Friday
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
Trinity Sunday
Visitation of Mary
3rd p. Trin.
Bartholomew
Michael
All Souls
Andrew
Nicholas
5th p. Ephiphany
Palm Sunday
Pentecost Tuesday
John the Baptist
Visitation of Mary
9th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Plague Process.
Andrew
Nicholas
Innocents
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1/1/1540
1/6/1540
1/11/1540
1/18/1540
1/25/1540
1/25/1540
2/11/1540
2/15/1540
2/18/1540
2/22/1540
2/29/1540
3/7/1540
3/14/1540
3/21/1540
3/26/1540
5/1/1540
5/9/1540
5/18/1540
5/27/1540
6/5/1540
6/29/1540
7/2/1540
7/3/1540
7/18/1540
7/25/1540
7/28/1540
9/29/1540
11/1/1540
11/2/1540
11/11/1540
11/28/1540
11/30/1540
12/5/1540
12/6/1540
12/8/1540
12/12/1540
12/12/1540
12/19/1540

W-PW: 159b-172a
W-PW: 190b-193a
W-PW: 216b-219a
W-PW: 248a-250b
W-PW: 329a-33 lb
W-PW: 267a-269b
W-PW: ?-408b
W-PW: 432a-434a
W-PW(Ag): 475b-477a
W-PW: 460a-462b
W-PW: 492b-495a
W-PW: 524b-527a
W-PW: 558a-560b
W-PW: 589a-592a
W-PW: 653a-655a
W-PSdS(Ag): 10b-lib
H-PS: 57a-58b
H-PS: 71a-72b
W-PSdS: 91b-95a
W-PS: 444b-448a
W-PSdS: 175a-177a
W-PSdS(Ag): 201a-202b
W-PS(Sp): 68b-69b
H-PS: 133b-136a
W-PSdS(Ag): 278b-280b
W-GB: 13 7b-140a
W-PSdS: 236b-237b
W-PSdS(Ag): 370b-373b
W-PSdS(Ag): 407b-410b
W-PSdS(Ag); 418a-420a
W-PW: 16a-17b
W-PWdS(Ag): 13a-14a
W-PW: 38a-40a
W-PWdS(Ag): 21a-23b
W-PWdS: 34b-36a
W-PW: 64a-66b
W-PW: 59b-62a
W-PW: 83b-85b

New Year's Day
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
Septuagesima
3rd p. Epiphany
Ash Wednesday
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Oculi
Laetare
Judica
Palm Sunday
Good Friday
Philip and Jacob
Sunday p. Ascension
Pentecost Tuesday
Corpus Christi
5th p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
Visitation of Mary
Pentecost Tuesday
8th p. Trin.
Jacob
Rain & Plague Process.
Michael
All Saints
All Souls
Martin
1st Advent
Andrew
2nd Advent
Nicholas
Conception of Mary
3rd Advent
3rd Advent
4th Advent
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12/25/1540
12/26/1540
1/1/1541
1/6/1541
1/9/1541
1/23/1541
1/30/1541
1/30/1541
2/2/1541
2/6/1541
2/13/1541
2/20/1541
2/27/1541
3/2/1541
3/4/1541
3/6/1541
3/9/1541
3/11/1541
3/13/1541
3/16/1541
3/18/1541
3/20/1541
3/25/1541
3/27/1541
4/3/1541
4/10/1541
4/17/1541
4/24/1541
5/1/1541
5/15/1541
5/22/1541
5/26/1541
5/26/1541
6/6/1541
6/12/1541
6/12/1541
6/16/1541
6/16/1541

W-PW: 107a-110a
W-PW: 133b-136a
W-PW: 162a-165b
W-PW: 193a-195b
W-PW:214b-216b
W-PW: 269b-272a
W-PW(Sp): 67b-68b
W-PW(Sp): 66a-67b
W-PWdS: 128b-13 lb
W-PW(Sp): 75-76b
W-PW: 326b-328b
W-PW:351b-354a
W-PW: 387b-390a
W-PW: 401a-?
W-PW(Ag): 414b-416b
W-PW: 434a-437b
W-PW(Ag): 455b-456a
W-PW(Ag): 477b-478b
W-PW: 451b-454b
W-PW(Ag): 515a-b
W-PW(Ag): 525b-526b
W-PW: 490a-492b
W-PWdS: 110a-113a
W-PW: 518b-521a
W-PW: 555a-558a
W-PW: 585a-589a
W-PS: 18a-22a
W-PS: 73b-76a
W-PSdS(Ag): 9b-10b
W-PS:152b-155b
H-PS: 45a-46b
W-PSdS: 37a-40a
H-PS: 51a-54a
W-PS:251b-255a
W-PS: 301b-304b
H-PS: 75b-78b
W-PSdS: 95a-99a
H-PS: 83b-87a

Christmas
1st p. Christmas
New Year's Day
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
4th p. Epiphany
4th p. Epiphany
Purification of Mary
5th p. Epiphany
Septuagesima
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Ash Wednesday
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Oculi
Annunciation
Laetare
Judica
Palm Sunday
Easter
1st p. Easter
Philip and Jacob
4th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
Ascension Thursday
Pentecost Monday
Trinity Sunday
Trinity Sunday
Corpus Christi
Corpus Christi
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6/19/1541
6/24/1541
6/26/1541
7/2/1541
8/8/1541
8/15/1541
9/8/1541
9/29/1541
10/10/1541
10/23/1541
11/11/1541
11/27/1541
11/30/1541
12/4/1541
12/4/1541
12/8/1541
12/11/1541
12/18/1541
12/18/1541
12/21/1541
12/25/1541
12/26/1541
12/27/1541
12/31/1541
1/1/1542
1/6/1542
1/8/1542
1/15/1542
1/29/1542
2/5/1542
2/12/1542
2/19/1542
2/22/1542
2/26/1542
2/26/1542
2/26/1542
3/1/1542
3/3/1542

W-PS: 329a-332b
W-PSdS: 163a-164b
W-PS: 362a-364b
W-PSdS(Ag): 213b-215a
W-PS: 522a-525a
W-PSdS: 211a-214a
W-PSdS: 227a-230a
W-PSdS(Ag): 360a-361a
W-GB: 40a-45b
W-PS: 695a-698b
W-PSdS(Ag): 420a-424a
W-PW: 14a-15b
W-PWdS: 8a-9b
W-PS(Sp): 254b-256a
W-PW: 36a-38a
W-PWdS: 29a-32a
W-PW: 62a-64a
W-PW: 85b-88a
W-PW: 81a-83a
W-PWdS(Sp): PP?
W-PW: 110a-112b
W-PWdS: 51b-53b
W-PWdS: 65a-67a
W-PW: 136a-138b
W-PW: 165b-167b
W-PW: 198a-200b
W-PW: 219b-221a
W-PW:243a-245b
W-PW(Sp): 73b-74b
W-PW: 331b-334a
W-PW: 362b-364b
W-PW: 379b-371b
W-Jona: la-7a
W-PW: 425a-427b
W-Jona: 10b-14a
W-Jona: 7a-10a
W-Jona: 14a-18b
W-Jona: 18b-26a

1st p. Trin.
John the Baptist
2nd p. Trin.
Visitation of Mary
8th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
Nativity of Mary
Michael
Turk Process.
19th p. Trin.
Martin
1St Advent
Andrew
25th p. Trin.
2nd Advent
Conception of Mary
3rd Advent
4th Advent
4th Advent
Thomas
Christmas
Stephen
John
1st p. Christmas
New Year's Day
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
4th p. Epiphany
Septuagesima
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Ash Wednesday
Invocavit
Invocavit
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
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3/5/1542
3/5/1542
3/8/1542
3/10/1542
3/12/1542
3/12/1542
3/15/1542
3/17/1542
3/19/1542
3/19/1542
3/19/1542
3/22/1542
3/24/1542
3/25/1542
3/25/1542
3/26/1542
3/26/1542
3/26/1542
3/29/1542
3/31/1542
4/2/1542
4/2/1542
4/3/1542
4/5/1542
4/6/1542
4/7/1542
4/7/1542
4/9/1542
4/9/1542
4/9/1542
4/10/1542
4/10/1542
4/11/1542
4/11/1542
4/16/1542
4/16/1542
4/23/1542
4/30/1542

W-Jona: 26b-32b
W-PW: 457b-460a
W-Jona: 32b-40b
W-Jona: 41a-47a
W-PW: 484a-486b
W-Jona: 47b-55b
W-Jona: 56a-62a
W-Jona: 62b-69a
H-Catech: la-4a
W-Jona: 69b-77a
W-PW: 515b-518a
W-Jona: 77a-83a
W-Jona: 83a-89a
W-PWdS: 116a-118b
W-Jona: 89a-97a
H-Catech: 4b-7b
W-PW: 549a-552a
W-Jona: 97b-104a
W-Jona: 104a-105a
W-Jona:105a-113a
W-Jona: 113a-120a
W-PW: 579a-581b
W-Jona: 120a-124a
W-Jona: 124a-133a
W-Jona: 133b-139a
W-PW: 652a-653a
W-Jona:139b-142a
W-PS: 29a-32a
W-Jona: 142b-150b
W-PS: 32b-35a
W-PS: 46a-48b
H-PS: 8a-10a
W-Jona: 150b-159b
W-PS: 57b-60a
W-PS: 70a-73a
H-Catech: 7b-10b
H-Catech: 10b-13a
W-PS: 128b-131b

Reminiscere
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Oculi
Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Laetare
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Annunciation
Annunciation
Judica
Judica
Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Palm Sunday
Palm Sunday
Monday of Holy Week
Wed. p. Palm S.
Holy Thursday
Good Friday
Good Friday
Easter
Easter
Easter
Easter Monday
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
Easter Tuesday
1st p. Easter
1st p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
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snnsAi
5/14/1542
5/18/1542
5/28/1542
5/28/1542
6/4/1542
6/4/1542
6/5/1542
6/8/1542
6/11/1542
6/11/1542
6/12/1542
6/18/1542
6/18/1542
6/24/1542
6/25/1542
6/25/1542
6/29/1542
7/2/1542
7/2/1542
7/9/1542
7/9/1542
7/10/1542
7/16/1542
7/16/1542
7/17/1542
7/23/1542
7/23/1542
7/24/1542
7/30/1542
8/6/1542
8/13/1542
8/20/1542
8/20/1542
8/27/1542
8/27/1542
9/3/1542
9/3/1542

W-PS: 176a-179a
W-PS: 199a-200b
W-PSdS: 50a-53b
H-Catech:13a-16b
W-PS: 225b-229b
H-Catech: 16b-19b
W-PS: 295a-297a
W-PSdS(Ag): 134b-135b
W-PSdS: 86b-91a
W-PS: 326a-329a
H-Catech: 19b-22b
W-GB: 45b-52b
H-Catech: 22b-25b
W-PS: 355a-358b
W-PSdS: 162a-163a
H-Catech: 25b-27b
W-PS: 384a-386b
W-PSdS(Ag): 190b-192a
W-PS: 409b-412b
H-Catech: 27b-31a
H-Catech: 31a-34b
W-PS: 438a-441a
W-GB: 52b-58b
H-Catech: 34b-39a
W-PS: 462a-465a
W-GB:58b-67a
H-Catech: 39a-42a
W-PS: 489b-492b
W-GB: 67a-73b
W-PS; 513a-515b
H-Catech: 42a-46a
H-Catech: 46b-50a
H-Catech: 50a-54a
W-PS: 579a-582b
W-PS: 596b-599b
H-Catech: 54b-57a
W-PS: 614b-617b
H-Catech: 57b-60b

5th p. Easter
6th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
Pentecost
Pentecost
Trinity Sunday
Trinity Sunday
Boniface
Corpus Christi
1st p. Trin.
1st p. Trin.
Turk Process.
2nd p. Trin.
2nd p. Trin.
John the Baptist
3rd p. Trin.
3rd p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
4th p. Trin.
4th p. Trin.
5th p. Trin.
5th p. Trin.
Turk Process.
6th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
Turk Process.
7th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
Turk Process.
8th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
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9/10/1542
9/17/1542
9/23/1542
10/1/1542
10/1/1542
10/8/1542
10/8/1542
10/15/1542
10/15/1542
10/22/1542
10/22/1542
10/29/1542
10/29/1542
11/5/1542
11/5/1542
11/11/1542
11/12/1542
11/12/1542
11/19/1542
11/26/1542
12/3/1542
12/3/1542
12/8/1542
12/10/1542
12/10/1542
12/17/1542
12/17/1542
12/24/1542
12/25/1542
12/27/1542
12/30/1542
12/31/1542
12/31/1542
1/1/1543
1/6/1543
1/7/1543
1/7/1543
1/14/1543

H-Catech: 60b-64a
H-Catech: 64a-67b
H-Catech: 67b-70b
H-Catech: 70b-74a
W-PS: 677a-680a
W-PS: 689a-694a
H-Catech: 74b-77b
H-Catech: 77b-80b
W-PS: 698b-702a
W-PS: 719a-723a
H-Catech: 81a-84a
H-Catech: 84a-87b
W-PS: 730a-733a
H-Catech: 88a-91a
W-PS: 744b-747b
W-PSdS(Ag): 424a-428a
W-PS: 754b-758b
H-Catech: 91a-94b
H-Catech: 94b-97b
H-Catech: 97b-101a
W-PW: 9b-lib
H-Catech: 10 lb-104b
W-PWdS: 36a-37b
W-PW:31b-33a
H-Catech: 105a-108a
H-Catech: 108a-112a
W-PW: 56b-59b
H-Catech: 112a-l 15a
W-PW: 104a-107a
W-PWdS(Ag): 80b-81a
W-GB: 73b-80a
W-PW: 138b-141a
H-Catech: 115a-117b
W-PW: 168a-169b
W-PW: 196a-198a
H-Catech: 118a-120b
W-PW: 221a-223b
W-PW: 245b-248a

14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
Martin
23d p. Trin.
23rd p. Trin.
24th p. Trin.
25th p. Trin.
1st Advent
1St Advent
Conception of Mary
2nd Advent
2nd Advent
3rd Advent
3rd Advent
4th Advent
Christmas
John
Turk Process.
1st p. Christmas
Silvester
New Year's Day
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
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1/14/1543
1/21/1543
1/21/1543
1/21/1543
1/21/1543
1/28/1543
1/28/1543
1/28/1543
2/2/1543
2/4/1543
2/4/1543
2/5/1543
2/7/1543
2/11/1543
2/11/1543
2/18/1543
2/18/1543
2/25/1543
2/25/1543
3/4/1543
3/4/1543
3/11/1543
3/11/1543
3/18/1543
3/22/1543
3/23/1543
3/25/1543
3/25/1543
3/26/1543
3/27/1543
3/27/1543
4/1/1543
4/1/1543
4/1/1543
4/8/1543
4/15/1543
4/15/1543
4/22/1543

H-Catech: 120b-124a
W-PW: 324a-326b
H-Catech: 124a-127a
W-PW: 272a-274b
W-PW: 275a-277b
W-PW: 354a-356b
H-Catech: 127a-130b
W-PW; 295a-28a
W-PWdS: 86b-90b
H-Catech: 13Ob-134a
W-PW: 382a-384b
W-GB: 80b-85a
W-PW: 408b-412a
H-Catech: 134a-137a
W-PW: 419a-422a
W-PW: 449a-451b
H-Catech: 137a-140a
H-Catech: 140a-143b
W-PW: 474b-477b
H-Catech: 143 b-146b
W-PW: 507a-510a
W-PW: 546a-548b
H-Catech: 147a-150a
W-PW: 576a-579a
W-PW: 627b-631b
W-PW: 651a-652a
W-PS: 14b-17b
W-PWdS: 107a-110a
W-PS: 43a-45b
W-PS: 55a-57b
H-PS: 13a-15b
H-Catech: 150a-155a
W-PS: 61b-64b
H-PS: 19a-20b
H-Catech: 155b-158b
H-Catech: 158b-162a
W-PS: 125b-128b
W-PS: 149b-152b

2nd p. Epiphany
Septuagesima
Septuagesima
3rd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
Exsurge
Exsurge
4th p. Epiphany
Purification of Mary
Esto mihi Domine
Esto mihi Domine
Turk Process.
Ash Wednesday
Invocavit
Invocavit
Reminiscere
Reminiscere
Oculi
Oculi
Laetare
Laetare
Judica
Judica
Palm Sunday
Holy Thursday
Good Friday
Easter
Annunciation
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
Easter Tuesday
1st p. Easter
1st p. Easter
1st p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
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4/22/1543
4/29/1543
4/29/1543
5/6/1543
5/6/1543
5/13/1543
5/13/1543
5/14/1543
5/20/1543
5/24/1543
5/24/1543
5/27/1543
5/27/1543
6/3/1543
6/3/1543
6/5/1543
6/10/1543
6/10/1543
6/12/1543
6/17/1543
6/17/1543
6/24/1543
6/24/1543
6/24/1543
6/29/1543
6/29/1543
7/1/1543
7/1/1543
7/2/1543
7/8/1543
7/8/1543
7/15/1543
7/15/1543
7/22/1543
7/22/1543
7/29/1543
7/29/1543
8/5/1543

H-Catech: 162a-165b
W-PS: 166a-169b
H-Catech: 166a-169b
H-Catech: 169b-173b
W-PS: 196a-198b
H-PS: 59a-62a
W-PS: 222b-225b
W-PS: 261b-264b
W-PS: 291b-295a
W-PSdS: 82a-86b
W-PSdS(Sp): 54b-58b
H-Catech: 173 b-178b
W-PS: 323a-326a
H-Catech: 178b-182a
W-PS: 352a-355a
W-PSdS: 133a-136b
H-Catech: 182a-185b
W-PS: 380b-383b
W-PSdS: 78a-82a
H-Catech: 185b-188b
W-PS: 397a-400a
H-Catech: 188b-192a
W-PS: 434b-438a
W-PSdS: 157b-159b
W-PSdS(Ag): 192b-194a
W-PSdS: 172a-175a
W-PS: 458b-462a
H-Catech; I92b-I96a
W-PSdS(Ag): 202b-204b
H-Catech: 196a-200a
W-PS: 486a-489a
W-PS: 510a-513a
H-Catech: 200a-203b
H-Catech: 203b-206b
W-PS: 536a-539a
H-Catech: 206b-2l0a
W-PS: 556a-559a
H-Catech: 210a-213b

4th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
6th p. Easter
6th p. Easter
Pentecost
Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Trinity Sunday
Corpus Christi
Corpus Christi
1st p. Trin.
1st p. Trin.
2nd p. Trin.
2nd p. Trin.
Boniface
3rd p. Trin.
3rd p. Trin.
Corpus Christi
4th p. Trin.
4th p. Trin.
5th p. Trin.
5th p. Trin.
John the Baptist
Peter and Paul
Peter and Paul
6th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
Visitation of Mary
7th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
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8/5/1543
8/12/1543
8/12/1543
8/19/1543
8/19/1543
8/26/1543
8/26/1543
9/2/1543
9/2/1543
9/9/1543
9/9/1543
9/16/1543
9/23/1543
9/23/1543
9/30/1543
9/30/1543
10/7/1543
10/7/1543
10/14/1543
10/14/1543
10/21/1543
10/21/1543
10/28/1543
10/28/1543
11/1/1543
11/2/1543
11/4/1543
11/11/1543
11/30/1543
12/2/1543
12/21/1543
12/23/1543
12/25/1543
12/26/1543
12/26/1543
12/27/1543
12/27/1543
12/30/1543

W-PS: 577a[=576a]-579a
W-PS: 591b[=593b]-596b
H-Catech: 213b-217a
W-PS: 611a-614b
H-Catech: 217b-220b
W-PS: 629b-632b
H-Catech: 220b-222a
W-PS(Sp): 155a-156b
H-Catech: 222a-225a
H-Catech: 225a-228a
W-PS: 662a-665b
H-Catech: 228b-23 lb
W-PS: 687b-689a
H-Catech: 231b-234a
W-PS: 702a-705a
H-Catech: 234a-237a
H-Catech: 237a-239b
W-PS: 714b-719a
W-PS: 727a-730a
H-Catech: 239b-242a
W-PS: 741a-744b
H-Catech: 243a-246a
W-PS: 751b-754b
H-Catech: 246a-249a
W-PSdS(Ag): 373b-377b
W-PSdS(Ag): 405b-407b
W-PS: 766a-769a
W-PS: 777a-780a
W-PWdS: 6b-8a
W-PW: 19b-21b
W-PWdS(Sp): PP?
W-PW: 88a-90a
W-PW: 100a-104a
W-PWdS(Ag): 66b-67b
W-PWdS: 50a-51b
W-PWdS: 63a-65a
W-PWdS(Ag): 79b-80a
W-PW: 144a-146a

11th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
23d p. Trin.
23rd p. Trin.
All Saints
All Souls
24th p. Trin.
25th p. Trin.
Andrew
1St Advent
Thomas
4th Advent
Christmas
Stephen
Stephen
John
John
1St p. Christmas
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1/1/1544
1/6/1544
1/13/1544
1/20/1544
1/20/1544
1/27/1544
1/27/1544
2/2/1544
2/3/1544
2/10/1544
2/10/1544
2/10/1544
2/17/1544
2/17/1544
2/24/1544
2/24/1544
3/2/1544
3/2/1544
3/9/1544
3/9/1544
3/16/1544
3/16/1544
3/23/1544
3/23/1544
3/25/1544
3/30/1544
3/30/1544
4/6/1544
4/10/1544
4/11/1544
4/13/1544
4/14/1544
4/15/1544
4/20/1544
4/27/1544
5/3/1544
5/4/1544
5/11/1544

W-PW: 170a-173a
W-PW: 200b-203a
W-PW: 223b-226a
H-Catech: 249b-252b
W-PW: 240b-243a
H-Catech: 252b-255b
W-PW: 277b-280a
W-PWdS: 78b[=79b]-83a
W-PW: 298b-301a
H-Catech: 255b-258a
W-PW: 321a-323b
W-PW: 310b-313b
H-Catech: 258a-261a
W-PW: 356b-359b
W-PW: 384b-387b
H-Catech: 261a-264a
H-Catech: 264a-267b
W-PW: 428a-431a
H-Catech: 267b- 270b
W-PW: 454b-457b
W-PW: 481a-484a
H-Catech: 271b-273b
H-Catech: 273b-276b
W-PW: 510a-512b
W-PWdS: 101b-104a
H-Catech: 276b-279b
W-PW: 540b-543a
W-PW: 573a-576a
W-PW: 622b-627b
W-PW: 648b-650b
W-PS: 7a-10b
W-PS: 40b-43a
W-PS: 52b-54b
W-PS:64b-67b
W-PS: 90b-92a
W-PSdS: 12b-15a
W-PS: 117a-119a
W-PS: 142b-146b

New Year's Day
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
Purification of Mary
4th p. Epiphany
Septuagesima
Septuagesima
5th p. Epiphany
Exsurge
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Esto mihi Domine
Invocavit
Invocavit
Reminiscere
Reminiscere
Oculi
Oculi
Laetare
Laetare
Annunciation
Judica
Judica
Palm Sunday
Holy Thursday
Good Friday
Easter
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
1st p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
Inventio crucis
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
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5/18/1544
5/22/1544
5/25/1544
6/1/1544
6/2/1544
6/3/1544
6/5/1544
6/8/1544
6/21/1544
6/22/1544
6/24/1544
6/29/1544
7/4/1544
7/6/1544
7/13/1544
7/13/1544
7/20/1544
7/27/1544
8/3/1544
8/10/1544
8/17/1544
8/24/1544
8/31/1544
9/7/1544
9/14/1544
9/21/1544
9/28/1544
10/5/1544
10/12/1544
10/19/1544
10/26/1544
11/2/1544
11/9/1544
11/16/1544
11/23/1544
11/30/1544
11/30/1544
11/30/1544

W-PS: 161a[=160a]-163a
W-PSdS: 25a-29b
W-PS: 193a-i96a
W-PS: 216a-219b
W-PS: 255a-258a
W-PS: 282a-284a
W-PSdS: 122a-126a
W-PS: 289a-291b
W-PSdS: 148a-151b
W-PS: 348b-351b
W-PSdS: 154a-157b
W-PS: 374b-377b
W-PSdS:186b-19 la
W-PS: 403a-406b
W-PSdS: 202b-205a
W-PS: 424b-428a
W-PS: 455b-458b
W-PS: 479a-482b
W-PS: 506b-510a
W-PS: 532b-536a
W-PS: 549b-552b
W-PS: 567a-570a
W-PS: 586b-590a
W-PS: 608a-611a
W-PS: 626a-629b
W-PS: 644b-647b
W-PS: 658b-662a
W-PS: 670a-673b
W-PS: 681a-684b
W-PS: 705a-708b
W-PS: 712a-714b
W-PS: 724a-727a
W-PS: 738a-741a
W-PS: 748b-751b
W-PS: 762b-766a
W-PW: lb-3b
H-PS:;224a-225a
W-PWdS: 3b-5a

5th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
6th p. Easter
Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Pentecost Tuesday
Boniface
Trinity Sunday
Albanus
2nd p. Trin.
John the Baptist
3rd p. Trin.
Kirchweihung
4th p. Trin.
Margaret
5th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
23d p. Trin.
24th p. Trin.
1St Advent
25th p. Trin.
Andrew
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11/30/1544
12/8/1544
12/14/1544
12/21/1544
12/21/1544
12/25/1544
12/26/1544
12/27/1544
12/28/1544
1/1/1545
1/6/1545
1/11/1545
1/18/1545
1/25/1545
2/2/1545
2/8/1545
2/15/1545
2/22/1545
3/1/1545
3/8/1545
3/11/1545
3/13/1545
3/15/1545
3/18/1545
3/20/1545
3/22/1545
3/25/1545
3/25/1545
3/27/1545
3/29/1545
4/1/1545
4/2/1545
4/3/1545
4/5/1545
4/5/1545
4/6/1545
4/7/1545
4/12/1545

W-PS: 773b-777a
W-PWdS: 21a-23b
W-PW: 45b-49a
W-PWdS: 41a-43a
W-PW: 72b-74b
W-PW: 96b-99b
W-PWdS; 45b-47b
W-PWdS: 58b-60b
W-PW: 141a-144a
W-PW: 173b-176b
W-PW: 203a-206a
W-PW: 226b-228b
W-PW: 251a-253b
W-PW: 280a-282b
W-PWdS: 75a-78b[=79b]
W-PW: 349a-351b
W-PW: 390a-392b
W-PW: 416b-419a
W-PW: 446a-448b
W-PW: 478a-480b
W-PW(Ag): 562b-563b
W-PW(Ag): 575a-b
W-PW: 504b-507a
W-PW(Ag):612b-613b
W-PW(Ag): 624a-b
W-PW: 537b-540b
W-PWdS: 99a-101b
W-PW(Ag): 663a-664a
W-PW(Ag): 673b-674a
W-PW: 567a-570a
W-PW: 600a-604b
W-PW: 605a-607a
W-PW: 655a-658b
W-PS: 2a-6b
H-PS: lb-4a
W-PS: 37b-40b
W-PS: 49b-52a
W-PS: 67b-70a

25th p. Trin.
Conception of Mary
3rd Advent
Thomas
4th Advent
Christmas
Stephen
John
1st p. Christmas
New Year's Day
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
Purification of Mary
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Invocavit
Reminiscere
Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Judica
Armunciation
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Palm Sunday
Wed. p. Palm S.
Holy Thursday
Good Friday
Easter
Easter
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
1St p. Easter
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4/12/1545
4/19/1545
4/19/1545
4/26/1545
5/1/1545
5/3/1545
5/3/1545
5/10/1545
5/14/1545
5/14/1545
5/17/1545
5/24/1545
5/25/1545
5/26/1545
5/31/1545
6/4/1545
6/5/1545
6/7/1545
6/14/1545
6/14/1545
6/21/1545
6/21/1545
6/21/1545
6/24/1545
6/28/1545
6/29/1545
7/2/1545
7/2/1545
7/4/1545
7/5/1545
7/5/1545
7/12/1545
7/19/1545
7/26/1545
8/1/1545
8/9/1545
8/15/1545
8/16/1545

H-PS: 21a-22b
H-PS: 22b-25a
W-PS:: 86b-90b
W-PS: 113a[114a]-116b
W-PSdS: 2b-5b
W-PSdS: 9b-12b
W-PS: 136b-139b
W-PS: 163a-166a
W-PSdS: 34a-37a
W-PSdS: 20a-25a
W-PS: 187a-189b
W-PS: 212b-216a
W-PS: 258a-261b
W-PS: 272b-275b
W-PS: 285b-288b
W-PSdS: 62a-66a
W-PSdS: 115a-118b
W-PS: 139b-142a
W-PS: 345b-348b
H-PS: 93a-96b
W-PS: 371b-374b
W-PSdS: 146a-148a
W-PSdS: 143a-146a
W-PSdS: 153a-154a
W-PS: 400a-403a
W-PSdS(Ag): 194b-196a
W-PSdS(Ag): 209a-21 lb
W-PSdS(Ag): 215a-217a
W-PSdS: 195b-198b
W-PS: 424b-424b
W-PS: 332b-335b
W-PS: 449a-452a
W-PS: 476b-479a
W-PS: 503b-506b
W-PS: 529b-532b
W-PS: 548b-549b
W-PSdS: 214a-216b
W-PS: 564b-567a

1st p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
Philip and Jacob
Inventio crucis
4th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
Ascension Thursday
6th p. Easter
Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Pentecost Tuesday
Trinity Sunday
Corpus Christi
Boniface
4th p. Easter
2nd p. Trin.
2nd p. Trin.
3rd p. Trin.
Albanus
Albanus
John the Baptist
4th p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
Visitation of Mary
Visitation of Mary
Kirchweihung
5th p. Trin.
1st p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
11th p. Trin.
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8/23/1545
8/30/1545
9/3/1545
9/4/1545
9/6/1545
9/13/1545
9/20/1545
9/27/1545
10/4/1545
10/18/1545
10/25/1545
11/1/1545
11/1/1545
11/2/1545
11/11/1545
11/15/1545
11/21/1545
11/22/1545
11/30/1545
12/6/1545
12/8/1545
12/21/1545
12/25/1545
12/26/1545
12/27/1545
12/27/1545
12/27/1545
12/28/1545
1/1/1546
1/6/1546
1/6/1546
1/10/1546
1/17/1546
1/24/1546
1/31/1546
1/31/1546
2/2/1546
2/7/1546

W-PS: 583b-586b
W-PS: 601a-604b
W-PS(Sp): 172a-173a
W-PS(Sp): 180b-18 lb
W-PS: 619a-622a
W-PS: 637a-640b
W-PS: 652a-655b
W-PS: 666b-670a
W-PS: 684b-687b
W-PS: 709b-711b
W-PS: 733a-736b
W-PSdS: 241a-244b
W-PS(Sp): 218a-219b
W-PSdS: 249a-252a
W-PSdS: 252b-257b
W-PS: 759b-762b
W-PSdS: 257b-258b
W-PS: 770b-773b
W-PWdS: lb-3a
W-PW: 33b-36a
W-PWdS: 19b-21a
W-PWdS: 38a-40b
W-PW: 112b-116b
W-PWdS: 44a-45b
W-PW: 146b-149a
W-PWdS: 56a-56b
W-PWdS(Ag): 81b-82b
W-PWdS: 69b-71b
W-PW: 176b-179a
W-PW: 206a-208b
W-PW: 187a-190b
W-PW: 228b-231a
W-PW: 253b-256a
W-PW: 283a-285b
H-PW: 64b-66b
W-PW(Sp): 64b-66a
W-PWdS: 83a-86a
W-PW: 308a-310b

12th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
All Saints
22nd p. Trin.
All Souls
Martin
24th p. Trin.
Presentation of Mary
25th p. Trin.
Andrew
2nd Advent
Conception of Mary
Thomas
Christmas
Stephen
1st p. Christmas
John
John
Innocents
New Year's Day
Epiphany
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
4th p. Ephiphany
4th p. Epiphany
Purification of Mary
5th p. Epiphany
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2/21/1546
2/24/1546
2/28/1546
3/7/1546
3/12/1546
3/14/1546
3/17/1546
3/19/1546
3/21/1546
3/24/1546
3/25/1546
3/26/1546
3/28/1546
3/31/1546
4/2/1546
4/4/1546
4/7/1546
4/9/1546
4/11/1546
4/14/1546
4/16/1546
4/21/1546
4/22/1546
4/23/1546
4/25/1546
4/25/1546
4/27/1546
5/1/1546
5/1/1546
5/3/1546
5/9/1546
5/16/1546
5/23/1546
5/30/1546
6/3/1546
6/5/1546
6/5/1546
6/6/1546

W-PW: 337a-339b
W-PWdS: 92a-95a
W-PW: 365b-367a
W-PW: 376a-378b
W-PW(Ag): 399a-402a
W-PW: 422a-425a
W-PW(Ag): 456a-467b[sic]
W-PW(Ag): 478b-479b
W-PW: 462b-466a
W-PW(Ag): 516a-b
W-PWdS: 104a-107a
W-PW(Ag): 526b-527b
W-PW: 486b-489b
W-PW(Ag): 563b-564b
W-PW(Ag): 575b-576b
W-PW: 513a-515b
W-PW(Ag): 613b-614b
W-PW(Ag): 624b-625b
W-PW: 535a-537b
W-PW(Ag): 664a-665a
W-PW(Ag): 674a-675a
W-PW: 607b-610b
W-PW: 610b-615a
W-PW: 658b-663a
H-PS: 4b-7a
W-PS: lla-14b
W-PS(Sp): 25a-26a
W-PSdS: 5b-8b
W-PS: 76b-79b
W-PSdS: 15b-18b
W-PS: 100b-103a
W-PS: 120b-122b
W-PS: 146b-149a
W-PS: 169b-172b
W-PSdS: 29b-33b
W-PSdS:118b-121b
W-PSdS: 136b-139b
W-PS: 189b-193a

Septuagesima
Matthew
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Annunciation
Friday p. Remin.
Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Wed. p. Palm S.
Holy Thursday
Good Friday
Easter
Easter
Easter Tuesday
Philip and Jacob
1st p. Easter
Inventio crucis
2nd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
Boniface
Boniface
6th p. Easter
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6/13/1546
6/14/1546
6/15/1546
6/20l\5A6
6/24/1546
6/24/1546
6/27/1546
6/29/1546
7/4/1546
7/11/1546
lim\5A6
7/25/1546
7/25/1546
7/25/1546
8/1/1546
8/8/1546
8/15/1546
8/22/1546
8/29/1546
9/5/1546
9/8/1546
9/12/1546
9/19/1546
9/26/1546
10/3/1546
10/10/1546
10/10/1546
10/17/1546
10/24/1546
10/31/1546
11/7/1546
11/11/1546
11/14/1546
11/21/1546
11/28/1546
11/30/1546
12/5/1546

W-PS: 219b-222b
W-PS: 264b-268a
W-PS: 275b-278b
W-PS:297a-301a
W-PSdS: 159b-161a
W-PSdS: 66a-69b
W-PS: 335b-338a
W-PSdS(Sp): 107b-109b
W-PS:358b-361b
W-PSdS: 199a-202a
W-PS: 377b-380b
W-PS: 406b-409b
H-PSdS: 32b-33a
W-PSdS: 209a-210a
W-PS:428a-431a
W-PS: 452a-455a
W-PS: 483a-486a
W-PSdS: 216b-220b
W-PS(Sp): llOa-lllb
W-PS(Sp): 117a-118b
W-PS: 570a-573a
W-PSdS(Ag): 330b-332b
W-PS: 590a-591a[=593a]
W-PS: 604b-608a
W-PS: 622a-626a
W-PS: 640b-644a
W-PS(Sp): 163b-164b
W-PS: 655b-658b
W-PS: 673a-677a
W-PS(Sp): 181b-182b
W-PS(Sp): 187b-189a
W-PS(Sp): 196a-197b
W-PSdS(Ag): 428a-431a
W-PS(Sp): 206a-207b
W-PS(Sp): 219b-221a
W-PW: lib-13b
W-PWdS: 5a-6b
W-PW: 42b-44a

Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Pentecost Tuesday
Trinity Sunday
John the Baptist
Corpus Christi
1st p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
2nd p. Trin.
Kirchweihung
3rd p. Trin.
4th p. Trin.
Jacob
Jacob
5th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
Nativity of Mary
12th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
Martin
21st p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
1st Advent
Andrew
2nd Advent
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12/5/1546
12/8/1546
12/12/1546
12/19/1546
12/25/1546
12/26/1546
12/27/1546
1/1/1547
1/6/1547
1/16/1547
1/23/1547
2/2/1547
2I6I\5A1
2/24/1547
2/25/1547
2in/\5Al
3/2/1547
3/4/1547
3/6/1547
3/9/1547
3/11/1547
3/13/1547
3/16/1547
3/18/1547
3/20/1547
3/23/1547
3I25/\5A1
3/25/1547
3/27/1547
3/30/1547
4/1/1547
4/3/1547
4/6/1547
4/10/1547
4/11/1547
4/12/1547
4/17/1547
4/24/1547

W-PS(Sp): 241a-242b
W-PWdS: 23b-26b
W-PW: 69a-71a
W-PW: 83b-85b
W-PW: 116b-120a
W-PWdS: 48a-49b
W-PWdS: 60b-62b
W-PW: 179a-18 lb
W-PW: 209a-211a
W-PW: 256a-258b
W-PW: 286a-288b
W-PWdS: 13 lb-134b
W-PW: 339b-342a
W-PWdS: 95a-98a
W-PW(Ag): 402a-405a
W-PW: 437b-440b
W-PW(Ag): 467b-468a
W-PW(Ag): 479b-480b
W-PW: 466a-470a
W-PW(Ag): 516b-517b
W-PW(Ag): 527b-528a
W-PW: 495a-497b
W-PW(Ag):564b-565b
W-PW(Ag): 576b-577a
W-PW: 521b-524a
W-PW(Ag): 614b-615b
W-PW(Ag): 625b-626b
W-PWdS: 113a-116a
W-PW: 543a-546a
W-PW(Ag): 665a-666a
W-PW(Ag): 675b-676b
W-PW: 582a-585a
W-PW:615a-6l8a
W-PS: 22b-29a
W-PS(Sp): 10b-12a
W-PS(Sp): 26a-27a
W-PS: 80a-83a
H-PS: 25b-26b

24th p. Trin.
Conception of Mary
3rd Advent
4th Advent
Christmas
Stephen
John
New Year's Day
Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
Purification of Mary
Septuagesima
Matthew
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Annunciation
Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Palm Sunday
Wed. p. Palm S.
Easter
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
1st p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
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4/24/1547
5/1/1547
5/1/1547
5/8/1547
5/15/1547
5/19/1547
5/22/1547
5/29/1547
5/30/1547
5/31/1547
6/5/1547
6/5/1547
6/9/1547
6/12/1547
6/19/1547
6/26/1547
6/29/1547
7/2/1547
7/2/1547
7/3/1547
7/4/1547
7/4/1547
7/10/1547
7/17/1547
7/24/1547
7/31/1547
7/31/1547
8/7/1547
8/14/1547
8/15/1547
8/21/1547
8/24/1547
9/8/1547
9/11/1547
9/18/1547
9/25/1547
10/2/1547
10/16/1547

W-PS: 97b-100a
W-PSdS(Ag): llb-20a
W-PS: 122b-125b
W-PS: 155b-158b
W-PS: 173a-l76a
W-PSdS: 40b-44a
W-PS: 201a-205b
W-PS: 229b-233b
W-PS(Sp): 59a-60b
W-PS: 279a-282a
W-PS: 305a-308a
W-PSdS: 126a-129b
W-PSdS: 70a-74a
W-PS: 338a-341a
W-PS: 365a-367b
W-PS: 386b-389b
W-PSdS(Sp): 109b-llla
W-PSdS(Ag): 204b-206a
W-PSdS: 181a-182b
W-PS: 412b-415a
W-PSdS(Ag): 231b-234b
W-PSdS: 19 la-195b
W-PS: 431a-434b
W-PS: 465b-468a
W-PS: 492b-495b
W-PS: 519a-522a
W-PS(Sp): 107a-108b
W-PS: 539b-542b
W-PS: 552b-556a
W-PSdS: 220b-223b
W-PS: 573a-577a[=576a]
H-PSdS: 41a-42b
H-PSdS: 42b-46a
W-PS: 632b-635b
W-PS:647b-651a
W-PS(Sp): 165a-166a
W-PS(Sp): 173a-174b
W-PS(Sp): 189a-190a

2nd p. Easter
Philip and Jacob
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
6th p. Easter
Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Pentecost Tuesday
Trinity Sunday
Boniface
Corpus Christi
1st p. Trin.
2nd p. Trin.
3rd p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
Visitation of Mary
Visitation of Mary
4th p. Trin.
Kirchweihung
Kirchweihung
5th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
11th p. Trin.
Bartholomew
Nativity of Mary
14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
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10/30/1547
11/1/1547
11/2/1547
11/11/1547
11/13/1547
11/20/1547
11/27/1547
11/27/1547
12/4/1547
12/8/1547
12/11/1547
12/18/1547
12/18/1547
12/25/1547
12/26/1547
12/31/1547
1/6/1548
1/8/1548
1/15/1548
1/22/1548
1/29/1548
1/29/1548
2/2/1548
2/2/1548
2/5/1548
2/5/1548
2/5/1548
2/12/1548
2/12/1548
2/17/1548
2/19/1548
2/22/1548
2/24/1548
2/26/1548
2/29/1548
3/2/1548
3/4/1548
3/7/1548

W-PS(Sp): 207b-209a
W-PSdS(Ag): 377b-381b
W-PSdS(Ag): 410b-414a
W-PSdS(Ag): 431b-435a
W-PS(Sp): 228b-230a
W-PS(Sp): 242b-243b
W-PW: 3b-5b
H-PS: 225b-227a
W-PW: 29b-31b
W-PWdS: 32a-34a
W-PW: 49a-52a
W-PW: 74b-76b
H-PW: 20b-22b
W-PW: 120a-124a
W-PWdS(Ag): 62b-64a
W-PW: 151b-154a
W-PW:211a-213a
W-PW:233b-236a
W-PW: 261a-263b
W-PW: 288b-291b
W-PW: 318b-321a
H-PW: 79a-81b
W-PWdS: 134a-138a
H-PWdS: 30b-32a
H-PW: 85b-87a
W-PW: 367a-369b
W-PW: 369b-371b
W-PW: 392b-394b
W-PW: 395b-397b
W-PW(Ag): 405a-408a
W-PW: 440b-442a
W-PW(Ag): 468a-469b
W-PW(Ag): 480b-481b
W-PW: 470a-473a
W-PW(Ag): 517b-518b
W-PW(Ag): 528a-529a
W-PW: 497b-500a
W-PW(Ag): 565b~567a

21st p. Trin.
All Saints
All Souls
Martin
23d p. Trin.
24th p. Trin.
1St Advent
25th p. Trin.
2nd Advent
Conception of Mary
3rd Advent
4th Advent
4th Advent
Christmas
Stephen
1st p. Christmas
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
Septuagesima
Septuagesima
Purification of Mary
Purification of Mary
Exsurge
Exsurge
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Esto mihi Domine
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
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3/9/1548
3/11/1548
3/14/1548
3/16/1548
3/18/1548
3/21/1548
3/23/1548
3/25/1548
3/25/1548
3/30/1548
4/8/1548
4/15/1548
4/22/1548
4/29/1548
5/1/1548
5/6/1548
5/10/1548
5/10/1548
5/13/1548
5/20/1548
5/21/1548
5/21/1548
5/22/1548
5/27/1548
5/31/1548
5/31/1548
6/3/1548
6/5/1548
6/10/1548
6/17/1548
6/24/1548
6/24/1548
6/24/1548
7/1/1548
7/4/1548
7/8/1548
7/15/1548
7/22/1548

W-PW(Ag): 578b-579a
W-PW: 527a-529b
W-PW(Ag): 615b-616b
W-PW(Ag): 626b-627b
W-PW: 552a-555a
W-PW(Ag): 666a-b
W-PW(Ag): 676b-677b
W-PW: 592b-595a
W-PWdS: 121b-125b
W-PW: 642b-645a
W-PS: 83a-85b
W-PS: 103a-106a
W-PS: 132a-135a
W-PS(Sp): 43a-44a
H-PSdS: 2a-2b
W-PS: 179a-182a
W-PSdS(Sp): 30a-35a
W-PSdS: 45a-49b
H-PS: 55a-57a
W-PS: 233b-238b
W-PS: 268a-271b
H-PS: 64b-67a
W-PS(Sp): 75a-79a
W-PS: 308a-311b
W-PSdS(Sp): 47b-54b
W-PSdS: 74a-77b
W-PS: 341a-344a
W-PSdS: 130a-133a
W-PS: 367b-370a
W-PS: 389b-392b
W-PSdS: 165b-167a
W-PS: 415a-418a
W-PSdS(Sp): 93b-94b
W-PS: 441a-444b
W-PSdS(Ag): 234b-237b
W-PS: 468a-472a
W-PS: 495b-498b
W-PS: 525a-528a

Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Palm Sunday
Annunciation
Good Friday
1st p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
Philip and Jacob
5th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
Ascension Thursday
Sunday p. Ascension
Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Pentecost Monday
Pentecost Tuesday
Trinity Sunday
Corpus Christi
Corpus Christi
1st p. Trin.
Boniface
2nd p. Trin.
3rd p. Trin.
John the Baptist
4th p. Trin.
John the Baptist
5th p. Trin.
Kirchweihung
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
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7/22/1548
7/29/1548
8/5/1548
8/12/1548
8/15/1548
8/19/1548
8/26/1548
9/2/1548
9/8/1548
9/9/1548
9/16/1548
9/24/1548
10/7/1548
10/14/1548
10/28/1548
10/28/1548
11/1/1548
11/4/1548
11/4/1548
11/11/1548
11/11/1548
11/11/1548
11/25/1548
11/25/1548
12/2/1548
12/2/1548
12/9/1548
12/9/1548
12/16/1548
12/16/1548
12/23/1548
12/25/1548
12/25/1548
12/26/1548
12/27/1548
12/28/1548
12/30/1548
1/13/1549

W-PSdS: 207b-208b
W-PS(Sp): lllb-113a
W-PS: 559a-563b
W-PS(Sp): 123b-124b
W-PSdS(Ag): 293a-296a
W-PS(Sp): 132b-134a
H-PS: 163a-167a
W-PS(Sp): 147b-149b
W-PSdS(Ag): 332b-334a
W-PS(Sp): 156b-158a
W-PS(Sp): 166a-167a
W-PS(Sp): 174b-176a
W-PS(Sp): 190a-19 lb
W-PS(Sp): 198a-200b
W-PS(Sp): 221a-222b
W-PSdS: 238b-240a
W-PSdS(Ag): 381b-384b
H-PS: 216b-218a
W-PS(Sp): 230a-231b
W-PS(Sp): 245b-246b
H-PS: 222b-223a
W-PS(Sp): 243b-245b
W-PSdS(Ag): 452b-454a
H-PSdS: 59a-60a
H-PW: 5a-6b
W-PW: 5b-7b
W-PW: 25b-27b
W-PW: 23a-25b
W-PW: 52a-54b
H-PW: 16a-17a
W-PW: 76b-79a
W-PW: 128a-132a
H-PW: 26b-29a
W-PWdS: 53b-55b
W-PWdS: 67a-68b
W-PWdS: 71b-74b
W-PW: 137b-139b
W-PW: 236b-239a

Mary Magdalen
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
12th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
Nativity of Mary
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
Simon and Jude
All Saints
23rd p. Trin.
23d p. Trin.
24th p. Trin.
24th p. Trin.
24th p. Trin.
Catharine
Catharine
1st Advent
1st Advent
2nd Advent
2nd Advent
3rd Advent
3rd Advent
4th Advent
Christmas
Christmas
Stephen
John
Innocents
1st p. Christmas
1st p. Epiphany
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1/20/1549
2/2/1549
2/3/1549
2/3/1549
2/10/1549
2/10/1549
2/17/1549
2/17/1549
2/24/1549
3/3/1549
3/8/1549
3/10/1549
3/13/1549
3/15/1549
3/17/1549
3/17/1549
3/20/1549
3/22/1549
3/24/1549
3/25/1549
3/25/1549
3/27/1549
3/29/1549
3/31/1549
3/31/1549
4/3/1549
4/5/1549
4/7/1549
4/7/1549
4/10/1549
4/12/1549
4/14/1549
4/14/1549
4/18/1549
4/18/1549
4/19/1549
4/22/1549
4/23/1549

W-PW: 264a-265b
W-PWdS: 138a-141b
W-PW(Sp): 63b-64b
H-PW: 66b-67b
W-PW: 305b-308a
H-PW: 70b-72a
H-PW: 72b-75b
W-PW: 346a-349a
W-PW: 373a-375b
H-PW: 90b-91b
W-PW(Ag): 408b-411b
W-PW: 413a-416a
W-PW(Ag): 469b-470b
W-PW(Ag): 481b-482a
W-PW: 443a-445b
H-PW: 102a-105a
W-PW(Ag): 518b-519a
W-PW(Ag): 529a-530a
W-PW: 500b-503a
W-PWdS: 118b-121b
W-PWdS(Sp): 45a-47a
W-PW(Ag): 567a-568a
W-PW(Ag): 577b-578b
W-PW: 529b-533b
H-PW: 118a-119a
W-PW(Ag): 616b-617b
W-PW(Ag): 627b-628b
H-PW: 124a-127a
W-PW: 560b-565b
W-PW(Ag): 667a-b
W-PW(Ag): 677b-678b
W-PW: 595b-598a
W-PW: 570a-573a
W-PW: 632a-635a
H-PW: 139b-143b
W-PW: 645b-646b
W-PS(Sp): 12a-13b
H-PS: 15b-18a

2nd p. Epiphany
Purification of Mary
4th p. Epiphany
4th p. Ephiphany
5th p. Epiphany
5th p. Ephiphany
6th p. Ephiphany
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Esto mihi Domine
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Oculi
Annunciation
Annunciation
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Judica
Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Palm Sunday
Palm Sunday
Holy Thursday
Cena Domini
Good Friday
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
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4/23/1549
5/5/1549
5/5/1549
5/26/1549
5/30/1549
6/2/1549
6/2/1549
6/9/1549
6/10/1549
6/16/1549
6/24/1549
6/24/1549
6/29/1549
7/2/1549
7/4/1549
7/4/1549
7/7/1549
7/14/1549
7/28/1549
8/4/1549
8/11/1549
8/15/1549
8/18/1549
8/25/1549
9/1/1549
9/8/1549
9/8/1549
9/22/1549
9/29/1549
10/20/1549
11/1/1549
11/3/1549
11/11/1549
11/17/1549
11/24/1549
12/1/1549
12/8/1549
12/15/1549

W-PS(Sp): 27a-28a
W-PS: 106a-109a
W-PS: 92b-97b
W-PS: 182a-185b
W-PSdS: 53b-58a
W-PS: 205a-207b
W-PS: 207b-210a
W-PS: 238b-242b
W-PS(Sp): 60b-65a
W-PS:311b-315a
W-PSdS: 164b-165b
W-PSdS: 167a-17 la
W-PSdS(Sp): lllb-113a
W-PSdS: 182b-185b
W-PSdS(Ag): 238a-241a
W-PSdS(Ag): 244b-248a
W-PS: 393a-396a
W-PS: 418a-420b
W-PS: 472a-475b
W-PS: 499a-502b
W-PS: 516a-518b
W-PSdS(Ag): 296a-300b
W-PS: 542b-547b
W-PS(Sp): 118b-120a
W-PS(Sp): 124b-126a
W-PS(Sp):134a-135b
W-PSdS(Ag): 334a-338b
W-PS(Sp): 149b-15 la
W-PS(Sp): 158a-159b
W-PS(Sp): 182b-183b
W-PSdS(Ag): 384b-387b
W-PS(Sp): 200b-201b
W-PSdS(Ag): 435a-438b
W-PS(Sp): 222b-224a
W-PS(Sp): 231b-233b
W-PW: 7b-9a
W-PW: 27b-29b
W-PW: 54b-56b

Easter Tuesday
2nd p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
5th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
6th p. Easter
6th p. Easter
Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Trinity Sunday
John the Baptist
John the Baptist
Peter and Paul
Visitation of Mary
Kirchweihung
Kirchweihung
3rd p. Trin.
4th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
Nativity of Mary
14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
All Saints
20th p. Trin.
Martin
22nd p. Trin.
23d p. Trin.
1st Advent
2nd Advent
3rd Advent
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12/25/1549

linens A9
1/1/1550
1/6/1550
2/2/1550
2/2/1550
2/16/1550
2/21/1550
2/26/1550
2/28/1550
3/5/1550
3/7/1550
3/12/1550
3/14/1550
3/19/1550
3/21/1550
3/25/1550
3/26/1550
3/28/1550
4/4/1550
4/6/1550
4/7/1550
4/8/1550
4/20/1550
5/15/1550
5/15/1550
5/25/1550
6/1/1550
6/29/1550
6/29/1550
7/4/1550
7/6/1550
8/3/1550
8/10/1550
8/15/1550
8/17/1550
8/24/1550
8/24/1550

W-PW: 124a-127b
W-PWdS(Ag): 64a-65a
W-PW: 181b-183a
W-PW(Sp): 37a-42a
W-PW: 342a-344a
W-PWdS: 141b-144b
W-PW: 397b-399b
W-PW(Ag): 411b-414b
W-PW(Ag): 470b-472a
W-PW(Ag): 482a-483a
W-PW(Ag): 519a-521b
W-PW(Ag): 530a-531a
W-PW(Ag): 568a-569a
W-PW(Ag): 579a-580a
W-PW(Ag): 617b-618b
W-PW(Ag): 628b-630a
W-PWdS: 126a-126b
W-PW(Ag): 667b-669a
W-PW(Ag): 678b-679b
W-PW: 646b-648a
W-PS(Sp): la-6a
W-PS(Sp): 13b-15a
W-PS(Sp): 28a-29a
W-PS: 109a-113b[=112b]
W-PSdS(Sp): 25b-30a
W-PSdS: 58a-61a
W-PS: 242b-247a
W-PS: 315a-318a
W-PS(Sp); 95b-97a
W-PSdS: 178a-180a
W-PSdS(Ag): 241a-244b
W-PS(Sp): 97a-99a
W-PS(Sp): 113a-114a
W-PS(Sp): 120a-121a
W-PSdS(Ag): 300b-304b
H-PS: 152b-154a
H-PS: 158b-159b
W-PS(Sp): 135b-136b

Christmas
Stephen
New Year's Day
Epiphany [=Sunday]
Septuagesima
Purification of Mary
Esto mihi Domine
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Annunciation
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Good Friday
Easter
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
2nd p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
Ascension Thursday
Pentecost
Trinity Sunday
4th p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
Kirchweihung
5th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
11th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
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8/31/1550
9/7/1550
9/7/1550
9/8/1550
9/14/1550
9/14/1550
9/21/1550
9/21/1550
9/28/1550
9/28/1550
10/5/1550
10/5/1550
10/12/1550
10/12/1550
10/19/1550
10/19/1550
10/26/1550
10/26/1550
11/2/1550
11/9/1550
11/9/1550
11/11/1550
11/16/1550
11/23/1550
11/30/1550
12/7/1550
12/8/1550
12/14/1550
12/21/1550
12/25/1550
12/28/1550
12/28/1550
1/1/1551
1/6/1551
1/18/1551
1/25/1551
1/25/1551
2/1/1551

W-PS(Sp): 140b-142a
W-PS(Sp): 152b-153b
H-PS: 171b-172b
W-PSdS(Ag): 338b-341b
W-PS(Sp): 16 la-162a
H-PS: 177b-178b
W-PS(Sp): 169a-170a
H-PS: 182b-183a
W-PS(Sp): 177b-179a
H-PS: 187b-188b
W-PS(Sp): 185a-186a
H-PS: 192b-193a
W-PS(Sp): 193b-194b
H-PS: 197a-b
W-PS(Sp): 201b-203a
H-PS: 201b-202a
H-PS: 206a-207b
W-PS(Sp): 214a-215b
W-PS(Sp): 224a-226a
W-PS(Sp): 233b-235a
W-PS(Sp): 236b-238a
W-PSdS(Ag): 438b-442a
W-PS(Sp): 248a-249b
W-PS(Sp): 258a-259a
W-PW(Sp): la-3a
W-PW(Sp): 7a-8b
W-PWdS(Ag): 42a-43b
W-PW(Sp): lib-13a
W-PW(Sp): 16a-17b
W-PW(Sp): 20a-25a
W-PW(Sp): 35b-37a
W-PWdS(Ag): 88b-90a
W-PW: 183a-185b
W-PW(Sp): 48a-52a
H-PW: 57a-58b
W-PWdS(Ag): 90a-93a
W-PW(Sp): 90a-91b
W-PW(Sp): 93a-94a

13th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
Nativity of Mary
15th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
18thp. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
23d p. Trin.
23d p. Trin.
Martin
24th p. Trin.
25th p. Trin.
1St Advent
2nd Advent
Conception of Mary
3rd Advent
4th Advent
Christmas
1st p. Christmas
Innocents
New Year's Day
Epiphany
2nd p. Ephiphany
Paul's Conversion
Septuagesima
Exsurge
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2/2/1551
2/2/1551
2/8/1551
2/13/1551
2/13/1551
2/15/1551
2/15/1551
2/18/1551
2/18/1551
2/20/1551
2/22/1551
2/22/1551
2/25/1551
2/25/1551
2/27/1551
2/27/1551
3/1/1551
3/1/1551
3/4/1551
3/4/1551
3/6/1551
3/6/1551
3/8/1551
3/8/1551
3/11/1551
3/11/1551
3/13/1551
3/13/1551
3/15/1551
3/15/1551
3/18/1551
3/18/1551
3/20/1551
3/20/1551
3/22/1551
3/22/1551
3/25/1551
3/27/1551

W-PWdS: 145a-148a
W-PWdS(Sp): 36b-41a
W-PW(Sp): 95a-96b
W-PW(Ag): 416b-419b
W-Quadr: 162a-170a
W-PW(Sp): 154b-156b
W-Quadr: 171b-177a
W-PW(Ag): 472a-473a
W-Quadr: 177a-180b
W-PW(Ag): 483a-484b
W-PW(Sp): 188a-190b
W-Quadr: 181a-189b
W-PW(Ag): 521b-522a
W-Quadr: 190a-194b
W-Quadr: 195a-200b
W-PW(Ag): 531a-532b
W-PW(Sp): 217b-219a
W-Quadr: 200b-207a
W-PW(Ag): 569a-570b
W-Quadr: 207a-213b
W-Quadr; 214a-218b
W-PW(Ag):580a-581b
W-PW(Sp): 248b-250a
W-Quadr: 2l9a-226a
W-PW(Ag): 618b-619b
W-Quadr: 226b-234a
W-PW(Ag): 630a-631a
W-Quadr: 234b-239b
W-Quadr: 240a-246a
W-PW(Sp): 277b-279b
W-PW(Ag): 669a-670a
W-Quadr: 246a-251b
W-Quadr: 251b-259b
W-PW(Ag):679b-680b
W-PW(Sp): 310a-312a
W-Quadr; 260a-267a
W-Quadr: 267a-276a
W-Quadr: 276a-279b

Purification of Mary
Purification of Mary
Esto mihi Domine
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Invocavit
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Wed. p. Invocavit
Friday p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Wed. p. Reminiscere
Friday p. Reminiscere
Friday p. Remin.
Oculi
Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Judica
Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Palm Sunday
Palm Sunday
Wed. p. Palm S.
Good Friday
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3/29/1551
3/29/1551
3/30/1551
3/30/1551
3/31/1551
3/31/1551
4/12/1551
4/19/1551
4/26/1551
5/3/1551
5/10/1551
5/17/1551
5/17/1551
5/18/1551
5/24/1551
5/28/1551
5/31/1551
6/7/1551
6/14/1551
6/21/1551
6/28/1551
6/29/1551
7/5/1551
7/5/1551
7/12/1551
7/19/1551
7/26/1551
7/26/1551
8/2/1551
8/2/1551
8/9/1551
8/9/1551
8/15/1551
8/16/1551
8/16/1551
8/23/1551
8/23/1551
8/23/1551

W-Quadr: 279b-289a
W-PS(Sp): 6a-10b
W-PS(Sp): 19a-23a
W-Quadr: 289a-294a
W-PS(Sp): 29a-32a
W-Quadr: 294a-299b
W-2Esdras: la-6b
W-2Esdras: 7a-13a
W-2Esdras: 13a-19a
W-2Esdras: 19b-24b
W-2Esdras: 25a-30a
W-2Esdras:: 30b-36b
W-PS: 247a-250b
W-PS(Sp): 66b-68a
W-2Esdras:: 36b-41a
W-PSdS: 99a-114b [sic]
W-2Esdras:: 41a-47b
W-2Esdras:: 47b-54a
W-2Esdras:: 54b-60a
W-2Esdras:: 60a-65b
W-2Esdras;: 66a-71b
W-PSdS: 177b-178b
W-2Esdras: 71b-77b
W-PS(Sp): 101a-102b
W-2Esdras: 77b-83a
W-2Esdras: 83a-89a
W-2Esdras: 89a-95b
W-PS(Sp); 114b-115b
W-2Esdras: 95b-103a
W-PS(Sp): 121b-122b
W-PS(Sp): 126a-127b
W-2Esdras: 103a-108b
W-PSdS(Ag): 304b-308b
W-PS(Sp): 137a-138a
W-2Esdras: 108b-117b
W-2Esdras: 117b-128b
W-PS(Sp): 143b-145a
W-PS(Sp): 142a-143a

Easter
Easter
Easter Monday
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
Easter Tuesday
2nd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
6th p. Easter
Pentecost
Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Trinity Sunday
Corpus Christi
1st p. Trin.
2nd p. Trin.
3rd p. Trin.
4th p. Trin.
5th p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
6th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
8th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin. & Stephen
10th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
12th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
13th p. Trin.
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8/30/1551
8/30/1551
9/6/1551
9/6/1551
9/8/1551
9/13/1551
9/13/1551
9/20/1551
9/20/1551
9/27/1551
9/27/1551
10/4/1551
10/4/1551
10/11/1551
10/11/1551
10/18/1551
10/18/1551
10/25/1551
11/1/1551
11/1/1551
11/1/1551
11/8/1551
11/8/1551
11/11/1551
11/15/1551
11/22/1551
11/29/1551
11/29/1551
12/6/1551
12/6/1551
12/8/1551
12/13/1551
12/13/1551
12/20/1551
12/20/1551
12/25/1551
12/27/1551
12/27/1551

W-2Esdras; 128b-133a
W-PS(Sp): 151a-152b
W-2Esdras: 133a-140a
W-PS(Sp): 159b-160b
W-PSdS(Ag): 342a-346a
W-2Esdras: 140b-148a
W-PS(Sp): 167a-169a
W-2Esdras: 148a-153a
W-PS(Sp): 176a-177b
W-PS(Sp): 183b-185a
W-2Esdras: 153b-159a
W-2Esdras: 159b-164b
W-PS(Sp); 191b-193a
W-Esther: 165a-17 lb
W-PS(Sp): 203a-204b
W-PS(Sp):215b-217a
W-Esther: 172a-178a
W-PS(Sp): 226a-227a
W-Esther: 178a-185a
W-PSdS(Ag): 388a-392a
W-PS(Sp): 235a-236b
W-PS(Sp): 247a-248a
W-Esther: 185a-190b
W-PSdS(Ag): 442a-446b
W-Esther: 19 la-198b
W-Esther: 198b-204a
W-PW(Sp): 3a-5b
W-Esther: 204a-209a
W-PW(Sp): 8b-10a
W-Esther: 209a-214b
W-PWdS(Ag): 44a-46b
W-PW(Sp): 13a-14b
W-Esther: 214b-219b
W-PW(Sp): 17b-18b
W-Esther: 219b-225a
W-PW(Sp): 25b-29b
W-Esther: 225a-23 lb
W-PWdS(Ag): 82b-84a

14th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
Nativity of Mary
16th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin.
18th p. Trin. & Artztag
19th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
20th p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
All Saints
All Saints
23d p. Trin.
24th p. Trin.
24th p. Trin.
Martin
25th p. Trin.
26th p. Trin.
1st Advent
I st Advent
2nd Advent
2nd Advent
Conception of Mary
3rd Advent
3rd Advent
4th Advent
4th Advent
Christmas
1st p. Christmas & John
John
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12/27/1551
1/3/1552
1/6/1552
1/10/1552
1/10/1552
1/17/1552
1/17/1552
1/24/1552
1/24/1552
1/31/1552
1/31/1552
21211552
2/7/1552
2/7/1552
2/14/1552
2/14/1552
2/14/1552
2/21/1552
2/21/1552
2/28/1552
2/28/1552
3/4/1552
3/6/1552
3/9/1552
3/11/1552
3/13/1552
3/16/1552
3/18/1552
3/20/1552
3/23/1552
3/25/1552
3/27/1552
3/30/1552
4/1/1552
4/3/1552
4/6/1552
4/8/1552
4/10/1552

W-PW: 154a-156b
W-Esther: 232a-236b
W-PW(Sp): 44a-48a
W-Esther: 236b-242b
W-PW(Sp): 52a-54a
W-Esther: 243a-249b
W-PW(Sp): 59a-60a
W-Esther: 249b- 256a
W-PW: 291b-294a
W-PW(Sp): 72a-73b
W-Esther: 256a-262a
W-PWdS(Sp): 41a-44b
W-Esther: 262a-269a
W-PW(Sp): 79b-80a
W-PW(Sp): 88b-90a
W-PW:314b-317a
W-Esther: 269b-275a
W-PW(Sp): 91b-92b
W-Esther: 275a-284a
W-PW(Sp): 94a-95a
W-Esther: 284a-292a
W-PW(Ag): 419b-423a
W-PW(Sp): 152a-154b
W-PW(Ag): 473a-474b
W-PW(Ag): 484b-485b
W-PW(Sp): 186b-188a
W-PW(Ag): 522a-523a
W-PW(Ag): 532b-533b
W-PW(Sp): 216a-217b
W-PW(Ag): 570b-571b
W-PW(Ag): 582a-583a
W-PW(Sp): 247a-248b
W-PW(Ag): 619b-620b
W-PW(Ag): 631a-632a
W-PW(Sp): 280a-281b
W-PW(Ag): 670a-671a
W-PW(Ag): 680b-681b
W-PW(Sp):308a-310a

1St p. Christmas
1st p. Silvester
Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
4th p. Epiphany
4th p. Epiphany
Purification of Mary
5th p. Epiphany
5th p. Epiphany
Septuagesima
6th p. Epiphany
Septuagesima
Exsurge
Exsurge
Esto mihi Domine
Esto mihi Domine
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Palm Sunday
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4/13/1552
4/15/1552
4/18/1552
4/24/1552
4/24/1552
5/1/1552
5/1/1552
5/8/1552
5/8/1552
5/15/1552
5/15/1552
5/22/1552
5/22/1552
5/26/1552
5/29/1552
5/29/1552
6/5/1552
6/6/1552
6/6/1552
6/12/1552
6/19/1552
6/26/1552
6/29/1552
7/4/1552
7/10/1552
7/17/1552
7/24/1552
7/31/1552
8/28/1552
9/4/1552
9/8/1552
9/11/1552
9/18/1552
9/25/1552
10/2/1552
10/9/1552
10/16/1552
10/23/1552

W-PW(Ag): 744b-748b
W-PW(Ag): 773a-774b
W-PS(Sp): 15a-19a
W-Job: la-4a
W-PS(Sp): 33a-34a
W-PS(Sp): 35b-37b
W-Job: 4a-7a
W-PS(Sp): 40b-41b
W-Job: 7a-10a
W-Job: 10a-13b
W-PS(Sp): 44b-45b
W-PS(Sp): 47a-48a
W-Job: 13 b-17a
W-PSdS(Sp): 35a-40a
W-Job: 17a-19a
W-PS(Sp): 49b-51a
W-PS(Sp): 52a-57a
W-Job: 19a-22b
W-PS(Sp): 65a-66a
W-PS(Sp): 81b-82b
W-PS(Sp): 84b-86a
W-PS(Sp): 87b-89a
W-PSdS(Sp): 113b-114b
W-PSdS(Ag): 248a-251b
W-PS(Sp): 94a-95b
W-PS(Sp): 99a-101a
W-PS(Sp): 102b-104b
W-PS(Sp): 104b-106a
W-PS(Sp): 127b-132b
W-PS(Sp): 138b-140b
W-PSdS(Ag): 346a-347b
W-PS(Sp): 145a-146b
W-PS(Sp): 153b-155a
W-PS(Sp): 162a-163b
W-PS(Sp): 170a-172a
W-PS(Sp): 179a-180a
W-PS(Sp): 186a-187b
W-PS(Sp): 194b-196a

Wed. p. Palm S.
Good Friday
Easter Monday
1St p. Easter
1 St p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
2nd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
4th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
5th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
6th p. Easter
6th p. Easter
Pentecost
Pentecost Monday
Pentecost Monday
Trinity Sunday
1st p. Trin.
2nd p. Trin.
Peter and Paul
Kirchweihung
4th p. Trin.
5th p. Trin.
6th p. Trin.
7th p. Trin.
11th p. Trin.
12th p. Trin.
Nativity of Mary
13th p. Trin.
14th p. Trin.
15th p. Trin.
16th p. Trin.
17th p. Trin,
18th p. Trin.
19th p. Trin,
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10/30/1552
11/1/1552
11/1/1552
11/6/1552
11/6/1552
11/13/1552
11/13/1552
11/20/1552
11/20/1552
11/27/1552
12/4/1552
12/4/1552
12/4/1552
12/4/1552
12/11/1552
12/11/1552
12/18/1552
12/18/1552
12/25/1552
12/26/1552
12/26/1552
1/6/1553
1/8/1553
1/15/1553
1/22/1553
2/17/1553
2/19/1553
2/19/1553
2/22/1553
2/22/1553
2/24/1553
2/24/1553
2/26/1553
2/26/1553
3/1/1553
3/1/1553
3/3/1553
3/3/1553

W-PS(Sp): 204b-206a
W-Job: 74a-79a
W-PSdS(Ag): 392a-395b
W-Job: 79a-82a
W-PS(Sp):217a-218a
W-PS(Sp): 227a-228b
W-Job: 82a-85b
W-Job: 85b-88b
W-PS(Sp): 238a-239b
W-Job: 88b-91b
W-PW(Sp): lOb-llb
W-PW(Sp): 5b-7a
W-PS(Sp): 256a-257b
W-Job: 91b-95a
W-PW(Sp): 14b-16a
W-Job: 95a-98a
W-PW(Sp): 18b-20a
W-Job: 98a-10la
W-PW(Sp): 29b-34a
W-PWdS(Ag): 65b-66b
W-Job: 10 la-104a
H-PW: 46b-48b
W-PW(Sp): 54a-b
W-PW(Sp): 60a-61a
W-PW(Sp): 62b-63b
W-PW(Ag): 423b-26a
W-PW(Sp): 156b-159a
W-Job: 122a-123 b
W-PW(Ag): 474b-475b
W-Job: 123 b-125b
W-Job: 125b-127b
W-PW(Ag): 485b-486b
W-Job: 127b-130b
W-PW(Sp): 190b-191a
W-PW(Ag): 523a-524a
W-Job: 130b-133a
W-Job: 133a-136b
W-PW(Ag): 533b-534b

20th p. Trin.
All Saints
All Saints
21st p. Trin.
21st p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
22nd p. Trin.
23rd p. Trin.
23d p. Trin.
1St Advent
2nd Advent
2nd Advent
25th p. Trin.
2nd Advent
3rd Advent
3rd Advent
4th Advent
4th Advent
Christmas
Stephen
Stephen
Ephiphany
1st p. Epiphany
2nd p. Epiphany
3rd p. Epiphany
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Invocavit
Invocavit
Wed. p. Invoc.
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Reminiscere
Reminiscere
Wed. p. Remin.
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
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3/5/1553
3/5/1553
3/8/1553
3/8/1553
3/10/1553
3/10/1553
3/12/1553
3/12/1553
3/15/1553
3/15/1553
3/17/1553
3/17/1553
3/19/1553
3/19/1553
3/22/1553
3/22/1553
3/24/1553
3/24/1553
3/26/1553
3/26/1553
3/29/1553
4/2/1553
4/3/1553
4/4/1553
4/16/1553
4/23/1553
4/30/1553
5/11/1553
5/14/1553
5/21/1553
5/28/1553
6/4/1553
6/5/1553
6/11/1553
7/2/1553
7/23/1553
8/15/1553
8/27/1553

W-Job: 136b-139a
W-PW(Sp): 219a-220a
W-Job: 139a-141b
W-PW(Ag): 571b-572a
W-Job: 141b-144b
W-PW(Ag): 581b-582a
W-PW(Sp):250a-251b
W-Job: 144b-147b
W-PW(Ag): 620b-621b
W-Job: 148a-150b
W-Job: 15 lb-154a
W-PW(Ag):632a-633a
W-Job: 154a-157b
W-PW(Sp): 281b-283a
W-PW(Ag): 671a-672a
W-Job: 157b-160b
W-PW(Ag): 681b-682b
W-Job: 160b-163b
W-Job: 163b-166b
W-PW(Sp): 312a-313b
W-Job: 166b-168b
W-Job: 169a-171b
W-PS(Sp): 23a-24b
W-PS(Sp): 32a-33a
W-PS(Sp): 37b-38b
W-PS(Sp): 42a-43a
W-PS(Sp): 45b-46b
W-PSdS(Sp): 40a-44a
W-PS(Sp):51a-51b
W-PS(Sp): 57a-59a
W-PS(Sp): 82b-84b
W-PS(Sp): 86a-87b
W-PSdS(Ag): 135b-138b
W-PS(Sp): 89a-90b
W-PSdS(Ag): 206a-209a
W-PS(Sp): 108b-110a
W-PSdS(Ag): 308b-313b
W-PS(Sp): 146b-147b

Oculi
Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Laetare
Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Judica
Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Palm Sunday
Palm Sunday
Wed. p. Palm S.
Easter
Easter Monday
Easter Tuesday
2nd p. Easter
3rd p. Easter
4th p. Easter
Ascension Thursday
6th p. Easter
Pentecost
Trinity Sunday
1st p. Trin.
Boniface
2nd p. Trin.
Visitation of Mary
8th p. Trin.
Assumption of Mary
13th p. Trin.
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11/1/1553
1/7/1554
1/21/1554
219115542/14/1554
2/16/1554
2/21/1554
2/23/1554
2/28/1554
3/2/1554
3/7/1554
3/9/1554
3/14/1554
3/16/1554
3/22/1554
3/23/1554
3/25/1554
3/26/1554
4/1/1554
4/29/1554
5/24/1554
6/24/1554
7/8/1554
7/22/1554
7/22/1554
7/29/1554
9/8/1554

W-PSdS(Ag): 395b-400a
W-PW(Sp): 55a-56a
W-Job: 287a-289b
W-PW(Ag): 426b-428a
W-PW(Ag): 475b-477a
W-PW(Ag): 486b-487a
W-PW(Ag): 524a-525a
W-PW(Ag): 534b-535a
W-PW(Ag): 572a-573b
W-PW(Ag): 583a-584a
W-PW(Ag): 621b-622b
W-PW(Ag): 633a-634a
W-PW(Ag): 672a-b
W-PW(Ag): 682b-683b
W-Job: 326b-331a
W-Job: 331a-332b
W-Job: 332b-337b
H-PS: 10a-12a
W-PS(Sp): 34b-35b
W-PS(Sp): 48a-49b
W-PSdS(Sp): 58b-62a
W-PSdS(Sp): 95b-96b
W-PS(Sp): 106a-107a
W-PSdS: 206b-207b
W-PS(Sp): 116a-b
W-PS(Sp): 122b-123b
W-PSdS: 230a-233b

All Saints
1St p. Epiphany
3rd p. Ephiphany
Friday p. Ash Wed.
Wed. p. Invoc.
Friday p. Invoc.
Wed. p. Remin.
Friday p. Remin.
Wed. p. Oculi
Friday p. Oculi
Wed. p. Laetare
Friday p. Laetare
Wed. p. Judica
Friday p. Judica
Ascension Thursday
Good Friday
Easter
Easter Monday
1st p. Easter
5th p. Easter
Corpus Christi
John the Baptist
7th p. Trin.
Mary Magdalen
9th p. Trin.
10th p. Trin.
Nativity of Mary
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